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Preface to the
Secon d Ed itio n
ontent analysis is potentially one of the most important research techniques
in the social sciences. The content analyst views data as representations not
of physical events but of texts, images, and expressions that are created to be
seen, read, interpreted, and acted on for their meanings, and must therefore be
analyzed with such uses in mind. Analyzing texts in the contexts of their uses
distinguishes content analysis from other methods of inquiry.
Methods in the natural sciences are not concerned with meanings, contents,
intentions, and references. These scientists hardly reflect on their own concep
tions of nature, excluding their conceptions from their object of study by dis
missing them as subjective in contrast to what can be determined through
detached observation and objective measurement. Where social researchers adopt
natural scientific methods of inquiry, the epistemology that is inscribed in such
methods prevents them from addressing what matters most in everyday social
life : human communication, how people coordinate their lives, the commitments
they make to each other and to the conceptions of society they aspire to, what
they know, and why they act. Certainly, content analysis is not the only research
method that takes meanings seriously, but it is a method that is both powerful
and unobtrusive. It makes sense of what is mediated between people-textual
matter, symbols, messages, information, mass-media content, and technology
supported social interactions-without perturbing or affecting those who handle
that textual matter.
In the first edition of Content Analysis, published in 1 9 8 0 , I suggested that
content analysis was at a crossroads. Content analysts at that time had a choice:
They could continue their shallow counting game, motivated by a journalistic
fascination with numbers and a narrow conception of science in which quantita
tive measurement provides the only evidence that counts ( Lasswell, 1 949/1 965b),
or they could refocus content analysis methods on social phenomena that are
both generated by and constituted in texts and images and, hence, need to be
understood through their written and pictorial constituents. Although the logic
and methods that I presented in the first edition of Content Analysis have survived
their challenges, the textual fabric of contemporary society has undergone radical
transformations, due in no small part to the ongoing information revolution. The
increasingly widespread availability of electronic, and hence computer-readable,
XIII
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texts concerning virtually everything that matters t o society and its members
has moved content analysis, particularly computer-aided text analysis, into the
center of how society examines itself.
In the 1980s, content analysis was a research method that had entered the
psychological and social sciences, but was used mainly in j ournalism and commu
nication research. At that time, the amount of human effort required to collect,
transcribe, and code textual data made content analysis a time-consuming and
labor-intensive effort. Today, content analysis has become an efficient alternative to
public opinion research, a method of tracking markets, political leanings, and
emerging ideas; it is used as a way to settle legal disputes and as an approach to the
exploration of individual human minds-not to dwell on the many improvements
that content analysts have made in traditional content analytic inquiries of the mass
media. Despite remarkable progress, content analysts can hardly claim to have met
the challenges of this new era. The imagined analytical potential is far ahead of what
can be done today, fueling the work of many developers of new analytic tools.
Although the outline of this new edition remains essentially unchanged from
that of the first, this volume clarifies numerous methodological issues in content
analysis and responds to the technique's latest challenges. Accordingly, I have
substantially rewritten all chapters, addressing developments that have taken
place since 19 80, especially Chapter 12, on computer-aided text analysis, and
Chapter 14, a practical guide, which incorporates my experiences in teaching and
consulting on academic and commercial research projects. I have also substan
tially revised my earlier discussions of the epistemology, logic, and methods of
content analysis.
I thank my students at the University of Pennsylvania's Annenberg School for
Communication for their open minds and my colleagues for presenting me with
the challenging problems of their content analyses. I would also like to thank
numerous readers of the first edition-both students and practicing content
analysts-for sharing their comments and criticisms, and Sage Publications for
giving me more space for this edition.
The first edition of Content Analysis has been translated into Italian,
Japanese, Spanish, and Hungarian, and during the 23 years since its publication,
it has reached an enormous audience. It has been widely adopted as a text in
social science, humanities, and business curricula. It has served researchers as a
guide to the design and execution of large and small content analyses, and it has
provided a standard for j ustifying as well as critically evaluating content analy
sis findings. When I travel to national and international conferences, I continue
to be amazed and pleased to meet researchers from all over the world who tell
me how studying this text has helped them in their current inquiries. This
new edition is written for the same wide audience of practicing researchers, social
scientists, and students.
-Klaus Krippendorff
Gregory Bateson Term Professor for Cybernetics, Language, and Culture
The Annenberg School for Communication
University of Pennsylvania
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Introduction
he term content analysis is a bout 60 years old. Webster's Dictionary of
the English Language included the term in its 1961 edition, defining it as
" analysis of the manifest and latent content of a body of communicated material
(as a book or film) through classification, tabulation, and evaluation of its key
symbols and themes in order to ascertain its meaning and probable effect. " The
intellectual roots of content analysis, however, can be traced far back in human
history, to the beginning of the conscious use of symbols and voice, especially
writing. This conscious use, which replaced the magical use of language, has been
shaped by the ancient disciplines of philosophy, rhetoric, and cryptography.
It has also spawned religious inquisitions and political censorship on the part
of ruling establishments. Today, symbolic phenomena are institutionalized in art,
literature, education, and the mass media, including the Internet. Theoretical and
analytical concerns are found in such academic disciplines as anthropology, ling
uistics, social psychology, sociology of knowledge, and the comparatively younger
field of communication studies. Many practical pursuits have grown from these
fields: psychotherapy, advertising, politics, the arts, and so on. Virtually all disci
plines within the whole spectrum of the humanities and the social sciences, includ
ing those that seek to improve the political and social conditions of life, are
concerned with the functions and effects of symbols, meanings, and messages. In
recent years, the emergence of the information society has moved the minutiae of
communication-texts, contexts, images, interfaces, and, above all, information
into the very center of researchers' attempts at self-understanding.
However ancient the roots of analyzing symbolic and textual matter might
be, today's content analysis is significantly different, in aim and in method, from that
of the past. Contemporary content analysis has three distinguishing characteristics.
First, content analysis is an empirically grounded method, exploratory in
process, and predictive or inferential in intent. Many of our current concepts
relating to language are of Greek origin; for example, the words sign, signifi
cance, symbol, and logic all have Greek roots. However, the ancient Greeks'
interest in language was largely prescriptive and classificatory, not empirical.
Aristotelian logic set the standards for clear expression, and much of rhetorical
theory was directed toward a normative conception of persuasive argumentation.
Science that explores rather than declares is a relatively recent accomplishment.
Only a century ago, George Boole and his contemporaries believed that the brain
works according to (Boolean) logic and that human conduct is entirely rational.
However, computers built on this logic turned out to be rather disappointing
XV I I
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thinking machines. Empirical research in psychology is replacing Aristotelian
categories in favor of a " psycho-logic. " And we no longer measure human
communication against the ideal of transmitting information. Instead, we inquire
into what happens to the relationships between people who converse with one
another.
With new conceptualizations and an empirical orientation, contemporary con
tent analysts join other researchers in seeking valid knowledge or practical sup
port for actions and critique. However, unlike researchers who employ other
empirical techniques, content analysts examine data, printed matter, images, or
sounds-texts-in order to understand what they mean to people, what they
enable or prevent, and what the information conveyed by them does. These are
questions for which natural scientists have no answers and for which their meth
ods are generally insensitive.
Second, contemporary content analysis transcends traditional notions of sym
bols, contents, and intents. This may be seen in the evolution of the concept of
communication, in how the development of media technologies has shaped our
attention to communication, and in the role of culture in assigning significance
to what is being analyzed. I would argue that in recent years our awareness of
communication has undergone four conceptual revolutions, as described below,
and probably is in the midst of a fifth:
•

•

The idea of messages: the early awareness not only that verbal discourse is
movable when written, but that writing has predictable effects. This aware
ness emerged in ancient Greece when messengers were used as the carriers
of significance, history became documented, laws of the land were laid down
in writing, and written instructions built organizational structures, directed
events, and influenced ( and possibly deceived) their receivers or the public.
The concept of a message was a precursor of the rhetorical exploration of
language. Tropes, syllogisms, and meanings came to be thought of as inher
ent qualities of speeches, letters, or documents. But a message is the
metaphorical container of all these, a "container of content, " a vehicle for
shipping meanings from one place to another-for example, when we now
leave a message for someone on an answering machine or say that a message
was meaningful (full of meanings) or meaningless (void of meanings) .
The idea of channels: the awareness of the constraints that every medium
imposes on human communication. This awareness came with the
increased reliance on different media of communication and served to
explain their limitations: The alphabet limits what one can say in writing;
the telephone confines communication to sound; and a television station
can air no more than what is transmittable without interference from other
stations, appealing to large audiences, and deemed profitable by its spon
sors. The channel metaphor conjures images of canals and pipes with
restricted capacities for shipping messages (with their contents) of certain
forms and volumes.

I N T RO D U CT I O N
•

•

•

The idea of communication: the awareness of the relational space between
senders and receivers, of the processes through which interpersonal rela
tions are negotiated, social structures are constituted, and members of large
populations come to know about each other. This awareness developed as
an offshoot of the growth in mass media. By producing and disseminating
identical messages-news and entertainment-to everyone, the mass media
promised to be an agent of sharing, of building community relationships,
of democratization, ideally, worldwide. Modeling themselves on the idea of
mass production, the mass media also made us aware of where this one
way model failed: in interpersonal conversation, point-to-point telephone
communication, public debate, and dialogue. In U.S. culture, mass-media
technology has become synonymous with progress, and communication is
understood as the cure for most social problems-for example, we often
blame lack of communication or miscommunication when interpersonal as
well as national conflicts arise.
The idea of systems: the awareness of global, dynamic, and technologically
supported interdependencies. This idea emerged with the growth of com
munication networks-telephone nets, wire services, mass-media systems,
and most recently the Internet-transforming commerce, politics, and
interpersonal relationships, creating networks whose properties have so far
defied attempts to theorize them adequately. Unlike the one-way mass
media, systems are marked by the interactivity and simultaneity of parallel
communication on a massive scale and with the potential of nearly univer
sal participation.
The idea of computation: the awareness of the algorithmic nature of certain
routine cognitive and social processes and their implementation in increas
ingly powerful computers . The processing of digital data in place of cogni
tive and social practices, along with the ability to reproduce these data
in visual and textual forms for reading, rearticulating, and disseminating
by and to ideally everyone, is encouraging an entirely new literacy that
undercuts traditional organizational structures, including national bound
aries. The fluidity and enormous complexity that computation has intro
duced into almost all spheres of life amplify the possibilities for scientific
exploration as well as present unprecedented challenges for collective
understanding.

This rather sketchy history of communication suggests that researchers who are
concerned with texts can no longer focus only on symbols or representations, nor
can they limit themselves to questions about "who says what, through which
channels, to whom, and with which effects" (Lasswell, 1 960). The popular and
simplistic notion of " content" has outlived its explanatory capabilities as well:
content, the what of a communication, an entity that authors think they enter into
messages and ship to remote receivers, who remove it for what it is and henceforth
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share it among others. This bizarre notion leads to authors as authorities of what
they put into messages and to the conception of content analysts as experts who
provide objective accounts of what messages were intended to conveyor actually
contain.
The virtuality of electronic media encourages short-lived access to messages
that, without knowledge of their human authors, calls for a new technological
basis for trust. It coordinates the lives of many people, overcoming old distinc
tions among channels of communication, o bviating physical distances, and push
ing capacities of the human participants to their limits. This erodes the validity
of traditional communication theories, all the while enabling computer systems
to thrive in this new environment. It is these computer systems that simulate and
coordinate parts of the very social processes that researchers wish to understand.
This is a radically changing world in which texts play distinctly new roles.
Newspaper accounts, public opinion polls, corporate reports, files in government
agencies, credit information, bank transactions, and, above all, huge textual data
archives-all are now linked into networks that can be analyzed from numerous
positions. In effect, the social systems that we conceived of as explaining society
are now holographically retreating into our computers. This development calls
for a redefinition of content analysis, one that aligns content-the target of the
research-with how contemporary society operates and understands itself
through its texts.
With the container metaphor rendered useless, perhaps the term content
analysis no longer fits the realities of contemporary society. For better or for
worse, I continue to use the term in this book, but I also plead with readers to
oppose unflinchingly the naive and misleading entailments of the pervasive con
tainer metaphor.
Third, contemporary content analysis has been forced to develop a methodol
ogy of its own, one that enables researchers to plan, execute, communicate,
reproduce, and critically evaluate their analyses whatever the particular results.
Content analysts have had to develop such a methodology for three reasons:
•

•

Content analysts now face larger contexts. The shift in interest from small
collections of printed messages to systems and then to electronic texts and
images circulating in the environment of content analysts is tied less to the
nature of textual data than to the increasingly complex worlds that produce
and are sustained by these data. This shift calls for theories and conceptions
that earlier content analysts did not need. Although content analysts have
frequently lamented the lack of general theories that could j ustify their
work, progress in implementing more specific or micro-level theories is
encouraging. This is especially true where content analysis has migrated
through disciplines that were not previously concerned with textual data,
such as the cognitive sciences and artificial intelligence.
Greater numbers of researchers need to collaborate in the pursuit of large
scale content analyses. This observation is a correlate of the growing sample
sizes of relevant texts, the analysis of which easily exceeds what individual

I NTRODU CT I O N

analysts can handle. It implies that content analysts must work together, in
parallel, and as research teams. Teamwork, however, needs to be organized
reliably. Both the social problem of coordinating researchers and the
methodological problem of assuring replicability tend to be solved through
the adoption of a language whose vocabulary enables researchers to clarify
the analytical procedures they use, negotiate the individual responsibilities
of the participants, assure agreement on the analytical categories, and eval
uate the performance of team members.
•

The large volumes of electronically available data call for qualitatively dif
ferent research techniques, for computer aids. Such aids convert large bod
ies of electronic text into representations if not answers to research
questions that content analysts need to understand. However, exactly what
sophisticated text analysis software does-aside from promising to carry
out the more labor-intensive clerical parts of processing textual data-is
often difficult to retrace and inaccessible to the average content analyst.
These computer aids participate in content analysis much as human ana
lysts do. They become part of its methodology, with transparency being a
maJor issue.

To be clear,

methodology

is not a value in itself. The purpose of methodology

is to enable researchers to plan and examine critically the logic, composition, and
protocols of research methods; to evaluate the performance of individual tech
niques; and to estimate the likelihood of particular research designs to contribute
to knowledge. Every researcher must become proficient in defining the terms of
an analysis and justifying the analytical steps taken to a skeptical friend or ques
tioning colleague. Methodology provides a language for talking about the process
of research, not about subject matter. In the history of scientific pursuits, the
development of methodology has always been a major accomplishment. For
example, for thousands of years humans preserved history by retelling or chant
ing stories, since the

Iliad in writing, before the historian Leopold von Ranke, only

a century ago, gave the "document" the methodological status it now has in the
academic study of history. Similarly, scholars practiced "content analysis" well
before Berelson and Lazarsfeld (1948) undertook the first codification of this
method. Although many observers have argued that each content analysis is
unique, possibly focusing largely on its subject matter, I would argue that all con
tent analyses share a procedural logic and need to be justified through the use of
socially acceptable criteria. These commonalities form the substance of this book.
I disagree with the frequent contention that content analysis is "nothing more
than what everyone does when reading a newspaper, except on a larger scale."
Content analysis may have been that way, in its early, journalistic stage, and its
methodology does not rule out such readings, but this narrow definition is no
longer sufficient today. As newspaper readers, we are perfectly justified in apply
ing our individual worldviews to texts and enacting our interest in what those
texts mean to us; in fact, we cannot do otherwise. But as content analysis
researchers, we must do our best to explicate what we are doing and describe
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how we derive our j udgments, so that others---e specially our critics-can replicate
our results.
This book, then, introduces readers to ways of analyzing meaningful matter,
texts, images, and voices-that is, data whose physical manifestations are sec
ondary to what they mean to particular populations of people. The chapters are
grouped into three main parts. Part I, " Conceptualizing Content Analysis,"
begins with a brief chapter on the history of content analysis . In Chapter 2, I
develop a definition of content analysis that distinguishes this technique from
other methods of inquiry, and in Chapter 3 , I present a discussion of some of the
ways in which content analysis has been applied. The chapters in Part II,
" Components of Content Analysis, " outline the procedures used in content
analyses, beginning with their procedural logic and moving naturally from uni
tizing to sampling, recording/coding, data languages, and analytical constructs.
The chapters in Part III, "Analytical Paths and Evaluative Techniques, " trace sev
eral paths through content analysis protocols. In this part of the book, I discuss
analytical constructs that enable researchers to draw inferences from data, the
use of computers and computational techniques, and the two principal criteria
used in evaluating content analyses: reliability and validity. In the final chapter,
I provide a practical guide that summarizes the foregoing discussion from a prac
titioner's perspective.
Readers who have never done a content analysis may want to begin by read
ing Chapter 1, on the history of content analysis, and Chapter 3, on the uses of
this technique, to get a sense for whether or not it suits their research interests.
If it does, they should familiarize themselves with the conceptual foundations of
content analysis by reading Chapter 2. Beginners in content analysis are advised
to start with a small pilot project, to get a feel for what is involved in conduct
ing a larger study. Methodology without some practice is empty. The guidelines
in Chapter 14, although written as a summary, could also serve as a start. In this
chapter, readers will find many helpful references to pertinent chapters in this
volume, which may answer emerging questions and place these answers within
the context of larger methodological issues. Beginning researchers will soon real
ize that analyzing text is not a mechanical task, and neither is designing a con
tent analysis. Both undertakings require creativity and competence.
Readers who have had some experience with coding will acquire a larger per
spective on what they had been doing. As the table of contents suggests, coding
is only a small part of content analysis-despite popular misconceptions. In fact,
only Chapter 7 is devoted to issues of coding or recording, something researchers
need do only when their data or texts are unwieldy. By coding/recording textual
matter, one learns to appreciate both the conceptual problems involved in impos
ing analytical categories on ordinary readings of text and the ways in which com
petent researchers have managed to solve such problems. Designing a content
analysis is something different, however. I recommend that readers who have had
experience with coding expand on that experience by examining the chapters
offered here about all the other components of content analysis, adding these to
their conceptual frameworks. Such readers might well look into Chapter 12, on
computer aids, to gain an alternative perspective on coding.

I NT RO D U CT I O N

Readers who have already undertaken content analyses or similar text-based
research will discover in this book alternative paths for such inquiries and a
vocabulary that they can use in deliberating about what is involved in analyzing
texts-not as observations of naturalistic phenomena, but as data whose signifi
cance stems from the meanings that others bring to their readings. Those who
think they know what content analysis is are advised to start with Chapter 2, on

the conceptual foundations of content analysis. This chapter discusses the ways

that researchers talk about content and exposes readers to the larger perspective
they will need in order to conceive a content analysis or critically evaluate the
content analyses of others. As a condition for publication, scholarly journals
increasingly demand some demonstration of why a content analysis should be
taken seriously. In the past, content analysts relied heavily on conceptions of con
tent as "contained" in messages, as discussed above, or "inherent" to texts. This
settled the thorny issue of multiple text interpretations by fiat and consequently
disabled explicitness about the researchers' procedures. Several research tradi
tions-such as interpretive research, discourse analysis, literary scholarship, and
rhetoric-tend to be plagued by similar conceptions. Researchers from these tra
ditions would greatly benefit from explicating their approaches, checking their
results against the work of others, and evaluating the social consequences of their
findings outside their own schools of thought-as I am suggesting.
For experts in content analysis, this book raises several epistemological ques
tions that practitioners rarely ask, transforms them into methodological ones,
and provides new solutions to practical problems.
Readers who must make decisions concerning whether or not to trust the find
ings of content analyses and other text-based research-for instance, judges in
courts of law, practitioners in the fields of public relations and advertising, and
reviewers of research submitted for funding or publication in scientific journals
will find the vocabulary of this book useful as they need to weigh the quality of find
ings and make informed recommendations for improvements. Such readers will find
the discussions in Chapters 2, 1 1 , and 1 3 (on conceptual foundations, reliability,

and validity, respectively) especially applicable to their evaluative endeavors.

While this book may serve as a handbook for various practitioners, it grew
out of my experiences in teaching courses and seminars in content analysis, and

I conceive of it foremost as a textbook for advanced undergraduate and begin
ning graduate students. Teachers and their students may not want to work
through all the chapters in their numerical order; for instance, those intending to
use computers will find Chapter 12 more important than Chapter 7, on record

ing/coding, and may omit Chapter 1 1 , on reliability issues. Students with specific

projects in mind may pass over sections that may not be useful to their projects.
However, readers should not rule out chapters as irrelevant before knowing the
possibilities they offer.
Finally, for me, the book will have achieved its purpose if it helps to make the
newly acquired wealth of textual data accessible to systematic analysis, if it
improves the social significance of research in the humanities and the social sci
ences, and if it furthers the development of methods of inquiry into the realities
that human communication constructs.

XX I I I

CHAPT E R

1

Hi story
Empirical inquiries into the meanings of communications date back to
theological studies in the late 1 600s, when the Church found the
printing of nonreligious materials to be a threat to its authority. Such
inquiries have since mushroomed, moving into numerous areas and
becoming the backbone of communication research. This chapter
discusses several stages in the history of content analysis: quantitative
studies of the press; propaganda analysis during World War II; social
scientific uses of the technique in studies of political symbols,
historical documents, anthropological data, and psychotherapeutic
exchanges; computer text analysis and the new media; and qualitative
challenges to content analysis.

SOME PRECU RSORS
Content analysis entails a systematic reading of a body of texts, images, and
symbolic matter, not necessary from an author's or user's perspective. Although
the term content analysis did not appear in English until 194 1 (Waples &
Berelson, 1 94 1 , p. 2; cited in Berelson & Lazarsfeld, 1 94 8 ) , the systematic
analysis of text can be traced back to inquisitorial pursuits by the Church in the
1 7th century. Religions have always been captivated by the written word, so it
is not surprising that the first known dissertations about newspapers were
defended in 1 690, 1 695, and 1 699 by individuals pursuing academic degrees in
theology. After the advent of the printing press, the Church became worried
about the spread of printed matter of a nonreligious nature, and so it dealt with
newspaper content in moralizing terms ( Groth, 1 94 8 , p. 26 ) . Surprisingly, in
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spite of the rhetorical tradition of ancient Greece, which was normative and oral
in orientation, the 17th century contributed very little to the methodology of
content analysis.
Probably the first well-documented quantitative analyses of printed matter
occurred in 18th-century Sweden. According to Dovring's (1954-1 9 5 5 ) account,
these analyses were undertaken as the result of the publication of the Songs of
Zion, a collection of 90 hymns of unknown authorship. The collection had
passed the Royal Swedish censor, but soon after its publication it was blamed for
undermining the orthodox clergy of the Swedish state church. When the collec
tion became popular, it was said to be "contagious " and was accused of aiding
a dissenting group. Outstanding in this case is the fact that literary scholars of
good reputation participated in the controversy, which crystallized around the
question of whether the songs harbored dangerous ideas and, if so, how. Scholars
on one side made a list of the religious symbols in the songs and became alarmed.
Those on the other side, however, found the very same symbols in established
song books and so discounted the claimed difference. Then some scholars noted
that the symbols in the songs occurred in different contexts and had acquired
meanings that were different from those taught in the official church. A debate
arose about whether the meanings should be interpreted literally or metaphori
cally. The interpretations came to be compared with the results of a German
study of the outlawed Moravian Brethren, a religious sect whose members later
emigrated to the United States. This process-of revising a method in response
to criticism--continued until it became clear to both sides in the debate how the
symbols in the Songs of Zion differed from the symbols used in the official song
books and how this (in the end political) phenomenon could be explained. The
controversy generated many ideas that are now part of content analysis and stim
ulated debates about methodology that continue today.
In 190 3 , Eugen LobI published in German an elaborate classification scheme
for analyzing the "inner structure of content" according to the social functions
that newspapers perform. His book, which became well-known in journalistic
circles, contributed to the idea of Publizistik, or newspaper science, and fore
shadowed functionalism, but it did not stimulate empirical investigations.
At the first meeting of the German Sociological Society in 1910, Max
Weber ( 1911 ) proposed a large-scale content analysis of the press, but for a
variety of reasons the research never got off the ground. D uring the same
period, Andrei Markov (1913 ) , who was working on a theory of chains of
symbols, published a statistical analysis of a sample of Pushkin's novel in
verse, Eugene Onegin. These inquiries were discovered only recently or influ
enced the content analysis literature only indirectly. For example, Weber is
celebrated as one of the great sociologists, but his advocacy of the use of con
tent analysis as a method for understanding the mass media is relatively
unknown. And Markov's probability theories entered the c ontent analysis
literature only through Shannon's mathematical theory of communication ( see
Shannon & Weaver, 194 9 ) , which influenced Osgood's (19 5 9 ) contingency
analysis and cloze procedure.
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QUANTITATIVE NEWSPAPER ANALYSIS
The beginning of the 20th century saw a visible increase in the mass production
of newsprint. In the United States, the boom in newspapers created mass markets
and interest in public opinion. Journalism schools emerged, leading to demands
for ethical standards and for empirical inquiries into the phenomenon of the
newspaper. These demands, plus a somewhat simplistic notion of scientific obj ec
rivity, were met by what was then called quantitative newspaper analysis.
Probably the first quantitative newspaper analysis, published in 1893, asked
the rhetorical question, "Do newspapers now give the news ? " (Speed, 1893 ) . Its
author showed how, between 1881 and 1893, New York newspapers had
dropped their coverage of religious, scientific, and literary matters in favor of
gossip, sports, and scandals. In a similar but far more simplistic study published
in 1 9 1 0, Mathews attempted to reveal the overwhelming space that one New
York daily newspaper devoted to " demoralizing," "unwholesome, " and "trivial"
matters as opposed to "worthwhile " news items. By simply measuring the
column inches that newspapers devoted to particular subject matters, j ournalists
in the early 20th century attempted to reveal "the truth about newspapers "
(Street, 1909 ) . Some believed that they had found a way of showing that the
profit motive was the cause of "cheap yellow j ournalism" (Wilcox, 190 0 ) ; others
became convinced that they had established "the influence of newspaper presen
tations on the growth of crime and other antisocial activity " (Fenton, 1910 ) . At
least one concluded that a " quarter century survey of the press content shows
demand for facts " (White, 1924 ) .
Quantitative newspaper analysis seemingly provided the needed scientific
ground for journalistic arguments. The respect for numbers has a long history,
and facts that could be quantified were considered irrefutable. In a footnote,
Berelson and Lazarsfeld (194 8 ) quote from a source published more than 200
years ago:
Perhaps the spirit of the battle over ratification is best reflected in the creed
ironically attributed to each of the contending parties by its opponents . The
recipe for an Anti-Federalist essay which indicates in a very concise way
the class-bias that actuated the opponents of the Constitution, ran in this
manner: "wellborn, nine times-Aristocracy, eighteen times-Liberty of the
Press, thirteen times repeated-Liberty of Conscience, once-Negro
Slavery, once mentioned-Trial by Jury, seven times-Great men, six times
repeated-Mr. Wilson, forty times . . . -put them together and dish them
up at pleasure. (p. 9; quoted from New Hampshire Spy, November 30, 1787)
Quantitative newspaper analysis led to the development of many valuable
ideas, however. In 1 9 12, Tenney made a far-reaching proposal for a large-scale
and continuous survey of press content to establish a system of bookkeeping
of the " social weather" "comparable in accuracy to the statistics of the U.S.
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Weather Bureau" (p. 896). He demonstrated what he had in mind with an analysis
of a few New York newspapers for different ethnic groups, but his proposal
exceeded the scope of what was then feasible. Quantitative newspaper analysis
culminated in sociologist Malcolm M. Willey's 1 926 book The Country
Newspaper. In this model study, Willey traced the emergence of Connecticut
country weeklies, examining circulation figures, changes in subject matter, and
the social role these papers acquired in competition with large city dailies.
When other mass media became prominent, researchers extended the
approach first used in newspaper analysis-measuring volumes of coverage in
various subj ect matter categories-initially to radio (Albig, 1 93 8 ) and later to
movies and television. Content analysis in subject matter categories continues
today and is applied to a wide variety of printed matter, such as textbooks, comic
strips, speeches, and print advertising.

EARLY CO NTE NT A NALYSIS
The second phase in the intellectual growth of content analysis, which took place
in the 1 93 0s and 1 940s, involved at least four factors:
•

During the period following the 1 929 economic crisis, numerous social and
political problems emerged in the United States. Many Americans believed
that the mass media were at least partially to blame for such problems as
yellow journalism, rising crime rates, and the breakdown of cultural values.

•

New and increasingly powerful electronic media of communication, first
radio and later television, challenged the cultural hegemony of the news
papers. Researchers could not continue to treat these new media as exten
sions of newspapers, because they differed from the print media in
important ways. For example, users of radio and television did not have to
be able to read.

•

Major political challenges to democracy were linked to the new mass
media. For example, the rise of fascism was seen as nourished by the as-yet
little-known properties of radio.

•

Perhaps most important, this period saw the emergence of the behavioral
and social sciences as well as increasing public acceptance of the theoreti
cal propositions and empirical methods of inquiry associated with them.

In the 1 93 0s, sociologists started to make extensive use of survey research and
polling. The experience they gained in analyzing public opinion gave rise to
the first serious consideration of methodological problems of content analysis,
published by Woodward in a 1934 article titled " Quantitative Newspaper
Analysis as a Technique of Opinion Research. " From writings about public opin
ion, interest in social stereotypes (Lippmann, 1922) entered the analysis of
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communications in various forms. Questions of representations were raised,
with researchers examining topics such as how Negroes were presented in the
Philadelphia press ( Simpson, 1 93 4 ) ; how U.S. textbooks described wars in which
the United States had taken part, compared with textbooks published in
countries that were former U.S. enemies (Walworth, 1 9 3 8 ); and how nationalism
was expressed in children's books published in the United States, Great Britain,
and other European countries ( Martin, 1 9 3 6 ) .
One of the most important concepts that emerged i n psychology during this time
was the concept of " attitude. " It added evaluative dimensions to content analysis,
such as "pro-con" or " favorable-unfavorable, " that had escaped the rough subject
matter categories of quantitative newspaper analysis. Attitude measures redefined
journalistic standards of fairness and balance and opened the door to the systematic
assessment of bias. Among the explicit standards developed, Janis and Fadner's
(194311 965) "coefficient of imbalance" deserves mention. Psychological experiments
in rumor transmission led Allport and Faden to study newspaper content from an
entirely new perspective. In their 1 940 article "The Psychology of Newspapers: Five
Tentative Laws," they attempted to account for the changes that information under
goes as it travels through an institution and finally appears on the printed page.
The interest in political symbols added another feature to the analysis of public
messages. McDiarmid ( 1 937), for example, examined 30 U.S. presidential
inaugural addresses for symbols of national identity, of historical significance, of
government, and of fact and expectations. Most important, Lasswell ( 1 9 3 8 ) ,
viewing public communications within his psychoanalytical theory o f politics,
classified symbols into such categories as " self" and " others " and forms of
"indulgence" and " deprivation. " His symbol analysis led to his "World Attention
Survey, " in which he compared trends in the frequencies with which prestige
newspapers in several countries used national symbols (Lasswell, 1 94 1 ) .
Researchers i n several disciplines examined the trends i n scholarship, as
reflected in the topics that representative journals published. Rainoff's ( 1 92 9 )
Russian study regarding physics w a s probably the first of this kind, but the most
thorough analyses were conducted in the field of sociology (Becker, 1 930, 1 932;
Shanas, 1 945 ) and later in j ournalism (Tannenbaum & Greenberg, 1 9 6 1 ) .
Several factors influenced the transition from quantitative newspaper analysis,
which was largely journalism driven, to content analysis:
•

Eminent social scientists became involved in these debates and asked new
kinds of questions.

•

The concepts these social scientists developed were theoretically moti
vated, operationally defined, and fairly specific, and interest in stereotypes,
styles, symbols, values, and propaganda devices began to replace interest
in subject matter categories.

•

Analysts began to employ new statistical tools borrowed from other
disciplines, especially from survey research but also from experimental
psychology.
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•

Content analysis data became part of larger research efforts (e.g.,
Lazarsfeld, Berelson, & Gaudet, 1 94 8 ) , and so content analysis no longer
stood apart from other methods of inquiry.

The first concise presentation of these conceptual and methodological
developments under the new umbrella term content analysis appeared in a 1 948
mimeographed text titled The Analysis of Communication Content, authored by
Berelson and Lazarsfeld, which was later published as Berelson's Content
Analysis in Communications Research ( 1 952 ) . This first systematic presentation
codified the field for years to come.

PROPAG A N DA A N A LYS I S
Berelson described content analysis a s the use of mass communications as data
for testing scientific hypotheses and for evaluating journalistic practices. Yet the
most important and large-scale challenge that content analysis faced came dur
ing World War II, when it was employed in efforts to extract information from
propaganda. Before the war, researchers analyzed texts in order to identify " pro
pagandists," to point fingers at individuals who were attempting to influence
others through devious means. Fears concerning such influence had several ori
gins. Propaganda was used extensively during World War I ( Lasswell, 1 927), and
the years between the two world wars witnessed the effective use of propaganda
by antidemocratic demagogues in Europe. In addition, Americans tend to have
deep-seated negative attitudes toward religious fanatics, and the lack of knowl
edge concerning what the extensive use of the new mass media ( radio, film, and
television) could do to people raised concerns as well. According to the Institute
for Propaganda Analysis ( 1 93 7 ) , propagandists reveal themselves through their
use of tricks such as " name-calling, " employing " glittering generalities, " "plain
folks" identifications, " card stacking, " " bandwagon " devices, and so on. Such
devices could be identified easily in many religious and political speeches, even in
academic lectures, and this approach to propaganda analysis led to a kind of
witch-hunt for propagandists in the United States. Theories concerning sublimi
nal messages, especially in advertising, raised widespread suspicion as well.
In the 1 940s, as U.S. attention became increasingly devoted to the war effort,
the identification of propagandists was no longer an issue . Nor were researchers
particularly interested in revealing the power of the mass media of communica
tion to mold public opinion; rather, military and political intelligence were
needed. In this climate, two centers devoted to propaganda analysis emerged.
Harold D . Lasswell and his associates, having written on political symbolism,
worked with the Experimental Division for the Study of Wartime Communi
cations at the U.S. Library of Congress, and Hans Speier, who had organized a
research proj ect on totalitarian communication at the New School for
Social Research in New York, assembled a research team at the Foreign
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Broadcast Intelligence Service of the U.S. Federal Communications Commission
(FC C ) . The Library of Congress group focused on analyzing newspapers and
wire services from abroad and addressed basic issues of sampling, measurement
problems, and the reliability and validity of content categories, continuing the
tradition of early quantitative analysis of mass communications ( Lasswell, Leites,
& Associates, 1 9 65 ) .
The FCC group analyzed primarily domestic enemy broadcasts and sur
rounding conditions to understand and predict events within Nazi Germany and
the other Axis countries, and to estimate the effects of Allied military actions on the
war mood of enemy populations. The pressures of day-to-day reporting left the
analysts little time to formalize their methods, and Berelson ( 1 952) thus had little
to say about the accomplishments of the FCC group. After the war, however,
Alexander L. George worked through the volumes of reports that resulted from
these wartime efforts to describe methods that had evolved in the process and to
validate the inferences the researchers had made by comparing them with
documentary evidence now available from Nazi archives. These efforts resulted
in his book Propaganda Analysis ( 1 959a), which made major contributions to
the conceptualization of the aims and processes of content analysis.
The assumptions that propagandists are rational, in the sense that they follow
their own propaganda theories in their choice of communications, and that the
meanings of propagandists' communications may differ for different people
reoriented the FCC analysts from a concept of "content as shared" (Berelson
would later say " manifest" ) to conditions that could explain the motivations
of particular communicators and the interests they might serve. The notion of
"preparatory propaganda " became an especially useful key for the analysts in
their effort to infer the intents of broadcasts with political content. In order to
ensure popular support for planned military actions, the Axis leaders had to
inform; emotionally arouse, and otherwise prepare their countrymen and
women to accept those actions; the FCC analysts discovered that they could learn
a great deal about the enemy's intended actions by recognizing such preparatory
efforts in the domestic press and broadcasts. They were able to predict several
major military and political campaigns and to assess Nazi elites' perceptions of
their situation, political changes within the Nazi governing group, and shifts in
relations among Axis countries. Among the more outstanding predictions that
British analysts were able to make was the date of deployment of German V
weapons against Great Britain. The analysts monitored the speeches delivered by
Nazi propagandist Joseph Goebbels and inferred from the content of those
speeches what had interfered with the weapons' production and when. They then
used this information to predict the launch date of the weapons, and their pre
diction was accurate within a few weeks.
Several lessons were learned from these applications of content analysis,
including the following:
•

Content is not inherent to communications. People typically differ in how
they read texts. The intentions of the senders of broadcast messages may
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have little to do with how audience members hear those messages.
Temporal orderings, individuals' needs and expectations, individuals'
preferred discourses, and the social situations into which messages enter
are all important in explaining what communications come to mean.
Interpretations on which all communicators readily agree are rare, and
such interpretations are usually relatively insignificant.
•

Content analysts must predict or infer phenomena that they cannot
observe directly. The inability to observe phenomena of interest tends to
be the primary motivation for using content analysis. Whether the ana
lyzed source has reasons to hide what the analyst desires to know (as in
the case of an enemy during wartime or the case of someone needing to
impress) or the phenomena of interest are inaccessible in principle (e.g., an
individual's attitudes or state of mind, or historical events ) or j ust plain
difficult to assess otherwise (such as what certain mass-media audiences
could learn from watching TV) , the analyst seeks answers to questions that
go outside a text. To be sure, the questions that a content analyst seeks to
answer are the analyst's questions, and as such they are potentially at odds
with whether others could answer them and how. Quantitative newspaper
analysts made inferences without acknowledging their own conceptual
contributions to what they thought they found but actually inferred.
Content is not the whole issue; rather, the issue is what can be legitimately
inferred from available texts.

•

In order to interpret given texts or make sense of the messages intercepted
or gathered, content analysts need elaborate models of the systems in
which those communications occur ( or occurred) . The propaganda ana
lysts working during World War II constructed such models more or less
explicitly. Whereas earlier content analysts had viewed mass-produced
messages as inherently meaningful and analyzable unit by unit, the propa
ganda analysts succeeded only when they viewed the messages they ana
lyzed in the context of the lives of the diverse people presumed to use those
messages.

•

For analysts seeking specific political information, quantitative indicators
are extremely insensitive and shallow. Even where large amounts of quan
titative data are available, as required for statistical analyses, these tend
not to lead to the " most obvious" conclusions that political experts would
draw from qualitative interpretations of textual data. Qualitative analyses
can be systematic, reliable, and valid as well.

Convinced that content analysis does not need to be inferior to unsystematic
explorations of communications, numerous writers in the postwar years, such
as Kracauer ( 1 947, 1 9 52-1 953 ) and George ( 1 959a), challenged content ana
lysts' simplistic reliance on counting qualitative data. Smythe ( 1 954) called this
reliance on counting an " immaturity of science" in which obj ectivity is confused
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with quantification. However, the proponents of the quantitative approach
largely ignored the criticism. In his 1 949 essay "Why Be Quantitative ? " Lasswell
( 1 949/1 965b) continued to insist on the quantification of symbols as the sole
basis of scientific insights. His approach to propaganda analysis produced sev
eral working papers but very few tangible results compared with the work of the
FCC group of scholars. Today, quantification continues, although perhaps no
longer exclusively.

CO NTE NT A NALYSIS GE NERALIZE D
After World War II, and perhaps as the result of the first integrated picture of
content analysis provided by Berelson ( 1 952), the use of content analysis spread
to numerous disciplines. This is not to say that content analysis emigrated from
mass communication. In fact, the very "massiveness " of available communi
cations continued to attract scholars who looked at the mass media from new
perspectives. For example, Lasswell ( 1 94 1 ) realized his earlier idea of a "world
attention survey" in a large-scale study of political symbols in French, German,
British, Russian, and u.s. elite press editorials and key policy speeches. He
wanted to test the hypothesis that a "world revolution" had been in steady
progress for some time (Lasswell, Lerner, & Pool, 1 9 5 2 ) . Gerbner and his col
leagues pursued Gerbner's ( 1 969) proposal to develop "cultural indicators " by
analyzing, for almost two decades, one week of fictional television programming
per year, mainly to establish "violence profiles" for different networks, to trace
trends, and to see how various groups (such as women, children, and the aged)
were portrayed on u.s. television (see, e.g., Gerbner, Gross, Signorielli, Morgan,
& Jackson-Beeck, 1 979 ) .
Psychologists began to use content analysis in four primary areas. The first was
the inference of motivational, mental, or personality characteristics through the
analysis of verbal records. This application started with Allport's ( 1 942 ) treatise on
the use of personal documents, Baldwin's ( 1 942) application of "personal structure
analysis" to cognitive structure, and White's ( 1 947) value studies. These studies
legitimated the use of written material, personal documents, and individual
accounts of observed phenomena as an addition to the then-dominant experimen
tal methods. A second application was the use of verbal data gathered in the form
of answers to open-ended interview questions, focus group conversations, and ver
bal responses to various tests, including the construction of Thematic Apperception
Test (TAT) stories. In the context of TAT stories, content analysis acquired the
status of a supplementary technique. As such, it allowed researchers to utilize data
that they could gather without imposing too much structure on subjects and to
validate findings they had obtained through different techniques. Psychological
researchers' third application of content analysis concerned processes of communi
cation in which content is an integral part. For example, in his "interaction process
analysis " of small group behavior, Bales ( 1 950) used verbal exchanges as data
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through which t o examine group processes. The fourth application took the form
of the generalization of measures of meaning over a wide range of situations and
cultures (which derived from individualist notions of meaning or content) . Osgood
( 1 974a, 1 974b) and his students found numerous applications for Osgood, Suci,
and Tannenbaum's ( 1 957) semantic differential scales and conducted worldwide
comparisons of cultural commonalities and differences.
Anthropologists, who started using content analysis techniques in their studies
of myths, folktales, and riddles, have made many contributions to content analy
sis, including the componential analysis of kinship terminology ( Goodenough,
1 972 ) . Ethnography emerged in anthropology, and although ethnographers often
interact with their informants in ways that content analysts cannot interact with
authors or readers, after ethnographers gather their field notes they start to rely
heavily on methods that are similar to those that content analysts use.
Historians are naturally inclined to look for systematic ways to analyze historical
documents, and they soon embraced content analysis as a suitable technique, espe
cially where data are numerous and statistical accounts seem helpful. Social scientists
also recognized the usefulness of educational materials, which had long been the
focus of research. Such materials are a rich source of data on processes of reading
(Flesch, 1 948, 1 95 1 ) as well as on a society's larger political, attitudinal, and value
trends. In addition, literary scholars began to apply the newly available techniques of
content analysis to the problem of identifying the authors of unsigned documents.
On the one hand, this proliferation of the use of content analysis across disciplines
resulted in a loss of focus: Everything seemed to be content analyzable, and every
analysis of symbolic phenomena became a content analysis. On the other hand, this
trend also broadened the scope of the technique to embrace what may well be the
essence of human behavior: talk, conversation, and mediated communication.
In 1 955, responding to increasing interest in the subject, the Social Science
Research Council's Committee on Linguistics and Psychology sponsored a confer
ence on content analysis. The participants came from such disciplines as psychology,
political science, literature, history, anthropology, and linguistics. Their contribu
tions to the conference were published in a volume titled Trends in Content Analysis,
edited by Ithiel de Sola Pool ( 1 959a). Despite obvious divergence among the
contributors in their interests and approaches, Pool ( 1 959a, p. 2 ) observed, there
was considerable and often surprising convergence among them in two areas: They
exhibited (a) a shift from analyzing the "content" of communications to drawing
inferences about the antecedent conditions of communications and (b) an accompa
nying shift from measuring volumes of subject matter to counting simple frequen
cies of symbols, and then to relying on contingencies (co-occurrences ) .

COM P U T E R T EXT ANALYS I S
The late 1 950s witnessed considerable interest among researchers in mechanical
translation, mechanical a bstracting, and information retrieval systems.
Computer languages suitable for literal data processing emerged, and scholarly
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journals started to devote attention to computer applications in psychology, the
humanities, and the social sciences. The large volumes of written documents to
be processed in content analysis and the repetitiveness of the coding involved
made the computer a natural but also a difficult ally of the content analyst.
The development of software for literal (as opposed to numerical) data
processing stimulated new areas of exploration, such as information retrieval,
information systems, computational stylistics (Sedelow & Sedelow, 1 96 6 ) ,
computational linguistics, word processing technology, and computational con
tent analysis. New software also revolutionized tedious literary work, such as
indexing and the creation of concordances. Probably the first computer-aided
content analysis was reported by Sebeok and Zeps ( 1 95 8 ) , who made use of
simple information retrieval routines to analyze some 4,000 Cheremis folktales.
In a Rand Corporation paper titled Automatic Content Analysis, Hays ( 1 960)
explored the possibility of designing a computer system for analyzing political
documents. Unaware of both these developments, Stone and Bales, who were
engaged in a study of themes in face-to-face interacting groups, designed and
programmed the initial version of the General Inquirer system. This culminated
in a ground breaking book by Stone, Dunphy, Smith, and Ogilvie ( 1 96 6 ) in which
they presented an advanced version of this system and demonstrated its applica
tion in numerous areas, ranging from political science to advertising and from
psychotherapy to literary analysis.
The use of computers in content analysis was also stimulated by developments
in other fields. Scholars in psychology became interested in simulating human
cognition (Abelson, 1 963; Schank & Abelson, 1 977) . Newell and Simon ( 1 96 3 )
developed a computer approach t o (human) problem solving. Linguistics researchers
developed numerous approaches to syntactic analysis and semantic interpreta
tion of linguistic expressions. Researchers in the field of artificial intelligence
focused on designing machines that could understand natural language (with
very little success ) .
I n 1 9 6 7, the Annenberg School o f Communications (which later became
the Annenberg School for Communication) sponsored a maj or conference on
content analysis. Discussions there focused on many areas-the difficulties of record
ing nonverbal (visual, vocal, and musical) communications, the need for stan
dardized categories, the problems involved in drawing inferences, the roles of
theories and analytical constructs, what developments content analysts could
expect in the near future-but the subj ect of the use of computers in content
analysis permeated much of the conference. Stone et al.'s ( 1 966) book on the
General Inquirer had just been published, and it had created considerable hope
among content analysts. The contributions to the 1 967 conference are summa
rized in a 1969 volume edited by Gerbner, Holsti, Krippendorff, Paisley, and
Stone, the publication of which coincided with Holsti's ( 1 969) survey of the field.
In 1 9 74, participants in the Workshop on Content Analysis in the Social
Sciences, held in Pisa, Italy, saw the development of suitable algorithms for com
puter content analysis as the only obstacle to better content analyses ( Stone,
1975). Since that time, computational approaches have moved in numerous direc
tions. One has been the development of customizable content analysis packages,
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o f which the General Inquirer was the most important precursor. Attempts to
apply the General Inquirer system to German texts revealed that software's
English-language biases and led to more general versions of General Inquirers,
such as TextPack. The basic ingredient of the General Inquirer and TextPack is a
dictionary of relevant words. In the 19 8 0s, Sedelow (19 8 9 ) proposed the idea of
using a thesaurus instead, as a thesaurus might be more accurate than a dictionary
in reflecting " society's collective associative memory" (p. 4; see also Sedelow &
Sedelow, 19 8 6 ) . In the 1990s, George Miller initiated a major research effort to
chart the meanings of words using a computer-traceable network called WordNet
( see Miller et a!., 199 3 ) . In the 19 80s, some authors observed that the enthusiasm
associated with large systems that had appeared in the 1960s was fading (see
Namenwirth & Weber, 1987), but today the development of text analysis soft
ware is proliferating, fueled largely by the historically unprecedented volumes of
electronic and digital texts available for content analysis. Diefenbach (2001)
recently reviewed the history of content analysis by focusing on four specific areas:
mass communication research, political science, psychology, and literature.
Naturally, many researchers have compared computer-based content analyses
with human-based content analyses . For example, Schnurr, Rosenberg, and
Ozman (1992, 199 3 ) compared the Thematic Apperception Test (Murray, 1943 )
with a computer content analysis of open-ended free speech and found the low
agreement between the two to be discouraging. Zeldow and McAdams (1993)
challenged Schnurr et al.'s conclusion, however. Nacos et a!. (1991) compared
humans' coding of political news coverage with data from Fan's (19 8 8 ) computer
coded approach to the same coverage and found satisfactory correlations between
the two. Nacos et al. came to the conclusion that content analysts can best use
computers in their research by thinking of them as aids, not as replacements for
the highly developed human capabilities of reading, transcribing, and translating
written matter. As one might expect, today scholars hold many different opinions
regarding the future of the use of computer-based content analysis.
Another development that has influenced how content analysts employ com
puters in their work is the increasingly common use of word processing software,
which provides users with such features as spell-checkers, word- or phrase
finding and -replacing operations, and even readability indices. Although not
intended for this purpose, ordinary word processing software makes it possible
for a researcher to perform basic word counts and KWIC (keyword in context)
analyses, albeit laboriously.
Word processing software is inherently interactive; it is driven by the user's
reading of the textual material, not fixed. In the absence of computational theo
ries of text interpretation, content analysts have found the symbiosis of the
human ability to understand and interpret written documents and the computer's
ability to scan large volumes of text systematically and reliably increasingly
attractive. In such collaborations, human coders are no longer used as text-level
content analysts; rather, they serve as translators of text or sections of text into
categories that emerge during reading and then into a data language (that pre
serves relevant meanings) , which enables various computational algorithms (that
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cannot respond to meanings) to do housekeeping and summarizing chores. This
has given rise to a new class of software designed for computer-aided qualitative
text analysis, of which NVivo and ATLAS.ti are two examples. Such interactive
hermeneutic text analysis software is becoming increasingly accessible, especially
to students.
The most important stimulus in the development of computational content
analysis, however, has been the growing availability of text in digital form. It is
very costly to enter written documents, such as transcripts of audio recordings of
interviews, focus group protocols, transcripts of business meetings, and political
speeches, into a computer. Scanners have vastly improved in recent years, but
they are still too unreliable to be used without additional manual editing. In the
1 970s, data consortia emerged through which social scientists could share costly
data, but the operations of these consortia were marred by a lack of standards
and the usually highly specialized nature of the data. Then, in 1 977, DeWeese
proposed and took the remarkable step of bypassing the costly transcription
process by feeding the typesetting tapes of a Detroit newspaper directly into a
computer to conduct an analysis of the paper's content the day after it was pub
lished. Since that time, word processing software has come to be an integral part
of the internal operations of virtually all social organizations; personnel create
texts digitally before they appear on paper, use electronic mail systems, and surf
the Internet to download materials relevant to their work.
Today, a fantastic amount of raw textual data is being generated daily in
digital form, representing almost every topic of interest to social scientists.
Electronic full-text databases, to which all major u.S. newspapers, many social
science and legal j ournals, and many corporations contribute all of the materials
they publish, are growing exponentially and have become easily available and
inexpensive to use online. Add to this the volume of electronic publications, the
research potential of the Internet, data available from online multiuser discus
sions (MUDs) and news groups, which may well replace focus groups and sur
veys in certain empirical domains, and it is clear that the landscape of how
society presents itself has been altered drastically. With more and more people
interested in this wealth of digital data, there is a corresponding demand for
increasingly powerful search engines, suitable computational tools, text base
managing software, encryption systems, devices for monitoring electronic data
flows, and translation software, all of which will eventually benefit the develop
ment of computer-aided content analysis. The current culture of computation is
moving content analysis toward a promising future.

Q UA L I TATI V E APP ROAC H ES
Perhaps in response to the now dated " quantitative newspaper analysis " of a
century ago or as a form of compensation for the sometimes shallow results
reported by the content analysts of 50 years ago, a variety of research approaches
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have begun t o emerge that call themselves qualitative. I question the validity and
usefulness of the distinction between quantitative and qualitative content analy
ses. Ultimately, all reading of texts is qualitative, even when certain characteris
tics of a text are later converted into numbers. The fact that computers process
great volumes of text in a very short time does not take away from the qualita
tive nature of their algorithms: On the most basic level, they recognize zeros and
ones and change them, proceeding one step at a time. Nevertheless, what their
proponents call qualitative approaches to content analysis offer some alternative
protocols for exploring texts systematically.
Discourse analysis is one such approach. Generally, discourse is defined as text
above the level of sentences. Discourse analysts tend to focus on how particular
phenomena are represented. For example, Van Dijk ( 1 99 1 ) studied manifestations
of racism in the press: how minorities appear, how ethnic conflicts are described,
and how stereotypes permeate given accounts. Other discourse analysts have
examined how television news programs and other TV shows in the United States
manifest a particular ideological vision of the U.S. economy (Wonsek, 1 992) , the
components of " age markers " in the humorous context of the TV series The
Golden Girls (Harwood & Giles, 1 992 ) , and the portrayal of the peace movement
in news editorials during the Gulf War (Hackett & Zhao, 1 994) .
Researchers who conduct social constructivist analyses focus o n discourse as
well, but less to criticize ( mis) representations than to understand how reality
comes to be constituted in human interactions and in language, including writ
ten text ( Gergen, 1 9 8 5 ) . Such analysts may address how emotions are conceptu
alized (Averill, 1 9 8 5 ) or how facts are constructed (Fleck, 1 9 3 5/1979; Latour &
Woolgar, 1 9 8 6 ) , or they may explore changing notions of self ( Gergen, 1 99 1 ) or
of sexuality ( Katz, 1 99 5 ) .
Rhetorical analysis, i n contrast, focuses o n how messages are delivered, and
with what ( intended or actual) effects. Researchers who take this approach rely
on the identification of structural elements, tropes, styles of argumentation,
speech acts, and the like; Kathleen Hall Jamieson's book Packaging the
Presidency ( 1 984) is an example of such an analysis. Efforts to study negotiations
(Harris, 1 9 9 6 ) , what works and what doesn't, might be described as rhetorical
analyses as well.
Ethnographic content analysis, an approach advocated by Altheide ( 1 9 8 7 ) ,
does not avoid quantification but encourages content analysis accounts to
emerge from readings of texts. This approach works with categories as well as
with narrative descriptions but focuses on situations, settings, styles, images,
meanings, and nuances presumed to be recognizable by the human actors/speakers
involved.
Conversation analysis is another approach that is considered to be qualitative.
The researcher performing such an analysis tends to start with the recording of
verbal interactions in natural settings and aims at analyzing the transcripts as
records of conversational moves toward a collaborative construction of conversa
tions. This tradition is indebted to the work of Harvey Sacks, who studied numer
ous interactive phenomena, including the collaboration among communicators in
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the telling of j okes (Sacks, 1 9 74 ) . Goodwin ( 1 977, 1 9 8 1 ) extended conversation
analysis by incorporating video data in his ground breaking study of turn taking.
Qualitative approaches to content analysis have their roots in literary theory,
the social sciences ( symbolic interactionism, ethnomethodology), and critical
scholarship (Marxist approaches, British cultural studies, feminist theory) .
Sometimes they are given the label interpretive. They share the following
characteristics:
•

They require a close reading of relatively small amounts of textual matter.

•

They involve the rearticulation (interpretation) of given texts into new
(analytical, deconstructive, emancipatory, or critical) narratives that are
accepted within particular scholarly communities that are sometimes
opposed to positivist traditions of inquiry.

•

The analysts acknowledge working within hermeneutic circles in which
their own socially or culturally conditioned understandings constitutively
participate. (For this reason, I refer to these approaches as interactive
hermeneutic, a description that speaks to the process of engaging in inter
pretations of text. )

To summarize: One could say that content analysis has evolved into a reper
toire of methods of research that promise to yield inferences from all kinds of
verbal, pictorial, symbolic, and communication data. Beyond the technique's ini
tially journalistic roots, the past century has witnessed the migration of content
analysis into various fields and the clarification of many methodological issues.
After a short period of stagnation in the 1 9 70s, content analysis is today grow
ing exponentially, largely due to the widespread use of computers for all kinds of
text processing. As of August 2003, an Internet search for " content analysis "
using the Google search engine found 4,230,000 documents. In comparison,
"survey research " turned up 3,990,000 hits and "psychological test, " 1 ,050,000.
Since the term's casual introduction in 1 941-that is, with a frequency of one
the body of research that content analysis has produced has clearly grown to an
astonishing volume.
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Con ce ptu a l Fou n dati on
Content analysis has its own approach to analyzing data that stems
largely from how the object of analysis, content, is conceived. This
chapter defines content analysis, develops a conceptual framework
through which the purposes and processes of content analysis may be
understood in general terms, outlines the essential concepts of content
analysis, and contrasts content analysis with other social science
methods of inquiry.

DEF I N ITION
Content analysis is a research technique for making replicable and valid infer
ences from texts (or other meaningful matter) to the contexts of their use.
As a technique, content analysis involves specialized procedures. It is learnable
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and divorceable from the personal authority of the researcher. As a research tech
nique, content analysis provides new insights, increases a researcher's under
standing of particular phenomena, or informs practical actions. Content analysis
is a scientific tool.
Techniques are expected to be reliable. More specifically, research techniques
should result in findings that are replicable. That is, researchers working at dif
ferent points in time and perhaps under different circumstances should get the
same results when applying the same technique to the same data. Replicability is
the most important form of reliability.
Scientific research must also yield valid results, in the sense that the research
effort is open for careful scrutiny and the resulting claims can be upheld in the
face of independently available evidence. The methodological requirements of
reliability and validity are not unique to but make particular demands on content
analysis.
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The reference to text in the above definition is not intended to restrict content
analysis to written material. The phrase "or other meaningful matter" is included
in parentheses to indicate that in content analysis works of an, images, maps,
sounds, signs, symbols, and even numerical records may be included as data
that is, they may be considered as texts-provided they speak to someone about
phenomena outside of what can be sensed or observed. The crucial distinction
between text and what other research methods take as their starting point is that
a text means something to someone, it is produced by someone to have meanings
for someone else, and these meanings therefore must not be ignored and must not
violate why the text exists in the first place. Text-the reading of text, the use
of text within a social context, and the analysis of text-serves as a convenient
metaphor in content analysis.
In the content analysis literature, scholars have provided essentially three
kinds of definitions of this research method:
1. Definitions that take content to be inherent in a text

2. Definitions that take content to be a property of the source of a text
3. Definitions that take content to emerge in the process of a researcher ana
lyzing a text relative to a particular context

Each of these kinds of definitions leads to a particular way of conceptualizing
content and, consequently, of proceeding with an analysis.
Berelson's original definition of content analysis is an example of the first
kind. Berelson ( 1 95 2 ) defined content analysis as "a research technique for' the
objective, systematic and quantitative description of the manifest content of com
munication " (p. 1 8 ) . His requirement that content analysis be " objective " and
"systematic " is subsumed under the dual requirements of replicability and valid
ity in our definition. For a process to be replicable, it must be governed by rules
that are explicitly stated and applied equally to all units of analysis. Berelson
argued for " systematicity" in order to combat the human tendency to read tex
tual material selectively, in support of expectations rather than against them. Our
requirement of validity goes further, demanding that the researcher's processes of
sampling, reading, and analyzing messages ultimately satisfy external criteria.
Replicability is measurable and validity is testable, but obj ectivity is neither.
Our definition of content analysis omits three of Berelson's further require
ments. One is his insistence that content analysis be " quantitative. " Although
quantification is important in many scientific endeavors, qualitative methods
have proven successful as well, particularly in political analyses of foreign
propaganda, in psychotherapeutic assessments, in ethnographic research, in
discourse analysis, and, oddly enough, in computer text analysis. The ability of
computers to crunch words as well as numbers is well-known. When a computer
program is used to analyze words, the algorithms that determine the program's
operation must embody some kind of theory of how humans read texts, reartic
ulate texts, or j ustify actions informed by the reading of texts. Reading is
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fundamentally a qualitative process, even when it results in numerical accounts.
By including the attribute " manifest" in his definition, Berelson intended to
ensure that the coding of content analysis data be reliable; this requirement
literally excludes "reading between the lines, " which is what experts do, often
with remarkable intersubj ective agreement (I will have more to say on this topic
later in this chapter) .
My chief objection t o Berelson's definition, and numerous derivatives o f that
definition, is related to his phrase " description of the manifest content of com
munication. " It implies that content is contained in messages, waiting to be
separated from its form and described. Berelson felt no need to elaborate on the
crucial concept of "content" in his definition because for him and his contem
poraries, at the time he was writing, there seemed to be no doubt about the
nature of content-it was believed to reside inside a text.
Berelson's operationalization of the attribute "manifest" is telling. If sources,
receivers, and content analysts have different interpretations of the same mes
sage, which is quite natural, Berelson's definition restricts content to what is
common to all of these accounts, what everyone can agree to. Gerbner ( 1 9 8 5 )
starts from a similar assumption when h e insists that mass-media messages carry
the imprint of their industrial producers. For him, too, content is right there
to be described for what it is. However, Gerbner goes beyond Berelson's notion
by suggesting that the messages of the mass media are revealed in statistical
accounts of their contents. Mass-media audiences, he suggests, are affected by
certain statistical properties of mass-produced messages of which neither mass
producers nor mass audiences are conscious. This privileges content analysts'
accounts over the readings by audience members. Shapiro and Markoff's ( 1 997)
definition equates content analysis with scientific measurement as well, specifi
cally, with " any systematic reduction . . . of text (or other symbols ) to a standard
set of statistically manipulable symbols representing the presence, the intensity,
or the frequency of some characteristics relevant to social science" (p. 1 4 ) . Its
implicit representationalism is common in several definitions of content analysis.
For example, in a recent textbook, Riffe, Lacy, and Fico ( 1 9 9 8 ) start with the
proposition that content is central to communication research but then assert
that the purpose of content analysis is to describe " it" so as to make "it"
amenable to correlations with other ( noncontent) variables-as if content were a
variable or thing inherent to mass-media messages. These examples demonstrate
that the container metaphor for meaning still abounds in much of the communi
cation research literature (Krippendorff, 1 9 9 3 ) . The use of this metaphor entails
the belief that messages are containers of meaning, usually one meaning per mes
sage, and j ustifies calling any analysis of any conventionally meaningful matter a
content analysis, regardless of whether it counts words or offers in-depth inter
pretations. Clearly, this is an insufficient way to define content analysis.
Definitions of the second kind distinguished above tie the content analysis of
texts to inferences about the states or properties of the sources of the analyzed
texts (Krippendorff, 1 969a, p. 70; Osgood 1 9 5 9 , p. 3 5 ) . Shapiro and Markoff
( 1 997), among others, have criticized such definitions as too limiting. Holsti
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( 1 969, p. 2 5 ) elaborates on this idea by committing content analysis to
an encoding/decoding paradigm in which message sources are causally linked
to recipients through encoding processes, channels, messages, and decoding
processes. Holsti wants the content analyst to describe the characteristics of
communications in terms of "what, " " how, " and " to whom" in order to infer
their antecedents in terms of "who" and " why" and their consequences in terms
of "with what effects. " The last of these could be determined more directly if
sources and recipients were accessible to observation or were able to inform the
analyst honestly. When antecedents and consequences are not accessible to direct
observation, the analyst must make inferences. I am sympathetic to Holsti's logic,
but putting sources-senders and/or receivers-in charge of the validity of the
inferences may not be the best way for the content analyst to capture all of the
communicators' intents. Moreover, describing message characteristics in terms
of " what, " "how, " and " to whom" fails to acknowledge the analyst's own con
ceptual contributions to what constitutes the appropriate reading of the analyzed
texts and the relevance of this reading to a given research question.
The analyst's conceptual contributions to the reading of a text are specifically
recognized in an approach called ethnographic content analysis (Altheide, 1 9 8 7 ) ;
unfortunately, however, this approach has not been clearly defined. Proponents
of ethnographic content analysis oppose the sequential nature of traditional con
tent analysis, suggesting instead that analysts be flexible in taking into account
new concepts that emerge during their involvement with texts. This approach
acknowledges the theory-driven nature of content analysis but also demands
that the analytical process be closely linked to the communicators studied.
Ethnographic content analysis is emic rather than etic in intent; that is, it
attempts to rely on indigenous conceptions rather than on analysts' theory
imposed conceptions. Although the preference for communicators' conceptions
would appear to tie ethnographic content analysis to the second kind of defini
tion noted above, by urging researchers to reflect on their involvement in the
process, the approach acknowledges the possibility that researchers' theories can
play a role in how analysis proceeds. The latter ties it more closely to the third
kind of definition of content analysis, which we now explore.

E P I STEMOLOG I CA L E LA B O RAT I O N S
The definition of content analysis offered a t the opening o f this chapter i s o f the
third kind. It focuses attention on the process of content analysis and does not
ignore the contributions that analysts make to what counts as content. The key
to the definition lies in the operations that define the nature of content analysis
data. Most content analysts probably realize that the starting points of their
analyses, texts (printed matter, recorded speech, visual communications, works
of art, artifacts ) , are quite unlike physical events in that they are meaningful
to others, not j ust to the analysts. Recognizing meanings is the reason
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that researchers engage i n content analysis rather than in some other kind of
investigative method. A content analyst must acknowledge that all texts are pro
duced and read by others and are expected to be significant to them, not j ust
to the analyst. Inasmuch as linguistically competent communicators are able to
transcend the physical manifestations of their messages and respond instead to
what those messages mean to them, content analysts cannot remain stuck in ana
lyzing the physicality of text-its medium, characters, pixels, or shapes. Rather,
they must look outside these characteristics to examine how individuals use
various texts. It would follow that the popular measurement model for concep
tualizing content analysis, borrowed from mechanical engineering and widely
used in the natural sciences and behavioral research, is misleading; it implies that
there is something inherent to text that is measurable without any interpretation
by competent authors, readers, users, and-we need to include--culturally
competent analysts. Below, I elaborate on six features of texts that are relevant
to our definition of content analysis.
1 . Texts have no objective-that is, no reader-independent-qualities. Seeing
something as a text entails an invitation, if not a commitment, to read it.
Regarding something as a message implies that someone is trying to make sense
of it. Accepting particular markers as data entails taking them as an unquestion
able ground for subsequent conceptualizations. Thus texts, messages, and data
arise in the process of someone engaging with them conceptually. A text does not
exist without a reader, a message does not exist without an interpreter, and data
do not exist without an observer. In a content analysis, it is methodologically
trained researchers who, being familiar with their texts, design the analysis,
instruct their coders to describe textual elements, and end up interpreting the
results-always in the expectation of others' understanding. There is nothing
inherent in a text; the meanings of a text are always brought to it by someone.
Ordinary readers and content analysts merely read differently.
2. Texts do not have single meanings that could be "found, " "identified," and
" described" for what they are. Just as texts can be read from numerous perspec
tives, so signs can have several designations and data can be subjected to various
analyses. One can count the characters, words, or sentences of a text. One can
categorize its phrases, analyze its metaphors, describe the logical structure of its
constituent expressions, and ascertain its associations, connotations, denota
tions, and commands. One can also offer psychiatric, sociological, political, or
poetic interpretations of that text. All of these accounts may be valid but differ
ent. Untrained analysts may be overwhelmed by these choices. Researchers who
pursue content analysis according to the first of the above definitions are led to
believe that a message has but one content, all other meanings being deviant,
wrong, or subjective, and hence excluded. This naive belief is an entailment of
the unreflecting use of the container metaphor. Perhaps the term content analy
sis was ill chosen for this reason. The possibility that any text may have multiple
readings renders the frequently published claims by some researchers that they
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have analyzed the content of particular bodies of text untenable by our (third
kind of) definition.
3. The meanings invoked by texts need not be shared. Although intersubjective
agreement as to what an author meant to say or what a given text means would
simplify a content analysis tremendously, such consensus rarely exists in fact.
Demanding that analysts find a "common ground" would restrict the empirical
domain of content analysis to the most trivial or "manifest aspects of communica
tions," on which Berelson's definition relies, or it would restrict the use of content
analysis to a small community of message producers, recipients, and analysts who
happen to see the world from the same perspective. If content analysts were not
allowed to read texts in ways that are different from the ways other readers do, con
tent analysis would be pointless. In fact, psychiatrists are expected to interpret the
stories they hear from their patients in ways that differ from the patients' interpre
tations. Anthropologists' analyses of cultural artifacts need not conform to what
informants say about those artifacts, and conversation analysts have good reasons
to see verbal interactions in ways conversants might not. As Gerbner and his col
leagues have shown through content analyses, mass-media audiences are not aware
of the statistical trends in the qualities of popular heroes, the kinds of violence
depicted, and the representations of minorities in television programming. Critical
scholarship would be stifled if it could not go outside of what everyone accepts as
true. Content analysis is in trouble only when expert interpretations fail to acknowl
edge the uses of texts by designated populations of readers or actors, particularly
when content analysts fail to spell out the criteria for validating their results.
4.

Meanings (contents) speak to something other than the given texts, even where

convention suggests that messages "contain" them or texts "have" them. Probably
the most distinctive feature of communications is that they inform their recipients,
ioyoke feelings, or cause behavioral changes. Texts can provide information about
n-ents at distant locations, about objects that no longer exist, about ideas in people's
minds, about available actions-just as symbols represent things in their absence and
stories walk their listeners through imagined worlds. Texts can also lead to responses
at various kinds. All of these phenomena link the reading of present texts to some
thing else. Whether these other phenomena concern purely mental constructions, past
()(" future experiences, or hidden causes, the analyst must be able to conceive of them
and verbalize them. It follows that content analysts must look outside the physicality
at texts-for example, to how people other than the analysts use these texts, what
the texts tell them, the conceptions and actions the texts encourage. This require
ment is a key to understanding the limitations inherent in computer text analysis.
Computers can be programmed to manipulate character strings in amazingly
oomplex ways, but their operations remain confined to the conceptions of their
programmers. Without human intelligence and the human ability to read and draw
inferences from texts, computer text analysis cannot point to anything outside of
what it processes. Computers have no environment of their own making; they operate
.. the contexts of their users' worlds without understanding those contexts.
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5 . Texts have meanings relative to particular contexts, discourses, or purposes.
Although diverse readings of a text are typical, the task of content analysts is far
from hopeless. Messages always occur in particular situations, texts are read
with particular intents, and data are informative relative to particular problems.
Statisticians, linguists, anthropologists, psychiatrists, and political analysts all
have their own discipline-based reasons for interpreting given assertions differ
ently. A therapist and a conversation analyst will view the same conversation
differently. A speech on economics may be analyzed for its political implications,
for how well it presents certain arguments, for what the speechwriter knows
about economics, or for the emotions it arouses. We explain these differences by
the contexts within which analysts choose to listen to that speech. Differences in
interpretations do not preclude the possibility of agreements within particular
contexts, however. In fact, once content analysts have chosen the context within
which they intend to make sense of a given text, the diversity of interpretations
may well be reduced to a manageable number, sometimes to one.
Every content analysis requires a context within which the available texts are
examined. The analyst must, in effect, construct a world in which the texts make
sense and can answer the analyst's research questions. A context renders percep
tual data into readable texts and serves as the conceptual justification for
reasonable interpretations, including for the results of content analysis. Often,
analysts presuppose particular contexts based on their own disciplinary commit
ments, as in the above example about a speech on economics. Analysts working
within particular disciplines, such as political science, rhetoric, economics, and
psychology, hold particular theories concerning how texts are to be handled; that
is, they are willing to accept only a certain context. Holsti's encoding/decoding
paradigm, mentioned above, functions as a prominent analytical context in com
munication research, but it is by no means the only one. The contexts that psy
chiatrists are willing to construct are very different from those that political
scientists are likely to accept or within which literary scholars prefer to work.
Once an analyst has chosen a context for a particular body of text and clearly
understands that context, certain kinds of questions become answerable and
others make no sense.
Just as the analytical contexts that content analysts must adopt may vary from
one analysis to another, these contexts may also differ from the interpretive
schemes that unaided listeners, viewers, or readers employ in reading their sen
sory data, the characters of their texts, and the messages they receive. The same
body of texts can therefore yield very different findings when examined by dif
ferent analysts and with reference to different groups of readers. For a content
analysis to be replicable, the analysts must explicate the context that guides their
inferences. Without such explicitness, anything would go .
6. The nature of text demands that content analysts draw specific inferences from
a body of texts to their chosen context-from print to what that printed matter
means to particular users, from how analysts regard a body of texts to how selected
audiences are affected by those texts, from available data to unobserved phenomena.
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Texts, messages, and symbols never speak for themselves. They inform someone.
Information allows a reader to select among alternatives. It narrows the range of
interpretations otherwise available. For the content analyst, the systematic reading
of a body of texts narrows the range of possible inferences concerning unobserved
facts, intentions, mental states, effects, prejudices, planned actions, and antecedent
or consequent conditions. Content analysts infer answers to particular research
questions from their texts. Their inferences are merely more systematic, explicitly
informed, and (ideally) verifiable than what ordinary readers do with texts.
Recognizing this apparent generality, our definition of content analysis makes the
drawing of inferences the centerpiece of this research technique.
The element of " making inferences " is not entirely absent from other defini
tions of content analysis. For example, Stone, Dunphy, Smith, and Ogilvie ( 1 966)
define content analysis as " a research technique for making inferences by system
atically and objectively identifying specified characteristics within a text" (p. 5 ) .
_-\lthough their inclusion o f "within a text" here would suggest a commitment to
""inherentist" conceptions of meaning, Stone et al. nevertheless recognize the infer
ential character of the processes of coding and categorizing textual material, in
their case by computer. Their dictionary of fixed linguistic classifications of word
meanings leads to semantically simplified representations of a text's conventional
readings. Other authors have equated inferences with statistical generalizations
I,e.g., Roberts, 1 997), which do not, however, move into the context of textual
matter. As early as 1 943, Janis ( 1 943/1 965 ) pointed to the need for researchers to
yalidate the results of content analyses of mass communications by relating
research findings to audience perceptions and to behavioral effects. Our definition
requires that content analysts be able to validate their results as well, whether
those results are used to predict something, to inform decisions, or to help con
ceptualize the realities of certain individuals or groups . But validation becomes an
issue only where inferences are specific and thus have the potential for failing.
Regarding the drawing of inferences, Merten ( 1 99 1 ) paraphrases the essential
elements of my definition of content analysis ( Krippendorff, 1 9 80b) when he
'Writes, " Content analysis is a method for inquiring into social reality that con
sists of inferring features of a nonmanifest context from features of a manifest
text" (p. 1 5 ; my translation ) . All theories of reading ( hermeneutics ) and theories
of symbolic forms ( semiotics), including theories of message meanings (commu
nication/conversation theory), can be operationalized as processes of moving
from texts to the contexts of the texts' use. I would also suggest that a context is
always constructed by someone, here the content analysts, no matter how hard
they may try to obj ectify it. This is true even for ethnographers who believe that
they can delegate the definition of the context to their informants' world
conceptions. It is the ethnographers who are held responsible for what they end
up reporting. One cannot deny content analysts' interest and conceptual partici
pation in what their analysis reveals. Whether the analysts' context coincides
�rith the many worlds of others is a difficult question to answer. Whether
the analysts' world makes sense to their scientific peers depends on how
compellingly the analysts present that world.
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EXAMPLE S
I n this section, I offer some examples t o illustrate how our definition o f content
analysis applies to practical situations.

Example 1 . Consider the situation of wartime analysts of enemy broadcasts who
want to gauge, among other phenomena, the popular support that enemy elites
enj oy in their country. In peacetime, researchers could obtain such information
directly, through public opinion surveys, for example, or by on-site observations.
In wartime, however, information of this nature is difficult to get, if not deliber
ately concealed, and analysts are forced to use indirect means of obtaining it. The
inability to use direct observation is an invitation to apply content analysis. Here,
analysts are typically not interested in the literal meanings of enemy broadcasts,
in the rhetorical devices political leaders use, or in judging whether individual
citizens are being deliberately misled. In fact, wartime propaganda analysts have
good reasons to overlook manifest contents and ignore their truths. To infer
from enemy domestic broadcasts the extent of popular support for elite policies,
the analysts must understand that the broadcasts are part of a complex commu
nication network in which the mass-media system and political system interact
with a population to make news acceptable. The propaganda analysts have to
know something about the actors involved in the governing elite and in the mil
itary, about the media these actors have access to, and about other institutions
that have a stake in current affairs. They must also have some knowledge of the
political-economic processes that keep a country together and how the public
tends to respond to mass-mediated messages. The picture they construct of what
they are dealing with amounts to the context of their analysis. It connects the
intercepted broadcasts to the phenomena of interest, whether they concern
popular support of the governing elite's policies, planned military actions, or
evidence of war weariness.

Example 2. Historians are never mere collectors of documents. They offer recon
structions of past events that they deem consistent with current readings of all
available documentary evidence. Historians are far removed from the worlds
they wish to articulate. They cannot interview Julius Caesar, ask Homer about
his sources for the Iliad, participate in the experiences of African slaves entering
colonial America, or listen to conversations between Pablo Picasso and Henri
Matisse. Historical figures reside in our readings of available documents, not in
facts. And although some have left their writings to us, it is unlikely that they
anticipated contemporary historians' readings. Past happenings become compre
hensible to us only by inferences from documents that have survived to the
present (Dibble, 1 9 63 ) . Historians who infer past events from available texts are,
by our definition, involved in content analysis. It is not surprising, therefore, that
historians are keenly aware of the need to place the documents they analyze
within the context of other relevant documents. Without the appropriate
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context, a document means very little; a document placed in the wrong context
acquires incorrect meanings, or at least meanings that may not make much sense.
Historiographical methods organize available documents into webs of inferential
relationships that may ultimately answer a historian's questions.

&ample 3. Psychological researchers have a long tradition of developing theories
whose generalizability is established by repeated experiments. The subjects of psy
chological research must be present, however, making it difficult for researchers to
study developmental issues and individuals who are available only through their
writings. Expanding psychological research methods, Allport ( 1 942) added personal
documents, witness accounts, and letters to the repertoire of data amenable to psy
chological inquiries. The research he proposed amounts to content analysis by our
definition: There are texts in the form of personal documents, diaries, letters, and
recorded speeches, and researchers construct the contexts for analyzing these texts
with the help of available theories concerning the correlations between what people
say and a variety of psychological variables (e.g., cognitive processes, attitudes,
mK>tional arousal, personality traits, worldviews, or psychopathologies ) . Different
schools of psychology direct their researchers to different questions, but they all are
interested in inferring psychological variables of authors from the texts they left
behind. In the course of analyzing personal documents, psychologically oriented
content analysts have developed a variety of inferential techniques (e.g., type/token
ratios of key concepts, the discomfort/relief quotient, graphological interpretations,
readability yardsticks, thematic apperception tests, and personal structure analysis).
In individual psychology, content analysis has become an established method of
inquiry since Allport's ( 1 96 5 ) pioneering work.

Example 4. For good reasons, interview and focus group data are frequently
subjected to content analysis. Structured interviews generate predefined ques
tion-answer pairs, and the researcher then analyzes their distribution. The
researcher' s conceptions are imposed on the interviewees, who cannot express
me reasons for their choices among predefined answers and whose individual
conceptions are ignored. In open-ended interviews and focus groups, in contrast,
panicipants are allowed to speak freely and in their own terms. To explore the
conceptions that are manifest in such conversations, researchers need to perform
what amounts to content analysis on the transcripts of these conversations. In a
breast cancer study, for example, patients were asked about their lives after they
had received treatment ( Samarel et ai., 1 9 9 8 ) . The answers were naturally free
wheeling, as expected, enabling the researchers to adapt their theory of " coping"
to the transcripts at hand. The researchers' reformulated theory then provided
the context for a subsequent content analysis. Armed with questions derived
trom the researchers' theory, coders looked for and identified answers within the
transcripts, and by tabulating these, the researchers provided frequencies and
statistical accounts that the funders of the research required. In this study, the
qualitative inferences were made during the process of coding, not based on the
resulting frequencies, which merely summarized these inferences.
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Example 5. Mass communication is the archetypal domain of content analysis.
Communication researchers tend to be interested in communicator conceptions,
media biases and effects, institutional constraints, implications of new technolo
gies, audience perceptions, public opinion, and how certain values, prej udices,
cultural distinctions, and reality constructions are distributed in society-relying
on mass-media messages as their causes or expressions. Typically, mass-media
material calls for more reading than any single person can handle. Its analysis
thus requires a framework, a theory, a vocabulary, and an analytical focus in
terms of which the researcher can construct a suitable context for analysis and
collaborate with other researchers on the same project. Different contexts answer
different research questions, of course.
A stereotypical aim of mass-media content analysis is to describe how a con
troversial issue is " depicted" in a chosen genre. Efforts to describe how some
thing is "covered" by, "portrayed" in, or "represented " in the media invoke a
picture theory of content. This approach to content analysis decontextualizes the
analyzed text and thus reverts to the first kind of definition of content analysis
distinguished above. It conceals the researchers' interest in the analysis, hides
their inferences behind the naive belief that they are able to describe meanings
objectively while rendering the results immune to invalidating evidence. Consider
common findings of political biases, racial prejudices, and the silencing of
minorities on television as such issues. Although counts of evident incidences of
such phenomena can give the impression of objectivity, they make sense only in
the context of accepting certain social norms, such as the value of giving equal
voice to both sides of a controversy, neutrality of reporting, or affirmative
representations. Implying such norms hides the context that analysts need to
specify. Unless analysts spell out whose norms are applied, whose attitudes are
being inferred, who is exposed to which mass media, and, most important, where
the supposed phenomena could be observed, their findings cannot be validated.
Berelson and Lazarsfeld ( 1 94 8 , p. 6) noted long ago that there is no point in
counting unless the frequencies lead to inferences about the conditions sur
rounding what is counted. For example, counting the numbers of mentions of
Microsoft or AID S or the term road rage over time in, say, the New York Times
would be totally meaningless if the observed frequencies could not be related to
something else, such as political, cultural, or economic trends . That something
else is the context that lends significance to quantitative findings.

Example 6. Content analysis has many commercial uses. For example, word
association databases (which collect huge numbers of pairs of words that con
sumers associate in their minds, as determined through word-association
experiments) can serve as the context within which advertising researchers can
infer chains of associations for new products, services, or brand names. In
another, very different application, Michael Eleey and I studied how publicity
generated by the Public Broadcasting Service about its programming ended up in
newspaper articles (Krippendorff & Eleey, 1 9 8 6 ) . The purpose of the study was
to enable PBS analysts to infer how the Public Broadcasting Service is perceived
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by newspaper editors in different regions of the United States and to assess
the effectiveness of PBS's publicity efforts. Here the context was very simple. It
included what we knew about newspaper editors' access to wire services and
press releases, their newspapers' coverage of PBS programming, and certain the
ories and assumptions about the difference between the two, which led us to infer
the ( controllable) persuasive force of PBS publicity and the (uncontrollable) atti
rudes and competencies of the journalists, further differentiated by region and
size of the newspaper.
The foregoing suggests that purely descriptive intents, manifest in claims to
have analyzed " the content of a newspaper, " to have quantified " the media
coverage of an event, " or to have "found how an ethnic group is depicted, " fail to
make explicit the very contexts within which researchers choose to analyze their
texts. Content analysts have to know the conditions under which they obtain their
texts, but, more important, they also have to be explicit about whose readings
they are speaking about, which processes or norms they are applying to come to
their conclusions, and what the world looks like in which their analyses, their own
readings, and their readings of others' readings make sense to other content ana
�-sts. Explicitly identifying the contexts for their analytical efforts is also a way of
im'iting other analysts to bring validating evidence to bear on the inferences pub
lished and thus advance content analysis as a research technique. The framework
presented in the next section is intended to help content analysts to conceptualize
the analytical process so that their results are arguably acceptable.

F RAMEWO R K
Th e definition o f content analysis offered a t the opening o f this chapter and illus
trated in the above examples emphasizes the drawing of inferences of a certain
kind. It also assigns content analysts a particular role vis-a-vis their objects of
inquiry. Following from the above and previous work (Krippendorff, 1 969b,
pp. 7-1 3 ; 1 9 80b), I offer a conceptual framework for content analysis within
which that role becomes clear. This framework is intended to serve three
purposes: Its prescriptive purpose is to guide the conceptualization and design of
practical content analytic research; its analytical purpose is to facilitate the criti
.:al examination and comparison of the published content analyses; and its
methodological purpose is to point to performance criteria and precautionary
STandards that researchers can apply in evaluating ongoing content analyses.
Thus the use of the framework will lead to long-term systematic improvements
of the method.
The framework, which is depicted in Figure 2 . 1 , is simple and general,
employing only a few conceptual components:
•

A body of text, the data that a content analyst has available to begin an
analytical effort
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•

A research question that the analyst seeks to answer by examining the body of text

•

A context of the analyst's choice within which to make sense of the body of text

•
•
•

An analytical construct that operationalizes what the analyst knows about the
context
Inferences that are intended to answer the research question, which constitute the
basic accomplishment of the content analysis
Validating evidence, which is the ultimate
analysis

The Many Worlds of Others

j ustification of the content

Context
as Conceived by Content Anal y sts
Inferences

- - - - - - - - - - ....

\

Analytical
- - COIiStrucT

- - -

Figure 2.1

- ----

I
I
I
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A Framework for Content Analysis

Texts

•

Data are the starting point of any empirical research. Data are taken as givens
that is, the researcher is not in doubt as to what they are. In surveys, focus groups, and
psychological experiments, researchers attempt to control the generation of their data,
thereby assuring that they know what the data mean, largely, if not exclusively, in the
researchers' terms. Most content analyses start with data that are not intended to
be analyzed to answer specific research questions. They are texts in the sense that they
are meant to be read, interpreted, and understood by people other than the analysts.
Readers may decompose what they read into meaningful units, recognize compelling
structures, rearticulate their understandings sequentially or holistically, and act on
them sensibly. When we are capable of this kind of rearticulation, we attribute textu
ality to what we see as writing, pictorial images, gestures, Web pages, musical com
positions, even behavioral sequences. Text results from reading and rearticulation.
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One could speak of symbolic qualities instead of text, but it is preferable not
assume such qualities to exist without reference to who regards them as such .
.:\n analyst's reading-the units, syntax, and narrative structures that constitute
the texts for the analyst-naturally differs from the readings that initiate the
interpretations of ordinary readers, including the texts' authors. It follows that
m analyst'S reading must never be taken as the only legitimate one, nor should
aJIltent analysts assume the sole power to determine the form of the texts they
.malyze. They would then be examining only themselves. We presume that all
.mthors write in the expectation of being understood by self and by others, and
ir is the implication of others that renders a text socially significant. Although
.:oment analysts are not bound to analyze their data with reference to the con
aprions or intended audiences of their texts' authors, they must at least consider
that texts may have been intended for someone like them. We know that inter
ric:wees answer questions differently when they know how the research findings
CDUld affect them, and so we need to read interview results in the context of pos
sible self-interests. We know that when politicians speak, they anticipate being
!CIUrinized by the public, and so we cannot take their speeches at face value, as
aarural objects. Content analysts have to acknowledge that the textuality they
rely on is not the only one that counts.
Content analysts' best guarantee against the contamination of texts by the
takes their sources have in how their texts are analyzed is to focus on textual
karures of which their sources are unconscious, or to apply categories the
!lDlIfCes of their texts are unable to control. This is most obviously possible when
dIr sources of texts are of the past ( historical ) , when they are unaware of how
dIrir texts are being analyzed, or when communication to the analysts is one1I2Y, without feedback. However, given that the results of most content analyses
� published, and that the categories that analysts use have the potential of
becoming known to the text sources as well, content analysts are justified in
applying unconventional categories, that is, in looking at textuality in ways
GIbers may not. As Figure 2 . 1 illustrates, texts occur in the analyst's world but
adnowledge their origins in the worlds of others.
to

Research Questions
Research questions are the targets of the analyst's inferences from available
Generally, such questions delineate several possible and initially uncertain
3IlSWers. In this respect, a research question is analogous to a set of hypotheses.
However, in contrast to scientific hypotheses, which are pitted against direct
observational evidence, the research questions of content analysis must be
answered through inferences drawn from texts. The difference between testing
scientific hypotheses and selecting an answer to a research question is crucial.
Ihereas observations are registered or measured for what they are and hypotheses
about observational phenomena amount to generalizations from observations,
1rXtS.
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texts inform an analyst about extratextual phenomena, about meanings,
consequences, or particular uses. Thus, whereas scientific hypotheses are
accepted on account of a preponderance of evidence in favor of one at the
expense of other hypotheses, an ideally large number of observations that
support one and rule out others, inferences from texts (although large numbers
may play a role here as well) pertain to phenomena that are not observed during
a content analysis, phenomena that are outside the texts and thus retain their
hypothetical character until confirmed by validating incidences.
There are two reasons for content analysts to start with research questions,
ideally in advance of undertaking any inquiries: efficiency and empirical ground
ing. One can surely explore the meanings that come to mind while reading a text,
following the threads of the inferences to wherever they may lead, or engaging in
so-called fishing expeditions. Hermeneutical, interpretive, and ethnographic
approaches to reading cherish such open-endedness. However, when research is
motivated by specific questions, analysts can proceed more expeditiously from
sampling relevant texts to answering given questions. Content analysts who start
with a research question read texts for a purpose, not for what an author may
lead them to think or what they say in the abstract.
The pursuit of answers to research questions also grounds content analysis
empirically. All answers to research questions entail truth claims that could be
supported, if not by direct observation then at least by plausible argumentation
from related observations. Our framework suggests that content analysis com
pensates for analysts' inability to observe phenomena in which they are inter
ested, whether these phenomena pertain to the characteristics of writers or
readers, to happenings hidden behind intentional information barriers, or to
events in a distant past or future.
Formulating research questions so that the answers could be validated in principle
protects content analysts from getting lost in mere abstractions or self-serving cate
gorizations. For example, the question of how frequently a particular word occurs in
a text can be answered by counting. Counting is what analysts do. Counts cannot be
validated by independent evidence; to assure that counts are correct, analysts must
repeat them, perhaps employing different persons as counters. The same is true for
questions concerning whether one can categorize, measure, or analyze some
thing. Their answer lies in a researcher's ability to execute these processes reliably.
These questions cannot be answered by research. Questions concerning the statistical
generalizability of textual attributes or "contents" (in the sense of the first kind of
definition of content analysis discussed above) from a sample to a population from
which this sample was drawn are not suitable content analysis research questions
either, but for a different reason. Although their answers do rely on empirical evi
dence, without abductive inferences to phenomena outside the texts being analyzed,
generalizations are inductive and cannot answer content analysis research questions.
Thus, in content analysis, research questions have the following characteristics:
•
•

They are believed to be answerable (abductively inferable) by examinations of
a body of texts. ( In Figure 2 . 1 , this is indicated by the bold dashed arrows.)
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They delineate a set of possible (hypothetical) answers among which
analysts select. (In Figure 2 . 1 , an answer is indicated by the unlabeled
diamond. )

•

They concern currently inaccessible phenomena.

•

They allow for (in)validation-at least in principle-by acknowledging
another way to observe or substantiate the occurrence of the inferred phe
nomena. (In Figure 2 . 1 , this is indicated by the thin dashed arrow from the
worlds of others to the answer to the research question. )

Context
I have argued above that texts acquire significance (meanings, contents,
symbolic qualities, and interpretations) in the contexts of their use. Although
data enter a content analysis from outside, they become texts to the analyst
within the context that the analyst has chosen to read them-that is, from within
the analysis. A context is always someone's construction, the conceptual envi
ronment of a text, the situation in which it plays a role. In a content analysis, the
context explains what the analyst does with the texts; it could be considered the
analyst's best hypothesis for how the texts came to be, what they mean, what
they can tell or do. In the course of a content analysis, the context embraces all
the knowledge that the analyst applies to given texts, whether in the form of
scientific theories, plausibly argued propositions, empirical evidence, grounded
intuitions, or knowledge of reading habits.
The context specifies the world in which texts can be related to the analyst's
research questions. This world is always one of many. Political analysts construct
worlds that differ from those of politicians, often embracing additional perspec
tives, but those worlds also differ from the worlds of psychologists, journalists,
historians, psychotherapists, scholars of literature, and-naturally--communica
rion researchers, who pursue their own research agenda and approach texts with
their own questions, concepts, models, and analytical tools. Scholars in different
disciplines tend to place the same texts in different contexts but rarely without
acknowledging that there are other readings, other contexts, other worlds, within
which given texts function as well-authors, audiences, users, and beneficiaries,
for example. In Figure 2 . 1 , these worlds are shown in the ovals embracing texts
and their multiple meanings.
Knowledge of the context for content analyzing given texts can be separated
into two kinds:
•

The network of stable correlations, which are believed to connect available
texts to the possible answers to given research questions, whether these
correlations are established empirically, derived from applicable theory, or
merely assumed for the purpose of an analysis
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•

Contributing conditions, which consist of all the factors that are known to
affect that network of stable correlations in foreseeable ways

In Figure 2 . 1 , these relationships are shown by a bold line and a bold arrow.
To use an example that is far from simple: In an ordinary conversation, what
is observed and heard as being said at any one moment (the data) is understand
able only in the context of what has been said before, by whom and to whom, the
responses it elicited from the participants, and how it directed the conversation.
This is an observer's account of a conversation, from outside of it. To partici
pants, their version of what is going on (the contexts that include the other par
ticipants) is not necessarily shared. In fact, there would be no point in conversing
if all participants saw their worlds, thought, and spoke alike. A conversation ana
lyst contextualizes the transcript of a conversation (the text) in yet another way,
by constructing a world (the analyst's context) within which the participants
appear to " speak" in the analytical terms that the conversation analyst is familiar
with and brings to the analyzed transcript. Whether a conversation analyst wants
to infer the intentions of the participants to initiate certain moves (turn taking, for
example) or how addressees will respond to a string of "he said-she said" (the
evolution of a topic) , the analyst draws on knowledge of the empirical relation
ship between these speech acts (the correlations that connect one to another) and
the strengths (perlocutionary forces ) of particular utterances, the network of con
nections that leads, hopefully, from texts to answers to the research question.
A conversation is not a mechanical system. Participants alter the rules of their
engagement as it unfolds. This leaves outside observers uncertain as to what the
participants mean, how they understand what is going on, and which rules govern
the conversation at any one moment. Because conversation analysts tend not to
participate in the conversations they analyze, and therefore have no way of asking
the interlocutors how they see their situation, the analysts have to acknowledge
other determining variables (the contributing conditions) and find ways to ascer
tain how they affect the correlations relied upon to lead to the intended inferences.
Inasmuch as a context stands in place of what is momentarily inaccessible to direct
observation, there is no limit to the number of contexts that may be applicable in a
given analysis. Unless told, readers of the conclusions of a content analysis may not
know the context that the analyst was using and may come to seriously misleading
interpretations. In view of this possibility, content analysts need to make their chosen

contexts explicit, so that the results of their analyses will be clear to their scientific
peers and to the beneficiaries of the research results. Without explication of the con
text, the steps that a content analyst takes may not be comprehensible to careful read
ers, and the results to which they lead may not be validatable by other means.

2.4.4 ·

Analytical Constructs

Analytical constructs operationalize what the content analyst knows about the
context, specifically the network of correlations that are assumed to explain how
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.r.-ailable texts are connected to the possible answers to the analyst's questions
.l1ld the conditions under which these correlations could change. Analytical con
structs represent this network in computable forms. Extracted from the known
or assumed context and entered into the research process, analytical constructs
ensure that an analysis of given texts models the texts' context of use, which
means that the analysis does not proceed in violation of what is known of the
.:onditions surrounding the texts. Procedurally, analytical constructs take the
:iion:n of more or less complex "if-then" statements, much like those used in com
purer programs. These " if-then " statements amount to rules of inference that
pride the analyst, in steps, from the texts to the answers to the research ques
tions. They also render knowledge of the context portable to other content analy
gs of similar contexts and make it possible for students and critics to examine
the procedures that a content analyst has been using. In this respect, analytical
aJOStructs function much like testable mini-theories of a context, with the provi
sion that they are computable on the coded features of available texts.
For example, a computer-aided content analysis might employ a dictionary of
ags that mimics how competent speakers of a language categorize words into
d.tsses with similar meanings. Such a dictionary assumes linguistic stability,
whi.:h may not be warranted, but it at least models a standard competence of
bnguage use. Another approach that an analyst might take is to adopt a
.:omputational theory of a context-a neuronal network model, for instance
that promises to explain how people form categories from words that occur in
proximity to each other. Of course, labeling an analytical construct a " model"
does not guarantee that it accurately represents the network of relationships that
.-e relevant to readers and writers. More often, content analysts draw on empir
I.:ally obtained correlations between observed and currently unobserved variables.
Correlations measure the extent of a linear relationship between variables-for
nam ple, between the rate of recorded speech disturbances and anxiety-which,
if sufficiently general, could in turn be applied to individual cases, here yielding
a prediction of a speaker's anxiety. However, as linguistic variables are rarely
describable in intervals and linear regression equations tend to hold only under
n:stricted conditions, the use of such constructs typically requires that the ana
� have additional information about the conditions under which the construct
is predictive of that behavior. Similarly, knowing that public agendas are influ
en.:ed by the mass-media coverage of pertinent events may give a content analyst
the idea of an analytical construct for analyzing media coverage in place of public
opinion surveys. Such research, which has been done, requires a fairly detailed
operationalization of the conditions under which verbal or pictorial elements
intluence particular public conversations.
Analytical constructs need not be perfect, of course, but unfortunately, many
re:x. analysts employ computational procedures that have no obvious relation
ship to any context in which given texts would arguably make sense. Counting
units of text or applying sophisticated statistical techniques will always yield
something, but this does not guarantee that the results will refer to anything.
Content analysts must make sure that their analytical constructions model the
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contexts they have chosen. The purpose of all analytical constructs is to ensure

that texts are processed in reference to what is known about their use.

I nferences
The inferential nature of content analysis should by now be obvious. Content
analytic inferences may be hidden in the human process of coding. They may be
built into analytical procedures, such as the dictionaries in computer-aided text
analyses or well-established indices. Sometimes, especially after complex statis
tical procedures have been applied, inferences appear in the analyst's interpre
tations of the statistical findings. Figure 2 . 1 depicts the path that an inference
takes with bold and broken lines, with the inference motivated or explained by
an analytical construct that enters the analysis as a representation of the chosen
context.
Because the word inference has several meanings, it is important to distinguish
the meaning that is relevant to this discussion from others that are perhaps more
familiar to readers. In logic, at least three types of inferences are distinguished:
•

Deductive inferences are implied in their premises. For example, if all
humans speak a language, then John, being human, must speak one as
well. Deductive inferences are logically conclusive. They proceed from
generalizations to particulars.

•

Inductive inferences are generalizations to similar kinds. For example, I
might infer from the fact that all of my neighbors speak English that all
humans do. This inference is not logically conclusive, but it has a certain
probability of being correct. Statistical generalizations from smaller sam
ples to larger populations (typical of social research ) and the idea of mea
suring the statistical significance of scientific hypotheses involve inferences
of this kind. They proceed from particulars to generalizations.

•

Abductive inferences proceed across logically distinct domains, from par
ticulars of one kind to particulars of another kind. (These are the kinds of
inferences of interest to content analysis, where they proceed from texts to
the answers to the analyst's questions. ) Consider linguistic competence and
age. Logically, neither implies the other. However, if one has practical
experience with infants' language acquisition, one might be able to infer
children's ages from the sounds they make or from the vocabulary they
use. Of course, one can make such inferences only with a certain proba
bility, but the probability may be strengthened if one is able to take other
variables (contributing conditions') into account.

Deductive and inductive inferences are not central to content analysis. The
following examples of inferences employed in content analysis are all abductive
in nature:
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•

One might date a document from the vocabulary used within it.

•

One might infer the religious affiliations of political leaders from the
metaphors used in their speeches.

•

One might infer the readability of an essay from a measure of the
complexity of its composition.

•

One might infer whether someone is lying from his or her nonverbal ( facial)
behavior.

•

One might infer the problems of a city from the concerns expressed
letters written to the city's mayor's office.

•

One might infer the prevailing conceptualizations of writers and readers
from the proximities of words in frequently used texts.

•

One might infer editorial biases from a comparison of the editorial pages
of different newspapers.

•

One might infer a writer's psychopathology from the images used in her
prose.

•

One might infer the identity of the author of an unsigned document from
the document's statistical similarities to texts whose authors are known.

•

One might infer the political affiliations of citizens from the TV shows they
choose to watch.

•

One might infer an individual's propensity to engage in a hate crime from
the ethnic categories he uses in ordinary speech.

•

One might infer the likelihood of war from the coverage of international
affairs in the elite newspapers of neighboring countries.

m

According to Eco ( 1 994) :
The logic of interpretation is the Peircean logic of abduction. To explain a
conjecture means to figure out a law that can explain a Result. The " secret
code " of a text is such a Law . . . . in the natural sciences the conjecture has
to try only the law, since the Result is under the eyes of everybody, while
in textual interpretation only the discovery of a " good " Law makes the
Result acceptable. (p. 5 9 )
For Josephson and Josephson ( 1 994, p. 5 ) , abduction starts with a body of data
I facts,
observations, givens )-our text. A hypothesis-our analytical
construct-if true, would explain these data. No other hypothesis can explain
me data as well as the chosen one does. Therefore, the hypothesis is probably
rrue and can be used to deduce other entailments-that is, answer our research
questions.
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Abductive inference is Sherlock Holmes's logic of reasoning as well
( Bonfantini & Proni, 1 9 8 8 ; Truzzi, 1 9 8 8 ) . Holmes's creator, Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle, always lets him find empirical connections and apply bits of
common knowledge in the context of established facts that he is then able to
weave ingeniously into an inferential network containing the initially unrec
ognizable chain of logical steps from known facts to the perpetrator of an
unobserved crime. Content analysts are in a similar position of having to draw
inferences about phenomena that are not directly observable, and they are
often equally resourceful in using a mixture of statistical knowledge, theory,
experience, and intuition to answer their research questions from available
texts.
In this respect, the whole enterprise of content analysis may well be regarded
as an argument in support of an analyst's abductive claims . In Toulmin's
( 1 9 5 8 ) theory of argumentation, which applies not j ust to abductions, the
move from data ( D ) to conclusions or claims ( C ) must be justified by a suitable
warrant (W) . In his example, learning that "X is a Swede, " the inference that
"X most likely is a Protestant " is warranted by the knowledge that " most
Swedes are Protestants. " Because this inference is not without exceptions,
it includes a qualification ( Q ) of the conclusion ( C ) ( i . e . , " most likely" ) . The
warrant provides the logical bridge between the data and the conclusion.
Toulmin also introduces another element: the ground on which the warrant
may be j ustified, or the backing ( B ) . In Figure 2 . 1 we may recognize the
diagram that Toulmin ( p . 1 04 ) uses to show the relationships among the
above-mentioned parts of arguments:
D

- rl---J.� Therefore Q, C

-

.

-

Smce W
I
Backed by B

In moving from texts to the answer to a research question, as illustrated in
Figure 2 . 1 , it is the assumptive analytical construct plus the assurance that the
analysis has been performed reliably that warrants that inference, which in turn
is backed by the analyst's knowledge of the context in which the texts occur or
are interpreted:

Texts ---,---I.� Probable Answer to Research Question
Analytical Construct
Reliably Applied

I

procedurally representing

I

the stable correlations and contributing conditions
within the Context of the texts
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Val idating Evidence
Any content analysis should be validatable in principle. Because the raison
d'etre of content analysis is the absence of direct observational evidence, valida
tion may be difficult or infeasible, if not impossible, in practice. It is infeasible
when a content analysis is to be acted upon in the absence of direct observational
evidence-for example, in wartime analysis of planned military activities from
domestic propaganda or in assessments of whether a politician is lying. It is
impossible when research questions concern past or future happenings, such as
inferences from surviving documents to historical facts, inferences from the works
of deceased authors to their intentions, or inferences from psychological tests
to an individual's aptitude for a particular job. The point of requiring that con
rent analyses be "validatable in principle " is to prevent analysts from pursuing
research questions that allow no empirical validation or that yield results with no
backing except by the authority of the researcher. For example, a conclusion from
an analysis of television fiction that hedonism is on the rise in the United States
means nothing unless those who claim such findings can show that this conclu
sion is not merely their abstraction from fictional programming, but also has
some independently observable reality-that is, unless they can show that a rise in
hedonism is manifest in something other than television fiction.
Ex post facto validation of content analysis is not merely a matter of curios
rry. It can increase confidence in the results of future content analyses of similar
rexts and in similar contexts, but only if the categories of analysis and the
analytical constructs are used repeatedly, so that successes and failures can be
weighted against each other and used to advance the technique in the long run.
'\Iuch too often, researchers design content analysis studies ad hoc and conduct
them without any thought of validation; such research contributes little to the
literature on content analysis.
A good example of ex post facto validation is George's ( 1 959a) effort (men
tioned in Chapter 1 ) to examine documents captured after World War II to see
whether they matched what the Federal Communications Commission propa
ganda analysts had inferred during the war and to evaluate the FCC researchers'
rechniques for use by future analysts. In 1 943, Janis ( 1 943/1 965 ) proposed an
indirect method of validation, suggesting that the results of mass-media content
analyses should at least correlate with audience verbal reports or observed
behaviors (e.g., public opinion polls, voting, consumption, or aggression ) . Thus
Gerbner and his colleagues sought to correlate the amount of violence seen on
television with survey data on audience members' perceptions of how violent
their world "really" is (see, e.g., Gerbner, Gross, Signorielli, Morgan, & Jackson
Beeck, 1 9 79; Gerbner, Gross, Morgan, & Signorielli, 1 994 ) .
As noted above, our framework demands merely that a content analysis b e val
idatable in principle. For example, if a content analyst infers what a particular
group of voters learned from TV campaign ads about a candidate for political
office, then, potentially, a survey of those exposed to the ads could validate or
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invalidate this inference. However, if a content analyst insists that such TV
campaign ads have certain contents, there is no way for others to validate this
" finding. " Repeating this particular content analysis would merely indicate
the degree to which the original analysis was reliable. Similarly, finding that a
certain word occurs with a certain frequency does not constitute an abductive
inference. Recounting cannot validate what a frequency is inferred to mean.

CONTRASTS A N D COM PA R I SO N S
Every research technique has its powers and its limitations, and content analysis
is no exception. A researcher can misapply a technique or use a technique that is
ill suited for a particular purpose, in ignorance of better ones. In this section, I
contrast content analysis with other techniques used in social research, paying
special attention to the four distinguishing features of content analysis.

Content analysis is an unobtrusive technique. As Heisenberg's uncertainty prin
ciple tells us, acts of measurement interfere with the phenomena being assessed
and create contaminated observations; the deeper the observer probes, the
·
greater the severity of the contamination. For the social sciences, Webb,
Campbell, Schwartz, and Sechrest ( 1 96 6 ) have enumerated several ways in which
subjects react to being involved in scientific inquiries and how these can
introduce errors into the data that are analyzed:
•

Through the subj ects' awareness of being observed or tested

•

Through the artificiality of the task or the subjects' lack of experience with
the task

•

Through the expectations that subj ects bring to the role of interviewee or
respondent

•

Through the influence of the measurement process on the subjects

•

Through stereotypes held by subjects and the subjects' preferences for
casting certain responses

•

Through experimenter/interviewer interaction effects on the subjects

Controlled experiments, interviews, focus groups, surveys, and projective tests are
especially vulnerable to such errors. By contrast, content analyses, computer simula
tions, research using already available statistics, and interpretive research (in cultural
studies, for example) are nonreactive or unobtrusive. Researchers using ethnographic
methods subscribe to the unobtrusive ideal as well, but while conducting fieldwork
even the most careful ethnographers cannot escape influencing their informers.
Social researchers may want to avoid reactive situations for two primary
reasons. The first is that undue influence on the situation that gives rise to the
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data may distort the data, jeopardizing the validity of the research. For this

reason, ethnomethodologists prefer to obtain data in natural settings, psychia
trists avoid asking their patients questions that might induce false memories, and
economists investigate mathematical models rather than experiment with the real
economy. The second reason is that researchers need to conceal their interest in
the data for fear of being manipulated by their sources. Instrumental assertions
are difficult to analyze (Mahl, 1 9 5 9 ) . Had Goebbels, the Nazi-era minister of
propaganda in Germany, known how, by what methods, and for what purposes
American analysts were examining his broadcasts during World War II, he
'IIOo uld have found ways to deceive the analysts. Individuals can be taught how to
.ar.::hieve high scores on aptitude tests, and those who believe that success in their
chosen career paths depends on their scoring well on these tests eagerly seek
appropriate education. The extent to which preparatory instruction improves
students' scores on a given test is also the extent of that test's invalidity. As an
unobtrusive technique, content analysis can avoid such biases altogether.
Content analysis can handle unstructured matter as data. For efficiency's sake,
researchers gain a considerable advantage if they can impose a structure on the
data-making process so that the results are readily analyzable. Surveys, mail
questionnaires, and structured interviews typically offer respondents predefined
choices that are easily tabulated, coded, or processed by computer. But they
thereby also prevent the respondents' individual voices from being heard.
Subjects in laboratory experiments are often taught what amounts to a highly
.vrificial data language: pushing buttons, scaling their opinions numerically,
identifying shapes or forms they may never have seen before, or administering
dectric shocks to fellow subj ects in place of less clearly measurable expressions
of ,;olence. These techniques are successful because they allow researchers to
suppress unwieldy variations, which are due largely to the fact that ordinary
human subjects see, talk, and behave in many different ways.
Typically, content analysts become interested in data only after the data have
been generated. They have to cope with texts in a diversity of formats associated
with different purposes, do not always find what they are looking for, and can
DO{ fully anticipate the terms and categories used by the sources of their texts.
This puts content analysts in an analytical position that is less than advanta
�us, a condition they share with ethnomethodologists, anthropologists doing
tieldwork, hist 6riographical researchers, and researchers using hermeneutical or
inrerpretive approaches (such as those used in studies of politics, psychotherapy,
imllni s t scholarship, and social constructionism ) . The chief advantage of the
mstructuredness of content analysis data is that it preserves the conceptions of
the data's sources, which structured methods largely ignore.

Content analysis is context sensitive and therefore allows the researcher to
process as data texts that are significant, meaningful, informative, and even
"presentational to others. Context-insensitive methods, such as controlled labo
r.ttory experiments, surveys, structured interviews, and statistical analyses,
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generate data without reference to their original contexts, thus disembodying
observations, unitizing complex and contiguous events, and taking single words
out of their contexts of use and representing them as data points in the analysts'
theoretical spaces. In such methods, it no longer matters what gave rise to the
data, how various elements in the data relate to each other, how others under
stand the data, or what the data mean to their sources. Context-sensitive methods,
in contrast, acknowledge the textuality of the data-that is, they recognize that
the data are read by and make sense to others, and they proceed by reference to
contexts of their own. Inferences drawn through the use of such methods have a
better chance of being relevant to the users of the analyzed texts.
Content analysts may not always be as qualitative as are political analysts,
who live in the very process they analyze. Nor are they quite as free as cultural
studies researchers and conversation analysts, who contextualize their texts in a
vocabulary that may appear alien to the people they speak for or of. Finally,
content analysts may not be quite as limited in scope as the users of projective
tests, who confine themselves to inferences concerning individuals' psychological
characteristics ( much as in content analyses of the second kind of definition
discussed above ) .

Content analysis can cope with large volumes o f data. Much of ethnomethodol
ogy as well as case study approaches, historiographical methods, and interpretive
research rely on small samples of text; the volume of data is limited largely by
what a researcher can read reliably and without losing track of relevant details.
Although content analysis can be used to analyze small samples of texts (in fact,
this is quite common, especially in the academic world, where funds are few and
stakes are not as high as in politics, commerce, or medicine) , such uses do not
realize the technique's full potential. The ability to process large volumes of text
in content analysis is paid for by the explicitness of the method's procedures,
which, if clearly stated, can be applied repeatedly, by many coders or by
computer software. As noted above, Berelson and Lazarsfeld ( 1 94 8 ) stated long
ago that content analysts must be systematic in their reading of texts and
suggested that category schemes be devised that could be applied to every unit of
text e,qually and without exception. Explicit vocabularies enable content analysts
to employ many coders and pool their readings, which allows them to process
quantities of text that far exceed what single individuals can analyze reliably.
Consider the following numbers of units of analysis processed in early content
analyses, largely without the aid of computers:
•

4 8 1 personal conversations (Landis & Burtt, 1 924)

•

427 school textbooks (Pierce, 1 93 0 )

•

4,022 advertising slogans ( Shuman, 1 93 7; cited in Berelson, 1 952)

•

8,039 newspaper editorials (Foster, 1 9 3 8 )

•

8 0 0 news o f foreign language radio programs (Arnheim & Bayne, 1 94 1 )
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•

1 9,553 editorials ( Pool, 1 952a)

•

1 5,000 characters i n 1 ,000 hours o f television fiction ( Gerbner e t a I . , 1 979 )

Of course, these numbers, which were considered impressive in 1 9 80, when
the first edition of Content Analysis was published, are now dwarfed by the size
of the electronic full-text databases that have emerged since. At the time of this
.-riting, ERIC, a clearinghouse for educational and social science writing, has
more than 750,000 articles in its database. In Britain, FT Profile holds a large
array of different file types, including newspapers, news wire stories, magazines
and journals, company and industry reports, lists of references, and research
publications (Hansen, 1 9 95 ) . In the United States, LexisNexis provides online
access to the full texts of all major legal publications, newspapers, scientific j our
nals, and corporate materials-about 50,000 publications, some accumulating
since the late 1 9 80s and early 1 990s, each containing numerous articles or news
irems. Dialog is an even more eclectic online source of texts. The exponentially
growing Internet is an unimaginably large but for the most part unmined source
of content analysis data. The availability of electronic texts is fast expanding to
orher kinds of materials, such as survey questions and responses, scientific find
ings, film scripts, transcripts of television news programs, image archives, sound
recordings, and graphical representations in Web pages, making content analysis
an increasingly important research technique. These explosive developments
have had the effect of bringing content analysis closer to large population
surveys, but without such surveys' undesirable qualities (i.e., without being
obtrusive, meaning obliterating, and context insensitive) . They are also shifting
the bottleneck of content analysis from the costs of access and tedious human
coding to needs for good theory, sound methodology, and software that IS
capable of coping with such volumes. Here, pioneering work is progressing.
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U ses and I nferences
This chapter reviews the breadth of applications of content analysis,
not in terms of subject matter or the disciplines that engage the tech
nique but in terms of the kinds of inferences that enable content ana
lysts to accomplish their tasks. Several types of logic capable of
relating data to their contexts are distinguished here: systems, stan
dards, indices, representations, conversations, and institutions. These
could be regarded as possible theories that content analyses need.

T RA D I T IONAL OVE RV I EWS
Content analysis has an important place in the wide range of investigative tools
available to researchers. As noted in Chapter 2, content analysis is an unobtru
sive technique that allows researchers to analyze relatively unstructured data in
view of the meanings, symbolic qualities, and expressive contents they have and
of the communicative roles they play in the lives of the data's sources. The com
bination of these features is unique among research methods. Because virtually
all social processes can be seen as transacted through matter that is meaningful
to the participants-symbols, messages, images, performances, and organiza
tional phenomena, even nondiscursive practices-the widest use of content analy
sis is found in the social sciences and humanities, although legal, political, and
commercial applications are rising in number as well. Scholars who have sur
veyed content analysis research have used a variety of categories to describe the
growing diversity of research techniques used under the umbrella of content
analysis. Janis ( 1943/1965 ) offers the following classification:
( 1 ) Pragmatical content analysis-procedures which classify signs according
to their probable causes or effects (e.g., counting the number of times
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that something is said which is likely to have the effect of producing
favorable attitudes toward Germany in a given audience) .
( 2 ) Seman tical content analysis procedures which classify signs according
to their meanings (e.g., counting the number of times that Germany is
referred to, irrespective of the particular words that may be used to
make the reference ) .
( a ) designations analysis provides the frequency with which certain
objects (persons, things, groups, or concepts) are referred to, that is,
roughly speaking, subject-matter analysis (e.g., references to German
foreign policy).
( b ) attribution analysis provides the frequency with which certain char
acterizations are referred to (e.g., references to dishonesty) .
(c) assertions analysis provides the frequency with which certain obj ects
are characterized in a particular way, that is, roughly speaking,
thematic analysis (e.g., references to German foreign policy as
dishonest) .
-

( 3 ) Sign-vehicle analysis procedures which classify content according to
-

the psychophysical properties of the signs (e.g., counting the number of
times the word " Germany" appears) . (p. 57)
Leites and Pool ( 1 942; cited in Berelson & Lazarsfeld, 1 94 8 ) describe four
functions of content analysis:
•

To confirm what is already believed

•

To correct the " optical illusions " of specialists

•

To settle disagreements among specialists

•

To formulate and test hypotheses about symbols

Berelson ( 1 952) lists 1 7 uses:
•

To describe trends in communication content

•

To trace the development of scholarship

•

To disclose international differences in communication content

•

To compare media or levels of communication

•

To audit communication content against objectives

•

To construct and apply communication standards

•

To aid in technical research operations (to code open-ended questions in
survey interviews )

•

To expose propaganda techniques
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•

To measure the readability of communication materials

•

To discover stylistic features

•

To identify the intentions and other characteristics of the communicators

•

To determine the psychological state of persons or groups

•

To detect the existence of propaganda (primarily for legal purposes )

•

To secure political and military intelligence

•

To reflect attitudes, interests, and values (cultural patterns) of population
groups

•

To reveal the focus of attention

•

To describe attitudinal and behavioral responses to communications

Stone, Dunphy, Smith, and Ogilvie ( 1 966) note that although the historical
origins of content analysis lie in j ournalism and mass communication, they found
applications of the technique in the following empirical domains:
•

Psychiatry

•

Psychology

•

History

•

Anthropology

•

Education

•

Philology and literary analysis

•

Linguistics

I have already mentioned Holsti's ( 1 969) commitment to an encoding/decoding
paradigm, which, much like Janis's approach, places message content in the con
text of communication between senders and receivers. Consequently, Holsti sur
veys content analyses in terms of three principal purposes:
1S,

•

To describe manifest characteristics of communication-that
what, how, and to whom something is said

asking

•

To make inferences as to the antecedents of communication-that
asking why something is said

•

To make inferences as to the consequences of communication-that is,
asking with what effects something is said

1S,

The way in which I categorize the content analyses discussed in this chapter
deviates from the ways used by the authors cited above in that it focuses on how
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researchers use content analytic techniques and o n how researchers then j ustify
the inferences they draw in their analyses. The categories addressed are as follows:
•

Extrapolations

•

Standards

•

Indices and symptoms

•

Linguistic re-presentations

•

Conversations

•

Institutional processes

Not all of the content analysts whose work is reviewed here have explicated
the logic of their inferences as we would hope they would. In some cases, this
logic is embedded in the notions of meaning that the analysts have subscribed to.
In others, the logic can be found in the more or less explicit assumptions that the
researchers have made regarding the contexts of their data. Often, this logic
remains hidden because researchers take it for granted, presuming that their
own tacit knowledge should be obvious to everyone. I have already noted that
Berelson ( 1 952) did not even feel the need to define content. Analysts need to
render their assumptions, the logic they employ, examinable. The appropriate
ness of particular forms of reasoning is an empirical question, of course, not a
logical one, and analysts need to j udge the appropriateness of their inferences on
a case-by-case basis. I have chosen to review content analyses in these terms
because such a review will lead most naturally to an understanding of the notion
of analytical constructs-but that is another chapter.

EXT RAPO LAT I O N S
Extrapolations are inferences of unobserved instances in the intervals between or
beyond the observations (data points). Some well-known kinds of extrapolations
are interpolations, predictions, extensions, derivations of theorems from other
theorems, and systems. Let's take the notion of a system as a general case. A sys
tem is a conceptual device, a "complex variable," one might say. The reality that
may be described in a system's terms is not part of the definition of a system,
although its construction may well be so motivated. Mathematics supplies
systems. Its axioms are mathematical, not empirical. Minimally, a system con
sists of the following:
•

A set of components whose states are variable

•

Relations that are manifest in constraints on the co-occurrence of the
components' states
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•

Transformations according to which some relations imply other
relations in time or in space

One example of a system is our solar system, in which celestial bodies move
in relation to each other. The configurations of planets follow a temporal
sequence. For someone who knows the system's transformation rules, data
on one configuration imply all succeeding configurations. This is a classical
Newtonian system. Kinship terminology also constitutes a system, although it is
far from deterministic, not as dynamic as the solar system is conceived to be. It
defines kin in terms of certain relations between individuals-in English, accord
ing to gender, descent, and marriage-and prescribes rights, obligations, modes
of address, and so on among kinfolk toward each other. The system allows
"extrapolations " in the sense of extending this terminology to individuals enter
ing the system, whether as spouses, children, or adoptees, and it transforms the
roles of these individuals relative to each other throughout their lifetimes within
the system. Another example of a system is found in the treatment of language
as a system of signs, as in the work of Ferdinand de Saussure. The components
of language (words and sounds) are thought to be combinable into larger units
(sentences and utterances ) , following grammatical rules. Knowledge of the sys
tem enables the knower to generate novel strings of words that are all considered
well formed, such as English sentences. Grammar, it should be noted, is not
a " natural " kind of system. It is constructed by academic linguists under the
assumption that language is a system in its own right.
Some kinds of systems, especially social systems, can be quite complex. The
inferences of interest to sociological content analysts are grounded in knowledge
of a society's transformations, which enables analysts to extrapolate features of
the system beyond the time and space of available texts-but always within the
domain of the system's description. As in the case of grammar, the " rules" by
which a social system works are not natural. They are sociological constructions.
Although systems can be elaborate, in comparison with other kinds of inferences,
extrapolations are relatively simple.
In content analysis, the idea of studying systems goes back to Tenney ( 1 9 1 2 ) ,
who asked:
Why should not society study its own methods of producing its various
varieties of thinking by establishing [aJ . . . careful system of bookkeep
ing ? . . . What is needed . . . is the continuous analysis of a large number of
j ournals . . . . The records in themselves would constitute a series of obser
vations of the " social weather, " comparable in accuracy to the statistics of
the United States Weather Bureau. (p. 8 9 6 )
Tenney described systematic relations between subject matter categories within
the newspapers he analyzed, noted changes in their distribution over time, and
explored, especially, the ethnic characteristics of these publications. He equated
the dynamics of press coverage in an entire country with the thinking processes
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of that country's population, but he lacked methods that were adequate to
process the great volume of data that the construction of such a system would
require. Tenney made his proposal not only before computers existed, but also
before systems theory had been developed.
Rapoport ( 1 969) prepared the ground for a systems theory of "verbal
corpuses " as he sought answers to questions such as what it means to describe a
large body of verbal data as behaving, changing, and evolving, and what the
suitable components, relationships, and laws of interaction within such corp uses
might be. Although he was aware that our symbolic world both mirrors and
constitutes human existence, and that it can be both enriched in talk and polluted
by institutional policies, he suggested that researchers could most fruitfully
pursue the large-scale study of verbal corpuses, at least to start out with. This
study would be done without reference to speakers, symbol users, and meanings
that is, as a system with its own autonomous regularities. From this
perspective, content analysis could be said to probe selectively into what
Boulding ( 1 9 7 8 ) h a s called a " noosphere," a sphere o f human knowledge distinct
from the " biosphere" in which humans live qua organisms.

Trends
The prototype of a systems approach in content analysis is the extrapolation
of trends. In one of the earliest content analyses ever conducted, Speed ( 1 8 9 3 )
compared several New York dailies published i n 1 8 8 1 with the same newspapers
published 12 years later and observed changes in the frequencies of subject
matter categories. Of course, data on only two points in time hardly lend them
selves to solid predictions, but Speed's lamenting the continuing decline of news
paper coverage of literary matters and the increase in gossip, sports, and fiction,
raising the question of where this trend would lead, is a clear indication of his
desire to predict how newspaper publishing was changing. Lasswell ( 1 94 1 )
proposed a study and presented preliminary findings on trends in the frequencies
with which references to various countries occurred in different national presses.
Loeventhal ( 1 944) studied the changing definition of heroes in popular maga
zines and found a drift ( still ongoing today) away from working professionals
and businessmen as heroes and toward entertainers.
Other trend studies have concerned values in inspirational literature, advertis
ing themes, and political slogans, as well as the frequency of the use of the word
mainstreaming in several subcategories of educational research (Miller, Fullmer,
& Walls, 1 99 6 ) . Researchers have also undertaken numerous analyses of trends
in scholarly literature, from sociology ( Shanas, 1 945 ) to content analysis (Barcus,
1 95 9 ) , to ascertain the directions in which particular fields seem to be moving.
Shanas ( 1 945 ) , for example, analyzed emerging interests in the field of sociology
in the United States by examining the distribution of articles in the American
Journal of Sociology over a 50-year period. Scholars in many academic
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disciplines have, from time to time, made efforts to review their literature to
assess the directions in which their fields were moving and to identify new fron
tiers. One of the more extensive content analyses conducted to date using a time
series analysis approach is Namenwirth's ( 1 973 ) analysis of value changes in U.S.
political party platforms over a 120-year period. Namenwirth and Weber ( 1 9 8 7)
also applied time-series analysis to a study of all speeches made by British mon
archs between 1 6 8 9 and 1 9 72 . Both studies revealed two independent cycles of
value changes in the data, a short-term cycle and a long-term cycle-such find
ings amount to descriptions of the dynamics of autonomous systems. Thome and
Rahlf ( 1 99 6 ) analyzed these same data using a " filtering" methodology instead
of time-series analysis, but both methods operate within the notion of a system
that enables the analyst to interpolate between data points and extrapolate its
ups and downs into the future.
Political party platforms, policy positions, and campaign materials are natural
candidates for this kind of content analysis because they are recurrent and there
is an interest in knowing what comes next. The European Consortium for
Political Research, constituted in 1 979, has undertaken numerous trend studies
of how different political systems behave over time, in various dimensions, and
concerning a variety of emerging issues ( see, e.g., Budge, Robertson, & Hearl,
1 9 8 7 ) . For more than two decades, consortium researchers have coded nearly
2,000 party manifestos using a single coding scheme based on 5 6 categories
and performed numerous trend analyses; they are now experimenting with
computerizing this approach ( Pennings & Keman, 2002 ) .

Patterns
Another kind of content analysis involves the extrapolative use of patterns. In
folklore, for example, researchers have conducted structural analyses of riddles,
proverbs, folktales, and narratives with the aim of identifying patterns that have
a high degree of commonality within genres, regardless of particular contents
(Armstrong, 1 95 9 ) , and can therefore b e regarded as generative of those genres.
Such analysts begin by identifying the constituent elements within a body of
literature and then seek to describe the logic that relates these elements. Thus
Sebeok and Orzack ( 1 95 3 ) , analyzing Cheremis charms, found that in such
charms a "purely factual statement" about the world is followed by a " motif of
an extremely improbable eventuality. " Labov ( 1 972 ) found a set of components
that accounted for the narratives he had elicited and considered these the build
ing blocks for the construction of narratives generally.
Another example of the extrapolation of patterns is the analysis of genealogies
within a body of literature through patterns of citation. Scholarly works tend to
cite previously published scholarly works, which in turn cite earlier such works,
and so on. Tracing such citations from the present into the past or from a desig
nated origin into the present reveals networks that show how the various contri
butions to the literature are interconnected-for example, what happens to an
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idea as it moves through various scholars' publications. Garfield ( 1 979)
relied on this simple idea when he developed his "citation index" as an alterna
tive to information retrieval by keywords. Communication researchers have
charted communication channels among members of organizations as senders
and receivers and have analyzed those connections in terms of typical network
features that organizations tend to reproduce. Research concerning word
co-occurrences within sentences or paragraphs has also revealed networklike
" association " patterns that can permeate a genre.
Combined interest in trends and patterns has led to many interesting con
tent analyses. Bales's ( 1 950) "interaction process analysis" yielded patterns of
communication, evaluation, control, decision making, tension reduction, and
reintegration, all of which were identified within 12 basic categories of verbal
exchanges in small groups. Holsti, Brody, and North ( 1 96 5 ) studied public state
ments made by major decision makers in the United States and the Soviet Union
during the 1 962 Cuban missile crisis and distinguished perceptions and expres
sions within these successive statements that they described in terms of Osgood's
semantic differential dimensions: evaluative, strength, and potency. With the
help of a dynamic interdependency model, Holsti et al. found that these data
proved moderately predictive of the pattern of emotional responses each group
of decision makers made to the other.

Differences

3.�2.3

Differences are central to all systems approaches. The differences of interest
here stem from comparisons among the variable components of a system and
may be extrapolated to differences among similar components elsewhere. For
example, analysts may examine differences in the message content generated by
two kinds of communicators or differences within one source in different social
situations, when the source is addressing different audiences, or when the source
is operating with different expectations or with different information. Differ
ences in the news coverage of political campaigns have been correlated with
editorial endorsements (Klein & Maccoby, 1 954 ) . Differences in the news cov
erage of civil rights issues have been explained in terms of various newspaper
characteristics, such as geographic location, ownership, and political orientation
( Broom & Reece, 1 95 5 ) . Differences in newspaper content have been correlated
with whether or not newspapers face competition within their regions (Nixon &
Jones, 1 9 5 6 ) .
Gerbner ( 1 964) demonstrated how different ideological and class orientations
are reproduced in the stream of French news media messages in the reporting of an
apolitical crime. Researchers have also shown how messages from one source
covary with the audiences they are intended to address by comparing, for example,
the political speeches that John Foster Dulles made before different kinds of groups
( Cohen, 1 957; Holsti, 1 962) . Research has linked differences in television sports
reporting of men's and women's athletics to prevailing cultural values (Tuggle,
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1 997) and has shown differences in works of fiction written for upper-, middle-, and
lower-class readers (Albrecht, 1 95 6 ) as well as in advertisements in magazines
with predominantly black and predominantly white readerships ( Berkman, 1963 ) .
Studies o f differences between input and output i n communication are exemplified
by Allport and Faden's ( 1 940) examination of the relationship between the number
of sources of information available to a newspaper and what finally appears in
print, by Asheim's ( 1 95 0 ) analysis of what happens to a book when it is adapted
into a movie script, and by studies that compare scientific findings with the infor
mation on such findings disseminated in the popular media.
The Hoover Institution's study titled Revolution and the Development of
International Relations (RADIR) combined the analysis of differences between
media and the analysis of trends. The RADIR researchers identified so-called key
symbols such as democracy, equality, rights, and freedom in 1 9,553 editorials
that appeared in American, British, French, German, and Russian prestige news
papers during the period 1 8 90-1 949. Analyses of these data led Pool ( 1 95 1 ) to
correlations that he felt able to generalize. He observed, for example, that prole
tarian doctrines replace liberal traditions, that an increasing threat of war is
correlated with growth in militarism and nationalism, and that hostility toward
other nations is related to perceived insecurity. Although these symbols refer to
aspects of a political reality, and the researchers were no doubt keenly aware of
the contexts from which they were taken, the researchers did not need these
references to conduct their analyses. The analysts tried to establish which differ
ences were maintained over time, which differences increased or decreased rela
tive to each other, and how they compensated for or amplified each other. For
example, Pool ( 1 952b) observed that symbols of democracy become less frequent
when a representative form of government is accepted rather than in dispute.
It should be noted that the knowledge of whether a government is generally
accepted or in dispute comes from outside the system of selected symbols the
RADIR researchers were studying. To the extent that external variables explain
a system's behavior, in the form of the contributing conditions illustrated in
Figure 2 . 1 , the system is not entirely autonomous. However, nobody can prevent
content analysts who study such systems from including symbols of dissent,
defiance, and struggle to render the systems self-explanatory.
In a very different approach, Gerbner and his colleagues accumulated a very
large database on television violence in fictional programming that enabled them
to make extrapolations (recommendations ) of interest to policy makers ( see, e.g.,
Gerbner, Gross, Morgan, & Signorielli, 1 994; Gerbner, Gross, Signorielli, &
Jackson-Beeck, 1 9 79 ) . Gerbner's ( 1 969) " message systems analysis" proposes to
trace the movement of mass-media culture through time by means of a system
consisting of four kinds of measures of any category of content (component) :
•

The frequencies with which a system's components occur, or " what is "

•

The order of priorities assigned to those components, or "what is important"

•

The affective qualities associated with the components, or "what is right"
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•

The proximal or logical associations between particular components, or
"what is related to what"

One might question Gerbner's equation of frequencies with "what is, " how sta
ble these quantitative measures really are, and whether the system is sufficiently
autonomous. The point, however, is that any system of measurements, when
observed long enough, will allow analysts to make predictions in the system's
own terms, whatever they mean.
Simonton ( 1 994 ) has made an interesting and rather unusual use of the con
tent analysis of systems of differences in his analysis of musical transitions in
melodies. He analyzed 1 5 , 6 1 8 melodic themes in the works of 479 classical
composers working in different time periods. Simonton was interested in the
relationship between originality and success, and he inferred originality from the
unusualness of the transitions in particular works and for particular composers
relative to the pool of all melodic themes . For example, he found that Haydn's
Symphony no. 94 employs transitions found in 4% of the theme inventory,
whereas Mozart's " Introduction to the Dissonant Quartet" uses transitions that
occur in less than 1 % of this inventory.
Unfortunately, most practical uses of systems notions in content analysis are
marred by simplistic formulations. Systems of verbal corp uses tend to require far
more complex analytical constructions than simple sets of variables such as those
most researchers take as the starting points of their analyses. Studies of trends, the
most typical extrapolations, often focus on j ust one variable at a time, which
denies analysts the opportunity of tracing the interactions among several variables
longitudinally. The patterns that are studied often concern only one kind of rela
tionship, such as word associations. This generates graphically neat patterns, but
at the expense of the ability to relate these to different kinds of patterns that might
be operating simultaneously. For example, it is not too difficult to graph networks
from multiple reports on "who talks to whom about what" within an organiza
tion. Such networks are made of simple binary relationships and are unable to
represent more complex patterns of friendship, power, age, or goal-oriented col
laborations in terms of which individuals may well think when talking with each
other. Organizational communication researchers hope that, given a sufficient
amollnt of text from what transpired within an organization, they will be able to
understand or predict the workings of that organization. However, extrapolating
social systems into the future presents seemingly insurmountable challenges.
One problem is the sheer volume of data that researchers would need to iden
tify sufficiently invariant transformations. For this reason, most content analyses
involving patterns tend to be qualitative and based on small data sets. As larger
volumes of text are becoming available in electronic form, the slow development
of theories and algorithms for handling large bodies of text as systems is emerg
ing as the bottleneck of content analysis. It is unlikely that the needed theories
and algorithms are derivable from Newtonian mechanics or from biological sys
tems notions; rather, they must reflect the richly interactive and ecological nature
of textual dynamics (Krippendorff, 1 99 9 ) .
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STAN DAR D S
Humans measure observed phenomena against standards t o establish ( a ) the
kinds of phenomena they are ( identifications) , ( b ) how good or bad the phe
nomena are (evaluations) , and (c) how close the phenomena come to expecta
tions (j udgments) . I discuss each of these three uses of standards below. The facts
that identities do not reveal themselves (they require someone to identify them as
such), that evaluations are not objective or natural (they are the products of
someone's values), and that audits by themselves are inconsequential (unless
someone can invoke institutional consequences) reveal that standards facilitate
inferences of a certain kind. In content analysis, standards are often implicit.
People are quick to be for or against something without any clear idea of why.
As suggested in Chapter 2, content analysts should take care to make explicit
why they infer what they do, and this includes defining the standards they apply
in their studies .

I d entifications
Identification concerns what something is, what it is to be called, or to what
class it belongs. Identifications are "either/or " inferences-that is, something
either is or is not of a certain kind. Most b asically, all computer text analyses
start with the identification of character strings, not meanings. Any two strings
are either the same as or different from each other. In his above-cited typology
of content analyses, Janis ( 1 94311 9 6 5 ) calls one type " sign-vehicle analysis. " In
this type of analysis, researchers use procedures that classify content according
to the psychophysical properties of the signs (e.g., by identifying the word
Germany and then counting how often it appears) . Dibble ( 1 96 3 ) , who analyzes
the kinds of inferences that historians habitually make in their work, includes
" documents as direct indicators " as one kind of inference. For example, suppose
a historian wants to know whether the British ambassador to Berlin communi
cated with England's foreign ministry the day before World War I began; a
letter from the ambassador in the file of that ministry would provide direct
evidence of its having been sent and received. Because identifications are often
obvious, it is easy to overlook their inferential nature. In content analysis, the
simplest task requires that a decision be made concerning whether something has
occurred, was said, or has been printed. For example, when officials of the
Federal Communications Commission are alerted that certain four-letter words
have been broadcast over the public airwaves, they need definite proof that
those words have been aired before they can consider suspending the offending
station's broadcasting license. Identifications are rarely so simple, however.
The legal system's use of content analysis as an evidentiary technique pro
vides us with many examples of identifications ( see " Content Analysis, " 1 94 8 ;
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Lashner, 1 990). Tests aimed at establishing whether a particular publication is
defamatory, whether a given political advertisement is based on facts, whether a
certain signature is real, and whether a given painting is the work of a particular
artist all involve either/or-type inferences about identities or class memberships,
but not all of them are simple and obvious. For example, to identify a statement
as defamatory in the context of a legal proceeding, an analyst must show that all
components of the applicable legal definition of defamation are satisfied.

Evaluations
Well before the term content analysis appeared, at a time when media research
was equated with the j ournalism-inspired premises of quantitative newspaper
analysis, the evaluation of press performance was an important issue, as it still
is. Early concerns about changes in newspaper publishing ( Speed, 1 8 9 3 ) , which
surfaced in public criticisms of increases in the coverage of "trivial, demoraliz
ing, and unwholesome " subject matter at the expense of "worthwhile " informa
tion (Mathews, 1 9 1 0 ) , were certainly motivated by largely unquestioned ideals,
evaluative standards, and norms couched in seemingly obj ective frequency
measures. Some cultural critics today may share the concerns expressed by the
authors of these early studies, but j ournalism has changed in the intervening
years and has shown itself to be responsive to the evolving cultural climate and
to shifting political and economic conditions.
Evaluative studies of newspaper reporting have focused largely on two kinds
of bias: the bias in accuracy (truth) of reporting and the bias in favoring one side
of a controversy over the other. For example, Ash ( 1 94 8 ) attempted to determine
whether the u.S. public was given a fair opportunity to learn about both sides of
the controversy that accompanied the passage of the Taft-Hartley Labor Act.
Accuracy in reporting and favoritism in reporting can be difficult to separate,
however. During election campaigns, for instance, most politicians allege that
some segments of the media display bias in their election coverage. The more
popular candidates, who enj oy frequent attention from the press, tend to com
plain about inaccuracies in reporting, whereas the less popular candidates, strug
gling for publicity, are more likely to complain about inattention. Because
journalists are committed to being fair to all sides in their reporting, many are
defensive when the press is accused of taking sides and take the measurement of
bias quite seriously.
In practice, evaluative studies of j ournalistic practices have not solved the now
century-old problem of the lack of unquestionable criteria. Janis and Fadner
( 1 943/1 965 ) sought to put this deficiency to rest with their publication of a coef
ficient of imbalance, in which
f = the number of favorable units,
u =

the number of unfavorable units,
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r

=

the number of relevant units

t

=

the total number of units

=

=

f + u + the number of neutral units, and

r + the number of irrelevant units.

The " coefficient of imbalance C, " which Janis and Fadner derived from 1 0
propositions intended t o capture the prevailing intuitions regarding ( im)balance
in reporting, measures the degree to which favorable statements, f, outnumber
unfavorable statements, u, relative to the two ways of assessing the volume of a
text, r and f:

C

=

{

f 2 - fu
when f :e:: u
rt
fu - u 2
-- when f < u
rt
--

This coefficient ranges in value from -1 to + 1 . It is a good example of an eval
uative standard that enables the kind of inferences we often make without much
thinking: It defines an ideal (here a balance between positive and negative evalu
ations ) , and it measures deviations from that ideal in degrees (here in either the
positive or the negative direction) . The reality of evaluative standards is far from
clear, however. For example, whether j ournalists can always be impartial is an
unsettled issue; some would argue that there are circumstances under which they
may not have to be, or under which impartiality may not be possible. In the last
days of Nixon' s presidency, for example, it was difficult for journalists not to
take the side of the public. And so it is in situations of war, where loyalty tends
to outweigh fairness to both sides. To give one's nation's enemies a fair hearing
might be an intellectual challenge, but in practice it is utterly unpopular. In the
early 1 960s, Merrill ( 1 962) tried to differentiate dimensions of evaluative stan
dards for journalistic practices. He proposed a battery of evaluative criteria to be
applied to journalistic presentations (attribution bias, adjective bias, adverbial
bias, contextual bias, photographic bias, and outright opinion ) , but his catalog is
far from complete.
To assess accuracy in reporting, one must have standards against which to
judge representations. Insofar as the reality we know is always already described,
accuracy amounts to correspondence with sources that are deemed authentic. In
a landmark study, Berelson and Salter ( 1 94 6 ) compared the racial composition
of the population of fictional characters in magazines with that of the U.S. pop
ulation. The statistical operationalization of "representativeness " that they used
has also been employed in many subsequent evaluative studies (Berkman, 1 963 ) .
But whether the population of fictional characters in magazines, in plays, or in
television programs should be statistically representative of the audience in char
acteristics such as ethnicity, age, occupation, and artistic capability remains
debatable. The community television projects of the 1 9 70s died precisely because
audience members did not find it particularly entertaining to look into the lives
of their ordinary neighbors. The " reality" TV shows of today may give the
impression of being representative of real life, but they actually amount to
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contrived games played by carefully selected people. A bit less controversial are
comparisons of the contents of narratives with those of other narratives. The
Council on Interracial Books for Children ( 1 977) has proposed and demon
strated a method for evaluating history texts in the United States by comparing
the information in them with known historical facts. Here too, however, matters
are not as simple as they seem. In the presentation of history, some selectivity is
unavoidable; such evaluative efforts should aim to discover systematic exclusions
and overstatements, not variations around an ultimately arbitrary standard. In
journalism, the standard of truthful reporting is almost universally subscribed to,
but it often conflicts with journalists' responsibility for the consequences of their
reporting-for example, preventing fair trials, stimulating public fears, hyping
people into action, and creating scandals.

J udgments
Like identifications and evaluations, j udgments are based on standards, but
with the additional provision that they are prescribed or legitimated by institu
tions, and research using such standards tends to have institutional implications.
For example, when the FCC grants licenses to television stations, the stations are
obligated to maintain certain proportions of news, community, and public
service programming; that is, the FCC sets explicit criteria with which broad
casters must comply. Content analysts have measured the proportions of differ
ent kinds of programming aired on some stations and, in effect, have influenced
FCC decisions regarding the status of the stations' broadcasting licenses.
Social scientists have long been fascinated with social deviance, and many have
theorized about crime, pornography, obscenity, and the like. In doing so, they
have influenced the community of their peers and undoubtedly affected public
opinion. However, for content analyses to have institutional implications, their
results must be presented in the target institutions' terms; otherwise, they do not
have any effect. Content analysts may study such social problems as plagiarism,
discriminatory communication practices, and the effects of fictional programming
on particular kinds of crimes, but their findings are not likely to support j udg
ments with consequences unless the researchers use the concepts, categories, and
language of laws, enforceable agreements, or other institutional standards that are
applicable to the institutions concerned with these problems. For example, orga
nizational communication researchers are often asked to perform so-called com
munication audits of industrial or business organizations, in which they ask what
is being said, how, and to whom, and what function it serves. Such an audit is
usually driven not by scientific curiosity or public concerns, but by expectations
from within the organization that the results will be useful, solve problems, or
inform effective actions. Early communication audits often failed because they
were conducted by academics who measured their findings against communica
tion theories that had little to do with how organizations have to function. If the
results of organizational communication research are to lead to consequences,
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they must be couched in the studied organization's terms and be measured against
the standard of communication structures known to be successful.

I N D I C ES A N D SYMPTOMS
An index is a variable whose significance rests on its correlation with other
phenomena. According to the semiotician C. S. Peirce, an index must be causally
connected to the event it signifies, as smoke indicates fire. This presumes an
underlying mechanism such that the relation between an index and what it sig
nifies is a matter of necessity rather than convention (symbol) or similarity ( icon ) .
Indices are s o conceived i n medicine, where they are called symptoms. T o diag
nose, a physician looks for visible or measurable manifestations of an illness.
However, even in medicine, symptoms have their histories, and medical practi
tioners must be educated to recognize them for what they are, which makes
symptoms a property of the institution of medicine as much as of the phenom
ena the symptoms are supposed to indicate. In the social domain, where physical
mechanisms (causalities) tend to be absent, the observer-dependent nature
of indices is even more prominent. As Rapoport ( 1 96 9 ) has noted, " An
index . . . does not depend on ( or should not be confused with) the physical
entities or events from which it is derived " (p. 2 1 ) .
In content analysis, indices o f unobservable o r only indirectly accessible phe
nomena are most common. Typically, analysts use measures of textual (verbal
and paralinguistic) , visual (gestural and pictorial) , and communicational charac
teristics to address extratextual phenomena. For example, the ratio of disturbed
speech to normal speech ( speech-disturbance ratio) may serve as an index of a
patient's anxiety during psychiatric interviews (Mahl, 1 9 5 9 ) ; the frequency of a
category of assertions or images related to action, goals, and progress is under
stood to indicate their producer's achievement motive (McClelland, 1 9 5 8 ) ; and
the frequencies of expressed concerns for an issue and the typographical posi
tions of its expressions in a medium (e.g., in newspapers: size of headlines, front
or inside pages, lead paragraphs of stories or mere mentions ) are seen as indices
of the amount of public attention to that issue (e.g., Budd, 1 964 ) . Gerbner et al.
( 1 979) created a television violence index based on the numbers of violent scenes
in fictional TV programs. Krendel ( 1 970) developed an index of citizen dissatis
faction based on letters of complaint to city halls. Flesch's ( 1 94 8 , 1 95 1 , 1 974 )
"readability yardstick" is derived through a formula that, after several incarna
tions, responds to two factors: average sentence length ( in number of words) and
average number of syllables per word. Danielson, Lasorsa, and 1m ( 1 992) used
Flesch's criteria in their comparison of the readability of newspapers and novels.
Government contractors are required to apply a version of Flesch's yardstick
before finalizing instructions to military personnel, and insurance companies use
it to evaluate contracts. Hawk ( 1 997) extended Flesch's criteria for readability to
evaluate the " listenability" of television news. Jamieson ( 1 99 8 ) has constructed
a campaign conduct index that takes into account Americans' expressed concerns
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about how much money politicians spend on campaigns, what candidates say
to get elected, candidates' ethics and morals, and the proportion of negative ads
used in political campaigns. Broder's ( 1 940 ) adjective-verb ratio has been
employed as an index of schizophrenia ( Mann, 1 944 ) , and above-chance co
occurrences of nouns have been interpreted as indicators of associations in
speakers' and receivers' minds ( Osgood, 1 95 9 ) .
I n mass communication research, five indices have had a long history o f use:
•

•

•

•

•

The presence or absence of a reference or concept is taken to indicate the
source's awareness or knowledge of the object referred to or conceptualized.
The frequency with which a symbol, idea, reference, or topic occurs in a
stream of messages is taken to indicate the importance of, attention to, or
emphasis on that symbol, idea, reference, or topic in the messages.
The numbers of favorable and unfavorable characteristics attributed to a
symbol, idea, or reference are taken to indicate the attitudes held by the
writers, the readers, or their common culture toward the object named or
indicated.
The kinds of qualifications-adjectives or hedges-used in statements
about a symbol, idea, or reference are taken to indicate the intensity,
strength, or uncertainty associated with the beliefs, convictions, and moti
vations that the symbol, idea, or reference signifies.
The frequency of co-occurrence of two concepts ( excluding those that have
grammatical or collocational explanations) is taken to indicate the
strength of associations between those concepts in the minds of the mem
bers of a population of authors, readers, or audiences.

The use of such easily computable quantities as indices is not without its
problems . Chomsky ( 1 95 9 ) took Skinner to task for suggesting that promptness
of response, repetition, and voice volume are natural indices of the intensity of
motivation and that meanings can be discerned from the co-occurrence of words
with the obj ects they refer to . He observed that most words are uttered in the
absence of what they mean. Rapoport ( 1 969) compares two hypothetical
women, each of whom has j ust received a luxurious bouquet of flowers . The
first woman, upon seeing the flowers, shouts, "Beautiful ! Beautiful! Beautiful!
Beautiful ! " at the top of her lungs, thus giving evidence, according to Skinner's
criteria, of a strong motivation to produce the response. The second woman
says nothing for 10 seconds after she first sees the flowers, then whispers, barely
audibly, "Beautiful. " Frequency and voice volume would not be good indica
tions of the importance of these flowers or, in Skinner's terms, the motivation
to respond.
In content analysis, as in many social scientific inquiries, researchers often
simply declare indices without demonstrating their empirical validity, especially
when the phenomena to be indicated are abstract and far removed from validating
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data. O bviously, a researcher would not declare a measure to be an index if his
or her claim is unlikely to be convincing (i.e., to have face validity) to scientific
peers. Simple declarations, however, do not constitute an index as defined above.
A declaration is discursive in nature and should not be confused with a correla
tion between an index and what it claims to indicate. A correlation needs to be
demonstrated or at least hypothesized, so that it is testable in principle. Take, for
example, a researcher's declaration that the frequency of violence in TV fictional
programming is a measure of attention to violence (in real life ) . To make this
claim, the researcher must first clarify whose attention this frequency is supposed
to indicate. The author' s or editor's? The audience members actually exposed to
the violence so measured, or the audiences that producers had in mind attract
ing, the public at large, or the culture in which these kinds of mass communica
tions are circulating ? Given the target of the intended inferences, the researcher
must also describe how the attention to be indicated will manifest itself-directly
( by observation of TV-related violence) or indirectly ( by correlation with other
observable phenomena, such as [in]tolerance for otherness, domestic/disciplinary
violence, or crime rate ) . Counting, emphasizing, paying attention to, and
expressing concerns about something are four wholly different things. Their cor
relation is an empirical question.
Quantification is not an end in itself. Researchers must distinguish between
quantifications that lead to the testing of a statistical hypothesis and quantifica
tions that indicate something other than what is counted. These two uses are
often confused in the early content analysis literature. For example, in his famous
essay "Why Be Quantitative ? " Lasswell ( 1 949/1 965b) celebrates quantification
as the only path to scientific knowledge, by which he means the testing of statis
tical hypotheses; however, in most of his content analyses Lasswell used fre
quency measures as declared indices of extracommunicational phenomena.
In a study of the indicative power of frequencies of mentions, a student of
mine used a book on U.S. presidents that was written by a scholar who was avail
able on our university's campus. The student examined the book thoroughly,
counting the numbers of mentions of the different presidents; the numbers of
chapters, pages, and paragraphs in which each president is mentioned; and the
numbers of sentences devoted to each president. He then asked the author to
rank the U.S. presidents according to their importance and according to their
contributions to U.S. history. He also asked the author how other scholars might
rank the presidents and how the public might rank them. Finally, the student
even asked the author how much attention he thought he had paid to each of the
presidents in his book. Surprisingly, all correlations were very low, to the point
that probably none of the measures could serve as a valid index of the author's
attention or emphasis. The tentative insight we may derive from this exploratory
study is that frequencies may not be good indicators of conceptual variables,
such as importance or favoring one side over the other in a complex political
controversy. Frequency measures are more likely to succeed as indicators of
frequency-related phenomena-for example, the number of mentions of crime
and the number of people believing crime to be an issue (not to be confused with
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actual crime statistics, which can be very detailed and may not correlate with
public concerns), or the number of favorable references to a political candidate
and the number of votes that the candidate is likely to attract ( not to be confused
with how much the candidate has done for his or her constituency) , or the
proportion of unfavorable letters written to city hall ( Krendel, 1 9 70 ) and the
likelihood that the mayor will not be reelected.
The use of Dollard and Mowrer's ( 1 947) discomfort-relief quotient demon
strates some of the difficulties involved in establishing an index. Dollard and
Mowrer applied learning theory in deriving this very simple quotient as an index
of the anxiety of speakers. The quotient is computed as the proportion of the
number of " discomfort" or "drive " words and the sum of this number and the
number of " comfort" or " relief" words. Despite Dollard and Mowrer's sound
theoretical arguments and careful definitions of the two kinds of words, tests of
the indicative power of this quotient have led to mixed results. Significant corre
lations with palmar sweating have been reported, but correlations with other
measures of anxiety seem to be demonstrable only in very restricted circum
stances. Murray, Auld, and White ( 1 95 4 ) compared the discomfort-relief quo
tient with several other motivational and conflict measures applied during
therapy and found that the quotient was not sensitive to changes in therapeutic
progress. What the quotient indicates is therefore far from clear and simple.
The empirical evidence in favor of the above-mentioned indices for readabil
ity is more convincing. Clearly, sentences that include foreign expressions, long
and compound words, complex grammatical constructions, and many punctua
tion marks are more difficult to read than simpler sentences. The success of
Flesch's readability formula may well lie in two of its features: ( a ) Overall judg
ments concerning the readability of a piece of writing are formed cumulatively,
with each encountered difficulty reducing the readability score; and ( b ) the
indices are validated by the j udgments of a population of readers. Both of these
features are frequency related. Many word processing programs now are capable
of providing not only counts of the numbers of characters, words, paragraphs,
and pages in a document but also a readability score. Such scores might lend
themselves to interesting correlational studies.
Researchers have also used indices successfully to settle disputes about author
ship. In the 1 940s, Yule ( 1 944 ) , an insurance statistician, reconsidered whether
Thomas a Kempis, Jean Gerson, or one of several others wrote The Imitation of
Christ. He correlated frequencies of nouns in works known to have been written
by each prospective author and thereby developed discriminating indices to their
identities, which he then applied to the disputed work (the inference was in favor
of a Kempis ) . Mosteller and Wallace ( 1 964 ) , arguing that the choices of nouns
are more specific to content than to author identity, found function words to be
far more distinctive in their effort to settle the disputed authorship of 12 of the
Federalist Papers. Evidence from their analysis favored Madison as the author, a
finding that historians increasingly believe to be correct.
Again, declarative definitions are not sufficient. Calling frequencies a measure
of attention does not make them an index of attention as measured by any other
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means. Even where correlations are found between an index and what it is said
to indicate, there remains the problem of generalizability. For example, Morton
and Levinson ( 1 96 6 ) analyzed Greek texts by known authors and extracted
seven discriminators of style that, according to the researchers, tap the unique
elements of any person's writing: sentence length, frequency of the definite arti
cle, frequency of third-person pronouns, the aggregate of all forms of the verb to
be, and the frequencies of the words and, but, and in. Morton's ( 1 96 3 ) analysis
of the 14 Epistles attributed to Paul in the Bible led him to conclude that 6 dif
ferent authors wrote these works and that Paul himself wrote only 4 of them.
Ellison ( 1 96 5 ) then applied the constructs that Morton used to texts by known
authors, which led to the inference that James Joyce's novel Ulysses was written
by five different authors, none of whom wrote A Portrait of the Artist as a Young
Man. Ellison found in addition that Morton's own article was written in several
distinct styles. This research casts serious doubt on the generaliz ability of Morton's
stylistic indices of an author's identity.
The inability to demonstrate high correlations should not prevent analysts
from using quantitative measures, however. Researchers may be able to
strengthen the indicative capabilities of such measures by adding independent
variables, or they may observe these measures for long periods of time and then
construct regularities that can be extrapolated into yet-unobserved domains. In
addition, researchers may vindicate their construction of such measures by suc
cessfully correlating them with other phenomena not initially anticipated (cor
relative validity ) . In any case, it is always advisable to use indices cautiously.
In a self-reflective moment, Berelson ( 1 952) wondered what Martians might
infer from the high frequencies of love and sex found in modern Earth's mass
media recordings: Would they infer a promiscuous society or a repressive one ?
As noted above, Pool ( 1 952b) has observed that symbols of democracy occur less
frequently where democratic processes govern than where they are in question;
thus they represent something other than the degree to which democracy is
accepted. Although most learning theories suggest that repetition strengthens
beliefs, repetition is also known to lead to semantic satiation-not only a loss of
interest but also a loss of meaning. Thus it is not a simple matter to determine
what it is that frequency measures indicate, and it is certainly not an issue that
can be settled by proclamation.

LIN G U I STIC RE-PRES ENTAT I O N S
I n language, the analogue of indicating is naming. Both establish one-to-one
relationships-in the case of indices, relationships between two kinds of vari
ables, and in the case of naming, relationships between words and particular
persons, things, concepts, or experiences. A name recalls the named. Although
narratives use names, naming is not sufficient to allow us to understand what
narratives do. Narratives conjure, bring forth, and make present (re-present as
they are reread, hence re-presentation, with a hyphen) rich worlds consisting of
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people i n relationships with each other, objects that d o things, and ideas, morals,
and perspectives that guide observations. Narratives are imaginable and, under
favorable circumstances, realizable through actions. Thus texts do not merely
map, speak about, or indicate features of an existing world, they can construct
worlds for competent speakers of a language to see, enact, and live within. To
analyze texts as re-presentations-not to be confused with picturelike represen
tations-is to analyze the conceptual structure that a text invokes in particular
readers, the worlds they can imagine, make into their own, and consider real.
Written text is not j ust a collection of words; rather, it is sequenced discourse,
a network of narratives that can be read variously. Hays ( 1 969) provides the fol
lowing examples of some typical streams of text that social or political scientists
may be interested in understanding:
•

•

•

•

•

A sequence of editorials: The staff of a newspaper, experiencing an epoch,
produces a series of essays that recapitulate some of the day's events, plac
ing them in context with respect to historical trends, theory, and dogma.
The essays express opinions about the true nature of situations that are
necessarily not fully comprehended and about the responses called for.
International exchanges of an official character: This kind of correspon
dence is comparable to a sequence of newspaper editorials as described
above, except that there are two or more parties involved, each pursuing
its own policy.
Personal documents: These may be letters, diaries, or written materials of
other kinds. Such materials differ from newspaper editorials or official
governmental exchanges in the particularity of their content.
Interview transcripts: Usually in an interview situation there are two par
ties, one naive and the other sophisticated. The purpose of the interview
may be, for example, therapeutic or diagnostic.
Social interaction: Two or more persons participate, discussing a fixed task
or whatever other topic they deem suitable.

Such streams of texts, which could be extended to include types of literature,
folktales, reports of scientific findings, and corporate reports, have several char
acteristics in common. For instance, they are all sequential in nature. Narratives
respond to each other and are no longer individual accomplishments. The struc
tures of interest are not manifest in vocabularies of words or in sentential con
structions, but in larger textual units, in intertextualities. An analysis of texts as
re-presentations has to acknowledge the connectedness of these larger textual
units. The container metaphor that informed early conceptions of content analy
sis continues to influence many content analysts, making them most comfortable
with classifications of content and indices that tend to ignore linguistic or narra
tive structures. Because such textual data tend to stem from several narrators,
not one, analysts cannot presume consistency from narrator to narrator.
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Nevertheless, inconsistencies make sense as motivators o f interactions and a s
causes o f evolution. Re-presentations essentially provide conceivable worlds,
spaces in which people can conceptualize reality, themselves, and others. An
analysis of these re-presentations proceeds with reference to designated readers,
the imaginability of actors and actions, and how each datum contributes to the
unfolding of the data stream.
A simple yet generic example of such content analysis is the development of
maps. Maps are not just descriptive. The user of a map needs to understand that
map in order to participate in the alleged reality that the map depicts. A road
map aids a driver in seeing the possibilities for realizing self-chosen goals.
Without a map, the probability of the driver's reaching his or her destination
would be no better than chance. But maps not only enable, they also constrain
thought and enforce coordination of their users relative to each other. Inferences
drawn from maps should concern what their users do or could do with them.
Lynch ( 1 965 ) , an architect, placed verbal statements of what informants recalled
seeing when moving within a city onto a composite map of that city as seen by
its residents. He wanted to infer what city planners should do to provide citizens
with needed orientations, but found also how and where people would go when
they had particular goals in mind. In his book Letters From Jenny, Allport ( 1 96 5 )
reported on a n analysis o f personal correspondence, showing what the world of
the letter writer looked like and what kind of psychological insights one could
derive from her reality constructions. Gerbner and Marvanyi ( 1 977) developed
maps of the world based on their analysis of news coverage in U.S., East
European, West European, Soviet, and some Third World newspapers; they dis
torted the sizes of the regions in the maps to correlate with the volume of news
devoted to the regions. So ( 1 99 5 ) developed maps of the field of communication
research based on the titles of papers presented at several of the International
Communication Association's annual conferences and on the sources cited in the
papers in order to infer the " health " of the discipline. Although all the studies I
have mentioned here as examples lacked good ways of tapping into complex lin
guistic structures, the researchers who conduct such studies tend to compensate
for this shortcoming by providing rich interpretations of their findings.
Qualitative content analysts clearly recognize the need to respond to texts as
connected discourse. Such researchers have examined the social construction of
emotions in everyday speech (Averill, 1 9 8 5 ) , the metaphorical notion of facts in
scientific discourse ( Salmond, 1 9 8 2 ) , the prejudicial path toward an institu
tionally acceptable understanding of the causes of AIDS in medical writing
(Treichler, 1 9 8 8 ) , the role of psychotherapists as depicted in fictional literature
featuring psychotherapists ( Szykiersky & Raviv, 1 99 5 ) , the portrayal of African
Americans in children's picture books in the United States ( Pescosolido,
Grauerholz, & Milkie, 1 996), the construction of natural disasters in U.S. print
media (Ploughman, 1 9 9 5 ) , and the depiction of women in the media, to name a
few recent topics. To be clear, many of these qualitative studies have lacked for
malization, and so the findings are difficult to replicate or validate. Many of
these studies have also had avowedly descriptive aims; in some cases, the
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researchers have stated their intent to reveal biases in representations. For
example, Gerbner and Marvanyi ( 1 977) created the maps mentioned above with
the intention of appealing to a fairness standard of equal attention. The use
of content analysis to describe how particular media depict members of certain
professions, people from certain nations, or certain social problems or political
figures usually amounts to the development of maps in which the concepts of
interest occupy certain places.
Analysts of re-presentations seek to rearticulate relevant portions of texts
to make the readers of their analyses aware of alternative readings or readings
by particular others. For example, critical discourse analysts offer accounts of the
roles of language, language use, and (in)coherences and of the communicative
uses of texts in the (re)production of dominance and inequalities in society
( see Van Dijk, 1 993 ) . Critical discourse analysis also includes an element of
self-reflexivity in that it may be applied to its own text-asking what critical
analysis is, what its practitioners do to a text, and so on. Such analyses have been
characterized as explorations of social cognition and the public mind. However,
in the absence of the reality that re-presentations bring forth, the only criteria
applicable to the analyses of re-presentations are whether they answer informed
readers' questions, whether they can withstand critical examination from the per
spective of individuals who are familiar with the context of the data, and whether
the worlds they rearticulate resemble or add to the worlds of specified readers of
the analyzed texts or of other content analysts.
Examples of analyses of re-presentations that start from the other end of this
spectrum of complexity are found in simulations of cognitive processes (Abelson,
1 9 6 8 ) and in applications of such simulations to aid political campaigns (Pool,
Abelson, & Popkin, 1 964) . In such research, analysts use a large number of gram
matically simple propositions, goals, and scripts that people know how to
follow-for example, how to order a meal from a menu, how to drive a car, or
how a kinship system works (Wallace, 1 9 6 1 )-and compute entailments from the
way they hang together semantically. Without the use of computers, but certainly
with that in mind, Allen ( 1 96 3 ) proposed a logical content analysis of legal docu
ments that demonstrated, by means of a formal procedure, which options (loop
holes) existed for the signatories of an arms limitation agreement. This led Allen to
infer the directions in which the parties to this agreement could, and probably
would, move, given appropriate incentives, and the conflicts that could be expected
to emerge. Emphasizing constraints rather than options, Newell and Simon ( 1 95 6 )
proposed a " logic theory machine" that shows how a sequence of logical implica
tions (a proof) from available evidence (premises, axioms) may lead to decisions
within an unknown problem area (the validity of a theorem) . Danowski ( 1 99 3 )
used the data obtained from a semantic network analysis to arrive at recommen
dations concerning how persuasive messages ought to be constructed. Semantic
network analysis is the content analysts' version of expert systems that artificial
intelligence researchers aim to build in various empirical domains.
Hays ( 1 969) developed a vision for this kind of content analysis, calling it con
versationalist. It would accept a stream of linguistic data-dialogue, diplomatic
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exchanges, treaty negotiations, and the like. It would recognize that an
understanding of any linguistic form presumes a great deal of background
knowledge, including knowledge a bout beliefs and assumptions, and it would
allow for s uch knowledge to be added to the linguistic data. If several interlocu
tors populate the context of an analysis, which is typical, the analysis must
acknowledge differences in their background knowledge as well. The analysis
would also recognize that meanings change over time and would place every
assertion in the context of previous assertions. A content analysis of re-presenta
tions, Hays' s conversationalist, would answer questions of interest to the analyst
that are not literally found in the text. The conversationalist is an engine that
computes a text's implications that answer the questions given to it.
In the terms employed in our framework, as described in Chapter 2, the
context of such content analyses is the reality that available texts make present
to a specified community of readers. The stable relations are manifest in the rea
sons that the community of readers would accept for answering specific ques
tions from specific texts, for pursuing the logical implications of these data to a
chosen target. Although many content analyses of re-presentations are not so
clear about their aims and rarely care to go as far, this idea is being realized, at
least in part, in fifth-generation computers, so-called expert systems. The discus
sion of expert systems has been overshadowed by interest in search engines for
the Internet, computer networking, and collaborative systems, to name j ust a
few, but the fact that we now have large volumes of textual data available in
computer-readable form makes the content analysis of re-presentations increas
ingly possible and a challenge.
Sherlock Holmes's detective work provides a literary example of the analysis
of linguistic re-presentations. For dramatic reasons, Arthur Conan Doyle
constructed each Holmes story so that the logical links between the physical
evidence of a crime and the crime's perpetrator are neither straight nor simple.
Much of the reader's fascination with these stories derives from the pleasure of
following Holmes's dazzling ingenuity as he weaves factual observations and
propositions of common sense that typically are overlooked into chains of
logical links from the known to the unknown, often in very many small steps. A
content analysis of linguistic re-presentations does the same thing, but more
systematically and for other purposes.

CO N V E RSAT I O N S
When children i n well-to-do families say they are hungry, they may well want to
have something to eat, but they could also want to avoid going to bed, to gain
attention, to prevent their parents from doing something, and so on. In the con
text of a lived history of interacting with their children (knowing when they last
ate, for example) , parents tend to know how to respond when their children
claim to be hungry. In such a situation, the propositional content of an utterance
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is secondary t o the role that utterance plays i n a n ongoing interaction. In an
attempt to infer anxiety from speech, Mahl ( 1 95 9 ) addressed the difficulties of
analyzing this kind of instrumental use of language, but he ended up bypassing
the problem in favor of developing nonverbal indicators of anxiety instead. The
path he took demonstrates the limitation of content analyses that are guided
by a representational concept of content. Already in the 1 950s, Bateson ( 1 9 72 ;
Ruesch & Bateson, 1 95 1 ) had suggested that a l l messages convey content and
relational information (a concept addressed by many researchers since, from
Watzlawick, Beavin, & Jackson, 1 967, to Baxter & Montgomery, 1 9 96 ) . When
we view utterances as only representations, we ignore their relational or conver
sational functions. The essential feature of conversational interactions is that
they take place in and create interpersonal relations and define their own condi
tions for continuing the process. When we blame someone for lying, we invoke
the standard of representational truths, which is only one of many possible con
versational frames interlocutors can adopt and one that makes continuing a
conversation less important than being right. In content analyses of conversa
tions, inferences concern the continuation of the process. Indexical and re
presentational aspects (content in the sense of what is conveyed in processes of
communication) are at best a means to that end.
Conversation analysis has emerged as one approach to the study of talk in
natural settings ( Atkinson & Heritage, 1 9 84 ; Goodwin, 1 9 8 1 ; Hopper, Koch, &
Mandelbaum, 1 9 8 6 ; Jefferson, 1 97 8 ; Sacks, 1 9 74 ; ten Have, 1 999 ) . Unlike
discourse analysts, who start with written texts (Van Dijk, 1 9 77, 1 99 3 ) , regard
a discourse as a string of sentences, and aim to account for what the discourse
(re)presents, as well as how and why it (re)presents what it does, conversation
analysts tend to start with voice or video recordings of naturally occurring
speech. They then proceed by transcribing conversational interactions, using
highly specialized transcription conventions that enable them to capture not only
words and who uttered them but also intonations, overlaps, and incompletions,
as well as nonverbal behaviors such as gaze and especially silences and turns at
talk. Broadly speaking, conversation analysts aim to understand the structure of
naturally occurring speech, which necessarily includes two or more of its partic
ipants. Their methods of study are intended to preserve as much of the richness
of human communication as possible. One typical analytical strategy is to dif
ferentiate among speech acts, or utterances that do something, such as questions,
requests, promises, declarations, and expressions of feelings that are constitutive
of relationships between the conversants.
Although conversation analysts are beginning to address reliability issues in
their studies (e.g., Carletta et aI., 1 997; Patterson, Neupauer, Burant, Koehn, &
Reed, 1 99 6 ) , efforts to establish the validity of conversation analyses have been
marred by a lack of consensus concerning what constitutes supporting evidence.
Most published reports of conversation analysis research can be characterized as
" show and tell . " In these reports, researchers reproduce exemplary fractions of
transcribed dialogue to demonstrate their explanations of "what is 'really' going
on. " It is generally futile to ask the conversants to confirm conversation analysts'
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claims, as ordinary speakers engage each other "on the fly" and without access
to or understanding of the analytical tools that conversation analysts have devel
oped to transcribe and examine verbal interactions in great detail. However,
inasmuch as conversations involve several participants whose utterances are
made in response to previous utterances and in anticipation of future responses
(thus the process is directed from within a conversation) , researchers have the
opportunity to understand conversations as cooperatively emerging structures
that are, at each point in the process, responsive to past interactions and antici
patory of moves to come. A content analysis of data as conversation could
involve ( a ) inferring from any one moment of a recorded history of interactions
the range of moves that could follow, ( b ) reinterpreting that history from the
moves that actually did follow, and (c) systematically applying this explanatory

strategy to all moments of naturally occurring conversations.
This form of analysis is applicable not j ust to everyday conversations but
also to exchanges between actors in organizational roles or as representatives of
national governments. In exchanges between managers and employees, just as
between therapists and their clients or between professors and their students,
power issues enter through the speech acts the interlocutors choose, accept, or
deny each other. Power relationships have become a favorite topic of critical
scholarship among conversation analysts. Social organizations can be seen as
reproducing their members' commitment to the preservation of the organiza
tions' form. Commitments need to be asserted, heard, believed, and enforced.
Thus organizations reside in certain speech acts, in how members respond to
each other's talk. This makes organizations analyzable as networks of conversa
tions of a certain kind. Analyses of exchanges between representatives of nations
are not new, but conversation analyses of the unfolding dynamics in such
exchanges offer a new approach to international relations. Content analyses of
negotiations have advanced an understanding of the process (Harris, 1 99 6 ) .
Pathologies o f communication gain new currency when analyses reveal restric
tions or constraints on conversation. Some scholars have called for the quantifi
cation of interactions (e.g., Hopper et aI., 1 9 8 6 ) . This has been demonstrated,
for example, regarding doctor-patient interactions (Ford, Fallowfield, & Lewis,
1 996; Katz, Gurevitch, Peled, & Danet, 1 9 69 ) .

INSTITUTIONAL PROCESSES
The foregoing discussion has moved beyond the traditional notion o f content in
two senses: in the assertion that content analysis may be applied to any kind of
data-texts, images, sounds, music, artifacts, anything that humans vary, for
effect or unconsciously-and in the assertion that analysts may draw inferences
from the data to features of any specifiable context. In this section, I discuss
expanding the scope of content analysis to include inferences about institutional
phenomena of which the institutions' constituents may be only dimly aware.
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Much communication that takes place within institutions is routine, relational,
and coordinative, and it is valued as such, even enforced, without apparent
reason. Moreover, institutions reside in particular qualities of communication.
Because communication in institutions tends to go beyond unaided readers'
scope of comprehension, content analyses that probe into institutional properties
call for analytical instruments and theories that, like microscopes, telescopes, and
computer intelligence, provide inferential access to social realities that are too

complex to be accessible otherwise.
Berger and Luckmann ( 1 966) outline the context of this kind of content analy
sis. To start, they suggest that habitualization is an important prerequisite of
institutionalization:
Any action that is repeated frequently becomes cast into a pattern, which
can then be reproduced with an economy of effort and which, ipso facto, is
apprehended by its performer as that pattern. Habitualization further
implies that the action in question may be performed again . . . with the
same ( or reduced) economical effort . . . . Habitualization carries with it the
important psychological gain that choices are narrowed. (p. 5 3 )
An example i s the pattern o f grammar, which directs our thoughts and actions
in ways we rarely notice. For instance, the English language recognizes j ust
two genders. Consequently, native English speakers tend to find the distinction
between males and females natural and obvious. In turn, many institutions in
English-speaking societies are built on this distinction. Because this is an artifact
of grammar and vocabulary, which change only slowly, and not a fact, numer
ous problems arise from the lack of space for in-between identities, such as gay
bashing, the shunning of transvestites, and the difficulties that androgynous
people face in their lives. That members of other cultures draw different distinc
tions demonstrates the institutional nature of such grammatical categories.
The ways in which we greet each other every day, the repetitive and utterly
predictable categories of television programming and news coverage that we
have come to take for granted, the ceremonial nature of the political process, the
pervasiveness of climates of power in everyday life-all such patterns, weathered
in the process of apparent successes, are the backbone of the institutionalization
of human behavior. However, the comfortable certainties that this kind of habit
ualization offers also suppress our ability to see untested alternatives. Content
analysts who study institutions can infer habitualization from repetition and the
narrowing of choices from the absence of mention of alternative ways of being
or doing things. Surprisingly, Shannon's information theoretical notions of
redundancy (a quantification of the nonuse of otherwise available alternatives)
and information (a measure of surprise in the context of available messages) can
be seen to have institutional interpretations ( see Shannon & Weaver, 1 949 ) .
Regarding habitual patterns, to the extent that people are concerned, they talk
of them in a language that categorizes (typifies ) not only the actions that consti
rute these patterns but also the actors/participants involved. Teaching is what
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teachers do in front of students. Entertaining is what entertainers do for their
audiences. Such obvious and semantically tautological propositions involve cat
egories that furnish people with spaces they may occupy or grow into, not only
to fit the categories but also to see each other in terms of those categories. Berger
and Luckmann ( 1 966, p. 5 4 ) identify institutions in terms of such reciprocal cat
egorizations. For instance, knowing what a bank is enables the individuals in the
context of a bank to interact with each other as certain categories of people
customers, tellers, guards, bank presidents, even bank robbers-regardless of
who they are as individuals and regardless of whether the bank is in Philadelphia
or Hong Kong. The same applies to understanding what is being said as proper.
Reciprocal categorizations provide a key to how institutions are constituted, and
such categorizations are easily identified in the texts that institutions generate
employee handbooks, memos on hiring practices, minutes of meetings, reports to
shareholders--especially those generated by mass-media entertainment, which is
highly institutionalized.
Berger and Luckmann note that we grow into a world already constructed by
others, without knowing why things have become the way they are. This lack of
knowledge of the histories of institutions leads to the belief that " things are good
this way because this is the way they have 'always' been. " This belief discourages,
if not punishes, deviations from established patterns. Thus our lack of knowledge
of history fuels institutional controls. Moreover, playing down human participa
tion, without which institutions cannot exist, we tend to transfer agency to institu
tions, as when we say, " Science says . . . , " " The media show . . . , " or "The
military discriminates against . . . " We consider institutions to be capable of pre
serving themselves, as when we speak of the " interests of government. " Institutions
do not really control deviance from institutional patterns, nor do they assign pow
ers to the roles people play in them. Individual participants do these things to each
other. Talk that prevents people from realizing the roles they play in maintaining
institutional practices is one target of content analyses of institutions.
Institutions tend to remain hidden behind habitual practices until flaws emerge
and certainties break down. Families, bureaucracies, and nations are unthinkable
without routine forms of communication. The existence of family therapists sug
gests that the routine enactment of the institution of family can get living families
into trouble. The emergence of international conflicts, which are rarely ever
intended and in which nobody really likes to participate, especially when they may
die as a result, is evidence of the fact that people can get involved in such events
without knowing how. It thus appears that institutional structures have their own
powerful lives. We seem to witness institutions only occasionally and at moments
of breakdowns, such as when participants see that something is wrong and needs
fixing, or when someone tries to escape an institution and is prevented from doing
so. Content analyses of institutions often focus on communications at moments
of such breakdowns. For instance, Berelson's ( 1 949) study of "what 'missing the
newspaper' means , " conducted during a newspaper publishing strike in
New York, revealed numerous previously unrecognized uses of newspapers and
how their absence made people aware of these institutionalizations.
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It is at moments of emerging difficulty or fear of the consequences of deviation
from normalcy that the human constituents of institutions invent, appeal to, and
apply institutional rules of conduct. Often such rules grow into systems of insti
tutionalized explanations that become accessible through the very communica
tions that invoke them. Mass communications researchers who have examined
institutional processes have focused on legal, economic, political, and technical
structural explanations for those processes.
Legal explanations emphasize that communicators operate under certain legal
conditions; for example, they may have to be licensed or must comply with or
avoid violating contractual arrangements. Communicators may speak in an
official capacity for particular social organizations, or they may question the
legitimacy of certain practices. Texts obtained in legally regulated contexts reflect
the legal constraints under which the institutional communicators who are being
studied operate.
Economic explanations emphasize that when communication (production,
transmission, and consumption) incurs costs, someone must pay them in some
form, which creates networks of stakeholders with economic interests in what is
being communicated. For example, in the United States, the traditional mass
media are paid for largely by advertising; thus what is aired must be profitable
in some way and cannot offend its sponsor. The effects of media ownership-in
particular, the effects of monopolies and certain commercial interests-on
communications have been a frequent target of content analyses.
Political explanations emerge when communications are disseminated widely
and become of concern to competing public interests. The institution of ethical
standards may result from debates about apparent problems, such as the viola
tion of individuals' privacy by photographers (paparazzi) or reporters in the
competitive pursuit of sensationalist material. Intentional misrepresentations
by journalists and campaign advertisements perceived as " dirty, " " slanderous, "
or " unfair" may lead t o legal actions. Newspaper publishers, television stations,
and other kinds of organizations cannot afford to displease vocal publics if they
expect to have some longevity, whether the publics that concern them are made
up of governing elites or masses of audience members. Thus communications
reflect as well as enact the prevailing configurations of rhetorical power. In
conducting content analyses aimed at examining power relationships, researchers
have to be careful not to fall into the trap of believing that everyone perceives
power as they do. Instead, they may want to look at how power is enacted,
received, or undone ( Krippendorff, 1 9 9 5 b ) .
Technical-structural explanations o f institutional processes emphasize that all
communications must be producible, recordable, disseminable, and accessible
through various technologies, and that communications not only become shaped
in that process but shape the institutions in whose terms they are processed. The
film and television industries employ techniques of mass production that are
vastly different from those employed by the newspaper industry. This is a matter
not of intention but of the nexus between technology and the institutions that
thrive on it. An even greater difference exists between newspapers and what
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computer-mediated communication-the Internet, for example--can make
available. Content analyses have shed light on the systematic changes in content
that take place when a book is made into a film (Asheim, 1 95 0 ) , on the role of
gatekeepers in news flow (e.g., what happens to controversial content; White,
1964), on how news is made as opposed to reported ( Gieber, 1 964 ) , on the social
role of the magazine cover girl as a function of channels of distribution (Gerbner,
1 9 5 8 ) , and on how expectations about institutions shape the forms of petitions
directed to those institutions (Katz, Gurevitch, Danet, & Peled, 1 96 9 ) . In
addition, based on an examination of mass communication from a technical
structural perspective, Adorno ( 1 960) has contended that the institutionalized
repetitiveness of the mass production of messages preserves and strengthens
social stereotypes, prej udices, and ideologies rather than corrects them.
There are a few fundamental generalizations from which content analyses of
institutionalized texts may start. One is that everything said, written, listened to,
or read-every communication-not only says something to its receiver but also
institutes the very pattern of which it is a part. For example, a person who cashes
a check at a bank is not merely taking part in a mutually beneficial transaction;
his or her action also manifests trust in money and supports banking as an insti
tution. If people did not bank regularly, the banking industry could not exist.
Banks are instituted in our trust in money, in our belief in the safety of banks, in
the belief that one should earn interest on savings, and so on. When people turn
on their television sets to see certain shows, they are not only gaining entertain
ment, they are supporting the shows they watch by increasing the programs'
ratings. Their actions also legitimate the mass media as an institution to provide
such entertainment. If nobody were to watch television for a while, the mass
media could not exist as usual. The use of racial categories-whether on televi
sion, in everyday talk, or in survey questions-demonstrates that they are impor
tant, of public or interpersonal concern, and the very use of these categories
invariably strengthens ethnic prejudices and makes them real . People' s participa
tion in a pattern of reciprocal categorization is an essential requirement for insti
tutions to persist, and this applies also to issues of race. Therefore, analyses of
such communication phenomena cannot stop at what is being said or heard.
What matters is that the very act of communication strengthens that act, allows
for repetition, and keeps people in attendance. Researchers conducting content
analyses of institutionalized texts-which most mass communications are-have
to observe whether communications constitute new patterns, strengthen what
has been said before through repetition, or weaken a pattern by omission or
attention to alternatives.
The properties of the medium of communication in which an institution is
constituted have profound effects on the development of that institution. Innis
( 1 95 1 ) compared oral communications with written communications and
concluded that writing has the effect of freezing traditions, rendering institutions
more permanent and reliable; thus written communications can support empires
that extend control over larger geographic areas. Radio and television, with their
virtually instantaneous transmission over vast distances, tend to support the
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development of geographically widely dispersed organizational forms, but
because such media do not leave many records behind, these forms are far less
stable than those supported by written media. Oral and audiovisual media are
also less controllable than written ones. The revolution against the shah of Iran
succeeded largely because of the support generated among the people of Iran
through the distribution of audiotapes that escaped the control of the state,
unlike all other media in that country. The short-lived pro-democracy movement
in China was organized largely through fax communication, which recognized
no national boundaries. The Internet now provides vast numbers of geographi
cally dispersed users with almost instantaneous access to computer-mediated
communications; moreover, it is capable not j ust of disseminating data, but of
facilitating discussion among parties to negotiations and commitments as well as
the rise of commercial enterprises and virtual communities that can undermine
more traditional institutions. These diverse spatial, memory-related, and coordi
native properties of communications media have profound effects on institu
tional dynamics, and research that focuses on single messages or on readings of
individual users cannot possibly reveal those effects. Content analyses in institu
tional contexts can lead to inferences regarding the weakening or strengthening
of certain institutions, and frequencies play important roles in such inferences.
Finally, communications tend to reinforce the very institutional explanations
and rules by which they are created and disseminated. For one example, the
traditional mass media, which operate in conformity with the one-way theory of
communication, produce communications that demonstrate the workings of this
theory and are likely to encourage the widespread use of this theory at the expense
of alternative ways of thinking about human communication. It is therefore not
surprising that from its inception the field of communication research has been
fundamentally committed to a model of communication that consists of a sender,
messages, and receivers-as if no others were conceivable or worthy of attention.
One-way communication technology has given rise to totalitarian regimes but also
to disciplines such as advertising and concepts such as persuasion theory. The
emergence of interactive media has challenged this paradigm somewhat, but even
today many researchers who seek to understand computer-mediated communica
rion, which is well instituted, start with mass communication models. To infer
institutional controls, content analysts have to observe what is not said, what hap
pens when institutions are challenged or break down, and what is done to those
who dare to deviate from institutionalized practices . Content analyses of textual
data in view of such phenomena can add to our understanding of the workings of
institutionalized patterns of thinking and acting. All of these phenomena become
evident through analyses of the use of language.
Lasswell ( 1 960) sought to clarify the institutional roles of communication by
distinguishing among three functions:
•

Surveillance of the environment

•

Correlation (coordination) of a society's parts in response to the environment
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•

Transmission o f social heritage from one generation t o the next (culture )

To these, Wright ( 1 964 ) added one more function:
•

Entertainment

Echoing Parsons's ( 1 95 1 ) sociological systems theory, both Lasswell and Wright
argue that any society has to develop institutions that specialize in performing
these functions. In the United States, journalism could be seen as serving the
surveillance function in that journalists report publicly on events that take place,
and politics could be regarded as serving the correlation function by mobilizing
individuals to behave in ways that serve society as a whole and coordinating the
distribution of resources (Lasswell, 1 9 63 ) . Functionalist accounts of institutions, to
which this classification is indebted, are not the only accounts, however. Nor can
they be accepted without question, for they preserve sociological theorists' vision
of what society is. Instead of imposing theoretical categories from outside or from
a position of authority, content analysts attempt to understand institutions through
how the participants in them talk with each other and about their own institutional
involvements, how they participate in maintaining these institutions through talk
and writing, and how they judge the legitimacy and appropriateness of institutions'
actions. Institutions are constituted, constructed, and reconstructed in language use
and in the distribution of narratives of that use through particular media of com
munication; hence the need for content analyses of this kind. Lasswell's classifica
tion at least acknowledges that institutions are manifest in all communicative
practices and serve as the glue that holds a society together.

ARE AS O F LIKELY SUCCESS
Having completed the above survey of areas in which content analysis may be
applied, I conclude this chapter by offering a brief answer to the question of
where content analysis might be used most fruitfully. To this end, I draw on the
conceptual issues discussed in Chapter 2, including my argument against the use
of the container metaphor, which entails the conception of content as a tangible
entity, contained in messages and shipped from one place to another, that
researchers presume to be able to analyze through the use of objective (i.e.,
observer-independent) techniques. I have argued instead for the metaphor of
reading, which shifts attention from what content is to what readers do with
texts, how they relate texts to the contexts of their use-individually, politically,
socially, and culturally-and what this means for various social phenomena. In
this shift readers and their communities become central, whether the readers are
authors, users, bystanders, or content analysts. Content analysts cannot exclude
themselves from the population of readers, albeit their reading is aided by
systematic methods of careful inquiry.
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To determine what use of content analysis is likely to be most fruitful, we
must consider texts as the by-products of ongoing conversations. We must
acknowledge that people learn to read and write a language only after they have
learned to speak it. Texts build on the experience of speech. They can substitute
for speech, as when people write letters. They can extend the range of speech, as
in the use of communication technology-mass and computer-mediated commu
nication-and they usually revert back to speech, by being read, interpreted,
talked about, accepted, dismissed, or selectively enacted. Texts are more durable
than speech; they may be reread and analyzed repeatedly and by several analysts.
This is why conversation analysts, for example, record and transcribe speech
before they analyze it or talk about it. Written texts are also monological,
because the reasons for their being what they are and how they are responded to
or used are not evident within them. The metaphor of reading leads us to liter
acy, or the competence to handle text, which is embodied in and shared by the
members of a speech community. In this sense, texts are always rooted in the
.
dialogical context of conversations.
Scholars have studied the effects of reading and writing, and the uses of the mass
media, for some time, although this research has always lagged behind technolog
ical developments ( information technology, for example) . As noted above, typical
topics of research have included deception, attitude change, message effects, uses
and gratifications, technological biases, rational decision making, institutionaliza
tion, and causal connections between textual and nontextual phenomena.
Regarding assessments of crime, unemployment, and the economy, for example,
studies have repeatedly demonstrated that correlations between what the mass
media present-text in our generalized sense-and what public opinion polls find
or individuals express as concerns are higher than the correlations between either
of these and actual statistics on crime, unemployment, and the economy. This
suggests that content analyses are generally more successful when they stay close to
the uses of language-after all, public and individual opinions involve talk, not
physical measurement. Another example is the well-studied phenomenon of
agenda setting by the mass media (McCombs & Shaw, 1 972; McCombs, Shaw, &
Weaver, 1 997)-that is, the fact that themes and issues distributed by the mass
media in the form of print, speech, and images have a good chance of becoming
topics of public conversations and, in turn, affecting civic actions, informing polit
ical decisions, and stimulating artistic rearticulations. The simple reason for this
phenomenon is that widely distributed texts enter, are adopted into, and come alive
in conversations, not only conversations between interviewers and interviewees,
but also conversations in public places ranging from side-street cafes to political
demonstrations. If new words and expressions resonate with readers' or listeners'
previously acquired language habits, they may take hold in the public imagination
and become part of many people's vocabularies.
Content analyses are most successful when they focus on facts that are
constituted in language, in the uses of the very texts that the content analysts are
analyzing. Such linguistically constituted facts can be broken down into four
classes:
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•

•

Attributions: Concepts, attitudes, beliefs, intentions, emotions, mental
states, and cognitive processes ultimately manifest themselves in the verbal
attributes of behavior. They are not observable as such. The words that
make them real are acquired, largely in conversations but also through
reading and attending to various media of communication. The attribution
of competence, character, morality, success, and belongingness to particu
lar categories of people enables or discourages actions, makes or breaks
politicians, creates heroes and demonizes villains, identifies leaders and
marginalizes minorities. These facts cannot exist without language, and to
the extent that texts are instrumental in disseminating and creating such
attributions, they are natural targets of successful content analyses.
Social relationships: Noting that statements or questions can be uttered
either subserviently or authoritatively, Bateson introduced the distinction
between the content and the relationship aspect of all human communica
tion (Ruesch & Bateson, 1 9 5 1 , pp. 1 79-1 8 1 ) . Relationships may be estab
lished implicitly or taken for granted in how communication takes place.
For example, by offering third-person plural accounts of observed
" Others, " scientific observers set themselves apart from their subjects and
assume a position of superiority. This is manifest in the grammar of talk
or writing. But relationships may also be negotiated, unilaterally imposed,
and explicitly accepted or rejected. Authority, power ( Hillman, 1 995;
Krippendorff, 1 99 5 b ) , contractual agreements, and inequalities are all con
stituted primarily in how language is used and only secondarily in what is
said. Content analyses tend to be more successful when they focus on how
language is used, relying on social grammars of recorded speech or written
communication of which speakers or writers may not be fully aware.
Public behaviors: Individuals' values, dispositions, conceptions of the
world, and commitments to their way of being surface in conversations
that involve repeated confirmations. Without such repetition, individuals
drift apart; their behaviors become no longer coordinated, and they expe
rience difficulties in understanding each other. To the extent behavior is ,
public, and hence observed and j udged by others, it is brought into the
domain of language. Narratives too, are essentially public. They may
inspire individuals to act, but they are always told by someone and listened
to by others, rendering inspiration a social experience. Reading a news
paper may be an individual act, but not only do newspapers print what
editors consider to be of public interest, newspaper readers also talk to
others about what they read, and so make newspaper reading a public
activity. The vocabularies we use are all acquired from others who have
used the words before us. Inasmuch as a vocabulary suggests the range of
what a person can talk about and conceive, the conceivable is transmitted
from parents to children, from speakers to listeners, and from writers to
readers. All uses of language ultimately are public-not shared, but in the
open. Content analyses are more likely to succeed when they address
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phenomena that are o f a public, social, o r political nature o r concern
phenomena of individuals' participation in public, social, or political affairs.
Cognition, for example, the supposed crown of individualism, is never an
exclusively individual phenomenon. It always reflects the contexts of
others, much as texts do.
•

Institutional realities: We often overlook the institutional nature of social
realities-of marriage, money, government, history, illness, and even
scientific pursuits. Public opinion, for example, is a construction that relies
heavily on the language of social science, on statistics in particular, but it
also depends crucially on being taken as a political reality and acted upon.
Without the institution of free speech, the authority of journalism, and
constitutional democracy, public opinion research would not make much
sense. Mental illness has an institutional reality as well. It is projected onto
identified patients in terms of categories that mental health professionals
. and insurance companies have developed for their convenience. The factuality of these phenomena derives from certain institutionalized texts, such
as the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV-R ),
which i s published b y the professional authority o n mental illness, the
American Psychiatric Association (2000 ) . These texts legitimate numerous
therapeutic interventions. For still another example, consider how a social
organization such as a family or a corporation constitutes itself. Members
of an organization coordinate their activities through communication and
continually affirm their membership, often shielding from outsiders vital
stories about inside practices. When exchanges within organizations take
place in written form, they stabilize organizational memories, identities,
and practices. Disrupting an organization's network of communication
can cause the organization to collapse. Organizational communication
research has successfully inquired into how organizations arise in the
communications among members and develop nourishing organizational
cultures. Content analysis of what is said and written within an organiza
tion provides the key to understanding that organization's reality, but it is
most likely to succeed if it considers the more stable categories in which
the organization constitutes itself.

In sum, content analyses are most likely to succeed when analysts address
linguistically constituted social realities that are rooted in the kinds of conversa
tions that produced the texts being analyzed. Repetitive, routine, public, and
institutionalized phenomena are easier to infer than are rare and unconventional
ones. Moreover, because content analysis presupposes familiarity with, if not
literacy in, the language of the analyzed texts, the more cognizant content
analysts are of vocabulary and subtle discursive conventions, including their
own, the more successful they are likely to be.
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The Logic of Content
Ana lys i s Des i gns
As a technique, content analysis relies on several specialized
procedures for handling texts. These can be thought of as tools for
designing suitable analyses. This chapter outlines the key components
of content analysis and distinguishes among several research designs,
especially designs used in the preparation of content analyses and
designs for content analyses that contribute to larger research efforts.

CO NTE NT ANALYS I S D ES I G N S
The very idea of research-a repeated search within data for apparent patterns
presupposes explicitness about methodology. Unless researchers explain clearly
what they have done, how can they expect to be able to replicate their analyses or
to process more texts than an individual can read? Beyond that, how can they con
vince others that their research was sound and thus their results should be accepted?
A datum is a unit of information that is recorded in a durable medium, dis
tinguishable from and comparable with other data, analyzable through the use of
clearly delineated techniques, and relevant to a particular problem. Data are
commonly thought of as representing observations or readings, but they are
always the products of chosen procedures and are always geared toward partic
ular ends-in content analysis, data result from the procedures the researcher has
chosen to answer specific questions concerning phenomena in the context of
given texts. Hence data are made, not found, and researchers are obligated to say
how they made their data.
The network of steps a researcher takes to conduct a research project is
called the research design, and what knits the procedural steps into the fabric
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of a coherent research design is the design's logic. Generally, this logic concerns
two qualities: the efficiency of the procedural steps ( avoiding structural redun
dancies while preventing " noise " from entering an analysis ) and the even
handedness of data processing (preventing the favoring of one outcome over
another) . This logic enables analysts to account to their scientific community
for how the research was conducted. For a research design to be replicable, not
merely understandable, the researcher's descriptive account of the analysis
must be complete enough to serve as a set of instructions to coders, fellow
researchers, and critics-much as a computer program determines what a
machine is to do. Although the thoroughness of a computer program may serve
as a scientific ideal, in social research the best one can hope for is an approxi
mation of that ideal. Content analysts in particular must cope with a good deal
of implicitness in their instructions. (I will return to this topic in subsequent
chapters. )
.
Traditional guides to research methods tend to insist that all scientific
research tests hypotheses concerning whether or not patterns are evident in the
data. Content analysis, however, has to address prior questions concerning why
available texts came into being, what they mean and to whom, how they medi
ate between antecedent and consequent conditions, and, ultimately, whether
they enable the analysts to select valid answers to questions concerning their
contexts. Hence the logic of content analysis designs is j ustifiable not only
according to accepted standards of scientific data processing (efficiency and
evenhandedness) , but also by reference to the context in relation to which texts
must be analyzed.
Figure 2 . 1 represents an attempt to conceptualize the situation that the content
analyst has to observe. It may be seen to contain Figure 4.1, which represents
the simplest content analysis design. Here, the analyst relies solely on available
texts to answer a research question. Although this figure locates texts and
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results-inputs and outputs of the analysis-in a chosen context, it suggests
nothing about the nature of the context that justifies the analysis ( discussed in
Chapter 3 ) or about the network of needed analytical steps, which I address below.

Com ponents
Here we open the "content analysis " box in Figure 4 . 1 and examine the com
ponents the analyst needs to proceed from texts to results. Listing these compo
nents is merely a convenient ways to partition, conceptualize, talk about, and
evaluate content analysis designs step by step. As accounts of what the compo
nents do must also serve as instructions for replicating them elsewhere, each
component has a descriptive and an operational state:
•

Unitizing: relying on unitizing schemes

•

Sampling: relying on sampling plans

•

Recordinglcoding: relying on coding instructions

•
•
•

Reducing data to manageable representations: relying on established
statistical techniques or other methods for summarizing or simplifying data
Abductively inferring contextual phenomena: relying on analytical con
structs or models of the chosen context as warrants

Narrating the answer to the research question: relying on narrative
traditions or discursive conventions established within the discipline of the
content analyst

Together, the first four components constitute what may be summarily called
data making--creating computable data from raw or unedited texts. In the natural
sciences, these four are embodied in physical measuring instruments. In the social
sciences, the use of mechanical devices is less cornrnon--often impossible-and data
making tends to start with observations. The fifth component, abductively inferring
contextual phenomena, is unique to content analysis and goes beyond the represen
tational attributes of data. I describe each of the components in turn below.
Unitizing is the systematic distinguishing of segments of text-images, voices,
and other observables-that are of interest to an analysis. In Chapter 5, I discuss
different units of analysis-sampling units, recording units, context units, units
of measurement, units of enumeration-and the different analytical purposes
they serve. Given these differences, unitizing may occur at various places in a
content analysis design. Content analysts must j ustify their methods of unitizing,
and to do so, they must show that the information they need for their analyses is
represented in the � ollection of units, not in the relationships between the units,
which unitizing discards.
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Sampling allows the analyst t o economize o n research efforts b y limiting
observations to a manageable subset of units that is statistically or conceptually
representative of the set of all possible units, the population or universe of inter
est. Ideally, an analysis of a whole population and an analysis of a representative
sample of that population should come to the same conclusion. This is possible
only if the population manifests redundant properties that do not need to be
repeated in the sample drawn for analysis. But samples of text do not relate to
the issues that interest content analysts in the same way that samples of individ
uals relate to populations of individuals of interest in surveys of public opinion,
for example. Texts can be read on several levels-at the level of words, sentences,
paragraphs, chapters, or whole publications; as literary works or discourses; or
as concepts, frames, issues, plots, genres-and may have to be sampled accord
ingly. Hence creating representative samples for content analyses is far more
complex than creating samples for, say, psychological experiments or consumer
research, in which the focus tends to be on one level of units, typically individ
ual respondents with certain attributes (I discuss the issues involved in sampling
for content analysis in depth in Chapter 6 ) . In qualitative research, samples may
not be drawn according to statistical guidelines, but the quotes and examples
that qualitative researchers present to their readers have the same function as the
use of samples. Quoting typical examples in support of a general point implies
the claim that they represent similar if not absent cases.
Recordinglcoding bridges the gap between unitized texts and someone's
reading of them, between distinct images and what people see in them, or between
separate observations and their situational interpretations. One reason for this
analytical component is researchers' need to create durable records of otherwise
transient phenomena, such as {�poken words or passing images.: Once such phe
nomena are recorded, analysts can compare them across time!, apply different
methods to them, and replicate the analyses of other different researchers. Written
text is always already recorded in this sense, and, as such, it is rereadable. It has
a material base-much like an audiotape, which can be replayed repeatedly
without being in an analyzable form, however. The second reason for recording!
coding is, therefore, content analysts' need to transform unedited texts, original
images, and/or unstructured sounds into ,,,malyzable representations, The record
ing of text is mostly accomplished through human intelligence. I discuss the
processes involved in recording and coding in Chapter 7, and then, in Chapter 8,
I discuss the data languages used to represent the outcomes of these processes. In
content analysis, the scientific preference for mechanical measurements over
human intelligence is evident in the increasing use of computer-aided text analy
sis (discussed in Chapter 1 2 ) ; the key hurdle of such text analysis, not surprisingly,
is the difficulty of programming computers to respond to the meanings of texts.
Reducing data serves analysts' need for efficient representations, especially of
large volumes of data. A type/token statistic (a list of types and the frequencies of
tokens associated with each), for example, is a more efficient representation than
a tabulation of all occurrences. It merely replaces duplications by a frequency.
Because one representation can be created from the other, nothing is lost. However,
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in many statistical techniques for aggregating units o f analysis--correlation
coefficients, parameters of distributions, indices, and tested hypotheses
information is lost. In qualitative pursuits, rearticulations and summaries have
similar effects: They reduce the diversity of text to what matters.
Abductively inferring contextual phenomena from texts moves an analysis
outside the data. It bridges the gap between descriptive accounts of texts and
what they mean, refer to, entail, provoke, or cause. It points to unobserved phe
nomena in the context of interest to an analyst. As I have noted in Chapter 2,
abductive inferences-unlike deductive or inductive ones-require warrants,
which in turn may be backed by evidence. In content analysis, such warrants are
provided by analytical constructs ( discussed in Chapter 9 ) that are backed by
everything known about the context. Abductive inferences distinguish content
analysis from other modes of inquiry.
Narrating the answers to content analysts' questions amounts to the researchers'
making their results comprehensible to others. Sometimes, this means explaining
the practical significance of the findings or the contributions they make to the avail
able literature. At other times, it means arguing the appropriateness of the use of
content analysis rather than direct observational techniques. It could also �tail
making recommendations for actions-legal, practical, or for further research.
Narrating the results of a content analysis is a process informed by traditions that
analysts believe they share with their audiences or the beneficiaries of their research
(clients, for example) . Naturally, most of these traditions are implicit in how social
scientists conduct themselves. Academic journals may publish formal guidelines for
researchers to follow in narrating their results and let peer reviewers decide
whether a given content analysis is sound, interesting, and worthwhile.
The six components of content analysis do not need to be organized as linearly
as suggested by Figure 4.2. A content analysis design may include iterative
loops-the repetition of particular processes until a certain quality is achieved.
Or components may recur in various guises. For example, unitizing may precede
the sampling of whole documents, but it may also be needed to describe the
details of their contents. Thus coding instructions may well include unitizing
schemes. Moreover, a content analysis could use components that are not specif
ically highlighted in Figure 4.2. Decisions, to mention just one analytical action,
typically direct the content analysts along an inferential path with many forks
and turns toward one or another answer to the research question. Here, decisions
are part of the inference component. Finally, it is important to note that there is
no single " objective " way of flowcharting research designs.
The analyst's written instructions (represented in boldface type in Figure 4 . 2 ) ,
which specify the components in as much detail as feasible, include all the infor
mation the analyst can communicate to other analysts so that they can replicate
the design or evaluate it critically. The traditions of the analyst'S discipline ( in
medium type in Figure 4.2) are an exception to the demand for explicitness. Most
scientific research takes such traditions for granted.
Any set of instructions, it must be noted, imposes a structure on the available
texts. Ideally, this structure feels natural, but it may feel inappropriate or forced,
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if not alien, relative to the analyst's familiarity with the texts' context. Take
unitizing, for example. Texts may be cut into any kind of units, from single
alphabetical characters to whole publications. Unitizing is arbitrary, but not for
a particular content analysis. For example, if an analyst wants to infer public
opinion from newspaper accounts, stories may be more natural for an examina
tion of what readers think and talk a bout than, say, value-laden words that occur
in these accounts. The use of inappropriate units leads analysts to experience
conceptual trouble. Or an analyst may apply a particular sampling plan and then
discover, perhaps too late, not only that the sampled documents are unevenly rel
evant but that the sampling plan has excluded the most significant ones. Finally,
in reading given texts, an analyst may encounter important concepts for which
the coding instructions fail to provide suitable categories; such a discovery would
render the recording/coding task arbitrary or uncertain. During the development
phase of content analysis design, a sensible analyst " resists the violence" that
poor instructions can inflict on the texts and attempts to reformulate instructions
as needed so that they are appropriate to the texts at hand. This sensible
approach is illustrated in Figure 4.2 by the dashed lines, which show another
flow of information that is motivated by the analyst's resistance to inappropriate
analytical steps . The instructions in good content analysis designs always take
such information into account.
A final point regarding Figure 4.2: As noted in Chapter 2, texts are always the
observable parts of a chosen context. The context directs the analysis of a text,
and the results of the analysis contribute to a (re)conceptualization of the con
text, redirecting the analysis, and so forth. This reveals the essentially recursive
nature of the process of designing content analyses. This recursion contrasts
sharply with the application of a content analysis design, which is essentially a
one-way transformation of available texts into the answers to the analyst's
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research questions. We must therefore distinguish between the development of a
content analysis, during which a design emerges that possesses context-sensitive
specificity, and the execution of a content analysis, during which the design is
relatively fixed and ideally replicable, regardless of what the texts could teach the
analyst. Interestingly, the context-sensitive path that the content analyst takes
while developing the design is no longer recognizable when the finished design is
applied to large volumes of text and/or replicated elsewhere.

Quantitative and Qual itative Content Analysis
In Chapter 2, I noted that quantification is not a defining criterion for content
analysis. Text is always qualitative to begin with, categorizing textual units is con
sidered the most elementary form of measurement (Stevens, 1 946), and a content
analysis may well result in verbal answers to a research question. Using numbers
instead of verbal categories or counting instead of listing quotes is merely conve
nient; it is not a requirement for obtaining valid answers to a research question .
In Chapter 1 , I suggested that the quantitative/qualitative distinction is a mistaken
dichotomy between the two kinds of j ustifications of content analysis designs: the
explicitness and objectivity of scientific data processing on the one side and the
appropriateness of the procedures used relative to a chosen context on the other.
For the analysis of texts, both are indispensable. Proponents of quantification
Lasswell ( 1 94911 965b), for example-have been rightly criticized for restricting
content analysis to numerical counting exercises ( George, 1 959b) and for uncriti
cally buying into the measurement theories of the natural sciences. Proponents of
qualitative approaches, who have come largely from the traditions of political
analysis, literary scholarship, ethnography, and cultural studies (Bernard & Ryan,
1 9 9 8 ) , have been criticized for being unsystematic in their uses of texts and
impressionistic in their interpretations. Although qualitative researchers com
pellingly argue that each body of text is unique, affords multiple interpretations,
and needs to be treated accordingly, there is no doubt that the proponents of
both approaches sample text, in the sense of selecting what is relevant; unitize
text, in the sense of distinguishing words or propositions and using quotes or
examples; contextualize what they are reading in light of what they know about
the circumstances surrounding the texts; and have specific research questions in
mind. Thus the components of content analysis in Figure 4.2 are undoubtedly
present in qualitative research as well, albeit less explicitly so. I think it is fair to
say that:
•

Avowedly qualitative scholars tend to find themselves in a hermeneutic cir
cle, using known literature to contextualize their readings of given texts,
rearticulating the meanings of those texts in view of the assumed contexts,
and allowing research questions and answers to arise together in the course
of their involvement with the given texts. The process of recontextualizing,
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reinterpreting, and redefining the research question continues until some
kind of satisfactory interpretation is reached ( see Figure 4.3 ) . Scholars in
this interpretive research tradition acknowledge the open-ended and always
tentative nature of text interpretation. Taking a less extreme position, con
tent analysts are more inclined to limit such hermeneutic explorations to
the development phase of research design.
• Qualitative scholars resist being forced into a particular sequence of ana
lytical steps, such as those illustrated in Figure 4.2. Acknowledging the
holistic qualities of texts, these scholars feel j ustified in going back and
revising earlier interpretations in light of later readings; they settle for noth

ing less than interpretations that do j ustice to a whole body of texts. As
such readings cannot easily be standardized, this process severely limits the
volume of texts that a single researcher can analyze consistently and
according to uniform standards. Because this process is difficult to describe
and to communicate, qualitative studies tend to be carried out by analysts
working alone, and replicability is generally of little concern. By contrast,
faced with larger volumes of text and working in research teams, content
analysts have to divide a body of texts into convenient units, distribute ana
lytical tasks among team members, and work to ensure the consistent appli
cation of analytical procedures and standards. For these reasons, content
analysts have to be more explicit about the steps they follow than qualita
tive scholars need to be.
•

•

•

Qualitative researchers search for multiple interpretations by considering
diverse voices (readers) , alternative perspectives (from different ideological
positions) , oppositional readings (critiques), or varied uses of the texts
examined ( by different groups) . This conflicts with the measurement model
of the natural sciences-the assignment of unique measures, typically
numbers, to distinct obj ects-but not with content analysts' ability to use
more than one context for j ustifying multiple inferences from texts.
Qualitative researchers support their interpretations by weaving quotes
from the analyzed texts and literature about the contexts of these texts into
their conclusions, by constructing parallelisms, by engaging in triangula
tions, and by elaborating on any metaphors they can identify. Such research
results tend to be compelling for readers who are interested in the contexts
of the analyzed texts. Content analysts, too, argue for the context sensitiv
ity of their designs ( or take this as understood ) , but they compel readers to
accept their conclusions by assuring them of the careful application of their
design.
Qualitative researchers tend to apply criteria other than reliability
and validity in accepting research results. It is not clear, however,
whether they take this position because intersubj ective verification of
such interpretations is extraordinarily difficult to accomplish or whether
the criteria they propose are truly incompatible with the making of
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abductive inferences from texts. Among the many alternative criteria
qualitative scholars have advanced, Denzin and Lincoln (2000, p. 1 3 )
note, are trustworthiness, credibility, transferability, embohdiment,
accountability, reflexivity, and emancipatory aims.
Given the above, qualitative approaches to text interpretation should not be
considered incompatible with content analysis. The recursion (hermeneutic
circle ) shown in Figure 4.2 is visible in Figure 4 . 3 as well, although the former
figure provides more details and is limited to the design phase of a content analy
sis. Multiple interpretations are not limited to qualitative scholarship either.
Content analysts can adopt multiple contexts and pursue multiple research ques
tions. The researchers' reflexive involvement-systematically ignored in natural
ist inquiries, often acknowledged in qualitative scholarship-manifests itself in
the awareness that it is content analysts who construct contexts for their analy
sis, acknowledging the worlds of others, in the pursuit of their own research
questions and in the a doption of analytical constructs based on available litera
ture or prior knowledge about the contexts of given texts. Whether a close but
uncertain reading of small volumes of text is superior to a systematic content
analysis of large bodies of text is undecidable in the abstract.
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Q u a l itative Content A n a l y s i s

D ES I G N S PREPARATO RY
TO CO N T E N T ANALYS I S
Making data-describing what was seen, heard, or read-is relatively easy.
Content analyses succeed or fail, however, based on the validity (or invalidity)
of the analytical constructs that inform their inferences. Once established,
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analytical constructs may become applicable to a variety of texts and may be
passed on from one analyst to another, much like a computational theory con
cerning the stable features of a context. Below, I discuss three ways of establish
ing analytical constructs.

Operational izing Knowledge
Content analysts, by their very ability to read and have an interest in given
texts, acknowledge at least cursory knowledge of their sources: who writes,
reads, appreciates, or uses the texts; what the texts typically mean and to whom;
what institutionalized responses are possible and likely; and what makes the
texts hang together. Knowledge of this kind, unclear as it may seem in the begin
ning, concerns the stable features surrounding texts. Figure 4.4 suggests that such
knowledge needs to be rearticulated into an inference mechanism. Without a
clear conception, that procedure may not qualify as a " design . " I provide more
specific discussion of this process in Chapter 9, but because the three preparatory
designs all yield the same result, an analytical construct, I present them here for
companson.

as Conceived by Content Analysts
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Operationalizing available knowledge may be as simple as equating the fre
quency with which two concepts co-occur and the strength of the association
between the two concepts in an author's mind. Other examples are building lin
guistic knowledge into the dictionary of a computer program, formulating an
algorithm that accounts for propositions found in the message effects literature,
and writing a computer program for tracing the linguistic entailments through a
body of texts. Such operationalizations must be j ustified, of course, and available
theory, literature, or acknowledged experts may suffice.
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Testi ng Analytical Constructs as Hypotheses
The most traditional way to come to a valid analytical construct is to test
several mutually exclusive hypotheses (conceivable constructs) of text-extratextual
relations and let empirical evidence select the most suitable one. This is how
researchers establish psychological tests, validate behavioral indices, and develop
predictive models of message effects. Once the correlations between textual and
extratextual features are known, content analysts can use these correlations to
infer extratextual correlates from given texts-provided the correlations are suffi
ciently determinate and generalizable to the current context. This is why we speak
of stable or relatively enduring relations operating in the chosen context. Osgood
( 1 95 9 ) , for example, conducted word-association experiments with subjects
before building the correlation he found between word co-occurrences in text and
patterns of recall into his contingency analysis. In a carefully executed study,
Phillips ( 1 9 7 8 ) established a correlation between reports of suicides of important
celebrities and the fatality rate due to private airplane crashes. He found that the
circulation of such suicide reports did predict an increase in airplane crashes.
Whether such an index has practical consequences is another matter.
To test such statistical hypotheses, one must have large enough sample sizes
available and make sure that the resulting generalization holds in the current
content analytical context as well. This design therefore applies only to situations
in which the research questions are asked frequently and the relations between
texts and the answers to these questions are stable, not unique (see Figure 4.5 ) .
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Developing a D iscrimi nant Function
This design proceeds iteratively: The analyst compares inferences from a
content analysis of text with relevant observations of the context and uses any
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discrepancies found t o alter incrementally the relevant parts of the analysis,
typically its analytical construct. Through this process, the design converges
toward a " best fit. " This is how intelligent content analysts learn from their
failures , as did the Federal Communications Commission propaganda analysts
during World War II, who simply became better analysts with time ( George,
1 95 9 a ) .
More interesting, however, are the procedures involved i n this process. For
example, to help teachers who must grade large numbers of essay exams, soft
ware has been developed that can be taught to distinguish, in students' written
answers to exam questions, particular words and phrases that correlate with
grades assigned by the instructor on a subset of exams; eventually, the software
can assign grades without further human involvement. Houle (2002 ) describes
artificial intelligence experiments with so-called support vector machines
( SVMs) , which can be trained within a few seconds on 30,000 documents to
develop easily comprehensible rules that distinguish whether similar documents
have or do not have a given property. He reports accuracy rates as high as 9 0 %
i n the SVMs' distinguishing Associated Press news wire stories i n about 3 0 cate
gories and as low as 6 0 % in their distinguishing medical papers in more than
1 ,000 categories. In current content analyses, paths to discriminant functions are
provided by neuronal networks that " learn " the most successful connections
between texts and selected contextual variables ( see Chapter 12, section 1 2 . 5 . 2 )
and b y traditional discriminant analyses that improve the accuracy o f answers to
questions by combining features of text best suited to distinguish among them.
Even regression analyses that attempt to predict extratextual ( and dependent)
variables by identifying their textual (and independent) predictors may be men
tioned here as a one-step process ( see the discussion of LIWC in Chapter 1 2 ,
section 1 2 .5 . 1 ) . Processes that converge t o a discriminant function are iterative
and circular, as shown in Figure 4 . 6 . Measured discrepancies between proposed
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answers a n d validating evidence ( observations ) cause the discriminant function
(the analytical construct in a content analysis) to reduce these discrepancies the
next time around.

D ES I G N S EXC E E D I N G CO N T E N T A N A LYS I S
Unfortunately, starting with Berelson's ( 1 95 2 ) account, the content analysis lit
erature is full of insinuations that content analyses are aimed at testing scientific
hypotheses, which brings us back to the notion of content as something inher
ent in or indistinguishable from text, a conception we have abandoned ( see
Chapter 2 ) . According to the definition of content analysis employed in this
volume, content analysts rely on hypothetical generalizations in the form of
analytical constructs . But the test of these generalizations lies in their effects.
It comes a fter content analysts have answered their research questions, made
their a bductive inferences, or interpreted their texts systematically. For
example, to test a hypothesis concerning the behavioral correlates of anxiety,
one must know the level of anxiety and separately observe the behavioral cor
relates of interest. By inferring the level of anxiety from an individual' s talk
from accounts of feelings, distress vocabulary, or speech disturbances (Mahl,
1 95 9 )-the content analysis becomes a necessary part of a larger research
effort. Despite what Figure 4 . 1 might suggest, content analyses do not need to
stand alone, and they rarely do. Below, I briefly discuss three research designs
in which content analysis is instrumental.

Com paring S i m i lar Phenomena
I nferred From Different Bod ies of Texts
In this design, researchers have reasons to draw distinctions within a body
of text and apply the same content analysis to each part ( see Figure 4 . 7 ) . For
example, to study speeches made before, during, and after a given event-or
trends-analysts must distinguish texts according to time periods. To compare
the treatment of one event in different media, analysts would have to distin
guish texts by source. To examine how candidates for a political office tailor
their promises to different audiences, analysts would want to distinguish texts
according to audience demographics. And to test hypotheses regarding the
impacts of competition between newspapers on the papers' journalistic quali
ties, analysts would distinguish texts by how their sources are situated. What
content analysts compare-the hypotheses they test-in this design do not
concern differences among textual properties, b ut differences among the infer
ences drawn from texts, which are a function of the assumed context, not
directly observed.
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Compa r i n g S i m i l a r Phenomena Inferred From Different Texts

Testing Relationships Among Phenomena
I nferred From One Body of Texts
In this design, the researcher analyzes one body of text from different
perspectives, with reference to different contexts, through different analytical
constructs, or addressing different dimensions of meaning, and then correlates
the results ( see Figure 4 . 8 ) . In behavioral research, such separately inferred phe
nomena tend to appear as different variables, which can be compared,
correlated, or subjected to hypothesis testing. On a micro level, examples
of such designs are found in analyses of attributions (multiple adj ectives that
qualify nouns ) , co-occurrences of concepts ( inferred from word co-occurrences) ,
KWIC lists (keywords i n their textual contexts ) , contingencies ( Osgood, 1 95 9 ) ,
and conversational moves ( adj acency pairs or triplets ) . On a macro level,
examples include efforts to understand how public concerns-crime, environ
ment, health, unemployment, and politics-compete with or stimulate each
other in the mass media. Such designs also enable an analyst to compare read
ings of the same texts by readers of different genders or readers from divergent
socioeconomic, educational, ethnic, or ideological backgrounds. Here, the con
tent analyst would define diverse contexts in reference to which texts are being
read and analyzed.
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Test i n g H ypotheses Concern i ng Re l ations Among Various I nferences From
One Body of Texts

Testi ng Hypotheses Conce rn i ng H ow
Content Analysis Resu lts Relate to Other Variables
Typically, this kind of design brings communicational or symbolic and
behavioral variables together. For example, the cultivation hypothesis, which
asserts that there are correlations between media coverage and audience
perceptions, calls for comparing the results of a content analysis of mass-media
presentations with interview data on audience members' perceptions of every
day reality. Gerbner and his colleagues have explored the relationship between
the "world of TV violence" and how TV audiences perceive the world outside
of television (see, e.g., Gerbner, Gross, Morgan, & Signorielli, 1 995 ) . In com
paring newspaper coverage of crime with crime statistics and public opinion,
Zucker ( 1 97 8 ) found that the frequency of crime reports in the media correlated
more highly with public opinion than with official crime statistics. Conversation
analysts usually are satisfied with their own accounts of what they see in the
transcripts of naturally occurring conversations; thus their approach conforms
to the design illustrated in Figure 4 . 8 . However, if they were to relate their inter
pretations to participants' awareness of the phenomena being inferred, then
they would compare inferences from texts with other accounts . Such designs
have three primary aims:
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•

•

•

T o provide variables about the nature of communications that enable the
testing of hypotheses concerning the causes, correlates, and effects of such
communications
To enrich indicators of observed behavioral phenomena by adding mea
sures that concern the meanings of these phenomena (multiple operational
ism ) , especially concerning individuals' perceptions or interpretations of
social phenomena, which cannot be observed as such
To substitute more economical measures for measures that are cumbersome
( for example, using content analysis of TV news instead of surveys of what
the public knows )

This design is represented in Figure 4 . 9 .
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Testing Hypotheses Concerning Relations Between Observations
and Inferences From Texts

I should emphasize here that actual research designs need not conform to any
one distinguished above. Researchers can combine designs to obtain more com
plex forms that embrace many variables, and they can use any design in tandem
with other techniques. There is no methodological limit to the use of content
analysis in large social research projects.

CHAPT E R

5

U n iti z i ng
This chapter discusses the units of analysis used in content analysis:
sampling units, recording units, and context units. It also addresses
the purposes of unitizing and discusses five ways of defining units so
as to increase the productivity, efficiency, and reliability of content
analysis research.

U N I TS
The first task in any empirical study is to decide what is to be observed as well
as how observations are to be recorded and thereafter considered data. Empirical
research needs to rely on a multitude of observational instances that collectively
support an often statistical hypothesis or conclusion, or that exhibit patterns that
single cases cannot reveal. In unitizing, the researcher draws relevant distinctions
within an observational field. This creates a multiplicity of observations, infor
mation-bearing instances, or units for short, and readies that multiplicity for
subsequent analysis.
Generally, units are wholes that analysts distinguish and treat as independent ele
�� For example, in the operation of counting, the objects that are counted �st
be distinct---conceptually or logically, if not physically--otherwise the numerical
outcome would not make sense. Thus we can count pennies but not water; we can
count words or sentences, but not text. The counting of meanings is problematic
unless it is possible to distinguish among meanings and ensure that one does not
depend on another. The wholeness of a unit of analysis suggests that it is not further
divided in the course of an analysis or at a particular stage of an analysis. Physical
definitions of units demand that their boundaries not overlap. Statistical definitions
of units stress that "there is very little freedom for variation within [a unit] but much
freedom at its boundaries" (Pool, 1 959b, p. 203 ) . However, in content analysis,
units need not be motivated physically or statistically-these are mere options.
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A political speech may serve as an example. Whereas ordinary listeners may
well respond to the speech as a whole experience, being inspired or bored by it,
or find the speaker impressive or unconvincing, political analysts may see the
speech as addressing several distinct public issues. They may thus divide the
speech into different parts and, ignoring the connections between the parts,
probe, one at a time, how these issues are defined, what solutions the politician
offers, and whether the discussions of the issues in the speech are used to attack,
acclaim, or defend (Benoit, Blaney, & Pier, 1 99 8 ) . Linguists, in contrast, are
likely to break the speech into sentences. Because there are no grammatical rules
that would make one sentence construction dependent on another, there would
seem to be no need to consider units larger than that. Computer text analysis
software that identifies character strings as words, on the other hand, would pro
duce units of a vastly different size and kind. Linguists would have little interest
in a list of words, j ust as political analysts would find a collection of sentences
insufficient to help them understand what is important about a speech. Content
analysts might collect not one speech but many speeches delivered during a par
ticular political campaign and identify different kinds of units in them so as to
compare them with one another or relate them to other data.
Although text, being ultimately composed of characters, would seem to be
unitizable naturally, the unitizing of text poses many epistemological questions
that I cannot attempt to address here. For purposes of this discussion, suffice it
to say that units should not be considered givens. They emerge in processes of
reading and thus implicate the experiences of the analyst as a competent reader.
Units are often regarded as a function of the empirical tenacity of what is
observed, but it is the act of unitizing that creates them and recognizes them
as such. This act crucially depends on the analyst's ability to see meaningful
conceptual breaks in the continuity of his or her reading experiences, on the pur
poses of the chosen research project, and on the demands made by the analytical
techniques available to date.

TYPES OF U N I TS
In content analysis, three kinds of units deserve distinction: sampling units,
recording/coding units, and context units. I elaborate the analytical purposes
and uses of each kind below, after which I discuss five different ways of defining
such units.

Sampl i ng U n its
Sampling units are units that are distinguished for selective inclusion in an
analysis. Someone who claims to have analyzed a certain number of issues of a
newspaper talks of sampling units. These units may have been drawn from a

U N IT I ZI N G

larger population of issues o f that newspaper, o r they may include every issue
ever published. I present a full discussion of sampling in Chapter 6; here, I want
merely to address the purpose of sampling units relative to the others units. In
survey research, where units tend to be individuals who are capable of answer
ing questions, sampling from a population is straightforward, the difference
between sampling units and recording units disappears, and context units are
irrelevant. In content analysis, these three kinds of units have different functions.
The use of inferential statistics (inductive inferences from data, not abductive
ones) to test statistical hypotheses, for example, is predicated on the mutual inde
pendence of sampling units. Frequencies, probabilities, and the computed likeli
hood that a sample represents a population would be meaningless without that
mutual independence. Thus survey researchers take great pains to ensure that
their interviewees are not aware of each other' s answers, experimenters make
sure that the stimuli they manipulate are unrelated, and sociologists conducting
research into causes make certain that their dependent and independent variables
are clearly distinct. Without such precautions, the statistical correlations that
result could be spurious and difficult to interpret.
The kinds of data of interest to content analysts are not so controllable. It is
quite natural for people to create meaningful connections among almost any
variety of things, including among the units that a content analyst has sampled.
When analysts sample issues of newspapers, for example, it could be argued that
such issues are not truly independent because most news events unfold in time
and over several issues, building on what was published previously, and thus
issues of newspapers are not strictly independent of each other. Indeed, reading
just one newspaper issue out of context-say, an issue from 50 years ago-makes
one realize how little one can understand without knowing what happened
before. Similarly, during an election campaign, the speeches delivered by candi
dates for political office tend to refer or respond to other speeches, and some may
even result from strategic alliances among speakers. If such connections are rele
vant to an analysis, sampling separate speeches would not only prevent the
researcher from recognizing the connections in the data, it would also confound
the findings. Content analysts must define sampling units so that ( a ) connections
across sampling units, if they exist, do not bias the analysis; and ( b ) all relevant
information is contained in individual sampling units, or, if it is not, the omis
sions do not impoverish the analysis. It is not easy to break a highly intercon
nected stream of messages into separate sampling units.

Record ing/Codi n g U n its
Recording/coding units are units that are distinguished for separate descrip
tion, transcription, recording, or coding. Whereas sampling units are distin
guished for inclusion in or exclusion from an analysis, ideally in a way that
acknowledges natural boundaries, recording units are distinguished to be
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separately described o r categorized. Thus recording units are typically contained
in sampling units, at most coinciding with them, but never exceeding them.
Holsti ( 1 96 9 ) , relying on the image of categorization, defines a recording unit
as " the specific segment of content that is characterized by placing it in a given
category" (p. 1 1 6 ) .
The text included i n any one recording unit need not b e contiguous. Suppose
an analyst samples fictional narratives with the aim of studying the populations
of characters occurring in them. Narratives have definite beginnings and definite
endings; thus they constitute natural sampling units among which the analyst can
easily make decisions regarding inclusion or exclusion in a sample, even without
much reading. In a typical narrative, however, the characters are rarely dealt
with one at a time, or one per paragraph, for example. They tend to interact and
evolve over the course of the narrative, and information about them emerges in
bits and pieces, often becoming clear only toward the end. To be fair to the
nature of narratives, the analyst cannot possibly identify one unit of text with
each character. Thus information about a recording unit may be distributed
throughout a text. Once the analyst has described the recording units, it is these
descriptions, the categories to which they are assigned, that are later compared,
analyzed, summarized, and used as the basis for intended inferences.
A good reason for choosing recording units that are significantly smaller than
the sampling units is that sampling units are often too rich or too complex to
be described reliably. For example, whole movies are conventionally labeled
"documentary," " fiction, " " comedy, " "tragedy, " "popular, " " class A ( or B or
C ) , " " R-rated, " and so on. Such categories are very superficial and say little
about what movies of each type mean in the lives of viewers and other stake
holders. To capture meaningful variations among movies, analysts would surely
need to have a rich vocabulary of descriptive terms at their disposal. But so do
film critics, who claim to be able to describe movies without ever expecting to
agree among themselves on all details. To obtain reliable accounts of larger units
of text, content analysts have found it convenient to describe smaller units on
which they can more easily agree and then use analytic procedures to obtain
descriptions of larger units. To ensure agreement among different analysts in
describing the coding/recording units of a content analysis, it is desirable to define
these units of description as the smallest units that bear all the information needed
in the analysis, words being perhaps the smallest meaningful units of text.
Recording units may also be distinguished and described on several levels of
inclusion. In recording newspaper data, for example, an analyst may have one set
of categories for describing the newspapers included in the sample, such as cos
mopolitan versus local, or having a certain circulation; a second set of categories
for addressing the actual newspaper issue being included in the sample, weekday
or Sunday edition, or consisting of a certain number of pages; a third set of cat
egories concerned with a particular article printed in that issue, its writer or
source, its placement in the issue ( front, middle, or last page), and its length; and
a fourth that is concerned with the individual propositions in that article. These
multilevel recording units form inclusion hierarchies. Newspapers publish many
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issues. Each issue contains many articles. Each article is made up of a number of
sentences or propositions. Ingenious definitions of recording units can open the
door to many interesting content analyses.

Context U n its
Context units are units of textual matter that set limits on the information to
be considered in the description of recording units. In the above example of
describing the characters in a narrative, a natural choice for the context unit
might be the whole narrative in which the characters play the roles they do.
However, when analysts are trying to ascertain particular characters' develop
ment-where the characters emerge, what they do, and what happens to them
maybe chapters would be a better choice as context units, as this choice would
allow characters to vary in the course of the narrative. More generally, the mean
ing of a word typically depends on its syntactical role within a sentence. To iden
tify which meaning applies to a word from a list of dictionary entries, one must
examine the sentence in which the word occurs. How else would one know, for
example, whether the word go is meant to denote a game, an action, or a com
mand ? Here, the sentence is the context unit and the word is the recording unit.
Sentences are the minimal context units for individual words, but sentences may
not be enough. To identify the referent of a personal pronoun, for instance, an
analyst may need to examine a few sentences preceding that pronoun. To j udge
whether a political commentary is positive or negative for a candidate, an
analyst might need to examine even larger context units, such as a paragraph or
a whole speech.
Unlike sampling units and recording units, context units are not counted, need
not be independent of each other, can overlap, and may be consulted in the
description of several recording units. Although context units generally surround
the recording units they help to identify, they may precede the occurrence of a
recording unit (as in the example concerning personal pronouns) or be located
elsewhere, such as in footnotes, indices, glossaries, headlines, or introductions.
There is no logical limit to the size of context units. Generally, larger context
units yield more specific and semantically more adequate accounts of recording
units than do smaller context units, but they also require more effort on the part
of analysts.
Geller, Kaplan, and Lasswell ( 1 942 ) have demonstrated how the characteri
zation of a recording unit ( and ultimately the research results ) depends on the
size of the context unit. They had their subjects judge how positively or nega
tively "democracy " was presented in an article, using a sentence, a paragraph,
three sentences, and the entire article as context units. Although the results from
the four methods were generally in agreement as to the direction of the bias
(favorable, neutral, unfavorable) , they differed in extent. As the size of the
context increased, the number of neutral evaluations decreased significantly.
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Evidently, the context of a symbol contains a great deal of information, especially
concerning affect.
The size of context units also affects the reliability and efficiency of the
descriptive effort. To describe the treatment of fictional characters in the context
of a whole novel, an analyst would need to read the entire book first and then
assign each character to the appropriate categories. Not only would this process
be time-consuming, it would also invite unreliability, because different individu
als approach a novel differently, and the analyst would have to keep the whole
in mind when making j udgments. Going through a document sentence by sen
tence, or watching one scene of fictional programming at a time (perhaps even in
slow motion) , or recording dramatic encounters within their immediate setting,
or looking for the characterization of a concept within a context no larger than
a paragraph might be more reliable and more efficient, provided what is lost is
not too significant. The best content analyses define their context units as large
as is meaningful ( adding to their validity) and as small as is feasible ( adding to
their reliability ) .
Conceivably, context units could b e defined so that the original text can be
reconstructed without loss. This would require that all relevant information
about the organization of the text be retained in the description of each record
ing unit, much as in a hologram. A complete concordance that retains the posi
tions of all the words it lists, including function words and punctuation marks
(which most concordances omit) , would exemplify this possibility. Some com
puter text analysis software stores texts in this manner. However, as soon as
fewer and more conceptual recording units are applied to a text and an analyst's
conception of the context of the analysis enters their description, this goal
becomes less likely to be achievable. Reconstructibility, even when not perfect,
preserves the possibility of analyzing data in several ways and on several levels .
Some authors who write on content analysis (e.g., Holsti, 1 969) also mention
units of enumeration. The importance given to these units derives largely from
the early definitional requirement of content analysis that it be quantitative
(Berelson, 1 952; Lasswell, 1 949/1 965b), which simply meant that textual units
had to end up being categorized or measured in numerical terms. In content
analysis, quantities may be of three different kinds and uses:
•

Quantities that are extraneous to but associated with sampling units, such as
a newspaper's circulation figures, a television show's Nielsen ratings, or a
movie's box-office figures. These numbers are descriptive, here of recording
units that happen to coincide with sampling units. The difference of describing
units in numbers or in categories is not important methodologically .

•

Quantities that measure a recording unit, such as the size of a photograph,
the column inches of an article, or the length of a speech, or enumerate
something contained in a recording unit, such as number of speech distur
bances encountered within a period of time. These measures or counts are
also descriptive, here explicitly of recording units, and do not need any
special attention either.
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Quantities that result from the counting of recording units, especially
within the categories to which they are assigned. These express the sizes or
magnitudes of classes of units, whether they are expressed relative to a
sample, within a hierarchy of recording units, or within cross-tabulations
of coincidences. These numbers refer to classes that are formed in the
process of analysis. They do not describe units of text.

In early content analyses, these rather different kinds of quantities were often
confused. Researchers tried to satisfy Berelson's ( 1 952) and Lasswell's ( 1 949/
1 96 5 b ) quantification requirement without considering the functions the rather
different quantities served. Quantities of the first kind tend to come into play,
for example, when analysts are deciding on which newspapers to sample or how
to weigh the importance of TV shows. I discuss these in Chapter 6. Quantities
of the second kind are measures that are no different from coding recording
units in numerical categories, using a yardstick instead of qualitative j udgments,
or recording a count rather than a category. Coders need to be instructed, and
these measures are parts of a data language. I discuss these issues in Chapters 7
and 8 . In contrast, quantities of the third kind are of no concern to coders. They
emerge after the analyst has put recording units into categories or measured
them, as a matter of convenience for summarizing data or applying suitable
statistical techniques: cross-tabulations of frequencies, correlations, variance
analyses, factor analyses, and so forth. These numbers are useful computational
artifacts, and I discuss some of the statistical techniques for which they are use
ful in Chapter 1 0 .
The three principal kinds of units distinguished above all serve different
analytical functions. Sampling units are units of selection and may provide an
analyst with a basis for j udging the statistical representativeness of data.
Recording units are units of description that collectively bear the information
that content analysts process and provide the basis for statistical accounts.
Context units are units that delineate the scope of information that coders need
to consult in characterizing the recording units.

WAYS OF D E F I N I N G U N I TS
Content analysts identify units according to one or more of five kinds of distinc
tions: physical, syntactical, categorial, propositional, and thematic. I discuss each
of these in turn below.

Physical Distinctions
Physical distinctions arise in the use of mechanisms to sever a physical
medium. Being incapable of understanding and insensitive to meanings, yet
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repetitive and systematic, mechanisms unitize by imposing their own structure
onto the material being unitized. The units resulting from such a process coincide
only accidentally with the discontinuities that humans typically recognize in a
medium. An everyday example is the digitization of photographic images. If the
resolution of a digitized photo is very fine, a viewer can distinguish between
background and foreground and make out objects, people, or shapes. Newspaper
images are of a quality barely a bove where a grid is noticeable but not too dis
tracting. However, if a photo'S resolution is very low, showing a grid of uni
formly colored squares, the viewer is aware of the fact that the grid has nothing
to do with the nature of the original image. Diagonal lines appear jagged, colors
are averaged, and details that do not coincide with the grid disappear.
Digitization is the result of a mechanism that recognizes neither wholes nor
shapes, but imposes its own distinctions.
In content analysis, physical distinctions partition a medium by time, length,
size, or volume but not by the information it would provide analysts. Osgood
( 1 95 9 ) sampled pages of Goebbels's diary. Ekman and Friesen ( 1 9 6 8 ) used
frames of film as their smallest recording unit. Dale ( 1 93 7 ) analyzed newsreel
film foot by foot, and Albig ( 1 93 8 ) provided his observers with a clock and
requested that they summarize each minute of broadcasting. Recently, Cappella,
Turow, and Jamieson ( 1 99 6 ) coded public radio broadcasts in 30-second inter
vals. Time units are also common in studies of interpersonal behavior (Weick,
1 9 6 8 ) . Similarly, in my own work I have applied a grid to photographs of crowds
to count how many people appeared in each cell.

Syntactical D isti n ctions
Syntactical distinctions are "natural" relative to the grammar of the medium
of the data. They do not require judgments on meaning. Being " natural, " they
seem hardly questionable: books, issues of a newspaper, letters, poems, posters,
theatrical performances, television shows . Their naturalness stems from the con
tent analyst's familiarity with the data source's grammar, often because both
share the same culture and find multiple ways to distinguish the same. For
example, TV shows are listed in the TV Guide, separately produced, selectively
watched, individually named, and so on. Such distinctions are reproduced in so
many contexts that the analyst can hardly ignore them.
Words are the smallest and, as far as reliability is concerned, the safest record
ing unit for written documents. Lasswell's ( 1 94 1 ; Lasswell, Lerner, & Pool,
1 952) World Attention Survey, many literary detection efforts (e.g., Mosteller &
Wallace, 1 964; Yule, 1 944) , the analysis of style (Herdan, 1 960; Miles, 1 95 1 ) ,
the analysis of psychodiagnostic inferences (Dollard & Mowrer, 1 947), and
research on readability (Flesch, 1 94 8 , 1 9 5 1 ; Taylor, 1 95 3 ) all rely on words or
symbols. For computers, words are easily recognizable, so they often serve as a
first step in computer-aided analyses (see Chapter 1 2 ) . However, there are other
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easily recognizable syntactically defined units in text: sentences, quotations,
paragraphs, chapters, j ournal articles, monographs or books, series, collections,
and so on. In the nonverbal media, we have such units as the acts in theatrical
performances, news items in television broadcasts, and editing shots in films. In
conversation analysis, we have utterances between turns of talk.
The so-called proximity operators of queries in text searches ( see Chapter 1 2 )
define "natural" units as well, relying on typographical conventions. Thus words
may be identified as character strings that are bracketed by blank spaces or punc
tuation marks, sentences may be identified as strings of words that begin with a
capital letter and end with a period, paragraphs may be identified as text frag
ments bracketed by carriage controls ( 1[ ) , and chapters may be identified as text
bracketed by headings or the end of a written work. These typographical defini
tions may not always coincide with the distinctions that knowledgeable readers
make in text, but they clearly rely on the conventions of the medium under
consideration.

Categorial Disti n ctions
Categorial distinctions define units by their membership in a class or cate
gory-by their having something in common. A common reference is typical: any
character string that refers to a particular object, event, person, act, country, or
idea. So " the 3 7th president of the United States" may also be referred to as "he"
or "him" (where the context makes the referent unambiguous), as " the first U.S.
president to visit China, " as " Richard M. Nixon, " as " Tricky D ick , " or as " the
occupant of the White House between 1 96 9 and 1 974. " All of these character
strings designate the same person. If a person is the target of an analysis, units
may be defined in terms of their common reference. Whether this reference is
direct or indirect, the grammatical form that is used, or the perspective it entails
then becomes secondary to the definition of the unit. Aside from synonyms, cat
egorial distinctions tend to rely on taxonomies. Coders ignore any subdivisions
when they are asked to identify a politician, a nation, a hero, or an animal.
Categorial distinctions can also result from a theory that has been adopted for
an analysis. For the psychiatric profession, mental illnesses are defined in the
D iagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders ( American Psychiatric
Association, 200 0 ) , which provides the official recording units for psychiatrists
to use in making insurance claims and j ustifying appropriate treatment.
Sociologists may define a family as a group in which members are related
through marriage or descendancy. This definition may be at variance with how
the members of a family define their family, but it may serve analysts well when
they are recording how families appear in texts. Early content analysts defined
symbols ( usually single words) by their denotations but categorized them accord
ing to the values, attributes, and qualifications associated with them (e.g., Pool,
1 95 9 a ) . For them, categorial distinctions required not only a theory-driven
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reference but also the presence of adjectives (or else one could not describe them
in the proper terms) . A content analysis of how doctors are portrayed in non
medical literature (Posen, 1 997; Turow, 1 9 8 9 ) has to rely on recording units that
contain information about doctors and may not apply institutional definitions
but popular versions of " doctor. " When an Internet search engine retrieves arti
cles according to a query, it effectively identifies units that meet one or more
search criteria, which presumably embody the relevant criteria for a category
of meaning.

Propositional Distinctions
Propositional distinctions delineate units according to particular constructions,
such as those that have a particular propositional form or exhibit certain semantic
relations between conceptual components. For example, in his proposal for a lin
guistic content analysis, Roberts ( 1 98 9 ) suggests using clauses as units. He defines
clauses as sentences that include an inflected verb and, optionally, a subject, object,
and related modifiers. The coder would have four types of clauses from which to
select: perception, recognition, j ustification, and evaluation. A perception clause
describes an activity (e.g., "Businesspeople vote predominantly Republican" ) . A
recognition clause classifies a phenomenon as belonging (or not belonging) in a
category (e.g., "He is a politician," or "This is not a scientific statement " ) . A justi
fication clause claims that an action is reasonable or unreasonable, and an evalua
tion clause asserts how well a phenomenon fits a particular category.
Another example comes from Osgood, Saporta, and Nunnally's ( 1 95 6 ) eval
uative assertion analysis, which I describe further in Chapter 9. All verbal mate
rial that enters this form of analysis must be reduced to a set of propositions of
two kinds:
Attitude Object / Verbal Connector / Common (Evaluative) Meaning Term
Attitude Obj ectl / Verbal Connector / Attitude Object

2

Because natural discourse rarely comes this way, Osgood et al. felt the need to
develop and publish explicit rules by which analysts could decompose compound
sentences into these basic kernels. According to these rules, the sentence "He had
AIDS and lived in fear of not being able to finish his only novel" would become
four units:
he / has / AIDS
he / is writing / (his only) novel
(the ) novel / is / desirable
(the ) novel / may not be / completed
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One may note that the word fear is omitted from this kernelization, but the
concept of fear is represented in the last two forms. Conventions vary regarding
how many liberties analysts can take in this process, including whether or not
they may add implicit propositions. What the personal pronoun he represents in
the sentence above would have to be obtained from the linguistic environment of
the sentence. He, AIDS, and novel are attitude objects. Has, is writing, is, and may
not be are verbal connectors, the first three associative, the last one dissociative.
Desirable and completable are common meaning terms of a favorable nature.
Similarly, in analyses of human interactions, including conversation analysis,
it is common for researchers to decompose long sequences of verbal exchanges
into collections of so-called interaction triplets. In an interaction between A and
B, for instance, an interaction triplet would consist of the following:
A's utterance
B's response to A's utterance
A's acceptance or rejection of B's response to A's utterance
It is presumed that any interaction sequence between two people, A and B, can
be analyzed into a series of such triplets, from which the original sequence can
be reconstructed without loss. Although reconstructibility is neither a goal nor a
requirement of content analysis, it is worth noting that a mere collection of the
statements made by A or B would lose information on the interaction and pre
vent a reconstruction of the interaction sequence.
Propositions are elementary statements-basic sentences, complete claims,
whole assertions, not yet analyzed-that can be strung together with the logical
connectors and or or, much as a text can be constructed through the sequencing
of separate sentences. Conversely, a compound statement can be thought of as
decomposable or analyzable into basic propositions or kernels.

Thematic D istinctions
According to Smith ( 1 992a) , " The term thematic connotes the analysis of
storylike verbal material, and the use of relatively comprehensive units of analysis
such as themas (Murray, 1 94 3 ) , themes (Holsti, 1 969), . . . combinations of cat
egories ( Aron, 1 95 0 ) , " motifs (Thompson, 1 932), imagery, and thoughts (p. 4 ) .
Through their work on thematic apperception tests, Smith and his colleagues
realized the virtue of unitizing freely generated narratives thematically and ana
lyzing them toward ends that are comparable to the ends of such tests.
For example, in their attempts to infer the achievement motives of subj ects,
�cClelland, Atkinson, Clark, and Lowell ( 1 992) start by searching stories for
statements of goals, assertions of individuals' being or failing to be successful in
competing with other individuals according to their own standards of excellence.
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These researchers then characterize the individuals in the stories as having needs
or motives, as anticipating the accomplishment of goals or the frustration of
failing to reach their objectives, and as engaging in instrumental activities in
attempts to reach their goals, which may be either blocked by obstacles or helped
by circumstances or other people, resulting in negative or positive feelings. The
rearticulation of any part of a story in these terms constitutes a thematic unit.
McClelland et al. then score the thematic units to infer the achievement motive
of the subject-but recording/coding them is another matter.
Another example of the use of thematic units is Katz, Gurevitch, Danet, and
Peled's ( 1 96 9 ) analysis of letters of appeal to shed light on how emigrants use
Israel's administrative services. These researchers defined their thematic units as
requests to authorities for favors or exemptions that included as constituent ele
ments descriptions of the writers' personal qualifications and the reasons their
requests should be granted.
Thematic unitizing of folkloristic material goes back to Thompson ( 1 932),
who listed and described motifs that fill six large volumes and aimed at an
exhaustive coding scheme . Armstrong ( 1 95 9 ) reviewed some of the problems
with using thematic units in folkloristics. More recently, treating historical writ
ing as a kind of folklore, the Council on Interracial Books for Children ( 1 977)
published a list of sexist and racist themes-themes in which recurring stereo
types, distortions, and omissions are manifest-that the council's researchers
applied to U.S. history texts.
Holsti (in North, Holsti, Zaninovich, & Zinnes, 1 963, p. 1 3 7) instructed
coders to edit and rephrase political documents in terms of an action framework
containing the following components:
The perceiver and incorporated modifiers
The perceiver other than author of the document and incorporated modifiers
The perceived and incorporated modifiers
The action and incorporated modifiers
The object acted upon (other than an actor-target) and incorporated modifiers
The auxiliary verb modifier
The target and incorporated modifiers
Accordingly, his actor-action-target theme has up to seven components, and the
textual material that specified these units could be distributed over several sen
tences. Readers of political accounts seem to have no difficulty thinking in these
terms. (For other operationalizations of actor-action-target units, see Heise,
1 995; Kleinnijenhuis, 1 990; Kleinnij enhuis, De Ridder, & Rietberg, 1 997. See
also Chapter 12, section 1 2 . 5 .3 . )
Although the choice o f units i s always dictated b y the purpose o f a n analysis,
because of the descriptive richness of thematic units and their link to readers'
understanding, many content analysts with representational aims find thematic
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definitions of units attractive. However, because thematic units may have to rely
on textual features that are distributed throughout a text, even carefully trained
coders can easily be led in different directions, making reliability difficult to
achieve. Themes, even when they are relatively formalized or limited in scope, are
not as easily analyzed as simpler units.

PRO DUCTIVIT Y, E F FICIE NC Y,
A ND RELIA BILIT Y
The five ways of defining units j ust discussed differ mainly in the kinds of
cognitive operations coders must go through to identify units within a text.
Generally, the simpler and more " natural " these operations are, the more effi
cient and reliable unitizing is, and the easier it is for the analyst to formulate reli
able instructions and program computers to aid in the task. But simple units may
not be the analytically most productive ones. Content analysis researchers have
to optimize productivity without losing too much in efficiency and reliability.
Physical distinctions emerge from strictly mechanical operations, as noted
above. Mechanical devices are reliable by nature, so when humans identify units
in physical terms, errors arise mainly from the careless application of formal
rules. However, physically distinguished units are totally oblivious to meanings.
When the material to be unitized requires a complex reading and relevant mean
ings span several units, physical distinctions can discard relevant information and
invite unreliability into subsequent coding. For example, coders of 3 0-second
intervals of talk on talk radio shows may end up coding incomplete utterances
or finding the answer to a question in different 3 0-second intervals that, because
they are separate units, may no longer be seen as connected. Seconds of talk are
unnatural units, much as are lines of printed text or the individual frames of a
movie. Physically distinguished units may be better suited to definitions of sam
pling units: time periods in years, articles containing keywords, sampling every
fifth issue of a daily newspaper, for example. Such uses may not interfere much
with how meanings are read.
Syntactical distinctions tend to be efficient and reliable, but they are not always
productive in subsequent analyses. This is especially so when the source employs
units on various levels of inclusion, whereas the analyst operates on only one level.
For example, if an analysis proceeds sentence by sentence, as is customary in lin
guistics' hierarchies of syntactical units are ignored: paragraphs making a point,
chapters elaborating a topic, and a book addressing a theme. It may be unpro
ductive to define sentences as units of text, at least by standards of the source's
or other readers' conceptions. The use of context units that are larger than the
recording units eases this problem by allowing at least two levels of information
to enter the units' subsequent descriptions: information from the recording unit
and information from its surroundings, both encoded in the recording unit. But
the distinction between recording and context units may not capture how a source
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organizes its contents and how ordinary readers understand the text. Whether
reference to a text's source or to specific readers is relevant to an analysis depends
on how the analytical context of the content analysis is defined.
To make categorial distinctions, one must be familiar with the meanings of
character strings, references of names, connotations of symbols, contents of short
expressions, and the like. Because the definitions of such units depend on inter
pretations, the identification of units becomes unreliable when multiple interpre
tations are possible. A stretch of text may not be simultaneously a unit and not
a unit. Context units can improve the reliability of unitization. (I should note that
multiple descriptions of recording units are not excluded; however, my concern
here is with distinguishing units, with deciding what is to be sampled, the size of
the context to be consulted, and the recording units to be described. ) In content
analysis, categorial distinctions among units are most commonly used for defining
sampling-but especially for defining recording units.
Propositional distinctions require considerable clarity about the formal require
ments of an analysis, as illustrated by the examples given above concerning the
extraction of rather specific propositional forms from complex or compound sen
tences. They call for familiarity with the logical syntax and semantics of source lan
guage expressions and require mastery of the rules for kernelizing and rearticulating
these expressions. Unless the latter are commensurate with the verbal production or
thought processes of a source, propositional units often seem artificial and contrived
although clearly focused on the analysts' purpose. Although propositional distinc
tions lead to very rich and interesting content analyses, the process of using such dis
tinctions can be quite inefficient, largely because the identification of such units can
be tedious, even when coders have well-formulated rules to guide them.
Thematic distinctions are rich in information and potentially very productive,
and they would therefore be preferable to all other kinds of distinctions if
their use did not make it so difficult to achieve reasonable levels of reliability.
Research communities whose members have worked together and refined their
methodology for a long time often report remarkable reliability in using thematic
distinctions. This is the case with one group of scholars that has analyzed
achievement motives for years, starting with McClelland's work in the 1 940s ( see
Smith, 1 9 92b ) . Beginners are often attracted to thematic content analysis because
it seems to preserve the richness of textual interpretations, but they often fail to
satisfy the reliability requirements and give up.
In unitizing, analysts aim to select the empirically most meaningful and informa
tive units that are not only efficiently and reliably identifiable but also well suited to
the requirements of available analytical techniques. To achieve these often-conflicting
objectives, analysts must be prepared to make compromises. Most often, this means
letting unreliable information go, unitizing by propositional distinctions instead of by
thematic ones, unitizing by categorial distinctions instead of by propositional ones, or
redefining the target of inferences so as to be able to make sense of the data.
Calculating the reliability of unitizing is not a simple matter. Several scholars
have proposed methods for assessing the reliability of cutting a large text or a
sequence of images into units of analysis ( see Chapter 1 1 ) .
•

C H A PT E R

6

Sampl i ng
The universe of available texts is too large to be examined as a whole,
so content analysts need to limit their research to a manageable body
of texts. Although attempting to answer research questions from a
limited set of data introduces the specter of sampling bias, it is possible
to collect data by means of sampling plans that minimize such bias.
This chapter extends the theory of sampling from populations of indi
viduals to the sampling of texts. It discusses available sampling tech
niques and makes suggestions concerning how analysts can determine
adequate sample sizes.

SAMPLING IN T HEORY
Printing, sound and video recording, photocopying, word and image processing,
digital storage media-from floppy disks to whole libraries-and the worldwide
dissemination of texts in electronic form have exploded the availability of con
tent-analyzable matter. Thus when communication researchers ask questions that
available texts could answer, they can easily become overwhelmed by volumes of
relevant data. This situation creates a challenging problem for researchers: how
to answer their research questions from a small body of texts. Even when
researchers generate their own data-say, by videotaping speeches or verbal
interactions-transcribing and analyzing such data in sufficient detail can con
sume 10 to 1 0 0 times the hours spent taping these situations. Researchers who
are unfamiliar with the theory and techniques of sampling might realize at some
point during data analysis that their task exceeds available resources and may be
forced to terminate data analysis prematurely, leaving their results incomplete or
biased by the researchers' own limitations.
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Statistical sampling theory gained prominence when researchers began to
address the problems associated with measuring public opinion through survey
research. Survey researchers attempt to estimate the properties of an entire pop
ulation by observing or asking questions of only a select subset of individuals
drawn from that population. At one extreme, if all individuals in a given popu
lation were identical, a sample of one would be sufficient. This assumption
guides much of engineering and consumer research, where the qualities of one
product from an assembly line are tested and the results are assumed to be true
of all the products coming from the same assembly line. At the other extreme, if
each individual in a population were unique, no sample would be able to repre
sent the whole population. A researcher would have to study every member of
the population. The challenges of sampling arise between these extremes .
Usually, there are similarities and differences within any population, and
research findings need to be perfect only within certain limits. A sample is said
to be representative of a population if studying it leads to conclusions that are
approximately the same as those that one would reach by studying the entire
population. Thus, fundamentally, sampling theory is concerned with the ability
to generalize the properties found in a sample to the population from which the
sample is drawn. It relies on the law of large numbers to estimate the bias intro
duced by generalizations from inadequate sample sizes, and it provides j ustifications
for several sampling techniques aimed at minimizing such biases.
Sampling theory, as outlined a bove, does not, however, fully map onto the
sampling problems that content analysts face. Four of its assumptions prevent its
wholesale application to the sampling of texts:
•

•

In the a bove-outlined sampling theory, sampling units are individuals
actual or, when applied elsewhere, metaphorical-that is, they are indivisi
ble unities, independent of each other, and hence individually countable
by their properties, opinions, or behaviors. Texts, in contrast, may be
variously conceptualized and unitized. For example, textual units could be
conceived of in terms of hierarchies in which one level includes the next
( film genre, movie, scene, episode, encounter, shot, assertion/action, frame,
and so on; see Chapter 5 ) . They could be read as sequentially ordered
events, j ointly constituting narratives whose integrity would be lost if the
components were permuted, or as networks of intertextualities (co-occurring,
making reference to, building on, or erasing each other) . There is no single
" natural" way of counting texts .
In the above sampling theory, the units sampled are the units counted. In
content analysis, this is rarely the case . Content analysts may sample letters,
issues of newspapers, or time periods of movie production, but they find
answers to their research questions by enumerating sentences, categorizing
references, or interpreting the details of visual images. In Chapter 5, I dis
tinguished between sampling units and coding/recording units. The sam
pling of sampling units constrains the sampling of recording units, which tend
to be the ones counted.
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•

•

Survey researchers control the questions asked of their interviewees and
decide on the legitimacy of the interviewees ' answers. By virtue of their
membership in a population of interest, all sampled individuals are consid
ered equally informative about the survey researchers' questions. In con
trast, the texts that content analysts utilize typically are generated for
purposes other than being analyzed, and it is rare for different textual units
to have equal relevance for a content analyst's research question .
Traditional sampling theory is a theory of representation, in the sense that
the sample drawn from a population has the same distributional properties
as the population. It offers all members of that (single) population an equal
chance of being included in the sample. Content analysts, in contrast, have
to consider at least two populations at once: the population of answers to
a research question and the population of texts that contains or leads to the
answers to that question. Therefore, content analysts are rarely interested
in accurate representations of the textual universe; rather, their concern is
that the texts of interest are relevant to the research question and help to
answer it fairly. Texts must be sampled in view of what they mean, the
interpretations they enable, and the information they contain. Thus content
analysts have to sample their texts to give their research questions a fair
chance of being answered correctly. Sampling from one population in view
of another is a problem that differs radically from the problems addressed
by statistical sampling theory.

SAM PL I N G TEC H N I Q U ES
APP L I CA B L E TO TEXTS
All content analyses are ( or should be ) guided by research questions. Sampling
problems do not arise when analysts can answer their research questions by
examining all texts of a particular population of texts, such as all of a given
writer's works, all issues of a newspaper within a chosen period, all documents
generated by a legal proceeding, the complete medical record of a patient, or
all e-mails received and answered by a certain office, on a certain issue, and
during a certain period in time. When researchers analyze a sample of texts in
place of a larger population of texts, however, they need a sampling p lan to
ensure that the textual units sampled do not bias the answers to the research
question.
Only when all sampling units are equally informative concerning a research
question is sampling in content analysis the same as sampling in s urvey
research. For such situations, statistical sampling theory offers three sampling
techniques, summarily called probability sampling because they are designed
to ensure that all sampling units have the same chance to be included in the
sample. In the following subsections, I describe these sampling techniques first.
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When sampling units are unequally informative, which is far more typical
in content analysis than in survey research, the sampling of texts becomes a
function of what is known a bout the distribution of information ( content)
within a textual universe. I describe below four sampling techniques that
respond to this condition.
In addition to the distinction between equal and unequal informativeness
of sampling units, there are situations in which researchers know their popu
lations of texts well enough to enumerate ( assign numbers to) or comprehen
sively list the members of those populations . Regular publications, for
example, have sequential dates of publication that are known before sam
pling. Many institutions keep accounts of texts in various forms, including
library catalogs; Books in Print; professional guides to scholarly j ournals;
records of legal transactions; variously kept logs, diaries, chronicles, histories,
and almanacs; reference works such as dictionaries and encyclopedias; and
alphabetical directories. Among the many existing and widely used systems
for enumerating texts are the ISBNs (International Standard Book Numbers )
of books, URLs of Web pages on the Internet, telephone numbers, product
numbers in catalogs-all the way to the page numbers of books. The first
four sampling techniques reviewed below rely on systems of this kind.
(Enumeration systems may not be of uniform quality; for example, most URLs
do not name active Web pages, and for some daily newspapers there may be
publication gaps. )
A more challenging situation is one in which a population of text has a con
ceptual boundary but no enumerable members, for example, when a researcher
is interested in information on a certain issue that could appear in a rather
diverse population of texts. Cluster sampling, the fifth technique described
below, is useful in situations where sampling units can be listed in larger chunks,
or clusters. Cluster sampling also may be used in situations in which sampling
units and recording units differ in kind and/or in number. Following the discus
sion of cluster sampling, I address three sampling techniques that deviate even
further from the idea of selecting a representative subsample from a population.
And the final technique discussed, convenience sampling, contradicts the most
important features of statistical sampling theory.

Random Sampl ing
T o draw a simple random sample, a researcher must enumerate ( o r list) all
sampling units to be included in or excluded from the analysis ( issues of j ournals,
authors, Web pages, speeches, turns at talk, sentences) . The researcher then
applies a randomization device-a device that grants each unit the same proba
bility of being included in the sample-to the enumerated units to determine
which will be analyzed. Throwing dice is one way of selecting units at random,
but a random number table is more versatile.
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Systematic Sam pl i ng
In systematic sampling, the researcher selects every kth unit from a list after
determining the starting point of the procedure at random. In content analysis,
systematic samples are favored when texts stem from regularly appearing
publications, newspapers, television series, interpersonal interaction sequences,
or other repetitive or continuous events. The interval k is a constant, so it will
create a biased sample when it correlates with a natural " rhythm" in a list of
units, such as seasonal variations or other cyclic regularities. For example, if a
researcher examining issues of newspapers were to select every seventh day of
the week, the New York Times science section, which is published every
Tuesday, would be overrepresente d if sampling commenced on a Tuesday and
never included otherwise. For this reason, researchers should take care not to
select every seventh issue of a daily publication or every even ( as opposed to odd)
turn at talk in two-person conversations. Hatch and Hatch's ( 1 947) study of
marriage announcements in Sunday editions of the New York Times unwittingly
demonstrated this kind of bias. The researchers systematically sampled all June
issues between 1 932 and 1 942 and found an absence of announcements con
cerning marriages performed in Jewish synagogues; however, they failed to real
ize that all the issues sampled coincided with a period during which Jewish
tradition prohibits marriages ( Cahnman, 1 94 8 ) .
Systematic sampling can b e applied t o any kind o f list; the units need not
necessarily be consecutive events.

Stratified Sam pl i ng
Stratified sampling recognizes distinct subpopulations ( strata) within a popu
lation. Each sampling unit belongs to only one stratum, and the researcher car
ries out random or systematic sampling for each stratum separately. Thus
stratified samples represent all strata either in equal numbers (i.e., in proportion
to their actual size ) or according to any other a priori definition, whereas the
properties within individual strata are sampled without a priori knowledge.
Newspapers, for example, may be stratified by geographic area of distribution,
by frequency of publication, by size of readership, or by audience composition as
obtained from readership surveys.
For many years, Gerbner and his colleagues analyzed a " typical week of
U.S. television programming" each year, constructing that typical week through
stratified sampling from the entire year's programming by the three maj or TV
networks ( see, e.g., Gerbner, Gross, Morgan, & Signorielli, 1 995 ) . The strata
were the networks' programming slots, much as they are listed in TV Guide. For
each year, the researchers obtained a " typical week" by randomly selecting 1 out
of the 52 programs aired over the year for each programming slot of each week
day. This "week" had no empty periods or duplications, and the sampling
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method granted each program aired on the networks the same probability of
inclusion.

6.2�4.

Varying Probabi l ity Sampl i ng

Varying probability sampling recognizes that textual units are unequally
informative about the answers to analysts' research questions and so assigns to
each sampling unit an individual probability of contributing to any one answer.
In pursuit of answers to research questions about public opinion, for example,
analysts may sample newspapers according to their circulation figures. In such a
sample, large-circulation newspapers, which presumably affect more people,
would have to be overrepresented relative to low-circulation newspapers in order
for their contents to relate to public opinion variables. Thus when Maccoby,
Sabghir, and Cushing ( 1 95 0 ) were interested in the information that newspaper
readers were exposed to, they listed all dailies within each of nine census districts
( strata ) in descending order of their circulation figures and assigned a probabil
ity to each newspaper according to its share in total circulation. Here, readership
determined the likelihood that any given newspaper would be included in the
sample.
Analysts may not find it easy to assign probabilities to sources of text in terms
of their importance, influence, or informativeness. One strategy that has been
used in such cases is to have experts rank the sources. In surveying psychological
literature, for instance, Bruner and Allport ( 1 940) enlisted professional psychol
ogists to rank publications in order of their importance to the field. In studying
newspaper coverage, Stempel ( 1 96 1 ) relied on j ournalists. Some other kinds of
evaluative sources that analysts might consult when sampling with unequal prob
abilities include best-seller lists, reviews (of books, plays, films) in prestige jour
nals, book awards, and lists showing frequencies of citations.
Researchers may also use varying probability sampling to reverse certain
known statistical biases in representations of reality. For example, the mass
media are likely to air the voices of celebrities and to suppress unaffiliated voices
that may not fit the media's own conceptions of the stories being reported. To
infer what might exist outside of such selective reporting, an analyst might need
to give the rare occasion of normally silenced views more weight than unin
formed reiterations of mainstream ideas.

Cl uster Sampl i ng
Cluster sampling is the technique of choice when analysts cannot enumerate
all units of analysis but find lists of larger groups of such units, or clusters.
Analysts start by listing available clusters, then select among them randomly,
systematically, or stratificationally and bring all units of analysis contained in
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those chosen into the analysis. In fact, wherever sampling units and recording
units ( see Chapter 5) differ, cluster sampling is taking place. Because the units
that are contained in the sampled clusters are unknown, not only in kind but also
in number, the probability that a particular unit will be included in an analysis
depends on the size of the chosen cluster. In content analysis, cluster sampling is
used far more often than many realize.
Since the early days of quantitative newspaper analysis, communication
researchers have sampled among issues of newspapers but then measured, coded,
and analyzed every article, paragraph, or proposition contained in the chosen
issues. If such sampling is done correctly, every issue will have the same chance
of being included in the sample. And if the sample is large enough, it should also
accurately represent the population of newspapers from which the sample was
drawn, but it will not represent the population of units contained in the news
papers, because the probability of part�ular units' inclusion in the analysis
depends on such factors as where the newspaper is printed, which newspapers
publish which kinds of articles, and which tend to reflect which kinds of
perspectives, discourses, or attitudes. In content analysis, cluster sampling is con
venient because text tends to be organized in relatively large units-j ournals con
taining articles, television shows featuring casts of characters, news broadcasts
presenting issues, conversations occurring among participants-that address dif
ferent topics. Analysts handle these large units ( each of which consists of mater
ial that was printed, recorded, or aired in one piece) as wholes; they give the units
names or label them by dates, keywords, headlines, author names, or genres and
catalog them for easy retrieval. The text's constitutive elements, usually the pri
mary focus of an analysis, thereby become secondary or implied by the way the
large textual units, the clusters, are handled.
From the perspective of statistical sampling theory, the variance within clus
ter samples is likely to be exaggerated and sampling error remains uncontrolled.
In content analysis, where researchers choose texts according to the texts' likely
a bility to contribute to decisions on rather specific research questions, sampling
by clusters is more economical than sampling from a list of all available record
ing units. If the recording units are very unevenly distributed across the sampled
clusters, the researcher will find it difficult to justify statistical generalizations
about these units. However, because generalization is not a very important issue
in content analysis, it is usually sufficient for a researcher to take precautions to
prevent the uneven distribution of recording units.

Snowbal l Sam pl i ng
Snowball sampling is a multistage technique. Analysts start with an initial
sample of units to which they repeatedly apply a given set of sampling criteria.
This recursion produces a sequence of additions of sampling units that cause the
sample to grow in size until a termination criterion is reached. A good example
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is the sampling of the literature on a particular subject. Researchers may start
with a recent text, note its references, examine the cited works for their refer
ences, and so on. If the field examined is a close-knit one, the researchers will
find themselves in a dense network of duplicate citations. Snowball sampling
naturally terminates when the process generates no new references. In the case of
a study of the content analysis literature, the trail stops with an obscure 1 69 0
dissertation referred t o b y a historian of Publizistic ( German for newspaper
science) named Otto Groth ( 1 94 8 ) . One could complement this snowball sam
pling criterion by adding the requirement that the term content analysis be used
and thus get up to 1 94 1 (Waples & Berelson, 1 94 1 ) as probably the earliest use
of the term. This example illustrates snowball sampling that relies on citations of
one work in another. The Science Citation Index ( Garfield, 1 979) has expanded
snowball sampling of scholarly literature into the other direction, by iteratively
generating lists of published articles in which particular works are cited.
Underlying all snowball sampling is the idea of intertextuality, the notion that
units of text are connected, that they form actual or virtual networks within nat
ural boundaries. The network of scientific references is j ust one example. The
unfolding in time of a story in the news, which makes one news item dependent
on a preceding one; the reproduction of information from news wire services to
public conversations; networks of literary relationships within which ideas but
also plagiarisms travel; hypertext links connecting one text to another and one
Internet site to another-all of these may be used as bases for snowball sampling.
Sociologists have studied the effects of social networks, such as how the buddy
system in an organization influences promotions, how a subject is able to get a
message to a famous person via a chain of acquaintances, and how rumors spread.
Analysts could use all such intertextualities to sample relevant texts naturally.
Snowball sampling starts with an initial set of sampling units, as I have noted
and it is important that researchers choose these units wisely. Snowball sampling
ends when it reaches natural boundaries, such as the complete literature on a
subject. When it reaches its boundaries, the importance of the starting sample dimin
ishes in favor of the sampling criteria that recursively create the boundaries. (All
rumors, for example, have origins, but their transmission quickly renders those ori
gins unimportant. The limits that rumors reach have much to do with the networks
through which they travel and the needs they serve in a population. ) But snowball
sampling can also explode growing sample sizes exponentially, like an avalanche, in
which case the researchers need to accept some constraints (e.g., requiring that cho
sen samples conform to more stringent inclusion criteria-that citations be multiple,
for instance, not casual---or that the sample not exceed a manageable size) .

Rel evan ce Samp l i n g
I n the sampling techniques reviewed a bove, texts are sampled according to
their sources, situations, time periods, genres, and intertextualities-all of these
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can be used without significant reading or analysis of the sampled texts.
RelevaIlc� �<l}l:lpling, in contrast, aims at selecting all rextuai llnits that contribute
Jo �n��eriIlg given research questions. Because the resulting sample is defined by
tb.� analytical problem at hand, rekvance sampling is also called purposive
�ampling ( see, e.g., Riffe, Lacy, & Fico, 1 99 8 , p. 8 6 ) .
I t is important t o remember that the use o f random samples always entails
the admission that one does not have a clue regarding what the population of
interest looks like or where to find the needed information. In content analy
sis, this is rarely the case. Cluster sampling already acknowledges that the
universe of texts is partitioned onto large clusters and makes use of this knowl
edge. Snowball sampling presumes knowledge of the networklike organization
of this universe of texts. }yhen llsing relevance sampling, analysts proceed by
actually examining the texts to be analyzed, even if only superficially, often in
a multistage process. Suppose researchers are interested in akoholism in the
United States; more specifically, they want to find out what conceptions drive
the use of alcohol on college campuses, what makes this a problem, and for
whom. A random sample drawn from all that people read, write, and talk
about would certainly contain answers to these research questions, but the task
of sorting through the mostly irrelevant records in the sample would be a hope
less undertaking. Perhaps the researchers' first step in reducing the task would
be to think about where they might find relevant documents and what those
documents are likely to contain. When searching the Internet for alcohol, using
the Google search engine, the researchers may find, say, 7,230,000 mentions of
the word. They then narrow the search to find documents relevant to alcohol
consumption, say, on campuses: "alcohol + students" yields 1 , 1 40,000 hits;
alcoholism, 6 5 8 ,000; " alcoholism + students, " 1 3 1 ,000; " alcoholism +
students + academic, " 40,000; "alcoholism + students + academic + rehabilita
tion, " 1 0,500; and so on. Thus the size of a universe of possible texts is
reduced to a sample containing, ideally, a manageable number of relevant
texts. Of course, relevance sampling is not limited to Internet searches, nor
does it require electronic texts and their containing keywords as criteria for rel
evance . In the case of research into alcoholism on college campuses, possibly
the most relevant data are recorded interviews of students by students, reports
by student counselors, accounts of fraternity parties, and medical and police
reports .
Relevance sampling is not probabilistic. In using this form of sampling, an
a!1alyst proceeds by following a conceptual hierarchy, systematically lowering
the number of units that need to be considered for an analysis. The resulting units
of text are not meant to be representative of a population of texts; rather, they
are the population of relevant texts, excluding the textual units that do not pos
ses:s r�levant information. Only when the exclusion criteria have exhausted their
ability to shrink the population of relevant texts to a manageable size may the
analyst apply other sampling techniques. Issues of accurate representation may
arise at that point, but only relative to the relevant units from which the sample
was drawn, not relative to the whole population of possible texts.

_
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Relevance sampling is so natural that it is rarely discussed as a category of its
own. It has motivated political scientists since Lasswell's ( 1 94 1 ) World Attention
Survey, which compared the political climates of several countries; Lasswell
restricted his analysis to the " prestige " newspapers in these countries (ignoring
the " less influential " local papers) . In a study of the coverage of foreign affairs
during the 1 990 U.S. congressional campaign, Wells and King ( 1 994) used the
same logic to limit their content analysis to the New York Times, the Washington
Post, the Los Angeles Times, and the Chicago Tribune. They reasoned that
these newspapers include extensive international coverage, have their own news
gathering abilities, and serve as the main channels of knowledge about other
countries for U.S. political elites as well as other newspapers. Most researchers
adopt some kind of relevance criteria for defining the populations from which
they sample .
The problems associated with relevance sampling hav,e gained i n importance
with the increasing use of very large electronic text databases and the Internet,
where irrelevant texts are vast in number. Relevance sampling selects relevant
data in ways that statistical sampling theory has not yet addressed.

Census
A body of texts that includes all of its kind is called a census. Studying the
collected works of a particular author requires no sampling. The analysts may
have to exert some effort to get ahold of these works, but that is a clerical task;
the analysts do not make any choices concerning what to include or exclude. For
another example, if content analysts want to know something about the press
coverage of a given event and collect all newspaper articles pertaining to the
event, that complete set of texts constitutes a census. Because it is complete,
the analysts have no need to expand the number of texts by snowballing, and
if the set of texts is manageable in size, they have no need to reduce it by using
relevance or random sampling.

Conve n ience Sam p l i ng
A convenience sample is motivated by analytical interest in an available
body of texts that is known not to include all texts of the population that the
analysts are concerned with. Such a sample is convenient in the sense that the
analysts do not care to make an effort or find it too difficult to sample from
that population. By proceeding from available texts without any sampling
effort, analysts leave the matter of how and why the data-and which data
get into the sample to circumstances out of their control, to the interests of the
texts' channels or sources, whether or not the latter are aware of how their
texts will be analyzed.
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The idea of sampling entails choosing to include or exclude data, with the
intent of being fair to all possible data. Convenience samples do not involve
such choices and leave uncertain whether the texts that are being analyzed are
representative of the phenomena that the analysts intend to infer. Convenience
samples may contain biases, or, worse, the analysts may be deceived or used by
others in ways they may not understand. For example, personal diaries are writ
ten for many reasons, such as to preserve the writer's ideas for posterity, to
impress a particular community, or to revise history in the writer's favor.
Without the benefit of other corroborating texts and without knowledge of why
the diaries were written, analysts of diaries may be unwittingly drawn into the
project of the writer-which may be, for example, to assure the writer's place in
history.
Examples of convenience samples are many: enemy broadcasts, which are
produced for propaganda purposes; psychotherapeutic conversations, which
contain only features that therapists and patients consider relevant to the ther
apy; and election campaign speeches, which are unlikely to mention issues,
intentions, and knowledge that the candidates believe will cost them the elec
tion. Historical accounts rarely are fair representations of what happened
(Dibble, 1 9 6 3 ) . All documents from which we might infer past events are those
that have survived for particular physical, personal, political, and institutional
reasons. Consider how few witness accounts are available from the victims
of the Holocaust, the Napoleonic campaign in Russia, or the enslavement of
Africans in America.
Convenience samples present content analysts with the potential problem of
having to undo or compensate for the biases in such data, taking into account
the intentions that brought these texts into being and into the analysts' hands.

SAM P L E S I Z E
After a n analyst decides on a sampling plan, the question that naturally follows
concerns how large the sample must be to answer the research question with
sufficient confidence. There is no set answer to this question, but the analyst
can arrive at an appropriate sample size through one of three approaches: by
reducing the research question so that it can be answered, given statistical sampling
theory; by experimenting with the accuracy of different sampling techniques and
sample sizes; or by applying the split-half technique.

Statistical Sam p l i ng Theory
As noted above, the sampling of texts may not conform to the assumptions of
statistical sampling theory. Sampling units and recording units tend to differ.
Texts have their own connectivity, and recording units may not be as independent
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as the theory requires. Textual units tend to be unequally informative, and the
researcher must sample them so as to give the research question a fair chance of
being answered correctly. Nevertheless, there is one solid generalization that can
be carried from statistical sampling theory into content analysis concerns: When
the units of text that would make a difference in answering the research question
are rare, the sample size must be larger than is the case when such units are common.
This is illustrated by the figures in Table 6 . 1 , which lists the sizes of samples
required to " catch" rare units on different levels of significance. For example,
assuming the probability of the rarest relevant instances to be 1 in 1 ,000, or . 00 1 ,
and the desired significance level o f the answers to research questions to be
.05, a sample of 2,995 would give the analyst 9 5 % certainty that it includes at
least one of these instances. This logic is applicable not only to the sampling of
rare incidences but also to critical decisions. When an election is close and its out
come depends on very few voters, political pollsters need larger sample sizes in
order to predict the results accurately than they do when candidates' levels of
popularity are wide apart. Although this generalization is sound, researchers who
rely on the actual numbers in this table should understand that they derive from
statistical sampling theory, from the binominal distribution in particular. Thus
an analyst should use these figures only if the assumptions on which they are
based do not violate the research situation in major ways.

Sam pl i ng Experi ments
Analysts may elect to experiment with various sample sizes and sampling tech
niques in order to find the combination best suited to answering their research
questions. Stempel ( 1 952), for example, compared samples of 6, 12, 1 8 , 24, and
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48 issues of a newspaper with issues from an entire year and found, when he
measured the average proportion of subject matter in each sample, that increas
ing the sample size beyond 12 did not produce significantly more accurate
results. Riffe et al. ( 1 99 8 , pp. 9 7-1 03 ) have reported replications of these early
studies as well as the results of experiments designed to determine how the use
of different sampling techniques affects how well a sample represents a popula
tion. In one study, Riffe at al. used local stories printed in a 3 9,000-circulation
daily over a 6-month period as the closest practical approximation to the popu
lation. They then drew 20 samples for each of three methods, selecting issues
at random (random sampling), in fixed intervals (systematic sampling) , and by
constructing artificial weeks ( stratified sampling) "with 7-, 14-, 2 1 -, and 2 8 -day
samples. " The researchers defined sufficiency of a technique as follows:
A sampling technique was sufficient when the percentage of accurate sam
ple means fell within the percentage for one and two standard erro'rs found
in a normal curve. In other words, if 6 8 % of the 20 sample means fell
within plus or minus one standard error of the population mean and 9 5 %
of the sample means fell within plus o r minus two standard errors of the
mean, a sampling technique was adequate. (p. 9 8 )
Riffe e t al. found remarkable differences among the methods:
It took 2 8 days of editions for simple random sampling to be adequate, and
consecutive-day sampling never adequately represented the population
mean. One constructed week adequately predicted the population mean,
and two constructed weeks worked even better . . . . one constructed week
was as efficient as four, and its estimates exceeded what would be expected
based on probability theory. (p. 9 8 )
It follows that different sampling techniques yield samples o f different degrees
of efficiency. It is wise, however, to be wary of unchecked generalizations.
Different media may have different properties, and results like Stempel's and
Riffe et al.'s actually reflect measuring frequencies of content categories and may
be generalizable only within a genre. If newspapers were to change their report
ing style and feature, say, more pictures, many more sections, and shorter stories
(as is typical among today's tabloid papers ) , or if content analyses were to use
measures other than proportions of subject matter or frequencies, the findings
noted above may no longer be generalizable.
What is common to experimental generalizations regarding adequate sample
sizes is the researchers' approach, which involves these steps :
•

Establish a benchmark against which the accuracy o f samples can be
assessed, usually by analyzing a very large sample of textual units, there
after taken as the population of texts . Obtain the standard error of this
large sample for the adopted benchmark.
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•

•

Draw samples of increasing sizes and, if appropriate, by different sampling
techniques, and test their accuracy by comparing the measures o btained for
them with the confidence interval of the benchmark .
Stop with the combination of sample size and sampling technique that con
sistently falls within the standard interval of the method ( see Riffe et al.'s
criteria above ) .

Such experiments require a benchmark-that is, the results from a n analysis o f a
reasonably large sample of data against which smaller sample sizes can be
measured. Researchers can conduct experiments like these only when they have
a reasonable idea of the population proportions and they intend to generalize
statements about the minimal sample sizes needed. The former is rarely available,
hence the following recommendation.

The Spl it- Half Techn ique
The split-half technique is similar to the experimental method described
above, except that it does not require a population measure against which the
adequacy of samples is assessed and does not allow generalizations to other sam
ples drawn within the same genre. It does not even require knowledge of the size
of the population from which samples are drawn. The split-half technique calls
for analysts to divide a sample randomly into two parts of equal size. If both
parts independently lead to the same conclusions within a desired confidence
level, then the whole sample can be accepted as being of adequate size. Analysts
should repeat this test for several equal splits of the sample, as it is expected to
yield the same results for as many splits as are demanded by the confidence limit.
If such tests fail, the content analysts must continue sampling until the condition
for an adequate sample size is met.

C H A PT E R

7

Record i ng/Cod i ng
In making data-from recording or describing observations to
transcribing or coding texts-human intelligence is required. This
chapter addresses the cultural competencies that observers, inter
preters, j udges, or coders need to have; how training and instruction
can help to channel these to satisfy the reliability requirements of
an analysis; and ways in which the syntax and semantics of data
languages can be implemented cognitively. It also suggests designs for
creating records of texts in a medium suitable for subsequent data
processmg.

T H E F U N CT I O N O F
RECO RD I N G A N D CO D I N G
Research is re-search, a repeated search for patterns. Thus research must be
recorded in a medium that is durable enough to withstand recurrent examina
rions. Human speech vanishes unless it is audio-recorded (taped) or written
down (transcribed) . Social situations are lost unless witness accounts of them
are preserved. And even written texts and photographic images will defy content
analytic techniques that cannot recognize at least some of their features.
Transcribing speech, describing observations, creating field notes, interpreting
messages, judging performances, categorizing television presentations-all of
these are ways of recording or coding transient, unstructured, or fuzzy but
otherwise perfectly meaningful phenomena into the terms of a data language that
can be analyzed through the use of appropriate techniques.
As Figure 4.2 indicates, recording/coding is one among several procedural
.::o mponents of content analysis. In practice, however, it represents a major prob
lem for analysts, who must formulate recording instructions that they and other
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researchers can reliably execute. The recognition of the rather unique role
that coding plays in content analysis explains why older definitions of content
analysis virtually equate the technique with coding. For example, Janis
( 1 943/1 965 ) provides this definition:
" Content Analysis" may be defined as referring to any technique (a) for the
classification of the sign-vehicles (b) which relies solely upon the judgments
(which theoretically may range from perceptual discrimination to sheer
guesses ) of an analyst or group of analysts as to which sign-vehicles fall into
which categories, (c) provided that the analyst's j udgments are regarded as
the report of a scientific observer. (p. 55)
Another early characterization o f content analysis cOl)les from Miller ( 1 95 1 ) :
In order t o handle larger blocks o f verbal material i n a statistical way, it
seems necessary to reduce the variety of alternatives that must be tabulated.
This can be accomplished by putting a wide variety of different word
patterns in a single category. (p. 95)
Although Janis's conception of recording-categorizing sign-vehicles-is severely
limited by the semiotic terminology of his time, he nevertheless acknowledges the
role of specially trained analysts (as noted in Chapter 3 ) and different levels of
what I refer to in this volume as data languages ( see Chapter 8 ) . Miller's asser
tion invokes measurement theory, the simplest form of which is categorization
( Stevens, 1 946).
Recording takes place when observers, readers, o r analysts interpret what they
see, read, or find and then state their experiences in the formal terms of an analy
sis; coding is the term content analysts use when this process is carried out
according to observer-independent rules. The preference in the natural sciences
for data making by mechanical instruments privileges the latter; thus researchers
attempt to formulate recording instructions that contain explicit and detailed
rules that coders can apply reliably, just as mechanical devices would.
However, where texts and images are involved, or, more generally, where the
phenomena of interest to analysts are social in nature, mechanical measurements
have serious shortcomings that only culturally competent humans can overcome.
Notwithstanding the many advances that have been made in computer-aided text
analysis in recent years ( see Chapter 12), in most content analyses the researchers
at some point find they need to fall back on human interpretive abilities ( Shapiro,
1997). This said, I use the term coder in this volume merely as a convenient
generic designation for a person employed in the process of recording observa
tions, perceptions, and readings of texts-coders may be readers, interpreters,
transcribers, observers, or analysts. By using the term coder, I acknowledge that
the recording instructions that content analysts create are intended to explicate
rules that minimize the use of subj ective judgments in the recording process,
without denying the participation of human abilities. Even very strict instructions
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need to be read, understood, and followed by humans, and coders are humans
even when they are asked to act like computers.
The recording instructions for a content analysis must contain everything
needed to replicate the analysis elsewhere. In the following pages, I recommend
that such instructions include specific information in four major areas:
•

The qualifications that coders need to have

•

The training that coders must undergo in preparation for the task of
recording

•

The syntax and semantics of the data language, preferably including the
cognitive procedures that coders must apply in order to record texts and
images efficiently and reliably

•

The nature and administration of the records to be produced

Specifying the recording process is only one function of the instructions that
content analysts need to develop. Another is assuring that the meanings of the
resulting records are available to others, which provides for the interpretability
of the research findings. The check marks on a data sheet, the numbers entered
into boxes, the annotations written in the margins of a text, the transcription
symbols used by conversation analysts, the scales used to indicate extents-all
provide information as long as their connections to the original recording units
are clear. If a study's instructions, code book, or scale definitions are lost-which
does sometimes happen-the data language is left without a semantics, and the
records that a study has generated are reduced to nothing more than a collection
of meaningless marks or numbers-computable, but no longer interpretable.

CO D E R QUA L I F I CAT I O N S
The coders involved i n a content analysis must have the necessary cognitive
abilities, but what is perhaps more important is that they have appropriate
backgrounds. In addition, the qualifications they bring to the content analysis
must be shared by a sufficiently large population of potential coders.

Cogn itive Abi l ities
Even where recording is reduced to coding-that is, to the seemingly mechan
ical application of stated rules for mapping textual units into the terms of a data
language-coders must be capable of understanding these rules and applying
them consistently throughout an analysis. Recording is a highly repetitive ana
lytical task that requires strenuous attention to details. Not everyone is capable
of maintaining consistency under these conditions.
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Background
In selecting coders, content analysts should not underestimate the importance
of coders' familiarity with the phenomena under consideration. In order to read
and interpret texts, or even observe visual images, coders need a level of famil
iarity with what they are looking at that usually cannot be made explicit by any
instruction. Literacy, for example, is a social ability. It is acquired through a life
time of using texts in a certain community. It would be impossible to convey all
that is involved in reading, observing, and understanding in a document or
instruction. When it comes to interpreting what local folks are saying to each
other, coders who lack familiarity with the local vernacular may feel that they
are able to understand what is being said, yet they may n6t be able to agree
with those who do understand the vernacular about what the speakers mean.
Although we cannot not understand, we cannot know what we do not know and
are generally unable to articulate how our understanding differs from that of
others . Familiarity denotes a sense of understanding that coders must bring to a
content analysis. But the sharing of similar backgrounds--similar histories of
involvement with texts, similar education, and similar social sensitivities--is
what aids reliability.
Even the most detailed recording/coding instructions take for granted that
coders and content analysts have similar backgrounds and so will interpret the
written instructions alike. To ensure high reliability of coding, moreover, it
makes sense for content analysts to employ coders from the same cultural/
educational/professional background (Peter & Lauf, 2002 ) . In analyses of thera
peutic discourse, licensed therapists are an obvious choice. In literary applica
tions, English majors are likely to do well, whereas in analyses of intricate visual
images, graphic artists or connoisseurs of film might do better. The challenge for
content analysts is to find clear and communicable descriptions of coders ' back
grounds so that other analysts can select coders with backgrounds similar to
those in the original research.

Frequency
Scientific research demands an intersubj ective understanding of the process
as well as of its results. Thus content analysts must allow other scholars to repli
cate their analyses. Adequate instructions are easy enough to communicate, but
coders are not. Analysts attempting to replicate previous research need to choose
coders from the same population that provided the coders for the original
research. To ensure the availability of potential coders, content analysts must
make sure that the above-noted coder qualifications (suitable cognitive abilities
and appropriate backgrounds) are common-that is, that they occur with suffi
cient frequency withi n the population of potential coders. If they do not,
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the recording process may not be replicable, and the research results become
questionable. Any researcher who claims to be the only one who is capable of
reading a text correctly in fact denies the possibility of replicating the research
elsewhere. The requirement of frequency might be disheartening to those who
consider themselves outstanding experts, but even experts need to be able to
communicate, and the requirement that particular coder qualifications occur
with the necessary frequency ensures that they will.

CO D E R T RA I N I N G
Recording/coding is not a natural or everyday activity. It may be moti:rated by
abstract theory about the context of available texts or by the necessities of a
complex research design. Coders may be asked to interpret texts in terms that
are unfamiliar or difficult, even seemingly contrived or meaningless to persons
without knowledge of the research questions. Although instructions ideally
should be understood as written, it is typical for content analysts to provide
coders with additional training in using the recording instructions.
Content analysts have reported spending months in training sessions with
coders, during which time they refined categories, altered instructions, and
revised data sheets until the coders felt comfortable with what was expected of
them and the analysts were convinced they were getting the data they needed. It
is typical for analysts to perform reliability tests during the development of the
coding instructions until the reliability requirement is met as well. Singer's ( 1 964)
report on his study of Soviet-American attitudes provides a good example of how
definitions of a data language emerge during the training of coders :
The purpose of the study was to generate an accurate picture of Soviet
and American foreign policy goals and strategies as far as they might be
reflected in elite articulations regarding (A) the international environment,
( B ) the distribution of power, ( C ) the other's operational code, and ( D )
their own operational code.
The procedure followed two main phases: designing and refining our
coding procedure and applying it. The first phase followed six more or less
distinct steps:
( 1 ) The questions that seemed most germane to the study at hand were
compiled. These were, of course, based on a multiplicity of sources: The
author's general knowledge of the subject, the parameters of his own social
science conceptual schemes, and those dimensions of foreign policy sug
gested by the writings and research of others in the field.
(2) Once a tentative set of essentially a priori dimensions was set up
and arranged, these dimensions were discussed, criticized, and modified
by the author, his assistants, some consultants, and several professional
colleagues.
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( 3 ) This set of dimensions was then applied by the coders to a sample of
the material to be coded, resulting in the deletion of some dimensions, the
rephrasing of others, and the addition of a few new dimensions.
(4) The author then re-appraised the dimensions and further tightened up
the three categories under each dimension, in order to maximize mutual exclu
siveness as well as exhaustiveness of the categories under each dimension.
( 5 ) The dimensions and their categories were then pre-tested by the
coders themselves to ensure that:
a. The literature to be coded made frequent enough reference to the
dimensions to be worth coding,
b. The dimensions themselves did not overlap one another (except in
a few cases where some subtle shadings of attitude were being
"sought),
c. The dimensions themselves were clear and unambiguous enough
to assure that independent coders would have a high agreement
that a specific article should or should not be coded along that
dimension,
d. The three category alternatives under each dimension were as
mutually exclusive as possible, yet exhaustive of the possible
ranges of relevant response.
( 6 ) When the pretests had demonstrated ( by agreement between two
or more independent coders) that the dimensions and categories were ade
quately refined and clarified, they were settled upon as final. (pp. 432-433 )
I n this example, the analyst achieved closure. However, a methodological
problem lies in the implicitness of the process. During the negotiations that
Singer describes, the boundaries of categories shifted until their meanings could
accommodate what Singer wanted and what the coders were able to code with
reliability and ease. When coders participate in such conceptual development, it
becomes difficult to determine whether they have merely become more careful
or have instead developed a new, group-specific unwritten consensus concerning
what is expected of them. Summarizing the use of content analysis in psy
chotherapy, Lorr and McNair ( 1 966) observe the effects of such implicit adj ust
ments on replicability:
Even though most investigators publish respectable indices of inter-rater
agreement in categorizing the responses, these are open to serious ques
tions. Usually the published inter-rater agreement is based on two people
who have worked together intimately in the development of a coding
scheme, and who have engaged in much discussion of definitions and dis
agreements. Inter-rater agreement for a new set of j udges given a reason
able but practical period of training with a system would represent a more
realistic index of reliability. Trials with some existing systems for content
analysis suggested that reliabilities obtained by a new set of j udges, using
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only the formal coding rules, definitions, and examples, are much lower
than usually reported. Often they do not meet minimum standards for
scientific work. (p. 5 8 3 )
Ideally, the individuals who take part i n the development o f recording instruc
tions should not be the ones who apply them, for they will have acquired an
implicit consensus that new coders cannot have and that other scholars who may
wish to use the instructions cannot replicate. Ideally, the recording instructions
themselves should incorporate everything that transpired during their develop
ment, and the finalized instructions should be tested for reliability with a fresh
set of coders.
Coders need to learn to work with the recording instructions as their sole
guide. They should not rely on extraneous sources of information (e.g., the evo
lution of the instructions, the intentions of the researchers, emerging yet hidden
conventions, and gentlemen's agreements) , nor should they confer among them
selves as to why they do what they do. Extraneous information undermines the
governance of the recording instructions, and communication among coders
challenges the independence of individual coders; both make replicability
unlikely. If analysts decide that they need to amend or correct any of their record
ing instructions, they must do so in writing.
If analysts need to provide coders with any additional training material, they
should report on what they gave to coders so that the calibration of coders
can be replicated elsewhere. My colleagues and I once devised a detailed self
teaching program for the coders we employed to record incidents of television
violence: Initially, the trainees were briefed about the nature of the task.
Thereafter they worked by themselves, applying the written coding instructions
to a preselected set of television shows. After trainees had identified units and
recorded them on one data sheet, we provided them with the ostensibly correct
scores ( established by a panel of experts ) . The comparison provided immediate
feedback on the trainees' own performance and enabled them to adapt to a
standard interpretation of the instructions. This method not only allowed us to
plot the increasing reliability of individual trainees but also helped us to decide
at the end of the training period which individuals were suited to the task. Such
a self-teaching program is easily communicated and replicable, and it yields
similar results across studies almost by necessity.
Content analysts may be tempted to apply the recording instructions they
have formulated by themselves. This i s a questionable practice, however, for
it is not possible to distinguish whether the data generated under these
conditions are the products of the written instructions or o f the analysts'
conceptual expertise, especially when the analysts have certain conclusions
in mind. Self-applied recording instructions are notoriously unreliable.
Content analysts should be able to find other coders who are able to under
stand and reliably apply the recording instructions before they assert that the
instructions account for their data .
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APPROAC H ES TO D E F I N I N G
T H E S EMA N T I CS O F DATA
The reliability of recording is greatly enhanced if the task that an instruction
delineates is natural, relies on familiar conceptual models, and remains close to
how the texts to be recorded would be read ordinarily.
The two requirements that categories be mutually exclusive and exhaustive
( see Chapter 8 ) are not only important because of the syntactical requirements of
subsequent computation; they are of semantic concern as well. Coders must be
able to conceptualize clearly what they read. Exhaustive refers to the ability of a
data language to represent all recording units, without exception. No unit must
be excluded because of a lack of descriptive terms. Mutually'exc!usive refers to
the ability of a data language to make clear distinctions among the phenomena
to be recorded. No recording unit may fall between two categories or be repre
sented by two distinct data points. These two requirements assure that the result
ing records represent texts completely and unambiguously.
A set of categories that lacks exhaustiveness may be rendered exhaustive
through the addition of a new category that represents all units not describable
by the existing ones. Such fail-safe categories typically are labeled "not applica
ble, " "none of the above," or simply " other . " Because categories like these are
defined by their negation of all informative categories, they tend to contribute
little, if anything, to answering the research questions.
It is more difficult to resolve a situation in which two or more categories
lack mutual exclusivity. The well-intended practice of adding categories such as
" undecidable, " " ambiguous, " or " applicable to two or more categories" to sets
of categories with overlapping meanings does not alter the categories' funda
mental indistinctiveness; it invites indecision on the part of coders and rarely ren
ders a variable sufficiently reliable. When content analysts use such categories,
they reveal more about their own unclear conceptions than about the properties
of texts, and they bias their research results in the direction of easily describable
phenomena. There is no real remedy for ambiguous conceptions.
Little has been written about how coders actually read texts or perceive visual
phenomena in order to record them. Instead of outlining a theory of purposeful
reading, or coding, here, I shall approach this problem from the other end, by
distinguishing a few cognitive devices that analysts have utilized to delineate
meanings within texts: verbal designations, extensional lists, decision schemes,
magnitudes and scales, simulation of hypothesis testing, simulation of interview
ing, and constructs for closure and inferences. Analysts may use these devices in
their written instructions for coders with some degree of confidence that adher
ence to the instructions will yield reliable records.

Verbal Designations
It is most typical for content analysts simply to name their categories, using
verbal desi nations that are common and widel understandable-ideall dictionar
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definitions, perhaps with some additional technical terms. For example, in
English, gender is either male or female. Although we may therefore easily put
living beings in either category, actual texts may not do us the favor of revealing
what we wish to know about gender. Missing information on gender may call
for the addition of a third gender category, such as " gender neutral " or " unspec
ified . " In recording the actions of TV characters, my colleagues and I have found
many instances of roles unmarked by gender: babies, mummies, robots, cartoon
characters, and abstract persons referred to by their dramatic functions, such as
murderers, mayors, managers, and doctors. Ordinary language tends to discrim
inate against rare categories, but given that fiction privileges the unusual, for pur
poses of coding an analyst may need to expand the conventional gender binary.
Single-word designations for categories-proper nouns-are easy to under
stand, but they are often inadequate for recording more complex meanings. By
using longer definitions of concepts, content analysts gain more freedom in ask�
ing coders to make theoretically motivated distinctions rather than common
ones. Mahl (195 9 ) developed the following set of eight categories to identify indi
cators of psychiatric patients' anxiety levels. Note the absence of abstractions in
these definitions :
1. "Ah ": A definite "ah" sound occurs in speech.
2. Sentence correction ( S C ) : Any correction in the form or content of an
expression within the word-word progression. Such a correction must be
sensed by the listener as an interruption in the word-to-word sequence.
3 . Sentence incompletion (Inc ) : An expression is interrupted, clearly left
incomplete, and the communication proceeds without correction.
4. Repetition (R): The serial superfluous repetition of one or more words,
usually of one or two words.
5. Stutter (St).
6. Intruding incoherent sound (IS ) : A sound that is absolutely incoherent as a
word to the listener. It merely intrudes without itself altering the form of
the expression and cannot be clearly conceived of as a stutter, omission, or
tongue-slip (although some may be such in reality ) .
7. Tongue-slip (T-S ) : Includes neologisms, transpositions of words from their
correct serial position, and substitutions of unintended words for intended
words.
8 . Omission ( 0 ) : Parts of words or, rarely, entire words are omitted (con
tractions are exempted). Most omissions are terminal syllables of words .

Extensional Lists
Extensional lists become important when the analyst's conceptions are diffi
cult to communicate to coders. In such lists, the analyst enumerates all the
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instances that define each category. Extensional lists are essential t o computer
aided text analysis, in the construction of computer dictionaries ( see Chapter 12,
section 1 2 . 7. 1 ) in particular. Coders tend to find extensional lists awkward to
use, and content analysts often find it difficult to anticipate in advance of an
analysis all occurrences of the desired kinds. For conceptually difficult tasks,
however, the use of extensional lists may be a technique of last resort.
An interesting example is provided by O'Sullivan ( 1 96 1 ) , who attempted to
quantify the strength of relationships reported to hold between variables in the
oretical writings on international relations. Prior commitments to factor analysis
required him to conceptualize "strength of relation" as a "correlation coeffi
cient " between two conceptual variables. The conceptual variables were easily
identifiable, but early on, during coder training (the coders were all well
informed graduate students ) , O 'Sullivan realized that the idea of the strength of
a relationship, expressed in words, was incompatible with the formal require
ments of the statistical definition of a correlation. Mapping the former onto the
latter was totally unreliable. After much experimentation, O'Sullivan came up
with the following extensional lists for each of six correlation coefficients:
0.2 is less likely to; in certain situations induces; may lend some; may be due
to; may be, to the extent that; can be used without; possible consequences
seem to follow
0.3 has introduced additional; not merely a function of, but of the; is a factor
of; will depend not only on but upon; depends in part on; possibility of
0.4 leads; is likely to be; tends to produce; would tend to; will tend to induce;
tends to; tends toward; tends to introduce
0.5 makes it improbable that; strongly affects; is most likely to result from;
is most likely to occur; creates essentially; depends primarily on; depend
primarily on; is a major source of; creates a problem of
0.6 will heighten; requires at least; will enhance; necessitates; will determine;
produces; depends on; is inevitable; produces; depends; is the result of;
will reflect; will impose; prevents; will override; weakens; strengthens;
offers maximum; will be less; will add to
0 . 7 will; any must first; are least when; as will be; puts a; has; is a; is less
when there has been; if it is this is; there is; there has been, and is; is
directly related to; will be enhanced in direct relation to; is inversely
related to; will influence in direct proportion to; is directly related to;
there is a direct relationship between; stand in marked contrast to; to the
extent that; the longer the more; the greater; the greater the greater
the more; the greater the less the greater; the greater the greater
the greater; the greater the more; the wider the less; the more the less; the
more the more; the more the larger the more; the more the greater; the
more the less likely; more than; the wider the greater; the wider the more;
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the higher the greater; the longer the less; the shorter the greater must be; the
fewer the greater; becomes more as the; is more likely to be the more; the
less the fewer; the less the less; will be more the larger; the larger the more

Decision Schemes
In a decision scheme, each recorded datum is regarded as the outcome of a
predefined sequence of decisions. Decision schemes are uniformly reliable for
four reasons.
First, it comes naturally to most people to organize complex judgments in
terms of what has to be decided first, second, third, and so on. When coders"take
each of these steps with separate criteria in mind, criteria confusion is minimized.
Second, it is always difficult for coders to consider fairly large numbers of
categories. As a rule of thumb, humans cannot keep the meanings of more than
seven (plus or minus two) alternatives in mind simultaneously. Larger numbers
encourage coding habits to form and allow preferences to develop. D ecision
schemes can drastically reduce large numbers of alternatives to numbers that
coders can conceptualize simultaneously.
Third, decision schemes can prevent unreliabilities due to categories that are
defined on different levels of generality or that overlap in meaning. Schutz ( 1 95 8 )
has demonstrated how the drawing o f a decision tree can clarify the meanings
of seemingly confusing categories used in a content analysis of comic strips:
"United States, " " Foreign, " " Rural, " " Urban, " "Historical," and "Interstellar"
(Spiegelman, Terwilliger, & Fearing, 1 95 3 a ) . He organized the categories in
terms of dichotomous decisions ( and added two logically helpful verbal designa
tions, " Contemporary" and " Earth, " to preserve the logic of these distinctions) ,
which eliminated the confusion o f logical levels:

�

/ Earth
Foreign U�d States

Interstell

H·Istoflca
/1 C""
ontemporary

/'

Rural

�

Urban

Fourth, and finally, when recording involves several dimensions of j udgments,
decision schemes offer coders the opportunity to decide each separately.
Figure 7. 1 , which comes from Carletta et al.'s ( 1 99 7 ) analysis o f conversa
tional moves, illustrates several of these advantages. As one can see, this decision
tree has 12 terminal categories. If the analysts had attempted to write a defini
tion for each-similar to, say, the above example from Mahl ( 1 95 9)-the results
would have been lengthy, confusing, and probably unreliable.
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Is the utterance a n initiation. response, o r preparation?

INITIATION

[s the uttera!lce a command, statement,
or question?

PREPARATION

RESPONSE

Does the response contribute task/domain
information, or does it only show evidence

READY

that communication has been successful?

STATEMENT

COMMAND

EXPLAIN

INSTRUCT

QUESTION

COMMUNICATION

Is the person w ho is transferring infannation
asking a question in an attempt to get evidence

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

INFORMATION
Does the response contain just

that the transfer was successful, so they can

the information requested. or i s

move on?

i t amplified?

YES

AMPLIFIED

NO

Does the question ask for confinnation of

ALIGN

material which the speaker believes might be

ClARIFY

INFO REQUESTED

Does the response mean yes, no,
or something more complex?

inferred, given (he dialogue context?

�

NO

YES

CHECK

YES

Does the question ask for a yes-no

REPL Y- Y

NO
REPLY-N

COMPLEX
REPLY-W

answer, or something more complex?

Figu re 7 . 1

YES-NO

COMPLEX

QUER Y- YN

QUERY-W

Catego r i es for Cod i ng Conve rsati o n a l Moves

SOU RCE : Carletta et a l . ( 1 9 9 7, p. 1 5 ) .

Magn itudes and Scales
When magnitudes and scales are used as recording devices, coders are
expected to conceptualize the meanings of texts as continua, as having more or
less of something, as possessing a metric. Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum's
( 1 957) widely used semantic differential scales serve as an example:
Good

Bad

Active

Passive

Strong

Weak
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Semantically, each scale is anchored by the common meanings of two opposing
adjectives. The intermediate scale points remain undefined except for the sug
gestion of equal intervals between the named extremes. Coders are asked to
conceptualize a recording unit according to the semantic dimension that these
opposites share and to judge its proper place along this presupposed continuum.
Seven-point semantic differential scales are widely used in psychological
research, where experimenters can control their subjects' responses. In this
research, the above three scales-potency, activity, and evaluative-explain
much of the variation in what scholars in psychology refer to as human affective
cognition (Osgood, 1 974a, 1 9 74b; Osgood et aI., 1 957) . In content analysis,
however, such scales are somewhat problematic. Text is not always scalable.
Legal procedures distinguish between legal and illegal, and between these there
are no intermediate points. The polarity of news and fiction may not b e�nidi
mensional, as a scale with these two words as endpoints would imply. And if
coders are instructed to mark the midpoint of a scale whenever they encounter
something that is not codable along such semantic dimensions, uncodability
comes to be confused with perfect balance.
Furthermore, enforcing a scale that does not seem to work causes unreliabili
ties. In content analyses, semantic differential scales turn out to be unreliable
mainly when information about the attributes to be recorded is absent or
unclear. For example, in fictional narratives, characters become known only in
the dimensions that are relevant to their roles in that narrative. Fictional charac
ters may not have all the attributes of real people. Naturally, the less that is
known a bout a character, and the more coders need to guess, the greater the
unreliability of a scale that requires coders to make choices among polar attri
butes. In 1 964, Zillmann introduced a scale that avoids this difficulty, his
" semantic aspect scale . " It is a 7-point unipolar scale that ranges from zero, the
a bsence of an attribute, to 6, the pervasive presence of that attribute. The use of
such a scale is appropriate when attributes, qualities, or phenomena can be more
or less, including absent-more or less significant to a character, more or less
present in an assertion, or more or less frequent. For example:
absent
Honesty:

o

very much present
1

2

3

4

5

6

S i m u latio n of Hypothesis Testi ng
The recording devices discussed above rely on cognitive models of labeling,
categorizing, deciding, and interpreting what is read within a framework of
established natural language definitions. Simulation of hypothesis testing
addresses a text's presuppositions, implications, and omissions over and above
its explicit meanings. For example, if someone is presented as a Swede, we might
assume several things about that person: There is a good chance that he or she is
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Protestant, understands other Scandinavian languages, has not fought in or
experienced war, is blond, enj oys nature, and so on. These characteristics may
not be mentioned, can be presupposed, and would not be surprising if found
true. A subscriber to the New York Times most likely knows English, is old
enough to be interested in what happens in society, has some political sophisti
cation and cosmopolitan interests (the newspaper has no comics page ! ) , and so
on. These are presuppositions, things that "go without saying. "
Television commentators on the speeches of political leaders, for example, are
adept at revealing the speeches' implications, which might escape ordinary audi
ence members' attention otherwise. The implications of a political speech are not
only more interesting than what was said, they usually are the point of the
speech. Of particular interest are omissions, what a politician shQuld have said
but did not, what was conveniently left out-for example, about coh.tested issues
such as abortion, women's rights, gay marriage, religious commitment, or the
candidate's own less desirable history-that could cost the candidate reelection.
Such omissions say a lot about the climate of political expectations and about
how the candidate perceives the might of his or her community. One cannot
count what is not there, but one can ask content analysts to address such impli
cations of language use.
In pursuit of such implications, it would be impossible for content analysts to
list all conceivable interpretations or omissions reliably, but it is quite feasible for
them to ask coders the more limited question of whether a textual unit can be read
as supporting or opposing a stated set of alternative propositions. These proposi
tions function similarly to a set of hypotheses about what a text tells the coder,
who records his or her judgment of each textual unit in categories such as these:
a. Affirmed
b. Implicitly affirmed by not denying the proposition when it would have
been easy to do so (e.g., by not arguing against it or opposing alternative
propositions)
c. Neither affirmed nor denied-irrelevant
d. Implicitly denied by not affirming the proposition when it would have been
easy to do so (e.g., by not arguing in favor of it or talking about alternative
propositions)
e. Denied
In fact, answering such questions is the qualitative analogue of testing statis
tical hypotheses. It proceeds by verbal logic-the truth of each proposition is
rejected by counterexample, by disproof, or by evidence in favor of the oppo
site-not by the frequency of confirming cases. Such a testing of mutually exclu
sive propositions (hypotheses) is nothing but a disciplined way of recording what
ordinary readers do when reading, say, a detective story, weighing the evidence
against each of a set of suspects. Back to the point, this cognitive device calls on
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coders to look for any evidence, within a specified context unit, for whether a
recording unit speaks in favor of or against either of the stated hypotheses-for
example, when scanning the literature for statements about the connection
between smoking and lung cancer, the connection between oil consumption
and global warming, the connection between hate talk and ethnic violence, the
connection between the curbing of civil liberties and homeland security, or the
attribution of guilt and innocence following a human-made disaster.
A classic example of the simulation of hypothesis testing is found as early as
in Lasswell' s ( 1 965a) effort to detect foreign propaganda in domestic Germap
broadcasts during World War II. Lasswell presumed that the Nazi elites pursued
four basic propaganda aims, stated them in his terms, and asked his coders to
j udge whether radio news items, public pronouncements, and commentaries
about events implicitly supported or undermined any one or more of these aims.
Coders could thus record what was not explicit, insinuated, or implied, as long
as it was relevant to the propositions. A hypothetical example of a beneficial use
of this recording device would be an analysis aimed at inferring ethnic prej udices
from writings by authors on entirely unrelated topics . For the past 50 years,
authors have rarely expressed ethnic prejudices explicitly-in fact, hate talk is a
crime in many U.S. states, so those who hold such prejudices are forced to
express them indirectly or to hide them deliberately in their constructions.
Given the implicitness of much of ordinary writing, this underutilized record
ing strategy should appeal to psychotherapists, who must attempt to diagnose
their patients' mental illnesses; to political analysts, who look for the public
implications of campaign speeches; to public opinion researchers, who seek to
understand the public perceptions of particular events; and to medical discourse
analysts, who attempt to ascertain the cognitive models that underlie patients'
accounts of their illnesses.

S i m u lation of I nterviewi ng
Interviewing is a way to come to know other persons-their beliefs, attitudes,
and expectations-and to understand the cognitive models that shape their
worldviews. It is a common device used by journalists and public opinion
researchers for information gathering. In practice, interviewing is limited to
people who actually are available to answer questions, which excludes historical
figures, people who do not have time to answer detailed questions, and people
who prefer to hide behind their writing.
The simulation of interviews from available texts offers content analysts a
means of obtaining answers to questions that they could conceivably have asked
the authors of these texts, had the authors been accessible. When using this
device, content analysts have coders start by familiarizing themselves with a
particular author's writing, a book or article, which, having been written by one
individual, would be the recording unit. Then coders go through the author's text
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a second time, this time looking for evidence from anywhere within i t that would
indicate how the author might feel about certain issues and how that author
would be likely to answer the content analysts' questions.
A good example of the use of such a simulation is found in Klausner's ( 1 9 6 8 )
content analysis o f a stratified sample o f 1 99 out o f 6 6 6 child-rearing manuals
published in the United States over a period of two centuries. The attitudes
toward child rearing and conceptions of child-rearing practices of each of the
manuals' authors were recorded in terms of sets of predefined answers to 80
questions. O n e o f these questions and its possible answers was as follows:
Question 32:

How does t h e book legitimate the authority o f the parent i n the
parent's eyes ? (the basis on which the author appeals to parent
to attend the child)

Answers:

1

Not discussed

2 Legitimation assumed, but no specific basis given
3 The parent has knowledge superior to the child

4 The parent is morally superior to the child ( appeal to sense of
personal responsibility)
5 The parent is a moral representative of the community
6 The parent influences the child morally, intellectually whether

or not he wills it and so has the responsibility for the conse
quences of his own acts
7 Parent influences the child psychologically whether or not he
wills it
8 Other
o NA (question not applicable and does not deal with question)
Note that in this case, the recording unit is a whole manual. Each question
amounts to one variable of the data language, and Question 32 has nine numer
ical values with the above-stated meanings.
Like the simulation of hypothesis testing, the simulation of interviews relies
on the coder's logical and interpretive abilities, but the simulation of interviews
relies additionally on the coder's ability to assume an author's role and answer
as the author would, given what that author wrote. Assuming the author's posi
tion is a cognitive device that literary scholars commonly use in their efforts to
infer authors' intentions-what they had in mind-as well as what authors stood
for, valued, justified, and hoped to accomplish.
Typically, the simulation of interviewing becomes unreliable when the writing
is voluminous and the informative passages are scarce and therefore easily over
looked. In such a situation, content analysts would be wise to use context units
of sizes smaller than the whole work.
Interview simulations can be used in analyses of texts that were written long
ago or by authors currently unavailable, ranging from foreign dignitaries to
indicted criminals. Unlike real-life interviews, they can be repeated as often as
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needed. For the latter reason, content analysts may use such simulations because
simulated " interviewees " are unaware of how they are being questioned and thus
unable to speak into the analysts' intentions. Because content analysts can define
the context of the analysis, they can place simulated interviewees in situations
where they can answer embarrassing questions ( Barton, 1 9 6 8 ) with ease and
without moral qualms.

Constructs for Closu re
Experienced therapists often advise their students to discount what their
patients say and to listen instead to what they omit. We have many metaphors
for this epistemologically questionable but common practice: " reading between
the lines, " " detecting latent meanings, " " hearing silences, " " discovering hidden
motivations . " Conspiracy theorists thrive on such metaphors, and the
above-noted advice legitimates therapists' denial of their patients' stories. The
well-studied phenomenon of "induced memories" -" filling gaps" in recollec
tions-and the public demonization of slightly deviant groups both result from
undisciplined interpretations of what is not said. Such practices may result in
public consensus, but that consensus is usually highly unreliable. Under
certain conditions, however, it is quite possible to " complete the picture " from
what is said (to use still another metaphor) and specify in advance, and without
devious intentions, the abstract organization of the whole that would enable
content analysts to infer the missing parts, to obtain closure and accomplish this
quite reliably.
One, perhaps procedurally less specific, example is found in George's ( 1 959a)
account of the FCC's inferences from domestic enemy broadcasts during World
War II. In the course of their work, in fact during several war years, the analysts
developed elaborate constructs that they believed explained why these broadcasts
came into being and what perceptions and antecedent conditions had caused
them. I discuss their approach in more detail in Chapter 1 0; here, it suffices
to say that the analysts developed and utilized highly specific constructs of the
network of the political and military players in Germany and generalizations
regarding the Nazi elite's political and propaganda behavior that allowed the
analysts to obtain military intelligence and to predict political changes in the Axis
countries. George provides a good description of the analytical constructs
that were developed in this situation and the cognitive processes the analysts
employed to make rather specific recommendations that were not obvious in the
domestic broadcasts. He suggests:
The analyst's reasoning takes the form of filling in, or assigning a value to,
each of the maj or unstable variables, which are not already known, and
supporting this reconstruction both by generalizations and by logic-of-the
situation assessments. This type of inferential reasoning may be likened to
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an effort to reconstruct the missing pieces in a mosaic. Certain parts of the
mosaic are given or readily assumed. Other pieces in the mosaic, however
(including the conditions which the analyst particularly wants to clarify),
are missing. In effect, therefore, the analyst rehearses in his mind the
different possible versions of each particular missing variable which he
wants to infer, trying to decide which version is the most plausible, given
the known value of the content variable and the knowu_ or postulated
values of other antecedent conditions. (p. 6 1 )
Another example o f recording absences comes from Shneidman's ( 1 966,
1 969) effort to analyze suicide notes collected by a suicide prevention center in
San Francisco. Shneidman started with the fair assumption that each individual
is logically coherent relative to his or her own world constructions. Readers as
well as the analysts know only the asserted premises and the conclusions that
the writer draws from them. Shneidman calls the particular logic by which a
person thinks and argues that person's idio-logic. Accordingly, writers are
assumed to accept their own idio-Iogical conclusions, even when they are falla
cious relative to standard textbook logic. Adopting this textbook logic as a
construct, Shneidman asked his coders to focus on a suicide letter's manifest fal
lacies of reasoning and then identify all the unwritten propositions that the
writer must have taken for granted in order for his or her conclusions to be
coherent in terms of that textbook logic. In a second step, Shneidman inferred
from the coders' list of hidden assumptions how someone would be able to
communicate ( reason) with the writer and enter his or her world-a pedago
logic, in Shneidman's terms.
Incidentally, the examples of logical fallacies, the idio-Iogical propositions
that would seem to make these fallacies acceptable to the writer, as well as
the pedago-Iogical recommendations in Shneidman's ( 1 96 6 ) code book are
mostly drawn from political speeches. This is due to Shneidman's ( 1 963 ) paral
lel interest in studying political communication, especially the worldviews infer
able from the logical fallacies that national leaders find acceptable, to explain
why leaders are prone to misunderstanding each other and what one could
recommend to either side. Here, too, content analysts record and infer what
omissions entail under the assumption of a very detailed framework that assures
some reliability.

The foregoing discussion of strategies for operationalizing the semantics of a
data language is by no means complete-I have presented only the maj or
approaches here. Nor is it my intention to create the impression that the tools
discussed are mutually exclusive alternatives. Content analysts can draw on any
of these as well as others-as long as they rely on cognitive models that coders
are familiar with and can learn to use. Familiarity and specificity have a chance
to ensure the efficiency and reliability of recording.
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RECO RDS
The computational part of content analysis starts where recording stops, with the
records it produces. Records are the most basic and explicit representations of
the phenomena being analyzed. Records may come in many forms, from nota
tions in the margins of written documents to tags entered into electronic text
( Stone, Dunphy, Smith, & Ogilvie, 1 96 6 ) , binary data stored on optically read
able microfilm (Janda, 1 969 ) , codes added to searchable images ( Ekman &
Friesen, 1 96 8 ) , and coding sheets modeled after interview schedules. Figure 7.2
shows the most general form of a collection of records imaginable ( but only
imaginable) ; it depicts a huge spreadsheet of all recording units of the analyzed
body of text by all the variables of the applicable data language, containing tran
scriptions, categories, or numbers in its cells.

All Variables

!==::;:::;:::::;:;:±±;:::;:±::;:!:t::}oE:-- Record of One Recording Unit

All Recording Units

Figure 7.2

Most Genera l Structu re of Data

Designing records for a suitable storage medium-data sheets, coding forms,
questionnaires, or computer screens-requires much ingenuity on the part of the
content analyst. Because the demands made on recording texts are so varied, it is
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impossible for anyone to suggest a standard or optimal form they should take. A
few recommendations may be made, however. The most general derives from
the common practice of tabulating and enumerating recording units. To be
countable, units must be described separately and in comparable terms, the
categories of the same set of variables. It makes sense, therefore, for analysts to
create records, one for each recording unit, that have the same organization of
variables, into which coders enter the appropriate vaL\!es. This is analogous to
answering all applicable questions on an interview form. When records are orga
nized in this way, a content analysis needs as many forms as there are units to be
recorded, which may be many-hence the need for simplification.
The records of a content analysis-an array of descriptions in the form of
alphabetical characters, check marks, or numbers-should contain three kinds of
information: administrative information, information on the organization of the
records, and information on the phenomena represented in the records. The last
of these is obvious; the first two are often overlooked.

Adm i n istrative I nformation
Administrative information guides the handling of data. It is impossible to
overstate its importance in most research efforts. For example, data sheets can get
out of order, and unless analysts can find out how those sheets were generated,
they have no way to know what the data mean. Coders make clerical mistakes,
do not record all required variables, and unless the records include information
about who coded them and where to locate the recording unit that was coded,
there may be no simple way to correct even simple oversights. Much too often,
analysts lose valuable time when they find sets of completed forms in their
possession and are unable to determine whether they came from a pretest, whether
the data have been verified, entered into a computer, when, by whom, and so on.
Typically, administrative information includes the following:
•

The name of the content analysis project to which the data belong

•

The version of the recording instructions (e.g., the first or second version)
used to generate the record

•

The kind of texts the record represents (e.g., a test sample or the main body
of text)

•

The state of the record (e.g., whether it has been completed, verified,
entered into a computer, or otherwise processed) , including information on
what is still to be done with it

•

The identities of the coder who created the record and others who checked
or processed it

•

The serial number of the recording unit or any way to get to it

•

If multiple units are used, the names or numbers of the recording units the
coded one contains
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The first three pieces of information on this list are common to a larger set of
recording units, and these may be preprinted on all data-entry forms used in a
particular recording effort. I discuss the final item on the list below. Complete
administrative information is essential to efficient data management. When
records are computerized, analysts may have fewer opportunities to mess them
up, but they must ensure that their programmers make provisions for recording
all of the kinds of information listed above.

I nformation on the Organization of Records
One of the features of content analysis that is rarely found in other kinds of
research is the use of several levels of recording units that reflect the organization
of the texts being analyzed. Many content analyses employ nested recording
units, such as the following:
The newspapers sampled
The issues of a newspaper sampled
The articles in an issue of a newspaper sampled
The paragraphs in an article in an issue of a newspaper sampled
The propositions constituting a paragraph in an article in an issue
of a newspaper sampled
Similar hierarchies can be found in the organization of discourse, the world
of theater, decision making in social organizations, and social interaction. On
each level, a different set of categories applies, and following the nesting, cate
gories applied to higher-level units apply also to all the units they contain. In the
above newspaper example, newspapers may be characterized by circulation
figures, prestige, access to news services, and ownership. Issues may be coded
by publication date, day of the week, and size. Articles may be distinguished in
terms of kind, placement, length, and so forth, until one comes to, say, propo
sitions. Where multilevel units are used, each largest unit consists of all units it
contains, and each smallest unit is specified by all higher-order units of which it
is a part.
Not all multiple-unit content analyses produce such neat hierarchies of inclu
sion. Web page links and hypertext documents ope rationalize relationships of
inclusion as well but allow recursions-that is, the possibility that one unit of
text contains references to another, and another, and so forth, but also back to
the text where one started from. Such organizations are not hierarchical but
heterarchical, or networklike. When working with such multilevel data, analysts
must keep track of whether and how the categories that are applied on one level
of units relate to the categories applied to subordinate units or to units that can
be reached from the former, directly or indirectly. There are essentially three
ways to accomplish this:
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•

•

•

The analysts might keep a master file, a separate file that preserves all
connections among separately coded recording units, whether these
connections form hierarchies or heterarchies. The above newspaper
example involves a hierarchy of inclusions, and the appropriate master
file would tell the analysts where each recording unit belongs in relation to
all others.
The analysts might code each recording unit sepabtely but include references
to all units in which each occurs (where it can be reached from) and references
to all the units each contains (the units that can be reached from it) .
The analysts might keep a complete but redundant record o f all variables
by all smallest recording units identified in the body of texts, similar to the
data structure in Figure 7.2. Here, the category assignments of any one unit
are duplicated for each unit it contains and hence redundant in parts .

To cross-tabulate or correlate categories on different levels of description,
such as the circulation figures of newspapers and favorable or unfavorable men
tions of a public personality, content analysts working with multilevel recording
units need to connect the categories of ( large in total number of recorded details
and numerically few) newspapers included in the study and the (small and
numerous) recording units asserting the evaluations of interest. Analysts using
the first method above must consult the master file, those using the second must
trace the connections from one recording unit to the next, and those using the
third may have to be observant about the exaggerated frequencies resulting from
duplication of categories for recording units that include many smaller ones. I
must point out that the use of redundant records is suitable only to hierarchies
of inclusion of recording units .

Su bstantive I nformation
About the Phenomena of I nterest
Generating analyzable data is, of course, the raison d'etre of the recording
process. Whatever the device, coders must be able to record information with
ease, verify instantaneously what they have entered, and correct their mistakes.
Each medium for recording data has its own properties and makes special
demands on human coders. Optical scanners call for the use of pencils of a
particular kind, otherwise some uncertainty can be created about how marks
are read. The accuracy of punch cards is difficult to verify without mechani
cal readers. Spreadsheets offer convenient overviews of whole data arrays, but
they often make it difficult for analysts to connect cell contents to recording
units and available categories. Although computer aids are available that
allow coders to generate electronic data files on the fly-during telephone
interviews or while watching television, for example-such tools must be
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carefully designed so that they interface easily with coders, minimize mistakes,
and provide ample feedback for verification, much as traditional paper data
sheets do.
Most Americans are familiar with the conventions of filling out questionnaires,
and many are also comfortable with using a mouse to point and click on
a computer screen. Analysts should rely on coders' competencies where possi
ble. Most people know how to write, how to copy texts, how to fill in blanks,
how to circle options in a list, and how to enter a check mark to select an
item. The more natural a recording medium is to the coders, the fewer errors
they will make.
Above, I outlined several proven approaches to defining the semantics of a
data language. Here, I focus on some easily avoidable errors that content ana
lysts make when designing the instruments that coders use to record what they
have observed, categorized, j udged, or scaled. One frequent source of errors is
the overuse of numbers. Numbers are short and concise, but when they are used
for everything they can become confusing. Content analysts tend to number their
categories, their variables, their coders, the units to be recorded, the pages of
instructions where the numbered values of numbered variables are defined, and
so on. Many times, the designers of content analysis instructions could specify
the required organization of data by using descriptive words instead of numbers
whose meanings must be learned, by using typographical or spatial arrangements
instead of paragraphs of prose, or even by using icons, which may cause less
confusion than numbers.
A second source of errors is the inconsistent use of category names or numbers
across different variables. For example, when the default category of " not applic
able " or " other" is coded " 0 " for one variable and " 9 " or " 9 9 " for another, con
fusion is bound to arise. The same is true when analysts use the same words
but with different intended meanings in different variables. Explicitly defined
differences are easily forgotten.
A third source of errors is the hand copying of uncommon text into a record.
This is one reason various qualitative software packages allow users to high
light text, assign codes, and cut and paste text. These features significantly
reduce the chance of spelling errors, which are bound to introduce unintended
differences.
A fourth source of errors is poor design of the presentation of options on the
recording medium. In unwritten but widely used graphic computer interface
conventions, users are asked either to check " boxes " on or off or to click on
alternative " radio buttons, " which selects among options. These are logically
different operations. And whereas a computer interface can be designed to force
users to comply with a designer's intentions-for example, by disabling unavail
able options-paper instruments are not so intelligent. Nevertheless, the designer
of a recording medium can do much to discourage coders from recording
data incorrectly and thus avoid unreliability and polluting the data with illegiti
mate values. Consider the following three ways of recording the outcome of an
interpersonal interaction:
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Enter the appropriate number

Encircle one only

Check 0 as many
as applicable

o

0
1

2
3

-

favorable to neither

-

favorable to recipient

-

favorable to initiator

-

favorable to both

favorable to neither
recipient only
initiator only
both

o favorable to initiator
o favorable to recipient

Although these three alternatives are effectively equivalent, they differ in the
kinds of errors they invite. In the version on the left, the coder is asked to enter
a number in a box. There is nothing to prevent a coder from writing a number
larger than 3 in the box. Any number larger than 3 would be undefined, regard
less of what the coder had in mind, and hence illegitimate. Leaving the box blank
is not a legitimate option either, although it might make sense to a coder who
found nothing favorable to record. This version is also sensitive to bad hand
writing. In addition, it is not uncommon for coders to confuse category numbers
with, for example, coder ID numbers, unit numbers, variable numbers, or scale
points, as mentioned above. The middle version does nothing to discourage or
prevent the coder from circling more than one option, circling something
between two equally imperfect alternatives, or failing to circle the category
"neither" when none is evident. The version on the right resists illegitimate
entries altogether, but this solution is limited to binary values-to being checked
or not checked, present or absent. Checking or not checking a box is a simple,
unambiguous alternative. Analysts can reduce recording errors by phrasing the
recording options so that they require a minimum of writing; the best way to do
this is to provide a list of appropriate alternatives and instruct coders to "check
all that apply"-not burdening the coders with the information that each then
becomes a binary variable on its own ( see Chapter 8 ) .
Errors can also occur i f the recording instructions are not well spelled out and
coders must exert too much effort to consult instructions when they need to. One
extreme solution for this kind of problem is to merge the recording instructions
with the recording medium, so that the recording medium is similar to a ques
tionnaire in survey research. The high level of consistency this ensures, however,
is counterbalanced by the fact that using such a medium is tedious and produc
ing it is costly. Having a coder use one recording instruction and/or data sheet
for each recording unit can be excessive when recording units are small and
numerous (e.g., words, frames of videotape, seconds of verbal interaction). At the
other extreme, the analyst presents the coder with a spreadsheet-a large grid of
recording units by variables, as in Figure 7.2-that the coder completes accord
ing to separately formulated instructions. This method invites a host of confu
sions; for instance, while consulting the instruction manual to resolve indecision,
coders may lose track of which row they are coding, or may enter the categories
(numbers) for one variable into the cells of another. In addition, most of these
kinds of errors are difficult to detect. The following recommendations chart a
middle course between these two extremes:
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•

At each data entry point, the analyst should present the coders with some
verbal description of the variable and, where feasible, a list of options and
what each means ( abbreviations of the terms used in the more elaborate
recording instructions are better than numbers that say nothing about the
category). The analyst should also provide instructions j ust where they are
needed.

•

The analyst should supply the coders with alternatives to be selected
from a well-defined list-in computer applications, from pull-down menus,
for example, or a row of bull's-eyes. Ideally, coders should not need to do
much writing. Asking coders to enter numerical or alphabetical characters
into boxes is problematic, especially when these characters have no intrin
sic relation to the phenomena to be recorded, because the coders then need
to learn to correlate the numbers or letters with what they mean and can
easily forget the meanings, especially of rare categories, which tend to be
the ones that matter most.

•

The analyst should create visual analogues ( mappings ) showing the rela
tionship between the way the analyzed text is organized and the way the
recording medium is designed. This is relatively easy when coders are
recording the geometric relations of text (locations of newspaper articles on
the front page, above the center fold, inside) with visual devices ( depicting
a few pages from which the locations of interest may be selected) that can
be reproduced in the recording medium, temporal sequences (with before on
the left and after on the right) , or such conceptual distinctions as between
sender, message, and receiver (which may be represented to coders diagram
matically or according to linguistic conventions ) .

The availability o f computer software that allows users t o enter choices and
select among alternatives enables content analysis designers to take advantage of
coders' increasing familiarity with reliable interface conventions. It has also
opened up the possibility of using computers to enter content analysis data
directly, allowing for validation and tests of reliability.
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Data Languages
Categories and measurements are the entry points to empirical research.
We treat their particular organization as a data language, which is con
ceived to have a syntax and a semantics. The semantics of a data lan
guage ties data to the phenomena of the observed world, to coders'
readings of texts, and the syntax of a data language links the data to the
computational processes of an analysis. This chapter is concerned with
the forms that satisfy the syntactical requirements of data languages for
content analyses. It provides definitions of terms related to the
construction of such languages, illustrates the essential features of data
languages, and distinguishes variables--categories, measurement scales,
and the like-according to the orderings and metrics they exhibit.

T H E PLAC E O F DATA
LAN G UAG ES I N ANALYS I S
A data language is the descriptive device in which terms analysts cast their data.
For natural scientists, a data language is a system of physical measurements and
records of basic observations. For content analysts, who start with textual
matter, images, verbal exchanges, transmissions, and records of observed phe
nomena, a data language describes how all the categories, variables, notations,
formal transcripts, and computer-readable accounts hang together to form one
system. For both kinds of researchers, data languages mediate between otherwise
unstructured phenomena and the scientific discourse about them, and in the case
of content analysis, they mediate between the experiences of reading text, inter
preting images, and observing transient social phenomena of interest on the one
hand and the formal demands made by available analytical or computational
procedures on the other.

DATA LA N G U AG E S

Treating a system of categories and measurements as a data language allows
analysts to separate syntactical considerations from semantic ones. The seman
tics of a data language delineates the meanings of its terms, operationalized in the
process of coding or recording, whereas the syntax of a data language satisfies
the formal operations required in the scientific handling of data. When the
semantics of a data language is ill defined, one cannot know how to interpret
the marks or numbers that observers or coders have left behind, and when the
syntax of a data language is incompatible with the demands made by the analyt
ical technique employed, computational results are unintelligible.
I have discussed the problem of operationalizing the semantics of a data
language in Chapter 7, will address at least some of the demands that analyti
cal techniques make in the data they accept in Chapter 1 0, and will consider the
consequences of ambiguities in the semantics of a data language in Chapter I I .
This chapter concerns mainly the syntax of the data languages that are of inter
est to content analysts. Regarding their syntax, data languages must meet three
criteria:
•

They must be free of syntactical ambiguities and inconsistencies.

•

They must satisfy the requirements of the analytical techniques to be used.

•

They must transmit enough information about the phenomena of interest.

In order to meet the first of these three requirements, data languages should
be formal or formalized. Formal languages are computable in principle. Humans,
being naturally sensitive to contexts and bringing their own experiences to any
readings of texts, are well equipped to cope with syntactical ambiguities. Explicit
analytical techniques are not. For example, an ordinary reader with access to
the context of the sentence "They are flying planes " rarely encounters difficulty
in deciding whether they refers to a group of pilots or to several objects seen in
the sky. In fact, when reading the sentence in context, an ordinary reader would
rarely notice its syntactical ambiguity. In a content analysis, such syntactical
ambiguities have to be removed through human editorial interventions-for
example, for the sentence above, analysts need to specify whether flying is a verb
or an adjective. Similarly, "Jim or Joe and Mary are coming" can be read either
as " (Jim or Joe) and Mary are coming" or as "Jim or (Joe and Mary) are com
ing. " Naturally occurring texts are full of such ambiguities, which are rarely
problematic for ordinary readers. Content analysts are well-advised to design
coding sheets, checklists, and rules for transcribing text or kernelizing sentences
in ways that will prevent syntactical inconsistencies and ambiguities from enter
ing the analysis.
The second demand on data languages stems from the formal requirements
imposed by the analytical techniques that analysts intend to use. Although this
may seem obvious, it is amazing how often researchers generate data on a very
interesting phenomenon only to discover, usually too late, that the formal char
acteristics of the data make it impossible to process them. A few examples
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should suffice: Factor analysis requires multiple correlations, which i n turn
presupposes interval data on several dimensions; multidimensional scaling
techniques start with distances between pairs of data points; causal connec
tions can be shown only in time-series data that allow the analyst to check for
spurious correlations. Although most analytical techniques accept numbers as
inputs, the mere fact that data are in numerical form is no guarantee that the
analysis will make sense. Applying a variance analysis on ranks, which do not
live up to the requirements of such analysis, produces results that are difficult
to interpret ( for � n opposing view, see Tukey, 1 9 8 0 ) . Researchers make more
drastic mistakes when they analyze nominal data as if they were ordered:
Analyzing people according to their social security numbers or using the
numbers that football players wear as interval data is bound to produce
garbage.
Researchers have attempted to design computer software for text analysis
( see Chapter 1 2 ) in order to circumvent the problems addressed by the first two
criteria above. Computational efforts assume a data language that recognizes
a text as a finite string of characters, recording words, for example, or pairs of
words occurring within a window of a finite number of characters that slides
over a text. This is an easily computable data language that bypasses, however,
the meanings of text that reading would reveal.
The third requirement that data languages must meet derives from the
target of content analysis, selecting among appropriate inferences from text.
Lasswell ( 1 96 0 ) , paralleling similar questions for political science ( Lasswell,
1 96 3 ) , once characterized communication research as asking, "Who says what,
in which channel, to whom, and with what effect ? " He then suggested that con
tent analysis answers the " says what" part of the question, audience research
answers the "to whom" part, and effects research answers the "with what
effects " part. In so distinguishing among analytical approaches, Lasswell failed
to see that separate answers to the questions of " who," " what, " "to whom, "
and "what effects " cannot provide the information that analysts need to say
anything meaningful about processes of communication, the influence asserted,
the relationships established, the coordination accomplished, and so on
(Krippendorff, 1 970d ) . A data language may fail to provide enough information
by assuming a perspective from which the whole cannot be comprehended-as
in Lasswell's separation of content analysis from analyses of other facets of
communication-by leaving out important variables, ignoring the
correlations between them, or making too few distinctions. The information
flow through an analysis can be traced and measured ( see Krippendorff, 1 9 9 1 ) .
The amount o f information that analysts need to ultimately select a defensible
answer to a given research question can often be spelled out in advance. An
appropriate data language must provide at least as much to answer a research
question. Redundant information ( distinctions, correlations, and variables) is
better than insufficient amounts.
Given the requirements discussed above, we can define a data language in
terms general enough to cover most content analysts' concerns.
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D EF I N ITIONS
The data language used i n a n analysis prescribes the form i n which the data are
recorded. The syntax of a data language consists of the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Variables whose valtt-es represent the variability within one conceptual
dimension
The values within variables, which may be ordered and/or exhibit a metric

Constants whose operational meanings are fixed within the data language
and specify how the values of different variables are related to each other
A grammar whose rules govern the construction of well-formed expres
sions ( data records or descriptions)
A logic that determines how the expressions of the data language imply
each other or are equivalent, specifying logical (a priori) dependencies
among these expressions

For example, in the algebraic formula

A ·X+B

=

C,

A , B, C, and X are variables, each of which is a placeholder for a numerical
value. The symbols + and . have the operational meanings of addition and
multiplication, respectively, and are invariant to the values in the variables. In
the process of recording data, and in order to apply analytical procedures to
a data language, analysts have to enter values into the places that the variables
provide .
The grammar of a data language makes certain combinations of values within
variables illegitimate or ill formed. According to the rules of algebra, for
example, both sides of the above equation are well formed, whereas the string
"ABXC +
would not be and must therefore not occur.
The symbol
is a logical sign that defines the two sides of the formula as
numerically equivalent and as mutually substitutable. The logic of a data lan
guage defines the relationships between combinations of values from different
expressions: equality, entailment, or orderings.
In many content analyses, the syntax and logic of data languages are so simple
that they may not be recognizable as such. The most basic form of a data lan
guage consists of the product of a finite set of, say, n variables, such as:
=

. "

=

A · B · G-D·E . . . .
The product sign between these variables allows the values of different
variables to co-occur freely. In effect, for n logically independent variables, this
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defines an n-dimensional space. Raw data then take the form of a collection
of "n-tuples" of values a, b, c , d, e, . . . , one value for each variable, a E A, b E B,
and so on. A collection of r such n-tuples could be listed as an r-by-n matrix:

<ap
<a'2'
<a3,
<ar�

bp
b2 ,
b3,
b r'

cl'

c2 '
c3 '
Cr,

d1,
d2 ,
d3,
dr'

e1,
e2 ,
e3,
er, . .
•

.

•

•

.

•

>
>
>
.>
.

•

•

They could also be seen as listed in a spreadsheet similar to Figure 7.2. This basic
data language can be thought of as defining an n-dimensional space in which
each unit, described as an n-tuple, finds a unique cell to occupy and the data as
a whole define a particular distribution in this n-dimensional space. In this basic
data language, the values from different variables can co-occur without con
straint. There is no particular logic by the above definition.
I mention the grammar and logic of a data language here mainly beqmse
exciting developments are taking place in fields related to communication
research, notably in linguistics and cultural anthropology, that content analysts
need to consider. For example, transformational grammars, whose syntax
includes rewrite rules that are aimed at characterizing natural language expres
sions, cannot be represented spatially and without logic. But even relatively
unambitious content analyses may include recursions that violate the idea of
multidimensional representations of data. For instance, in a content analysis of
native-foreigner attitudes in Africa, Piault ( 1 96 5 ) recorded answers to open
ended questions in terms of the following:
a. An ordered set of variables concerning social characteristics of the individuals
X and Y
b. The origin of a j udgment, using statements of the following form:

X judges Y to be [
J
X talks about Y judging X to be [
X talks about Y talking a bout X. . . .

J

c. Relations between X and Y, relative to the origin of the j udgment
d. Three kinds of themes (i.e., arguments) associated with each j udgment
e. A lexicon consisting of 675 terms, variables (that note presences or absences),
and constants (in the form of Boolean operators A ND and OR and qualifiers)
in terms of which arguments are entered in the places provided by [
J
Here, item a associates a set of social variables with the individuals who
are speaking or being talked a bout. Item b describes who j udges whom,
allowing for recursive j udgments, . . . , and item e preserves the original
attributes used by the respondents as an open-ended variable that can be
searched with Boolean operators. This data language met the syntactical
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demands of the information retrieval routines that Piault used in the course
of her analysis .
Research may be viewed as a series of systematic transformations of one
data language into another. For example, counting the recorded n-tuples elim
inates redundant listings and adds an additional ( n + 1 st) variable to the array,
their observed frequency. Developing an index maps a set of variables into one,
the index, whose variability is a function of the various original data it repre
sents. Applying a replacement dictionary to text reduces the great diversity of
expressions to fewer and more relevant kinds. Data languages do not need
to be confined to traditional statistical distributions in multidimensional geo
metric spaces. With linguistically sensitive analytical techniques increasingly
available, sophisticated grammatical rules and forms of logic have become
increasingly important, especially in analyses of themes . I will not develop this
topic here, however; instead, I focus on what is common to all data languages:
variables.

VAR I A B L ES
A variable is a concept that allows for variations of its instances. In the above,
we took a variable as a placeholder for any one of several mutually exclusive
values. In Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary ( 1 1 th edition) , the adjective
variable is defined as " able or apt to vary, " and the noun variable is defined
as " something that is variable " and as "a quantity that may assume any one of
a set of values. " Variation is what enables data to be " informative. " Indeed, the
variable sex has no descriptive significance unless one can distinguish between
males and females, and the notion of bias in j ournalism is meaningless unless
j ournalists have the option of leaning toward one or the other side of a contro
versy. In other words, if the units of a content analysis do not exhibit variation
in their description, analysis of the units cannot inform anything.
The individual values of a variable must be mutually exclusive relative to each
other. This satisfies the requirement that a data language be unambiguous and in
effect partitions the set of recording units (the sample) into mutually exclusive
classes. Jointly, the values of a variable must provide an exhaustive account of
all units, which means that the partition of the sample should leave nothing unac
counted for. In content analysis, the requirement of exhaustiveness is sometimes
relaxed when it comes to irrelevant matter. In this respect, the social sciences
deviate from physics, for example, which assumes that all physical objects have
the same dimensions.
The idea of a variable of mutually exclusive and descriptively exhaustive
values is so general that it occurs in numerous intellectual endeavors, albeit with
different names. Some correspondences are presented below. The set theoretical
expression "aEA " probably is the most general one; it simply states that the
element a is a member of the set A of elements.
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Values o f a Variable

a
Categories
Points
Members
Position
Locations
Measures
States
Tokens
Elements
Sets

E

A
Set of categories
Scale
Family or class
Dimension
Space
Gauge
System
Type
Set
Possible sets

The concept of a variable with mutually exclusive values does not mean that
content analysts are limited to single-valued descriptions, to assigning one and
only one value to each recording unit. Text typically affords multiple interpreta
tions, whether because readers with different backgrounds and interests come up
with unique but, in the aggregate, divergent interpretations or because ambigu
ity leads a single reader to alternative and equally valid interpretations. A vari
able that records possible sets (the last on the above list), possible patterns, or
possible connections affords multi-valued descriptions. Multiple interpretations
of text may present problems for coding-for the semantics of a data language
and for reliability-and for the analytical techniques available for handling such
data, but they are not incompatible with the notion of variables.
Variables may be open-ended or limited. At least in principle, numerical vari
ables are open-ended-there is no largest or smallest number. Open-ended vari
ables require conceptual clarity on the part of coders or, in the natural sciences,
knowledge of the construction of the measuring instrument. For instance, when
coding instructions call for the rephrasing of a text into the form
[

] says [

] to [

],

such as "[Jim] says [hi] to [Mary], " coders are guided by concepts of what would
fit in the empty places. In context, one could easily rephrase this as "who " says
" what" to "whom"-much as Piault had no doubt as to which words attributed
personal qualities, but no idea of which would show up. The values in open
ended variables are outside the control of the research designer.
When variables are limited, analysts may define them implicitly, by specifying
their range, or explicitly, by listing all alternative values. Many social variables
are defined by concepts that imply definite ranges. For example, the concepts of
gender, marital status, and kin offer limited vocabularies to describe all possible
kinds. Sometimes institutions limit the ranges of variables (e.g., kinds of criminal
offenses in a legal code or kinds of mental illnesses in the DSM-IV-R ) and some
times particular theories do (e.g., dramaturgical roles in fiction or types of per
sonalities). Somewhat more tailored for quantification are verbally anchored
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scales of measurement, such as 7-point semantic differential scales. A semantic
differential scale shows a pair of words representing polar opposites separated by
a quantified continuum. For example:
Prosocial If-

+---+---t-----t----+-----11

--

Antisocial

When using such a scale, coders presumably create in their minds a continuum
of meanings between the designated extremes and then judge where an observed
phenomenon or verbal expression would belong. The endpoints of the scale are
defined by the conceptions that readers have of these adjectives; the remainder is
semantically implicit in the use of the continuum, which pertains to the syntax of
the data language using this variable.
Finally, analysts may define variables explicitly, in terms of complete lists of
values. For example, Searle ( 1 969) claimed to have identified a mutually exclu
sive and exhaustive set of five values for the variable " speech acts " :

Representatives
Directives
Cammissives
Expressives
Declaratives
The three ways of defining variables noted above may also be recognized in
the design of coding sheets, recording devices, and computer interfaces. Coders
typically handwrite or type the values of open-ended variables into prepared
openings; indicate variables defined implicitly by turning knobs, arranging
obj ects to indicate how different they are, or marking or clicking on the points
of scales; and indicate those defined by explicit lists by checking one of several
alternatives.
Usually, analysts can choose among alternative data languages for recording
the same kind of information. For example, one could ask coders to identify
which of 20 logically possible communication networks are operating within a
five-person group or which of 1 0 possible communication channels between
pairs of members of that group are being used. These two ways provide the same
information. The choice of one data language over another may be informed by
differences in the coding effort required, perhaps by issues of reliability, but
certainly by differences in the amount of information the data languages provide.
In general, content analysts should construct data languages that are as detailed
and basic as they can possibly be and leave as much to computation as possible.
For example, Budd's ( 1 964) attention measure, Gerbner, Gross, Signorielli,
Morgan, and Jackson-Beeck's ( 1 979) violence index, and Hawk's ( 1 997) listen
ability scores for TV programming, modeled after Flesch's ( 1 974) readability
yardstick, are all computed on the results of numerous simple coding judgments.
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An analyst could, of course, define a far simpler higher-level data language-a
ratio scale for recording attention, violence, and listenability as an overall coder
judgment, for example-but it has been shown that such measures do not
achieve reliability, and they cannot provide the fine distinctions that aggregate
measures produce.
Unfortunately, content analysts often publish their results without making
their " conceptual schemes " or " systems of categories " explicit, perhaps because
they are not clear themselves as to the nature of the data languages they
employed. Consider the following scheme, reported in the literature by Herma,
Kriss, and Shor ( 1 943 ) :
Standards for rejecting Freud's dream theory:
A. Depreciation through value judgment
1 . Ridicule and mockery
2 . Rejection on moral grounds
3. Denial of validity
B. Denial of scientific character of theory
1 . Questioning analyst's sincerity
2. Questioning verification of theory
3 . Questioning methodology
C. Exposure of social status of theory
1 . Disagreement among experts
2. Fashionableness
3. Lack of originality
This scheme looks more like the outline for a paper than a coding scheme. But
given that it has been published as a system of categories, one interpretation
could be that it defines but one variable consisting of nine values, A 1 , A2, . . ,
through C3, with a merely convenient grouping of these values into A, B, and C
kinds that could aid conceptualizing these nine values, without having any other
descriptive significance. A second interpretation is that there are three variables
(A, B, and C) with three values ( 1 , 2, and 3 ) each, defined differently for each
variable. This interpretation would suggest that the researchers regarded the
arguments against Freud's dream theory as having a valuational, scientific, and
social dimension. A third interpretation is that there are nine variables whose
values are present and absent, with the breakdown into A, B, and C providing
three convenient conceptual contexts for their definitions.
Readers of content analysis research may find important clues to the data lan
guage in use by examining how data are treated. An invariant organization of
the data suggests constants. Variables, by contrast, vary, allowing coders to
express different kinds of observations or readings. Separate judgments suggest
separate variables. Inasmuch as the mutually exclusive values of a coding instru
ment partition a sample into mutually exclusive sets of units, the summing of
frequencies to a total always points to the mutual exclusivity of values or com
binations of values. Several ways of summing frequencies suggest independent
.
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variables-in cross-tabulations, for example. In the example of coding for
Freud's dream theory, a careful reading of Herma et al.'s report of their study
reveals the first of the three interpretations offered above to be correct, only
because the frequencies reported for the nine values sum up to 1 0 0 % . The group
ing into A, B, and C, defined within the same variable, allowed the researchers
to lump findings into simpler categories later. This, however, is not evident from
their published conceptual scheme.
There have been unfortunate misunderstandings among content analysts and
sometimes even resistance to being clear a bout the data language employed. For
example, in interactive-hermeneutic explorations of texts, specifically when the
researchers are using computer-aided text analysis software ( see Chapter 12,
section 12.6), coders are given considerable freedom to highlight any relevant por
tions of a document and to assign any number of codes to them (see Figure 8 . 1 ) .
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Subsequent to the coders' work, the qualitative researchers can retrieve, reorganize,
and tabulate the coded sections for further examination. Note that in the
example in Figure 8 . 1 , the first and second textual units are assigned one code
each, a and g, respectively. The third unit is assigned two codes, b and c. That
third unit also contains a fourth unit that is assigned the code d. If all the high
lighted text segments were as separate as the first two units, their codes could
be treated as the values of a variable. In this case, a, b, c, and d are all binary
variables, not categories in the technical sense.
Because overlapping units cannot be enumerated, quantitative researchers
shy away from double coding. In contrast, qualitative researchers find uniform
unitizations irresponsive to the nature of the texts they study, and so they shy away
from more formal analyses. Both attitudes limit the analysis of textual matter, which
often is complex in structure. However, when an analyst treats each code as a binary
variable (i.e., either present or absent) and keeps references to the beginnings and
ends of the highlighted text (on the reliability of unitizing, see Chapter 1 1 , section
11.6), this constitutes a data language that would enable the analyst to correlate these
codes and apply more complex analyses. In Figure 8 . 1 , the third highlighted text seg
ment would contribute to a correlation between b and c, and the overlapping text
segments would count toward correlations between b and d, between c and d, and
between d and e. As the highlighting and coding of text is implemented in a com
puter, there are no ambiguities or inconsistencies. By being clear about the data lan
guages by which data are created from raw text, researchers can enrich content
analysis research and encourage the development of suitable analytical techniques.
The values of variables may be unordered or ordered, and, in the latter case,
they may exhibit one of several metrics. Ordering refers to a system of relation
ships between the values of a variable, determining which pairs of values are
neighbors. For example, in a hierarchy, one value neighbors several other values
that are not neighbors of each other, and each of the latter may neighbor other
values that are not neighbors of each other either, and so forth, until all values
are so ordered. In a chain, each value has two neighbors, except for the values at
the beginning and end of the chain, which have one neighbor each.
Metrics define quantitative differences between all pairs of values in a variable.
We distinguish several kinds of metrics according to the mathematical operations
applicable to these differences. Thus two dollar amounts may be added or
subtracted, representing the experience of earning or spending, but addition and
subtraction would not make sense when the values to be compared are qualitative
attributes such as individuals' emotional states, citizenship, or occupation. When
qualitative attributes are expressed numerically-telephone numbers, Social
Security numbers, the numbers on the j erseys of basketball players
addition and subtraction are mathematically possible but do not make sense
semantically. Being concerned here only with the syntax of data languages, I dis
tinguish among the possible metrics of variables by the operations that are applic
able to their values. The metric of money differs from the metric of telephone
numbers, for example. I will start with the simplest of all variables whose values
are unordered and do not have a metric-nominal variables-and then introduce
several orderings and several metrics.
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N O M I NAL VA R I A B L E S
Nominal variables, the most basic kinds o f variables, are defined by the absence
of both ordering and metric. Their values are merely distinct from each other,
and hence unordered. The mathematics for nominal variables is set theory, a
calculus concerned with unordered entities. The adjective nominal suggests the " by
name only" nature of these variables. Calling nominal variables "nominal scales "
is a misnomer, because a " scale" conjures images of a linear ordering of values,
which is precisely what the values of nominal variables do not possess. They may
be arranged in any way conceivable without making a difference. Data recorded in
nominal categories are also called qualitative because the difference between any
two values of a nominal variable is the same for all possible pairs of values.
The nine standards for rejecting Freud's dream theory listed above constitute
one nominal variable. Other examples are alphabetical characters, speech acts,
forms of government, ethnic identities, and social security numbers. Analysts
must take care not to be misled by the use of numbers as names for nominal cat
egories. Numerical listings of bank customers' PINs or of the numbers on the j er
seys of athletes have no operational significance. A more technical way of stating
this property is to say that the distinctions within a nominal variable are pre
served under all permutations of its values.
All variables reduce to nominal variables when their orderings and their
metrics are removed from them. In the following sections, I discuss what distin
guishes other variables from nominal variables. Table 8 . 1 shows, orderings by
metrics, the types of variables to be discussed and useful in content analysis.
Table 8.1
Order:

Types of Variables by Orderings and Metrics
None

Chains

Recursions

Ord i na l sca l e

Loop

Cubes

Trees

C ross-tab of

Typol ogy

Metric
None
Ord i nal

N o m i n a l va r i a b l e
G ro u p i n g

ord. var i a b l es
I nterval

N etwo rk of

I nterva l sca l e

d i sta nces
Ratio

Rati o sca l e

C i rc l e

1t

Geometric

I nterva l tree

space
Vector space

Ratio tree

O RD E R I N G S
For a variable to make sense, any ordering o f its values must somehow be appro
priate to the phenomena the variable is to record. Something that varies along
one dimension, such as length, audience size, or positive or negative evaluation,
is very different from daily time, which repeats over and over again and is circu
lar, or individual names, which are either this or that but nothing in between.
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Networks of concepts extracted from a writer's work (Baldwin, 1 942 ) , the
semantic connections within a text as stored in a computer (Klir & Valach,
1 965 ) , and the hierarchy of organizing a piece of writing (from the work as a
whole to its chapters, down to individual sentences)-these exhibit other order
ings. Below, I discuss four common orderings of values: chains, recursions,
cubes, and trees. These are not intended to constitute an exhaustive classifica
tion; I have chosen them merely to expand the conventional limitation to linear
scales of measurement, so-called measuring scales, which are favored by statisti
cians but rarely capture the meanings of text.

Chains
Chains are linearly ordered sets o f values, a s i n scales o f measurement. The
values of a chain are transitive in the sense that a--'7b and b--'7c implies a--'7C for any
three values of a chain. In speaking of body temperature, for instance, we have a
conception of what is normal and we conceive of temperature as going up or down
in degrees. Temperature is a unidimensional variable. It can move through all of its
values between extremely high and extremely low, never moving sidewise, never
bypassing or jumping over any one temperature. The actual unit of measurement
( degrees Fahrenheit, degrees Celsius, or degrees Kelvin) is secondary to the
conception that it moves to one or the other of two neighbors. When we talk of
more or less, before or after, or changes, we tend to imply chains, even when we
use relative terms such as wealthy, intelligent, successful, or progressive. Chains
may be open-ended or bounded. Polar adjective scales, introduced in Chapter 7
and mentioned above, have defined beginnings and ends. Chains may also be con
ceived of as emanating from one outstanding value in one direction, as in the size,
readership, or frequency of a newspaper or Zillmann's ( 1 964) semantic aspect scale,
or in two directions, as in the positive or negative bias of reporting. Figure 8.2
adds a train schedule and a ladder conception to the examples of chains.
The familiar ordinal scales, interval scales, and ratio scales are all chains to
begin with; the difference between these scales and chains is one of metrics. As
noted above, the term nominal scale is a misnomer, as nominal variables exhibit
no ordering at all.

1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Figure 8.2

Ch a i n s
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Recu rsions
Recursions are circular connections between values. Recursions can be
conceived of as chains whose ends are seamlessly j oined. Each value has exactly
two immediate neighbors; there is no end and no outstanding value. Moving
from any given value in one direction eventually brings one back to where one
began-which was arbitrary to begin with. Transitivity applies locally but not to
all values. Figure 8 . 3 shows this graphically. Examples of recursively ordered
phenomena include seasonal fluctuations, ecological cycles, and human
computer interactions. Namenwirth and Weber ( 1 9 8 7 ) demonstrated cyclicity in
the use of political values and adopted a recursive notion of time (see Figure
1 0 . 5 ) . Biologists describe biological phenomena in terms of life cycles, and cyber
neticians have identified the stabilizing efforts of complex systems in terms of
circular causal feedback loops. In accounts of how social prej udices take hold
in a population, how political candidates get elected, and how the " spiral of
silence" affects public opinion, recursive variables are indispensable.
The practice of cutting recursions into more easily analyzable linear continua
usually destroys their circular essence. For example, some social psychology
researchers have cut speech acts out of the ongoing circularity of human interactions
that realize their meanings, and this may account for the rather artificial causal con
ceptions that dominate social psychological explanations of language use. In the
same way, when one describes a computer interface in terms of the graphics
involved, one hides the dynamic nature of the interface. Many so-called inconsistent
preferences, such as a � b, b � c, and c � a, in fact define recursions. These are
far from irrational or abnormal; rather, they belong to a nonlinear ordering.
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Cubes
Cubes depict variations multidimensionally. The values in cubes are ordered
so that neighboring values differ in only one of a cube's dimensions. Cubes often
arise by default. Consider Lasswell and Kaplan's ( 1 95 0 ) eight value categories:
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Power
Rectitude
Respect
Affection
Wealth
Well-being
Enlightenment
Skill
Superficially, these eight values have no apparent order and so resemble a nom
inal variable. However, Lasswell and Kaplan allowed their recording units
persons, symbols, and statements-to score high on more than one of these
values. If the eight kinds of values are taken as a nominal variable, the permis
sion to record combinations of such values would violate the mutual exclusivity
requirement of variables and render the data so recorded no longer analyzable as
a nominal variable. In fact, any instruction to coders to "check as many as
applicable" signals a data structure other than a scale. When any of the eight val
ues could be present or absent independent of all of the others, the values define
an eight-dimensional cube consisting of eight binary variables. Figure 8.4
shows cubes of increasing dimensionality created by the presence or absence of
independent qualities.

I
Figure 8.4
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Trees
Trees have one origin and two kinds of values, terminal and branching. All of
them are available for coding. Trees show no recursions, as Figure 8.5 illustrates.
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Each value in a tree can be reached from its one origin by a separate path that
passes through a number of branching values. Trees are basic to the recording of
linguistic representations and conform to one of the earliest theories of meaning.
Aristotle's notion of a definition, for example, requires naming the genus (the
general class) to which the definiens (the word to be defined) belongs and distin
guishing the latter from all other species of that genus. Moving from genus to
genus describes moving through the branching points of a tree. The system of
categories in the Linnean classification in biology-not the organisms it classi
fies--constitutes a tree. Closer to content analysis, a reference to Europe is
implicitly a reference to France, Italy, Germany, and so on. A reference to France
is implicitly a reference to the regions of that country. The relation connecting
" Europe, " " France," and " Provence" is one of inclusion and defines a path or
chain through a tree. France and England are on different paths, as neither
includes the other.
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Trees

Most content analyses fix the level of abstraction on which countries, popu
lations, products, or mass-media programs are coded. Trees offer a richer alter
native. Other examples include family trees, decision trees, telephone trees, the
trees that the rules of a transformational grammar generate, and social hierar
chies in business organizations, in the military, and in government. (I discuss the
possible confusion of trees with groupings below, in section 8 . 6 . 1 . Note here
only that each branching point can be occupied by a value.)

M ET R I CS
Any two values may differ quantitatively-whether they are neighbors or not.
In a semantic network, singular concepts (its nodes) are linked to each other by
relational concepts (for example, [Joe) <runs for> [Governor}; [Joe} <was> [an
accountant] ) . A metric defines how closely any two concepts are associated, how
similar they are, or how much they have to do with each other, not whether they
are neighbors or where their ordering locates them. A metric recognizes various
kinds of differences and specifies what an analyst can do with them. The

I

Sup.x
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literature on metrics developed largely on chainlike variables and in the context
of a measurement theory that distinguishes among nominal, ordinal, interval,
and ratio scales ( Stevens, 1 946) . These four metrics (listed here in the order of
their increasing power) differ in the information they can represent and are there
fore often called levels of measurement. I describe the three principal metries
below and define their mathematical properties in Table 8 .2 .

Ord i nal Metrics
Ordinal metrics describe recording units in such relational terms as " larger
than," " more than," "precedes, " "causes," " is a condition of, " " is a refinement
of, " " is contained in, " "supervises "-in short, in terms of ranks. Ordinal scales
(chains with ordinal metrics ) are probably most common in the social sciences,
largely because relationships between people and objects tend to occur in lan
guage, spoken or written, and are then also more easily recorded in words. When
the stock market is said to " gain, " an ordinal metric is implied. When it is said
to "gain 5 points," an interval metric is invoked. Ordinal scales using 3, 5, and
7 points are most closely associated with language and hence natural in content
analysis. Polar opposites lend themselves to 3 -point scales (e.g., a scale from
good to bad, with neutral as its midpoint); the addition of simple adjectives, such
as more or less, results in 5 -point scales, and the addition of superlatives (e.g.,
most and least) leads to 7 -point scales.
In content analysis, ranks may be variously operationalized. Newspaper edi
tors, for example, employ several typographical devices to express the impor
tance they assign to the news items they publish. Suppose, after interviewing a
sample of newspaper editors, a researcher found the following rank order to
correlate highly with the editors' j udgment of how important news items were
of course always relative to what happened that day:
1 st: Largest multicolumn headline above the center fold of the front page
2nd: Any other headline above the center fold of the front page
3rd: Any headline below the center fold of the front page
4th: Any multicolumn headline on the second, third, or last page
5th: Any other headline above the center fold of any other inside page
6th: Any headline below the center fold of any other inside page
7th: Any other news item
Assuming that the editors' j udgments are those of a somewhat stable journalistic
culture, are used quite consistently, and have little variation, content analysts can
use this construct to infer the importance of news items by ranking them with
this 7-point ordinal scale.
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As Table 8.2 suggests, ordinal metrics are not limited to chains. Grouping
an unordered set of values into conceptual categories introduces inequalities
between the otherwise pairwise equal differences. Groupings suppose that the
values within one group have more in common with each other than with the
values in different groups. The above-mentioned standards for analyzing Freud's
dream theory represent a grouping: The difference between A l and A2 is smaller
than the difference between Al and B l , but nothing indicates by how
much. Graham and Witschge (2003 ) introduced such differences in ranks by cat
egorizing messages, the posts to online discussion groups, in four convenient
phases, effectively grouping 21 categories on four levels. Figure 8 . 6 shows the
researchers' process. In Phase 1, messages were distinguished into three groups,
two of which were final categories. In Phase 2, messages that responded to pre
vious messages were grouped into two kinds, depending on whether they mani
fested reasons. In Phase 3, the nonreasoned claims led to three final categories .
The reasoned claims were divided into four types of responses and, i n Phase 4,
each led to four groups indicating the kind of evidence used in the arguments.
Frequencies were obtained for each final category, which could be summed in the
reverse order of the distinctions that led to them. Although the data are qualita
tive, showing no ordering, the grouping imposed a metric that assumes that
categories of messages in the same group are more similar to each other than to
categories of messages in different groups. Figure 8 . 6 suggests that messages that
manifest reasons and those that do not are more different than messages that
differ in whether they contain counterarguments, rebuttals, refusals to rebut, or
rational affirmations.
Groupings reflect conceptual hierarchies that are defined on top of an original
set of values. When used repeatedly, any decision tree-for example, that depicted
in Figure 8 .6, but also the one in Figure 7.1-creates groupings. Decision trees
proceed from rougher to finer distinctions and from larger and less differentiated
sets of units of analysis to smaller and more specialized sets. One analytical
implication of grouping is that it suggests the order in which frequencies of
values may be summed, undoing decisions one by one. Hierarchical
clustering procedures, for instance, proceed that way as well. They capitalize on
unequal differences between elementary qualities to develop a hierarchy, repre
sented by a dendrogram, that could explain the collection of these qualities as
groupings (for instance, see Figure 1 0 . 1 0 ) .
Groupings and trees are easily confused, and as both are important in
content analysis, I want to highlight their distinction. As I have said, groupings
provide convenient conceptualizations of a given set of values, the terminal
points of a decision tree, like the outline of a book in chapters and sections .
Groups do not constitute values in a grouping, however. An outline is not the
text it organizes . In contrast, the values of a tree are not limited to the terminal
values of the tree; they include its branches as well. Thus their values are not
merely different; they may include each other, enabling the coding of different
levels of inclusion, abstraction, or entailments. Take the above-mentioned
Linnean classification system as an example. It groups organisms into classes
and subclasses and provides concepts that label these groups on different levels.
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For instance, mammal is not an organism but the name of a group that includes
humans, whales, and mice. The Linnean system groups organisms but it
defines a tree for the names of groups of organisms that describe organisms on
different levels of commonalities.

I nterval Metrics
Interval metrics represent quantitative differences between recording units.
Measures of time, distance, and volume as well as changes in quantities and
movement in space all assume meaningful intervals. When applied to chains, an
interval metric creates interval scales and enables the addition or subtraction of
differences between scale points. In psychological tests, subj ects are often asked
to use rating scales with equal intervals to answer questions. In content analysis,
the semantic differential scales that are used to record judgments of biases,
personality traits of characters, and so on are often conceptualized as equal-interval
scales. Intervals do not need to be equal, however.
Interval data are the preferred kind in empirical social research, largely
because of the wealth of statistical techniques that are available and accessible
for them, especially techniques that require the calculation of differences, as in
variance calculations, correlational methods, factor analyses, multidimensional
scaling, and clustering. Interval metrics might well be an artifact of these tech
niques . In the natural sciences most measures, except for time, have ratio metric
properties, and in content analysis interval scales tend not to be as reliable as
data with a less powerful metric. For example, in research on the personality
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characteristics of fictional characters on television, semantic differential scales,
which are treated as interval scales, have been notoriously unreliable. This has
been so not only because language is rarely as precise as would be necessary for
differences to be calculable, but mainly because personality characteristics that
are irrelevant to a plot may not be present at all, causing coders to guess when
they are forced to choose among interval values. Nevertheless, many secondary
measures that content analysts provide-quantitative indices of phenomena,
geometric depictions of findings-have valid interval qualities.

Ratio Metrics

8.6.3

Ratio metrics are defined from absolute zero points relative to which all
differences between values are expressed. Lengths, weights, speeds, masses, and
absolute temperatures in degrees Kelvin ( but not in degrees Fahrenheit or
Celsius) exemplify ratio scales in the physical sciences, none of which can go
below its absolute zero point. There are also many examples of ratio-level
measurements of text, such as column inches of newsprint, sizes of photographs,
frequencies of publication, audience sizes, and Nielsen ratings, as well as
amounts of information and costs. These have no negative values either. In
content analysis, these measures may have less to do with what a text says or the
role it plays in a particular context than with how prominent recording units are
or how much they say to the analyst.
The list of metrics is far from settled, and far more orderings are available
than are relevant for content analysis. Regarding data languages-of which
variables, orderings, and metrics are the most prominent features-it is probably
most important to keep their Janus-faced character in mind. The data language
must be appropriate to the phenomenon being recorded-and from this perspec
tive, the best data language is the raw text itself. The data language must also
render the data amenable to analysis. Given the currently available analytical
techniques, the gap between the form in which texts are easily avai lable and the
forms these techniques require often seems large. For content analysts, the chal
lenge is to develop computational techniques whose requirements are easily
satisfied by naturally occurring texts and images.

MAT H EMAT I CA L OPE RAT I O N S
As noted above, a metric i s defined by the mathematical operations under which
the relations between the recorded units remain invariant. Adding 4 to the val
ues of a semantic differential scale transforms a -3-to-+3 scale into a I -to-7 scale,
yet the algebraic differences between the scale's values remain exactly the same.
However, when these values are multiplied by 4, the numerical differences
between neighboring values become very uneven; only their ordering remains

/
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unchanged (i.e., it remains a chain ) . Thus I distinguish two kinds of operations
on the values of a variable, one preserving the original numerical relationships
between the values of a variable and the other preserving their orderings. Table 8.2
lists these functions. The table amounts to permission for analysts to apply ana
lytical techniques that employ these transformations and suggests the kinds of
relationships in texts that various operations preserve or omit.
Table 8.2 lists metrics in the increasing order of their power. Ratio metric
data, which are most powerful and potentially most informative, may be
computed as interval data at the expense of all information about the location
of values relative to their absolute zero point. Using the more readily available
variance-type statistics on ratio-level data, for example, discards this informa
tion. Ratio and interval data may be computed with ordinal techniques, which
treat them as ordinal data, but only at the additional expense of all information
about the numerical differences between values. Finally, ratio, interval, and ordi
nal data may be computed as nominal data, at which point all information about
their orderings and metric qualities are lost. Losses of relational information are
irreversible.
Going in reverse through these metrics, applying an ordinal technique on
nominal data produces uninterpretable results. Applying an interval technique on
ordinal data yields spurious findings. The lesson to be learned from the above
is that the power of a data language must match or exceed the power of the
analytical procedures to be employed.
Table 8.2

Operational Properties of Metrics
Relation-Preserving

Metric

Rxy

Relations Rxy

------

x*y

None

D i sti ncti ons

Ordinal

Ranks

I nterval

D i fferences

Ratio

Proportions x/y

x

�y

x

-

y

1 :1

=

Rf(x)f(y)

f(

)s

Perm utations

Monoton ical l y i n c reas i ng fs

x' = x + b
x' = ax

Order-Preserving f( )s
> f(R w) � Rf(x)f(y) > Rf(w) f(z)

f(Rxy)
1 :1

Permutati ons

Monoto n i ca l l y i nc reas i ng fs
L i near functions f( ) :

x' = ax + b
x' = bx'

Expotenti a l fu ncti o n s f( ) :
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9

Ana l ytica l Constructs
Following the discussions in previous chapters of different uses of
content analysis and the kinds of inferences they make, this chapter
illustrates several ways of operationalizing analytical constructs from
various ways of knowing the contexts of given texts. It also presents
examples of the forms that such constructs might take.

TH E RO L E OF ANALYT I CA L CO N ST R U CTS
An analytical construct operationalizes what the content analyst knows, suspects,
or assumes about the context of the text and procedurally accounts for the
drawing of inferences from that text. Figure 4.2 shows the role of the analytical
construct among other analytical components of content analysis. In its simplest
form, an analytical construct is a function, a collection of " if-then" statements,
or a computer program that defines at least one path from available text to the
answers sought.
In Chapter 2, I identified the inferential step from text to the answer to
a research question abductive because the two domains-texts ( along with
their descriptions or transcriptions) and what these texts imply-are logically
independent of each other, and bridging this logical gap requires justification. So
conceived, an analytical construct functions as a hypothesis, the best hypothesis
or explanation that the analyst can imagine and defend, of how a body of text is
read, what it does, or to what use it may be put in a context of the analyst's
choice. Appropriating Toulmin's ( 1 9 5 8 ) terms, I suggested in Chapter 2 that ana
lytical constructs, if reliably executed, warrant the intended inferences (guide the
analyst along a logical path ) , but they must in turn be backed by knowledge of
the context of the analyzed texts ( assure the analyst that the path leads to valid
conclusions) . I discuss the j ustifications for analytical constructs that underlie
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Analytica l Construct as Specifying the Model of a Context

content analyses in Chapter 1 3 ; here, my focus is on how content analysts can
derive these constructs.
In the processes of operationalizing an analysis, ideas (which may well emerge
during the analyst's reading of some of the texts) , hypotheses, or theories
about the context are formalized, " tamed, " or structured so that they meet the
researcher's need to go from here to there in an analysis-much as a computer is
programmed to accept certain inputs and produce usable outputs. For a content
analysis to proceed relative to a context, its analytical construct must also be a

model of the relationships between the texts and the target of intended infer
ences, what the analyst wants to know about that context. What warrants these
inferences is the computational nature of the model-that it can be executed
repeatedly and reliably, as is expected of all scientific research. What backs these
inferences is a demonstration, or at least an arguable assumption, that they are
empirically rooted in the context of the given body of text, that the analytical
construct represents the stable correlations within a context (as in Figure 2 . 1 ) ,
leaving two main uncertainties o r variables: ( a ) the contributing conditions under
which these correlations are presumed stable (and the analytical construct applic
able) and ( b ) the available texts by means of which the research questions are to
be answered. Either of these two uncertainties may require qualifications (in
Toulmin's sense ) of the research results.
To be specific, Figure 9 . 1 extracts the analytical construct from Figure 2 . 1 and
presents it as a model of the relevant features of the context. In Figure 9 . 1 , x is
the sampled texts. The arrow from x to x' defines a mapping that summarizes the
processes of unitizing, sampling, recording, and reducing, described as data mak
'
ing in Chapter 4. The analytical construct computes y , which remains indeter
minable or open until x' is known (much as in algebra, where a function, such as
squaring, has no answer unless the number to which it is applied is known ) . If
'
'
there is a mapping from y to y on which grounds y can be said to point to, rep
resent, or at least correlate with specific features of the context to which y
'
belongs as well, then y is valid. The abduction is j ustified by the assumption that
the analytical construct is a true or heuristic model of the context. In taking the
analytical construct as invariant, at least during an analysis, a researcher is led to

ANALYTICA L CONSTRU CTS

distinguish, according to George ( 1 959a), between the stable or unchanging
conditions, which are the ones modeled, and the unstable or variable conditions,
which may become fixed if the analyst obtains a body of relevant text, x, ana
'
lyzes it, and infers y from it. The point of a content analysis, y, always remains
'
more or less uncertain, y being its best approximation.
Below, I address some ways in which content analysts can develop analytical
constructs, operationalizing x' y" relationships, that, when implemented, have
'
a good chance of selecting valid answers, y , to the content analysts' questions
concermng y.

SO U RC ES OF C E RTA I N TY
Analysts need to j ustify their analytical procedures, not only in their final form, but
also at each step taken during their development. In constructing an analysis, the
analyst needs to preserve the modeling relationship to the chosen context. The
structure of the texts themselves, significant as it is, shows up in the analyst's appro
priate choices of a data language and suitable recording instructions, which I have
addressed in Chapters 7 and 8; here, the focus is on analytical constructs only.
Content analysts rely on one or more sources of certainty in developing
analytical constructs:
•

Previous successes and failures of content analyses to argue for functional
correspondences between the construct and a chosen context

•

Expert knowledge and experience of/with a context to argue for structural

•

Established theories about a context to argue for structural correspon
dences between the construct and that context

•

Embodied practices, sampled from a context, to argue for the representa

correspondences between the construct and the context

tive nature of the inferences obtained from these practices

I discuss each of these sources in turn below.

Previous Successes and Fai l u res
Previous successes and failures provide an analyst with very practical reasons
for developing and adopting a particular analytical construct. The contention is
obvious: What succeeded in the past must have had something to do with the
context in which it worked, and, unless that context has changed, one might as
well continue to use what worked-until it runs into failures. Typically, there is
no theory for the success of an analysis, no justification for the structure of its
construct except for its having worked before.
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Recall that i n Chapter 4, I mentioned one design (development o f a discriminant
function) that increases the success of a content analysis incrementally. Stone
and Hunt's ( 1 963 ) computer analysis of real versus simulated suicide notes
provides an example of this atheoretical way of proceeding. The real notes in
their study came from court records in Los Angeles. The simulated notes were
written by a panel made up of individuals who matched the authors of the real
notes in population characteristics ( sex, age, race, occupation, and so on) . The
researchers' decision to analyze these notes was motivated by a suicide preven
tion center's interest in knowing whether the center's personnel should take par
ticular suicide notes seriously. Stone and Hunt analyzed 1 5 pairs of notes with
known identity (real or simulated) for what differentiated them and reached
three conclusions:
1 . The frequency of references to concrete things, persons, and places is higher
in real notes.
2 . The frequency of the actual word love is higher in real notes.
3. The total number of references to thought and decision processes is higher
for simulated notes.
From these findings, the researchers developed an index by simply subtracting
the total number of references to thought and decision processes (finding 3 ) from
the sum of the frequency of references to concrete things, persons, and places
( finding 1 ) and the frequency of the word love (finding 2 ) . This discriminant
function enabled them to infer the alleged authenticity of the notes. In fact, it cor
rectly differentiated 13 of the 1 5 pairs of notes used in this preparatory analysis.
Having succeeded thus far, albeit with some uncertainty remaining in the
results, Stone and Hunt then applied the discriminant function to 1 8 more pairs
of notes whose identity, real or simulated, was not revealed to the two researchers,
and they were able to determine correctly the authenticity of 1 7 out of 1 8 notes.
In addition to being statistically significant, the performance of the discriminant
function developed solely on past successes and failures also turned out to be
significantly better than human judgments obtained in separate experiments.
Obviously, Stone and Hunt reached the three conclusions listed above with
out having any particular theory in mind. It would indeed be a challenge for
researchers to find a rationale for how these three variables of suicide notes are
connected to feeling suicidal. The adding and subtracting of scores, for example,
would make sense if there were hidden quantities that cooperated ( measured
by variables 1 and 2) or competed for each other (measured by variable 3 versus
variables 1 and 2 ) . However, such quantities are difficult to imagine as the cause
for a writer's suicidal versus nonsuicidal inclinations. Nevertheless, the analyti
cal construct in the form of this discriminant function succeeded statistically, and
this demonstration would be a sufficient argument for its use.
Ultimately, all content analyses must demonstrate success to a degree better
than chance. Unfortunately, opportunities for repeated analyses are rare-which
brings us to the next path to analytical constructs.
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Ex p ert Knowledge and Experience
Familiarity concerning the chosen context is a valuable asset to all content
analysts, of course. It can provide analysts with important face validity checks on
the decisions they are making, but familiarity may not be sufficient. Even hard
nosed researchers occasionally get carried away by conceptions that make sense
to them but, in reality, have little to do with the contexts they are analyzing.
Yet when content analysts are faced with a novel situation, with having to design
a content analysis without precedents to rely on, or without history of research
and theorizing about the context they are working with, personal knowledge,
perhaps of known experts, may be all the analysts have to start with.
Leites, Bernaut, and Garthoff ( 1 95 1 ) provide a fascinating example of the
development of an analytical construct out of researchers' experiences with the
context of given texts. These analysts, all experts on the politics of the Soviet
Union, were interested in the distribution of power within the Kremlin and
particularly in predicting the succession in Soviet leadership. In governments
in which succession is not regulated politically, such as in the Soviet Union of
the 1 950s, succession remains largely hidden to outside observers. Predicting the
succession of leadership in such governments is both a favorite game of political
analysts and important to foreign policy decision makers, for example, in the
United States. Leites et al. obtained the public speeches made by politburo
members on the occasion of Stalin's 70th birthday in 1 949, all of which
expressed adulation of Stalin, as would be expected. Initially, political scientists
attributed differences among the speeches to the individual speakers' styles and
therefore found them of no interest.
The key to finding politically relevant differences among these speeches, Leites
et al. surmised, might lie in linguistic modes of expressing nearness, for which
Soviet political discourse seemed to offer two distinct approaches. The analysts
noted that one set of " symbols of nearness and intimacy (father, solicitude, and
so on) appears most frequently in the popular image of Stalin and [is] stressed for
that audience which is far removed from him . " The other set of symbols derived
from the prevailing " depreciation of such nearness in political relationships. The
ideal party member does not stress any gratification he may derive from intimacy
for political ends . . . . Those closer to Stalin politically are permitted to speak of
him in terms of lesser personal intimacy ('leader of the party,' etc. ) " and are thus
privileged to refrain from the crudest form of adulation. Leites et al. conclude
their argument for the inferential strategy they adopted by suggesting that the
relative emphasis on the " Bolshevik image " as opposed to the " popular image "
of Stalin " not only reflects the Bolshevik evaluation of the party as distinguished
from and superior to the masses at large, but also indicates the relative distance
of the speaker from Stalin" (pp. 3 3 8-3 3 9 ) .
Leites e t a l . tabulated the numbers o f both kinds o f references and ranked the
speakers according to their relative emphasis on one kind versus the other. They
found the speeches of Molotov, Malenkov, and Beria (in that order) to have the
highest numbers of references to Stalin's Bolshevik image, and from this they
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inferred that these three politburo members were probably closest to Stalin. The
power struggle that ensued immediately after Stalin's death clearly confirmed the
validity of their inferences . Just out of curiosity, I translated the logic of Leites
et al.'s arguments into a simple construct in the form of a distance function
(Krippendorff, 1 967, pp. 1 1 8-1 1 9 ) :

N.mbiguous
Npopular +
2
'
D to5taIln
Npopular + Nambiguous + NBolshevik

= --------==------

where Ns are the frequencies of a politburo member mentioning popular,
ambiguous, and Bolshevik images in their speeches. The ranking obtained by this
construct replicated the inferences on the top of Leites et al.'s list but ended
differently. It suggested that Khrushchev was the furthest removed from Stalin,
immediately preceded by Bulganin and Kosygin. As we now know, those furthest
removed from Stalin ended up playing maj or roles in the fight to overcome
Stalinism in the Soviet Union. The content analysis did not foretell the actual
political events, but it led to the correct inference of a variable, the politically
significant players.
The preceding example is intended to suggest that the experts of a context
for content analysis can often provide a wealth of disconnected propositions
that content analysts may be able to sort out and assemble into constructs for
analyzing available texts. Unless researchers put such expert knowledge into
the formal terms of an analytical construct, texts may remain silent about the
questions that analysts are asking.
Without adding another example, I will merely note here that fifth-generation
computers, so-called expert systems, contain huge collections of propositions
that represent what experts know about particular subj ects. They are designed
to answer knowledge questions by finding inferential links (not only abductive
ones) between factual givens and the possible answers to users' questions. Such
computers could be used for content analysis as well.
In moving from incomplete, perhaps even contradictory, expert knowledge
to a construct that is suitable for a content analysis, analysts need to preserve the
structural correspondence between what they do and that context at each analyt
ical step they take. Analysts using expert knowledge proceed from the bottom up,
so to speak, whereas those using established theories proceed from the top down.

Establ ished Theories
If a context is well researched and theorized, especially including the role that
available texts play in it and the research questions the analyst seeks to answer,
then the analyst may derive analytical constructs from available generalizations
about that context. In Chapter 4, I outlined how a researcher might test analytical
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constructs a s theories about a context. Here I address the development of
analytical constructs from available theories and from the results of related research.
Theories come in diverse forms, of course. Sometimes theories are fairly
specific propositions that have been tested in a variety of situations-for
example, concerning correlations between speech disturbances and the anxiety
levels of speakers, between the frequency of reported crimes and public concerns
with law-and-order issues, or between the number of arguments people advance
for or against a public issue and the level of their political competence and
knowledge. Berelson and Steiner ( 1 964) have published an inventory of 1 ,025
scientific findings in the social and behavioral sciences that content analysts
might consult. Inventories specializing in content analysis are not available, but
propositions of a comparable nature can be found in handbooks on psychiatry,
social psychology, sociology, and sociolinguistics. Sometimes such propositions
derive from more general theories, such as theories regarding the expression of
emotions, linguistic manifestations of psychopathologies, or how and according
to which criteria the mass media select and their audiences receive or make use
of news. The "uses and gratifications" approach to media research exemplifies
the latter. Perhaps for good reasons, a general theory of communication that
includes interpretations of texts and perceptions of images has not been formu
lated. Content analysts have lamented this deficit for years.
An example of how a particular theory became an analytical construct is
found in Osgood, Saporta, and Nunnally's ( 1 95 6 ) " evaluative assertion analy
sis . " I present only the result of this development here. The technique is derived
from a version of dissonance theory, which assumes the following:
1. Concepts (attitude objects) are valued, " liked" or " disliked, " in degrees,
ranging from positive through neutral to negative.
2. All linguistic assertions can be decomposed into one or more pairs of
concepts (attitude objects) whose connections are accounted for by rela
tions of association or dissociation, expressed in degrees. Is, has, likes, sup
ports, belongs, and cooperates are strongly associative, whereas is not,
dislikes, opposes, fights, and denies are strongly dissociative, with several
shades of strengths in between.
3. Some concepts, called common meaning terms, are unalterable in value.
These consist mostly of adjectives such as good, bad, dishonest, ugly, and
mean. Others are valuationally variable, for example, United States, vine,
psychotherapy, teacher, and Richard Nixon. Their valuations depend on
how they are used, which is the point of the analysis.
4. Individuals accept concept pairs that are balanced-that is, assertions con
taining associations between two similarly valued concepts ( "I like my
friend " ) and dissociations between two dissimilarly valued concepts ( "I
hate my enemy " ) . Individuals reject concept pairs that are imbalanced or
modify them so as to achieve balance. These are assertions containing
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dissociations between two similarly valued concepts ("I hate my friend" )
and associations between two dissimilarly valued concepts ( " I love my
enemy " ) . Graphically, let the evaluation of attitude objects be represented
in parentheses, ( + ) and (-), and let associations be represented as positive
links, - + -, and dissociations as negative links, - - -.
(+)
(+)
(-)
whereas (+)
(+)
(-)

-+-------+-+-

(+),
(-) , and
(+) are balanced,
(+) ,
(-) , and
(+) are imbalanced.

From the psycho-logic sketched above, and under the assumption that
individuals seek to avoid imbalance and move to achieve balance, it would
follow that concepts with open valuation are valued implicitly, and analysts can
therefore infer their value from suitably recorded texts:
From (+) - + - ( ? ) one can infer ( ? )
from (+) - - - ( ? ) one can infer ( ? )
from (- ) - - - ( ? ) one can infer ( ? )

=

=

=

(+) ,
(-), and
(+) .

Evidently, this i s made possible by the assumption that balance i s the usual way
of speaking and thinking, effectively ruling out the three imbalance triplets.
Osgood et al. moreover stipulate a quantitative relationship between
the degrees of positive/negative valuation of the concepts involved and the degree
of association/dissociation between them. This motivates a calculus of valuation,
which enabled Osgood et al. to infer not only the direction of a concept's
( implicit) valuations but also its extent. It also leads to a statistic of these valua
tions, conceived of as describing the attitude structures of individual writers
or readers. This may be a long story, but content analysts who work in well
researched contexts may have to develop similar constructs in support of their
intended inferences. Osgood et al.'s calculus is derived from a psycholinguistic
theory. Theories surely must exist in other empirical domains that could be so
adopted in content analysis.
Deriving analytical constructs from established theories does not guarantee
that the constructs will be flawless. Some theories have not been formulated with
large bodies of text in mind. An analyst may close gaps in a theory with assump
tions that send the construct astray. A theory might not be as general as the
analyst assumes. In the case of evaluative assertion analysis, irony has no place,
asserted changes in evaluation (e.g . , I am starting to like my opponent) are diffi
cult to deal with, reflections on a connection (e.g., Why should I love him?,
cannot be handled, and other forms of resolving imbalances, including tolerat:inc
them (e.g., agree to disagree), mess up the inferences. Some scholars have raisal
doubts as to whether it makes sense to decompose a whole text into pairs ,.
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concepts and whether the notion of an attitude structure predicts anything. Be
that as it may, analytical constructs that conform to a valid theory are valid on
account of their structural correspondence with that context. Although evalua
tive assertion analysis is far from perfect, it has passed several tests.

Embod ied Practices
Without history of other content analyses to rely on and no theory or expert
knowledge about the selected analytical context, content analysts may be
tempted to sample individuals who are known to embody the needed analytical
constructs, who are competent readers, interpreters, and users of the texts in the
chosen context. Researchers use this strategy far more often than is noticed. For
example, when researchers employ coders because of their familiarity with the
language or subject matter of the texts to be analyzed, this amounts to import
ing their knowledge without having to theorize or translate it into coding instruc
tions or analytical constructs. It is assumed that other readers of the texts, not
involved in coding, share the background and familiarity that the sampled coders
bring to the research.
The key to the methodological problem with this strategy is found in the differ
ence between content analysis and direct observational techniques. If the questions
that content analysts are asking could be answered through direct observation or
interviewing subjects, content analysis would be superfluous. The point of content
analysis is not to study observable behavior or common interpretations, but to
answer questions concerning events that are not accessible at the time, actions
that have not yet been taken, large-scale social phenomena that escape individuals'
unaided perceptions, or evidence in court for something otherwise difficult to
ascertain. Although most content analyses do draw on embodied experiences and
the qualifications of coders, for example, may be justified by induction, the objec
tive of content analysis goes beyond individuals' interpretive competencies. Coding
is not the same as interpreting texts by a multitude of readers. Content analysis is
fundamentally abductive. It must not be confused with psychological experiments
that attempt to generalize responses to stimuli, including to texts, from a sample to
a population of individual readers or interpreters.

TYPES O F CO N ST R U CTS
In Chapter 4, I discussed the following kinds of inferences:
•

Extrapolations

•

Applications of standards

•

Indices and symptoms
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•

Re-presentations

•

Conversations/interactions

•

Institutional processes

Analytical constructs can be grouped into these types as well. Below, I offer a few
comments on each, with the bulk of the discussion reserved for indices and symp
toms on which content analyses most commonly depend.

Extra p olations
Extrapolations of trends, patterns, and differences call for analytical con
structs that take the form of recursive or autocorrelative functions. Underlying
extrapolations is the idea of systems that determine their own behavior within
self-maintained boundaries. The behavior of a system-or, if time is not a factor,
the entailments of a system--can be inferred from recurrent interactions or
stable relations within the system, hence autocorrelatively.

Appl i cations of Standards
The application of standards for identifying, evaluating, or auditing involves
two steps: ( a ) comparing a variable, a representation of texts, with a given or
assumed standard; and (b) judging what this entails. I have mentioned, as
examples, the diagnosis of psychopathology according to manuals of profes
sional standards; the evaluation of press performance, journalistic bias, and
codes of conduct in the mass-media industry against established ideals or in
reference to tolerable limits; and the audit of communication or accounting prac
tices within an organization. Generally, the analytical constructs for the use of
standards are embodied in institutional practices. They are invariant to the
extent that institutions manage to enforce them.

I nd i ces and Symptoms
Indices and symptoms are variables that are claimed to correlate with other
variables of interest to analysts. The most basic form of an analytical construct
for what George ( 1 95 9 b ) called direct indicators is a one-to-one relationship, a
mapping or mathematical function from a variable (often numerical ) , the sup
posed index, to the phenomenon it is supposed to indicate. Such simple relation
ships are found when anthropologists date artifacts by measuring the potency of
radiocarbon; they are also present when physicians link medical symptoms to
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diagnoses and treatments. In content analysis, indicative functions are often tied
to frequencies: the proportion of discomfort words as an index of anxiety, the
relative frequency and space devoted to a topic as an index of an author's knowl
edge or interest or the importance that the mass media attached to that topic, the
change in frequency of value words in party platforms as an indicator of changes
in a country's political climate. Analysts can establish these simple analytical
constructs, for example, through the use of regression equations or even agree
ment coefficients.
In addition to needing to correlate with the phenomena they claim to repre
sent, indices must satisfy two additional conditions. First, indices should not
correlate with phenomena that are considered to be independent of indicated
phenomena. In other words, indices must not only point to but also distinguish
among phenomena: A chosen answer to a research question must exclude other
answers. For example, a therapist cannot identify a patient's mental illness from
the way the patient talks unless there is enough variation in the ways different
people talk to allow the therapist to draw distinctions and exclude some illnesses
from the list. If all textbooks had identical readability scores, the readability
measure for a particular text would not mean anything. Even drawing inferences
regarding who may be the author of an anonymously written book means
making informed choices. Paisley ( 1 964), who reviewed the literature on research
efforts to infer the authors of unsigned documents, found the following condi
tions necessary for indices to distinguish among alternative authors:
•

Indices should exhibit low variance within a communicator's known work.

•

Indices should exhibit high variance among the works of all communica
tors being compared.

•

The frequencies contributing to the value of an index should be high
relative to the sampling error.

I shall continue this thread in Chapter 1 3 .

Second, indices should not b e affected by variables that are accidental o r irrel
evant to the phenomenon indicated. For example, in their attempt to infer the
authorship of the Federalist Papers, Mosteller and Wallace ( 1 96 3 ) argued against
using Yule's ( 1 944) method of counting of nouns, because individuals may write
on different subjects, and the choice of content words may hence contaminate
what could otherwise reveal an author's identity: "The words we want to use are
non-contextual ones, words whose rate of use is nearly invariant under change
of topic. For this reason, the little filler words, called function words, are
especially attractive " ( Mosteller & Wallace, 1 96 3 , p. 2 8 0 ) .
The shift from counting frequencies of words, symbols, references, o r subject
matter to counting frequencies of pairs of words, co-occurrences of symbols, pat
terns of references, or relationships within texts does not affect how indices are
developed, but it took 50 years for content analysts to develop an interest in
co-occurrences and patterns. Baldwin ( 1 942 ) had explored such ideas in his
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analysis of personality structures from autobiographies . Pool ( 1 952b) observed
that symbols tend to occur together or to come in clusters, but he was unable
to realize this observation analytically. Osgood ( 1 95 9 ) built the co-occurrences
of words into his contingency analysis, demonstrating its power in his study of
Goebbels's diary, and conducted experiments to determine what co-occurrences
indicate. Now, computing indices from co-occurrences has become a standard
option in several computer aids to content analysis. What these indices indicate,
however, often remains an open question.
It is important that I warn against a conceptual confusion here. In content
analysis, frequencies are used in two ways: as indices for magnitudes and as bases
for testing the significance of hypotheses. For example, Berelson ( 1 952) j ustifies
his insistence on quantification largely in terms of the need to test statistical
hypotheses, but all of his examples concern frequency indicators of other phe
nomena-attention, emphasis, and bias, to name but three.
In opposing the use of frequencies as direct indicators, George ( 1 959a, 1 959b)
considered analytical constructs for indirect forms of inferences. These recognize
variable institutional conditions under which the use of correlations might be
warranted; I take up this thread in section 9 . 3 . 6 , below.

Re- Presentations
Re-presentations, the kinds of contents usually intended or seen as the purpose
of communications, demand analytical constructs that are discourse specific.
Analyses of texts as re-presentations involve knowledge of how readers or users
understand the language of texts and, most important, how they conceptualize
their subject matter, which the preceding constructs hardly need. Such analyses
usually employ several components: ( a ) an operationalization of the linguistic
structure of the texts, yielding syntactical accounts of the units of text ( usually
sequences of sentences or propositions) being analyzed; ( b ) a listing of the
possible meanings of words (which one might obtain from a discourse-specific
dictionary) , sentences ( as analyzed by semantic parsers) , and their semantic
entailments on interpretations; (c) a mapping of these semantic interpretations
onto a world model or territory of the larger discourse, whose logic allows the
analyst ( d ) to obtain answers to questions that could be inferred from the infor
mation entered into this model (Hays, 1 969; Krippendorff, 1 9 6 9 b ) .
The expert systems mentioned above can construct these very components for
linguistic representations computationally. So far, such systems have been suc
cessful only in relatively small and well-structured worlds (medical diagnosis,
mathematics, chemistry, and event analysis) and in cases where the vocabulary
of the analyzed texts is not too rich or fuzzy. An interesting commercial applica
tion is the automatic generation of answers to frequently asked questions posed
by clients of software companies, who describe their problems in their own
everyday language. Although the syntactical analysis component may be minimal
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here, there surely is a dictionary-like component that looks for words and
phrases with relevant meanings, which are then entered into a map of the
software from which help can be made available. The world model of a particu
lar software usually is far smaller and more structured than the world model of,
say, a particular international situation with treaties in force, deception possible,
and threats responded to.

Conversations/ I nteractions
Analytical constructs for verbal exchanges recognize the interactive meanings
of assertions. Texts are partitioned into turns at talk or similar units of text, such as
e-mail messages, public performances, or even political events. These are sequenced
so that each unit of text is seen as someone's response to another's unit of text. In
conversations, inferences from texts stay within a conversation and concern the pos
sible responses that the units of text entail. Most important, each such unit is seen
as expanding or constraining the space of possible continuations of the participants
of that conversation. Holsti, Brody, and North ( 1 965) developed a crude interaction
model into which they mapped measures of affect and actions obtained from mes
sages exchanged internationally during the Cuban missile crisis. Conversation analy
sis ( see Chapter 3 ) has made major strides in suggesting concepts that might well be
operationalized for content analyses of such verbal interactions, whether they are
between individuals or between institutional communicators, such as during politi
cal campaigns or negotiations of international treaties.

I nstitutional Processes
Institutional processes do not follow easily generalizable formats. Analytical
constructs for such processes are highly specific to the institutions involved and
tend to have the following characteristics:
•

They are qualitative, using institutionalized modes of reasoning as well as
statistical ones.

•

They rely on multiple methods for interpreting texts, as texts are generated
and responded to by diverse participants, not one or a few.

•

They consider known laws, operating rules, and regulations, each entail
ing constraints on vocabulary use, strategic moves, and instrumental
actions, thus accounting for spaces of possibilities before locating any one
move (text) in them.

•

They recognize that any text at one point in time can have the effect of
changing the context for analyzing future texts.
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SO U RC E : Adapted from George ( 1 9 5 9a, p. 5 3 ) .

Although the seeming lack of formal rigor might discourage some content
analysts from facing the uncertainties apparent in such constructs, researchers
have reported considerable success with them, especially when analyses are made
over time, allowing partial validations to take place as institutional interactions
are unfolding.
A good example of such an analytical construct is found in George's ( 1 959a)
account of the inferences made by the Federal Communications Commission
regarding domestic enemy broadcasts during World War II. It is sketched in
Figure 9.2. In the course of their regular inferences, the FCC analysts developed
elaborate constructs that were intended to explain why certain broadcasts came
into being and what, therefore, the antecedent conditions, perceptions of their
producers, and possible military plans were. In this particular situation, the
constructs were built on generalizations about the following:
•

The propaganda skillfulness of the major propagandist

•

The operational propaganda theory of the elites-that
assigned to the mass media in pursuing their policies

•

The elites' operational code-that is, how the elites translated their
estimates of the situation and their capabilities into policies

•

The elites' pattern of perceiving and estimating themselves and their
environment

IS,

the role they

Figure 9.2 illustrates how the analysts assembled these generalizations ( about
the stable features of the source) into a model, linking the major ( unstable) vari
ables of the context, especially the broadcasts, to the research questions. In this
diagram, horizontal arrows indicate the order in which inferences were made,
which is the inverse direction of the causalities that were presumed to work in
this context. The model that these propaganda analysts used was evident in the
j ustifications of the inferences they were asked to make in regular intervals,
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which George analyzed after the war (an institutional content analysis in its own
right ) . He points out that these justifications were far more complex and not
quite as linear as the model suggests. Moreover, as the analysts monitored these
broadcasts and correlated them with known events, the analytical construct
evolved as the war unfolded. Institutions are not carved in stone, and their
analysts need to keep up with how they develop.

SO U RC E S O F U N C E RTA I N TY
The inferences that a content analysis yields might give the impression of
precision, but contexts rarely cooperate with their analyst. As early as the
development phase of a content analysis, the researcher may want to consider
three particular issues, because problems in these areas can weaken the eventual
findings: variance of the target of these inferences, confidence levels, and the
appropriateness of the construct. Analysts might not always be able to solve all
of these problems simultaneously.

Variance of the Target
Content analysts may underestimate the variance of the targets of their
research questions, for several reasons:
•

•

•

•

Content analysts rarely have the imagination to list all relevant categories.
Coders usually have difficulty thinking of all possible interpretations of a
text, and analysts often discourage them from doing so. Consequently,
content analysts may be surprised to find that they have not captured
voices that turn out to be significant.
Theories are always simplifications. Analytical constructs that are derived
from theories tend to be skeletal as well, accounting for far smaller
amounts of variation than may be evident in the context. In the propa
ganda analysis effort sketched a bove, for example, an evaluation of this
war effort revealed that the analysts assumed far more rigidity and deter
minism than were present.
Computations are deterministic and everywhere defined. Ideally, they are
mathematical functions with multiple inputs but one output. To the extent
that analytical constructs specify computations, analysts have a tendency
to make inferences that are too precise and more single valued than may
be warranted.
Content analysts with behaviorist orientations are inclined to predict
the means of a distribution at the expense of its variance. Researchers
with qualitative orientations tend to talk of " average readers," "typical
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phenomena, " or " dominant forces, " and this discounts existing diversity.
Both kinds of analysts thus ignore actual variations in their targets, in the
first case because of methodological commitments and in the second
because of linguistic simplifications, not valid arguments.
Content analysts may be able to solve the problem of underestimating vari
ance in the target of the research question by matching the variance in the target
with the variance in the analytical procedure. Analysts may consider the analyt
ical procedure as a communication channel that has enough capacity to allow
them to select fairly among the possible answers to the research question.

Confidence Levels
Here, confidence refers t o the inductive probability that the analytical
construct is not an accidental product of the circumstances of its construction,
that it is the best one available.
•

For a statistical interpretation of this uncertainty, the analyst may apply
the procedure (described in Chapter 4) of testing analytical constructs as
hypotheses. The smaller the sample size, the lower the confidence in the
construct that is selected.

•

For qualitative interpretations of this uncertainty, the analyst may increase
confidence levels by finding that the arguments for a structural or func
tional correspondence of a construct are more compelling than those
against, that the number of theories that lead to the same construct is
larger than the number leading to another, or that research has brought
forth more evidence in favor of the construct than against it.

The classic solution to low confidence levels is larger sample size, a luxury that
most content analysts may not be able to afford.

Appropriateness of the Construct
The correlations that an analytical construct is to describe may not be as
stable as the analyst assumes. In Figures 2.1 and 9 . 1 , the possibility that con
tributing conditions could alter the text/target relationships is acknowledged.
This may happen in several ways:
•

Analytical constructs developed under laboratory conditions or with
samples made up of undergraduate subjects, for example, may not be
generalizable to the circumstances in which the actual content analysis is
conducted.

C H A PT E R

10

A n a l yti ca l/
Rep rese n tati o n a l
Tec h n i q u es
Methods in content analysis largely address the making and processing
of data and the application of analytical constructs that preserve some
of the data's meanings, leading to valid inferences. This chapter
discusses ways in which researchers can represent the results of con
tent analyses such that they may recognize patterns and discover new
ways of exploring their findings. Such representations are informative
relative to often-implicit standards, several of which are reviewed in
this chapter.

fter texts have been recorded and analytical constructs have been applied,
the content analyst needs to do the following:
•

Summarize the inferences from text so that they are easily understood,
interpreted, or related to intended decisions

•

Discover patterns and relationships within findings that an unaided observer
would otherwise easily overlook, to test hypotheses concerning various
relationships

•

Compare the findings with data obtained by other means or from other
situations to support conclusions drawn from other research (multiple oper
ationalism) , to gain confidence in the validity of the content analysis at
hand, to add another dimension to the intended inferences, or to provide
missing information
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In practice, these three tasks are not entirely distinct. They are not entirely unique
to content analysis either. Much scholarly work, especially in statistics, is con
cerned with summarizing large bodies of data, making various comparisons, and
testing statistical hypotheses. I cannot possibly review all techniques that content
analysts might use, so I focus in this chapter on a few that benefit content ana
lysts especially. Moreover, I will not attempt to discuss these techniques in such
detail that readers can replicate them-some require expertise found in common
textbooks on research methods, and others are built into readily available statis
tical packages. Rather, my aim in this chapter is to suggest ways of analyzing and
representing results tied to texts.

TAB U LAT I O N S
Owing to the large volumes o f text that content analysts typically consider, tab
ulation is by far the most common technique used to render data comprehensi
ble. Tabulation refers to collecting same or similar recording units in categories
and presenting counts of how many instances are found in each. Tabulations
produce tables of absolute frequencies, such as the number of words in each
category occurring in a body of text, or of relative frequencies, such as percent
ages expressed relative to the sample size, proportions of a total, or probabilities.
Measures of volume, column inches, time, space, or other quantitative indices
have the same origin. They enumerate standard units of measurement of certain
qualities of text and need not be treated differently here. Frequencies and related
measures are convenient shortcuts to long lists and provide entry to statistical
considerations. Although frequencies are often celebrated for their precision and
simplicity, they should not be granted any special scientific significance. In com
paring the results of tabulations, readers of frequency data typically apply
several interpretive standards, often without being explicit about them. Content
analysts should recognize and note them explicitly.
Content analysts refer to the standard of a uniform distribution when report
ing that the frequency in one category is larger or smaller than the average
frequency for all categories. The idea of bias in reporting, such as a newspaper's
attending to one candidate for political office more than to another, exemplifies
the implicit use of this standard. If coverage, both favorable and unfavorable,
were the same for both candidates, analysts would not call this bias and proba
bly would not bother to write about it-except perhaps in surprise, because this
rarely happens. Figure 1 0 . 1 , which is taken from Gerbner, Gross, Signorielli,
Morgan, and Jackson-Beeck's ( 1 9 79) work on television violence, invites ques
tions about such issues as why weekend children's programs are so much more
violent than other programs and which networks increased or decreased the
violence in their programming from 1 977 to 1 9 7 8 . When content analysts find
observed frequencies noteworthy enough to report, this implies their deviation
from what would not be noteworthy, and that is usually when differences among
them are absent, which is true for a distribution in which frequencies are uniform
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SO U RC E : Gerbner et a l . (1 979).

for all categories. The bar graph in Figure 1 0 . 3 , which comes from Freeman's
(200 1 ) study of letters to auto industry shareholders, does not even show fre
quencies, displaying only deviations from their average, j ust what is significant.
When analysts observe changes in frequencies over time, they are likely to ask
why some changes are irregular and deviate from what would be expected if changes
were regular and predictable. They then refer to a stable pattern as an interpretive
standard; deviations from that pattern are noticed and considered important. Figure
1 0.2, which comes from an analysis conducted by Strodthoff, Hawkins, and
Schoenfeld ( 1 985), shows trend lines for environmental content, environmentalism,
and substantive content of special-interest and general-audience channels, largely
magazines. The researchers also list four kinds of events in hopes that these might
explain the deviations from the otherwise smooth increase over time.
Equally important and perhaps more typical in the content analysis literature
is the standard of accurate representation, which is implied when an analyst notes
that the relative frequencies differ from what would be expected if the data were
a statistically correct representation of a population. This standard was intro
duced by Berelson and Salter ( 1 946), who compared the population of characters
featured in magazine fiction with the known demographics of the u.s. population;
they found that minorities and poor people were all but absent in magazine
fiction, and that popular heroes were overrepresented. Many critics of the mass
media have noted that the population of television characters is not representative
of the U.s. population or of the members of the mass-media audience. In early
television research, analysts demonstrated this especially for ethnic groups but
also for people in particular occupations, people with low socioeconomic status,
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women in positions of leadership, and elderly people, and these studies were used
to infer social prejudices, economic interests, and technological biases.
Whether a population of audience members is the appropriate standard against
which the population of television characters should be j udged is debatable. Many
popular figures, from film stars to television commentators, exist only in the media,
not in any unmediated population, and there are good reasons popular talents are
more likely to be shown on the screen than on the street. In any case, application of
the standard of accurate representation can have political consequences. For
example, content analysis research in the late 1 950s demonstrated the systematic
underrepresentation of African Americans on u.s. television, and these research find
ings contributed to the eventual achievement of at least some racial balance on TV.
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C ROSS-TA B U LAT I O N S,
ASSOC I AT I O N S, A N D CO R R E LAT I O N S
The standard o f chance i s probably most common i n statistical accounts of
content analysis findings . It arises from analysts' efforts to cross-tabulate the
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frequencies of several variables and to observe the frequencies of co-occurrences of
values or categories rather than of simple categories. For example, a content analysis of
2,430 acts performed by television characters yielded the observed/expected frequencies
of co-occurrences shown in Table 1 0 . 1 ( Brouwer, Clark, Gerbner, & Krippendorff,
1 96 9 ) . Simple frequencies say nothing about relationships between content variables.
Table 1 0 . 1 , for example, shows that good characters are the origin of most acts, a total
of 1 , 1 2 5 , followed by 9 3 5 acts by bad characters and 3 70 by neutral ones. Out of
the 1 , 1 2 5 acts by good characters, most ( 75 1 ) are unrelated to the law. Although these
are large frequencies, and far from uniformly distributed, by themselves they say little
about the relationship between the favorable-unfavorable evaluation of television
characters and their association with the law. If one is interested in the statistical
relationship between two variables, one must compare the observed frequencies of
co-occurrences with those obtained by chance. In cross-tabulations, frequencies are
at the level of chance when all columns and all rows are proportional to their respec
tive margins, which means that the marginal frequencies explain the distribution of
frequencies within the table. In Table 1 0 . 1 , the frequencies obtainable by chance
are shown in italics directly below the observed frequencies, which are shown in bold
face type.

Table 1 0.1

C ross-Tabu l ation of Freq u e n c i es of Acts Engaged in by C h a racters i n
F i cti o n a l Te levision Program m i ng

Acts Initiated by Fictional Characters who are:
Good
Neutral

Bad

Associated with Law Enforcement

369
1 94

27
64

23
161

419

Unrelated to Law

751
71 0

328
233

454
590

1533

Criminals

5
22 1

15
73

458
1 84

47 8

1 1 25

370

935

Totals of

2430 Acts

SOU RC E : B rouwer et a l . ( 1 969).

What is noteworthy in such a table are co-occurrences of categories whose
observed frequencies deviate significantly from what would be expected when
variables were independent and co-occurrences were chance events . In Table
1 0 . 1 , the largest frequency of 75 1 is also nearly as expected ( 7 1 0 is the
expected frequency) and thus does not contribute to the significance of the
relationship between the two variables. In fact, when one uses a X2 test to
establish this significance, the cells that make the largest contribution to this
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relationship are the four corner cells, which indicate the extremes of good
and bad and of upholding and breaking the law. The differences between the
observed and the expected frequencies in these cells tested statistically signif
icant, and thus can be interpreted as supporting the statistical hypothesis that
the good guys are more likely acting on the side of the law, whereas the bad
guys are acting in opposition to it. I say " statistical hypothesis " here because
the table shows that there are exceptions, although significantly fewer than
chance .
Cross-tabulations are not limited to two or three variables, but they are more
easily visualized and interpreted when the number of variables is small. Multi
variate techniques are available for testing complex structures within multidi
mensional data ( Reynolds, 1 977) .
When variables are nominal ( an unordered set of categories ) , we speak of
associations, as shown above, but when they consist of numerically ordered
values, we speak of correlations. The standard of chance is common to both,
but the use of correlation coefficients adds another standard to that of chance,
the standard of linearity. Correlation coefficients are zero if data are as
expected by chance, and they are unity when all data fall on a straight line, a
regression line ( see also Chapter 1 1 , section 1 1 . 5 ) . Otherwise, correlation mea
sures the degree to which data resemble a regression line as opposed to chance.
Above-chance statistical relations-associations and correlations-may be of
two kinds:
•
•

Within the results of a content analysis, as in Table 1 0 . 1
Between the results o f a content analysis and data obtained independently,
as in Figure 1 0. 3

Because content analysts control the definitions o f their variables, there is
always the danger that the statistical relations within content analysis results
are artifacts of the recording instrument. In Table 1 0 . 1 , the positive association
(good cops, bad criminals) is notable because the underlying relation could
have gone in the other direction ( bad cops, good criminals) . But a positive asso
ciation between, say, feminine-masculine personality traits ( gender) and sex ( its
biological manifestation) is expected in our culture precisely because these two
variables are semantically related. Association and correlation coefficients do
not respond to semantic relationships between variables, and if such relation
ships do exist, these correlation measures are partly spurious and uninforma
tive by themselves.
Correlations between the results of a content analysis and data obtained by
other means are less likely so affected because the two kinds of variables differ
in how the data are generated. Figure 1 0.3 comes from Freeman's (200 1 ) study
of u.s. auto industry letters to shareholders. Freeman compared the attention
paid to a set of categories functional to a corporation in Chrysler'S letters to
shareholders with the company's return on assets and found a strong negative
correlation between these variables.
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ndard of chance underlies most multivariate techniques of data analysis
Iresentation. Correlations are worth reporting only when the data deviate
andy from chance, ideally approximating linearity. One prominent tech
s multiple regression analysis. It presupposes that the variables being
,d are of two kinds: independent and dependent. The variation in the
ent variables is to be explained, and the variation in the independent
=s serves as the explanation. Indeed, many questions that content analysts
are reducible to problems of regression. For example, which characteris
novels predict their popularity ? A clear answer to that question would
mthors and publishers alike. Or which factors explain media content
nent actions, interest groups, economics ( advertising) , technology, or
talent ? Or which features of messages are effective in encouraging
rs of a target population to change their health care habits ? The most
,n kind of regression analysis orders a number of independent variables
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according t o how much they contribute t o predicting the values o f one chosen
dependent variable.
Another multivariate technique entails the use of structural equations. Each vari
able is considered a dependent variable of all other variables. Only under
certain conditions can such a network of multivariate correlations be interpreted in
causal terms. Constraints of space prevent me from discussing these conditions here,
but I must note that it is extremely difficult to establish causality from exclusively
textual data. One important ingredient of the use of causal explanations is time.
Figure l O A shows the results of a path analysis conducted by Weaver,
Buddenbaum, and Fair ( 1 9 8 5 ) that features regression correlation (beta) coefficients
above .20 between variables whose relationship to the development of the media in
Third World countries was suspected. Weaver et a1. compared this path analysis
with one that used the same variables but also included data concerning all countries
and concluded that in most Third World countries, the media tend to be used to
facilitate the functioning of the economy and to perpetuate the power of the rulers.
Urba nism

�

122
..;"';"=�-- Media development

. 68

igure 1 0.4

Paths for Pred i cti n g Gove r n m e nta l Control of the Press for Th i rd Wor l d
Cou ntri es, 1950-1979

:J U RC E : Weaver e t a l . ( 1 9 8 5 , fig. 2 ) .

Correlational techniques are not limited to linear relationships, however. A good
illustration of this is found in the work of Namenwirth ( 1 973; Namenwirth &
Weber, 1 987), who analyzed the Lasswellian values (see Chapter 8, section 8 . 5 . 3 )
i n speeches from the British throne between 1 6 8 9 and 1 9 72, covering the British
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mercantilist and capitalist periods. Over such a long period, fluctuations in the
frequencies of values are to be expected, but instead of correlating these with exter
nal events that the British Empire had to face, Namenwirth considered values as
expressing the workings of an autonomous culturaVpolitical system in which the
frequencies of one kind decline as others rise, in endless cycles. To test this hypoth
esis, he applied a kind of Fourier analysis to these fluctuations. A Fourier analysis
decomposes the complex fluctuations of a measure-whether of waves of light or
of economic activity-over time into a series of additive sinus curves. Namenwirth
identified at least three concurring cycles that turned out to explain much of the
variance in the data: a 146-year cycle, a 52-year cycle, and a 32-year cycle.
Figure 1 0 .5 depicts the internal structure of the 52-year cycle. Categories
of values that peak are listed at the rim of the circle. Accordingly, the

ReSPect

COSMOPOLITAH

G.iins

PROGRESSIVE

• CONSERVATIVE
�t'"

Nol

PAROCHIAL

Figure 10.5

A 52-Year Cyc l e o f Va l ues Fo u n d i n Speeches from t h e B ri t i s h
Th ron e, 1689-1972

SO U RC E : N amenwi rth a n d Weber

( 1 987, p. 1 3 9, fig. 5 .5 ; a l so in N a menwi rth, 1 9 73).
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" 6 o'clock " position, corresponding to the years 1 79 0 , 1 842, 1 8 94, and 1 946,
witnesses concern about the poor performance of the economy, prevailing
( un )certainties, and search for knowledge (enlightenment) . In the "9 o'clock "
position, rectitude and respect gain and concerns for social welfare and conflict
grow. In the " 1 2 o'clock" position, welfare and respect reach their peaks, and
enlightenment co-occurs with an international orientation. At the "3 o'clock "
position, wealth, trade, and conflict become issues, and well-being is feared to
degenerate. In the center of this figure, Namenwirth summarizes this dynamic
as a thematic progression from parochial to progressive, to cosmopolitan, to
conservative, and back to the beginning. This interpretation loosely follows
Parsons and Bales's ( 1 9 5 3 ) theory suggesting that every society, facing four
functional requirements, cycles from an expressive phase to an adaptive phase,
then to an instrumental phase, then to an integrative phase, and then back to an
expressive phase, and so on. One could describe this technique as one of curve
fitting. Here the usual linearity assumptions of correlation coefficients are
replaced by sinus curves.

FACTO R ANALYS I S AN D
M U LT I D I M E N S I ONAL SCA L I N G
Factor analysis, a favorite method of behavioral scientists in the 1 960s and
1 9 70s, is a way to summarize the correlations among many variables by con
structing a space with fewer dimensions in which these data might be represented
with a minimum of loss in explanatory power. It computes a set of hypothetical
and ideally orthogonal dimensions or variables and offers measures of how
closely the original variables are correlated with these. These correlations (of the
original variables with the virtual dimensions) provide clues that help analysts
to make sense of the virtual dimensions. This is the path that Osgood ( 1 974a,
1 974b ) took to obtain what he called the " basic dimensions " of affective
meaning. He used data in the form of numerous semantic differential scales and
found three basic dimensions that explain between 5 0 % and 75 % of the vari
ance. After examining which of the original scales correlated highly with these,
he called them the " evaluative " (good-bad), " activity" ( active-passive) , and
"potency" ( strong-weak) dimensions of affective meaning ( see also Chapter 7,
section 7.4.4) .
Whereas factor analysis reduces the dimensionality o f the original data while
trying to preserve their variance, multidimensional scaling ( MDS) reduces the
dimensionality of the original (geometric ) distances between data points, trying
to preserve their positions relative to each other. It requires data on how far apart
pairs of elements, concepts, and even variables are. The analyst can fulfill this
condition in various ways, such as by measuring differences, dissimilarities,
disagreements, dissociations, or lack of co-occurrences between all pairs,
whether using obj ective measurements or subjective judgments. Even correlation
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coefficients can be and have been converted into distances and subjected to MDS
techniques.
MDS starts out with a space of as many dimensions as there are data points,
which usually escapes human comprehension. It then attempts to remove one
dimension at a time, so as to represent the data in fewer dimensions with a mini
mum of adjustments to the distances between the data points-much as when one
attempts to represent a three-dimensional distribution of points in two dimensions.
Figure 1 0 . 6 displays the MDS results of a content analysis conducted by Andsager
and Powers ( 1 999), a three-dimensional representation of a set of frames used by
four women's magazines in discussing breast cancer. The point of this presentation
is to suggest which concepts, ideas, and media sources-here called "frames"-are
similar, which cluster in small areas, and which are far apart. If all data points were
equidistant from one another to begin with, there would be no point in scaling
down the dimensionality of these data. Apparently, the standard against which
MDS results become noteworthy is that of equal differences.

Genetics

Good Housekeeping

McCall's

Ladies'
Home
Journal

.I
Pregnancy

Personal Stories

Figure 1 0.6

Th ree- D i m e n s i o n a l Rep resentation of the Fra mes U sed by Fou r Wom e n 's
Magaz i nes to D iscuss B reast Cancer

SO U RC E : Andsager a n d Powers ( 1 999, p . 5 4 1 , fig. 1 ) .
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I MAG ES, PO RTRAYA LS,
S E MA N T I C N O D ES, A N D P RO F I LES
Content analysts often focus on one o r a few concepts, persons, o r events and
seek to ascertain how they are depicted or portrayed in text and what symbolic
qualities readers might find associated with them. In the content analysis litera
ture, titles like "Medicine in Medieval Literature, " "The Role of Scientists in
Popular Media, " " The Human Body in Women's and Men's Magazines," "How
the Portrayal of the United States Has Shifted in Arab D ailies, " and " The Public
Image of AT&T" abound. Researchers seek to answer questions of this kind by
analyzing the linguistic or textual contexts in which references to the selected
ideas occur.
In attribution analysis, the researcher tabulates the adjectives used to describe
a chosen concept. A single list of attributes is quite uninformative, however,
unless it is compared with some other list that provides a standard against which
deviations may be noted. In a comparative attribution analysis, at least two lists
are contrasted-for example, the image of one candidate for political office may
be compared with the image of his or her opponent; or the portrayals of a
country in textbooks before a war may be compared with those after that war;
or the way one medium depicts a political scandal may be compared with how
another medium covers that scandal. The analyst compares the lists to finds out
what attributes they share and what attributes distinguish among them. If all the
attributes are shared among all the lists, there is little for the analyst to say. This
reveals the standard that is common to this kind of analysis, the sharing of
attributions against which differences in portrayals become noteworthy. Some
researchers who conduct attribution analyses use expectations as a basis for com
parison, reporting on how and how much a given image deviates from the typi
cal or usual. Unless a researcher has data on such expectations, formal tests may
not be applicable. However, verbal highlights of what is unexpected or abnormal
are common to many interpretations of images, portrayals, and the like ( see the
discussion of interactive-hermeneutic explorations in Chapter 1 2 , section 1 2 . 6 ) .
Another standard, common largely in linguistics, appears i n the comparison
of the linguistic context of one word or expression with the set of all grammati
cally and semantically acceptable contexts in which that word or expression can
occur. The subset of actually used linguistic contexts is then equated with the
meaning of the word or expression. This idea can easily be expanded to the
meanings of politicians, professionals, academic disciplines, and countries.
Thus the notion of " attribute " should not be construed too narrowly. The image
of a U.S. president that spin doctors and advertisers are so worried about can
hardly be reduced to a list of adjectives. This would be a convenient but limited
operationalization. It may have to include a president's speeches, editorials dis
cussing what the president does, opinion polls, even cartoons presenting that pres
ident's public or private life. What is particular about the image of U.S. presidents
is how what is said about them differs from what is said about comparable other
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personalities. Similarly, the image of, say, human genetics in science fiction makes
sense only in comparison with how other scientific theories enter this genre.
Computer-aided text analysis ( CATA), which I discuss in depth in Chapter 1 2 ,
has provided us with several useful devices for the analysis o f images and por
trayals. One is the KWIC (keyword in context) list, a tabulation of sentences
or text fractions that contain a particular word or phrase. Figure 1 2 . 1 shows
such a tabulation for the word play. Weber ( 1 9 84, p. 1 3 1 ) compared the KWIC
lists for the word rights as used by Republicans and Democrats and found sig
nificant differences in how the two groups employed the word; these differences
are what make Weber's findings interesting. ( See Chapter 12 for a fuller discus
sion of Weber's study. ) Researchers can examine the contexts of keywords or key
phrases by using the " find " function of ordinary word processing programs,
although this is a cumbersome method. Qualitative text analysis software moves
from listing the contexts of single words to listing the contexts of categories of
textual units (see Chapter 12, section 1 2 . 6 ) .
Analyzing the nodes o f semantic networks i n terms o f how one node is
connected to others follows the same logic. For example, Figure 12.5 depicts
the concept "hacker" as it appears in the narratives of students describing each
other. In such networks, nodes are typically characterized in one of two ways :
•

They may be characterized in terms of measures that describe their position
within a network-for example, with how many other nodes they are con
nected, their centrality or peripherality, or how often they occur. Carley
( 1 997) has measured the positional properties of nodes in terms of density,
conductivity, and intensity .

•

They may be characterized in terms of the semantic connections between
them and any other nodes. Figure 1 0. 7, for example, depicts the semantic
connections among nodes found by researchers who examined the charac
teristics attributed to robots in post- 1 960s texts (Palmquist, Carley, &
Dale, 1 9 9 7 ) . This figure also displays the percentages of texts in which the
connections occur.

Comparison of the linguistic environments in which a concept occurs gives
rise to a variety of analytical possibilities. Two concepts that occur (or can occur)
in the same linguistic environment are interchangeable, have the same meanings,
and are considered synonymous. Concepts that mediate between many other
concepts are the central concepts of a belief system, a story, or a discourse, which
a network represents. An analysis of the environments that two concepts do not
share elucidates differences in their meanings. "True " opposites share the
environments of their genus but differ in everything else.
Figure 1 0 . 7 is one of several "maps " that Palmquist et al. ( 1 997) compared in
their examination of texts involving robots written before, during, and after
1 960. What they found supported their hypotheses about changes in emotions
associated with the robot image-over time, the texts showed emerging trust,
loyalty, and friendship that increasingly counterbalanced persistent fears.
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SO U RC E : Pa l m q u i st et a l .

( 1 997,

p.

1 78, fig. 1 0.4).

When analysts use profiles-whether of potential authors of unsigned
documents, applicants for a certain job, or persons with mental illnesses-they
apply the same interpretive standard, but with the addition that the attributes,
correlates, or linguistic environments must be predictive of something. That is,
they must answer a question, such as, Who wrote the unsigned document? Who
is most likely to succeed in a given j o b ? How should a therapist treat a patient
who has a particular manner of talking ?
Take the analysis of plagiarism as an example. Suppose that there are two liter
ary works by different authors, A and B, and B is alleged to have plagiarized A's
work. Suspicions that one author has plagiarized the work of another are usually
grounded in the recognition of surprising similarities between the two works in
word choices, grammatical constructions, plot structure, outline, and so on. Even
if the similarities are compelling, they do not constitute sufficient evidence of pla
giarism. Before content analysts can enter a plagiarism dispute, it must be estab
lished that B had access to A's work before or while writing the disputed work.
This is the easy part, to be addressed by a court of law. Once the accessibility of
A's work to B has been established, analysts can focus their attention on how the
similarities between the two works can be explained. Figure 1 0 . 8 diagrams the rela
tionships that content analysts may have to consider. The similarity or agreement
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(11 could be due to B's shameless copying of A's work, B's creativity (chance), or
A's and B's common literary and/or cultural background. If the similarity (11 can be
shown to exceed (12 substantially, this would add weight in favor of plagiarism on
B's part. If (13 exceeds (11 to a degree better than chance, then A may actually be the
plagiarist of B's previous work, rather than B having plagiarized A.
Authors, by definition, create new literature, and A and B could have come to
these similarities on separate paths, especially if they are acquainted with each
other's previously published work. Previous works may not be available for com
parison or may not be considered relevant when the similarities being examined
concern content, subject matter, or unusual personal experiences. But even the
most imaginative writers rely on a background of literature, education, cultural
practices, media exposure, and common sense that they share widely with
others-otherwise their works would be unintelligible. This common background
provides authors with a vocabulary of metaphors, sayings, myths, and themes that
they weave into their writing. Most similarities between different authors' works
are due to the background they share without realizing it. In a famous plagiarism
case concerning a book about teaching in New York, the similarity turned out to
be explained by the fact that, unknown to plaintiff and defendant, they had both
taught in the same classroom in different years. If one subtracts the vocabulary
and background that A and B share from the profiles of the two works, one is left
with two profiles whose similarity or difference can be explained by creativity (or
chance ) or plagiarism. If the remaining similarities are well above chance, this
finding might support a charge of plagiarism. The analysis of images, portrayals,
semantic nodes, or profiles can lead in numerous directions.

Accused Plagiarist B:
Common Literary
Cultural Background

Accusing Author A :
Figure 1 0.8

Co mparisons of Wo rks N eeded to Esta b l i s h or D ispel Accu sati o n s of
P l ag i a r i s m

CO N T I N G E N C I ES
AN D CO NT I N G E N CY ANALYS I S
Contingency analysis is a technique that enables researchers to infer networks of
associations from patterns of co-occurrences in texts, whether they are generated
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by a source or attended to by readers. Contingency analysis started with the
observation that symbols often occur in pairs of opposites, that concepts or
ideas form clusters. Contingency analysis is based on the assumption (analytical
construct) that concepts that are closely associated cognitively will also be closely
related proximally. Content analysts have successfully applied this assumption
to individual authors, to social groups with common prejudices or ideological
commitments, and to whole cultures permeated by cultural stereotypes or
conventions. Experiments have shown that exposure to statistical contingencies
in messages can cause corresponding association in their receivers as well,
followed by the reproduction of these contingencies in speech, so that contin
gency analysis can be used to infer associations not only in the sources of texts
but also in the audiences that are exposed to such statistical contingencies (Osgood,
1 959, pp. 55-6 1 ) . Regardless of these correlational validations, contingency
analysis is an analytical technique in its own right.
Contingency analysis starts with a set of recording units, each of which is
characterized by a set of attributes, concepts, or features that are either present
or absent. The choice of recording units is important insofar as such units
must contain sufficient numbers of co-occurrences. A word is too small a unit. A
sentence usually contains several concepts, but units larger than sentences tend
to be more productive. Osgood ( 1 95 9 ) , who first outlined this analysis, illus
trated the steps involved in his analysis of 38 talks given by W. ]. Cameron on
the Ford Sunday Evening Hour radio program. First, Osgood regarded each talk
as one recording unit and recorded the presence or absence of 27 conceptual cat
egories in each unit. In the second step, he counted the co-occurrences of these
categories and entered them in a square matrix of all pairs of categories (attri
butes, concepts, or features) . In the third step, he tested the statistical significance
of these co-occurrences. Co-occurrences that are significantly above chance sug
gest the presence of associations, whereas co-occurrences that are significantly
below chance suggest the presence of dissociations.
The interpretive standard implicit in this technique is that of co-occurrences
by chance, of course, a complete disconnection of the categories in question.
Osgood plausibly argues that both directions of deviation from chance are of
psychological importance. The association pattern that Osgood inferred from
this rather small data set is depicted in Figure 1 0 . 9 . Here, mentions of factories,
industry, machines, production, and so on (FAC) tended to be associated with
mentions of progress (PRO ) ; Ford and Ford cars (FD ) ; free enterprise and initia
tive (ENT); laymen, farmers, shopkeepers, and the like ( LAY ) ; and business,
selling, and the like (BUS ) . But when Cameron talked about these things, he
tended not to talk about (to dissociate them from) such categories as youth
(YTH ) , intellectuals, lily-livered bookmen, and so on (lNT), and disease (DIS),
which form another cluster of associations, dissociated from the former cluster.
The figure shows also associations among violence and destruction (DES ) ;
assorted "isms, " such as communism, fascism, and totalitarianism (ISM); fear
and bewilderment ( FEAR); and sundry evils (RVL) ( Osgood, 1 95 9 , pp. 67-6 8 ) .
Even without having heard these speeches, one can get a sense o f the mentality
of the speaker and of the times in which these speeches were broadcast.
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Figure 1 0.9

Spati a l Rep rese ntation o f a n Assoc iation Structu re

SOU RCE: Osgood

( 1 959, p. 68, fig. 4).

The fundamental assumption underlying the analysis of contingencies is that
co-occurrences in texts indicate associations in someone's mind or underlying
cultural practices. This assumption, along with the idea of neuronal networks,
has motivated Woelfel ( 1 99 3 , 1997) to develop software that allows a researcher
to tabulate all co-occurrences of words within a sliding window of a specified
length (e.g., 1 00 characters) and then compute clusters of contingencies. ( I
discuss this software, CatPac, in more detail in Chapter 1 2 , section 1 2 . 5 . 2 . )
Incidentally, this idea underlies computational procedures that have recently
been given the fancy name of " data mining. " Text searches can identify contin
gencies as well within other kinds of windows, sentences, paragraphs, and docu
ments. Thus several computer-aided approaches to text attend to contingencies
within linguistic contexts. What distinguishes the latter from what Osgood had
proposed is the absence of human readers, coders, or transcribers of the cate
gories that are subjected to contingency analysis. Woelfel's aim is to bypass
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human readers or coders altogether, but the results that such software produces
are bound to be shallow compared with analyses in which intelligent human
readers are involved.
When tables of possible co-occurrences become very large, analysts may find
it difficult to conceptualize the results. Examining a matrix of something like
200 x 200 associations between concepts, which is not unusual in content analy
sis, is a formidable task, and analysts trying to discover patterns in such a flood
of numerical data are likely to overlook important relationships. Then clustering
becomes important.

C L U ST E R I N G
Clustering operationalizes something humans do most naturally: forming
perceptual wholes from things that are connected, belong together, or have com
mon meanings, while separating them from things whose relationships seem acci
dental or meaningless. Clustering is closely allied with the conception of content
as a representation, inviting abstraction, producing a hierarchy of representations
that, on any one level, preserve what matters and omit only insignificant
details from the original data. Procedurally, clustering either works from the
bottom up, by lumping together objects, attributes, concepts, or people according
to what they share, or proceeds from the top down, by dividing sets of such enti
ties into classes whose boundaries reflect the more important differences between
them. The direction that clustering takes results from the analyst's choices of the
similarity measure and the clustering criterion. Clustering techniques differ widely
regarding these. Contingency is but one similarity measure; others are agreement,
correlation, proximity, the number of shared attributes, and common meanings,
either by semantic definition or by relations within a thesaurus.
The choice of a clustering criterion is decisive for the kind of clusters a
particular analysis provides. Some clustering criteria create long and snakelike
clusters, whereas others produce compact and circular clusters. Some are sensi
tive to how much diversity accumulates within a cluster, others are not, assuring
only the largest dissimilarities between the forming clusters. Under ideal circum
stances, a clustering criterion reflects the way clusters are formed in the reality of
the data source and relies on semantic similarities rather than purely syntactical
ones. Content analysts must bear in mind that different clustering procedures
may yield vastly different results; thus, to avoid ending up relying on arbitrary
findings, they must always justify their use of particular clustering techniques in
relation to the contexts of their analyses.
The most common of the available clustering procedures consists of the
following iterative steps:
1. Within a matrix of similarity measures, search for two clusters ( initially of
two unclustered objects) that are, by the chosen criterion, most similar and
the merger of which will least affect the overall measure of the differences
in the data.
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2. Lump these, taking into account the losses incurred within the newly formed
cluster.
3. Recompute all measures of similarity with the newly formed cluster, thereby
creating a new matrix of similarity measures within which the next two candidates
for lumping are to be found.
4. Record the clustering step taken and the losses incurred for the user to retrace.
5. Repeat steps 1 through 4 until there is nothing left to merge (see Krippendorff,
1980a).
For a small amount of data and simple criteria, an analyst may even d o clustering by
hand.
Clustering steps are typically recorded in the form of so-called dendrograms, which
are treelike diagrams that indicate when and which objects are merged and the losses
the clustering incurred . Figure 1 0 . 1 0 shows a fraction of Dziurzynski's ( 1 977) analysis of
some 300 television advertising appeals. The resulting classification of appeals into those
referring to texture, taste, value, and b argain appears to have considerable face validity.
As suggested above, clustering is popular in content analysis because, unlike factor
analysis and multidimensional scaling, it is based on intuitively meaningful similarities
among units of analysis, and its resulting hierarchies resemble the conceptualization of
text on various levels of abstraction. This is why so many clustering algorithms are avail
able. Often, however, the creators of these algorithms do not reveal how the algorithms
work, and that puts the burden of proving their structural validity on the content analysts
who use them ( see Chapter 1 3 , section 1 3 .2.3 ) .

C H A PT E R

1 1

Rei iabi I ity
This chapter discusses two general purposes of reliability in scientific
research. It distinguishes among three designs for generating data to
measure reliability, which leads to three manifestations of reliability:
stability, reproducibility, and accuracy. All turn out to be functions of
the agreement achieved among observers, coders, j udges, or measuring
instruments. Krippendorff's agreement coefficient alpha is presented as
a tool to assess such agreement, and its computation is demonstrated,
starting with the simplest kind of data and moving to embrace the most
common forms, nominal data, several metrics, multiple observers, and
incomplete data. The chapter also discusses the statistical issues of
sample sizes, alpha's distribution, and reliability standards.

W H Y R E L I A B I L I TY?
Data, by definition, are the trusted ground for reasoning, discussion, or calculation.
To stand on indisputable ground, content analysts must be confident that their
data ( a ) have been generated with all conceivable precautions in place against
known pollutants, distortions, and biases, intentional or accidental, and ( b ) mean
the same thing for everyone who uses them. Reliability grounds this confidence
empirically. There are two ways of operationalizing this confidence. In Kaplan
and Goldsen's ( 1 965 ) words: " The importance of reliability rests on the assur
ance it provides that data are obtained independent of the measuring event,
instrument or person. Reliable data, by definition, are data that remain constant
throughout variations in the measuring process" (pp. 8 3-84). Accordingly, a
research procedure is reliable when it responds to the same phenomena in the
same way regardless of the circumstances of its implementation. This is the
measurement theory conception of reliability.
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The other operationalization acknowledges that the phenomena of interest,
which are encoded or inscribed in analyzable data, usually disappear right after
they have been observed and recorded-human voices, historical events, radio
transmissions, and even physical experiments. The analyst's ability to examine
these phenomena in their absence, compare them with other phenomena, and,
particularly, discuss them with members of a community of stakeholders relies
heavily on a consensual reading and use of the data that represent, point to, or
invoke experiences with the phenomena of interest. Empirical inquiries into
bygone phenomena have no choice other than to presume that their data can be
trusted to mean the same to all of their users. In content analysis, this means
that the reading of textual data as well as of the research results is replicable else
where, that researchers demonstrably agree on what they are talking about.
Here, then, reliability is the degree to which members of a designated community
agree on the readings, interpretations, responses to, or uses of given texts or data.
This is an interpretivist conception of reliability.
In either case, researchers need to demonstrate the trustworthiness of their
data by measuring their reliability. If the results of reliability testing are com
pelling, researchers may proceed with the analysis of their data. If not, doubts as
to what these data mean prevail, and their analysis is hard to justify.
To perform reliability tests, analysts require data in addition to the data whose
reliability is in question. These are called reliability data, and analysts obtain them
by duplicating their research efforts under various conditions-for example, by
using several researchers with diverse personalities, by working in differing
environments, or by relying on different but functionally equal measuring
devices. Reliability is indicated by substantial agreement of results among these
duplications.
In contrast to reliability, validity concerns truths . Researchers cannot
ascertain validity through duplications. Validity tests pit the claims resulting
from a research effort against evidence obtained independent of that effort. Thus,
whereas reliability provides assurances that particular research results can be
duplicated, that no (or only a negligible amount) of extraneous " noise " has
entered the process and polluted the data or perturbed the research results, valid
ity provides assurances that the claims emerging from the research are borne out
in fact. Reliability is not concerned with the world outside of the research
process. All it can do is assure researchers that their procedures can be trusted to
have responded to real phenomena, without claiming knowledge of what these
phenomena "really " are.
In content analysis, reliability and validity can be related by two propositions
and a conjecture:
•

Unreliability limits the chance of validity. In everyday life, disagreements
among eyewitness accounts make it difficult for third parties to know what
actually happened or whether the witnesses are reporting on the same
event. For such accounts to be considered reliable, witnesses must concur
well above chance. If the coding of textual matter is the product of chance,
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it may well include a valid account of what was observed or read, but
researchers would not be able to identify that account to a degree better
than chance. Thus, the more unreliable a procedure, the less likely it is to
result in data that lead to valid conclusions .
•

Reliability does not guarantee validity. Two observers of the same event
who hold the same conceptual system, prej udice, or interest may well agree
on what they see but still be objectively wrong. Content analysts are not
exempt from such concurrences. Because they have acquired a language
and concepts that make them see the world from the unique perspective of
their academic discipline, their observations and readings are based in a
consensus that is not likely shared by many people outside of their schol
arly community. Content analysts' shared worldview may deviate radically
from the worldviews of those whose intentions, perceptions, and actions
are at issue and could validate the intended inferences. A highly reliable
research process may well be artificial and thus have little chance of being
substantiated by evidence on the intentions, perceptions, actions, or events
that were inferred. Even perfectly dependable mechanical instruments, such
as computers, can be wrong-reliably. Thus a reliable process may or may
not lead to valid outcomes.

This relationship is illustrated in Figure 1 1 . 1 , which depicts reliability as repeating
the same score and validity as being on-target. The top part of the figure suggests
that with diminishing reliability, validity increasingly becomes a chance event. The
bottom part suggests that reliability does not guarantee being on-target.
Thus reliability is a necessary, but not a sufficient, condition for validity. The
following conj ecture does not have the logical force of the preceding proposi
tions, but it is born out of the experiences by numerous content analysts:
•

In the pursuit of high reliability, validity tends to get lost. This statement
describes the analyst's common dilemma of having to choose between inter
esting but nonreproducible interpretations that intelligent readers of texts
may offer each other in conversations and oversimplified or superficial but
reliable text analyses generated through the use of computers or carefully
instructed human coders. Merritt's ( 1 96 6 ) study of the rising national
consciousness among the 13 original American colonies on the basis of
newspaper accounts provides an example of a case in which complexity of
interpretation was sacrificed for reliability. Because national sentiments are
difficult to define and identify, Merritt elected to enumerate the mentions
of American place-names instead. A shift in the use of the names of places
in colonial England to the names of places in America may well be an
attractive index, and counting words instead of themes causes fewer relia
bility problems, however, the use of place-names surely is only one manifesta
tion of " national consciousness, " and a richer account of this phenomenon
could well have led to more interesting inferences. Merritt's index is attractive,
as I have suggested, but its validity remains thin.
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Figure 1 1 . 1

The Re l ationsh i p Betwee n Re l ia b i l i ty and Va l i d i ty

The use of computers in content analysis, praised for increasing reliability,
has highlighted this dilemma even more clearly. Computers process character
strings, not meanings. They sort volumes of words without making sense of
them. Although it is possible to program computers to perform amazing func
tions, when analysts rely on them rather than on intelligent readers they run the
risk of trivializing the meanings of texts ( see Chapter 1 2 , section 1 2 . 1 ) . In con
tent analysis, researchers should approach highly reliable procedures with as
much caution as they approach fascinating interpretations that nobody can
replicate .

RE L I A B I L ITY D ES I G N S

Types of Rel iabi l ity
There are three types of reliability: stability, reproducibility, and accuracy ( see
Table 1 1 . 1 ) . These are distinguished not by how agreement is measured but by
the way the reliability data are obtained. Without information about the
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Table 1 1 . 1

Typese of Reliabil ity

Reliability

Designs

Sta b i l ity

test-retest

Reproduci b i lity

test-test
test-sta ndard

----
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Causes of Disagreements

Strength

i ntraobserver i ncon s i sten c i es

weakest

i ntraobserver i n con s i sten c i es

med i u m

+

Accuracy

---

i nterobserver d i sagreements

i ntraobserver i ncon s i ste n c i es,
+

i nterobserver d i sagreements,

+

d ev i ations fro m a standard

circumstances under which the data for reliability assessments have been
generated, agreement measures remain uninterpretable.
Stability is the degree to which a process is unchanging over time. It is mea
sured as the extent to which a measuring or coding procedure yields the same
results on repeated trials. The data for such assessments are created under test
retest conditions; that is, one observer rereads, recategorizes, or reanalyzes the
same text, usually after some time has elapsed, or the same measuring device is
repeatedly applied to one set of objects. Under test-retest conditions, unreliabil
ity is manifest in variations in the performance of an observer or measuring
device. With reference to humans, such variations, also called intraobserver dis
agreement or individual inconsistencies, may be due to insecurity, carelessness,
openness to distractions, difficulties in comprehending written instructions, or
the tendency to relax performance standards when tired. Even the inherently
human characteristic of learning through practice, creatively improving one's
performance over time, shows up in disagreements over time. Stability, the weak
est form of reliability, is insufficient as the sole criterion for accepting data as
reliable. But because test-retest data are the easiest reliability data to obtain, and
internal inconsistencies limit other reliabilities as well, measuring stability may be
an analyst's first step in establishing the reliability of data.
Reproducibility is the degree to which a process can be replicated by different
analysts working under varying conditions, at different locations, or using dif
ferent but functionally equivalent measuring instruments. Demonstrating repro
ducibility requires reliability data that are obtained under test-test conditions; for
example, two or more individuals, working independent of each other, apply the
same recording instructions to the same units of analysis. Disagreements between
these observers' performances are due to both intraobserver inconsistencies and
interobserver differences in the interpretation and application of given recording
instructions. Compared with stability, reproducibility, which is also variously
called intercoder reliability, intersubjective agreement, and parallel-forms relia
bility, is a far stronger measure of reliability.
Accuracy is the degree to which a process conforms to its specifications and
yields what it is designed to yield. To establish accuracy, analysts must obtain
data under test-standard conditions; that is, they must compare the performance
of one or more data-making procedures with the performance of a procedure that
is taken to be correct. Observed disagreements between the two kinds of

strongest
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performances are due to intraobserver inconsistencies, interobserver differences,
and deviations from a given standard. Because it responds to all three sources of
variation, accuracy is the strongest reliability test available. It is surpassed in
strength only by validity measures that appear to conform to the test-standard
design, but the standard is truth, or at least what is known to be true, a require
ment that lies outside reliability considerations ( and that I take up in Chapter 1 3 ) .
When data making i s merely clerical o r computational, the meaning o f accu
racy is clear. Typos, for instance, are errors by comparison to existing spelling
standards. In linguistics, conversation analysis, and therapeutic contexts, ana
lysts perform accuracy checks by comparing novices' uses of transcription con
ventions, for example, with those of acknowledged experts. In content analysis,
accuracy measurements often include testing the work of trainee coders against
standards that have been established by panels of experienced content analysts.
In the more problematic parts of content analysis, such as the interpretation and
transcription of complex textual matter, suitable accuracy standards are not easy
to find. Because interpretations can be compared only with other interpretations,
attempts to measure accuracy presuppose the privileging of some interpretations
over others, and this puts any claims regarding precision or accuracy on episte
mologically shaky grounds. Thus the use of accuracy is limited to coder training
and other areas where objective standards are readily available.
Stability, on the other end of the spectrum, is too weak to serve as a reliabil
ity measure in content analysis. It cannot respond to individually stable idiosyn
crasies, prejudices, ideological commitments, closed-mindedness, or consistent
misinterpretations of given coding instructions and texts.
One method that some scholars have mentioned as a reliability test is the split-half
technique. This technique would call on content analysts to divide a sample of record
ing units into two approximately equal parts and have the two parts coded by
different observers, one unit at a time. The analysts would then compare the
frequency distributions obtained for the two parts. If the difference between the
two distributions is statistically insignificant, the data would be considered reliable;
otherwise, they would be considered unreliable. However, this measure merely
assesses the degree to which two subsamples resemble each other or whether the larger
data set can be considered homogeneous. (The test can also be used to determine
whether a sample is large enough to represent a population; see Chapter 6, section
6.3.3.) However, as there may be good reasons why two subsamples are different, or
no reasons why they should be the same, homogeneity says nothing about whether
data can be trusted. In content analysis-or, more generally, when the reliability of cat
egorizing or describing units is at issue-the split-half technique is not a suitable relia
bility test, and its use must be discouraged as uninformative and misleading.

Conditions for Generating Rel iabi lity Data
As noted in Chapter 2 (section 2 . 1 ) , content analysis must be reproducible, at
least in principle. To check on this possibility, analysts must generate reliability
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data at least under test-test conditions and account not only for individual
instabilities but also for disagreements among observers, coders, or analysts. Any
analysis using observed agreement as a measure of reproducibility must meet the
following requirements:
•

It must employ communicable coding instructions-that is, an exhaustively
formulated, clear, and workable data language plus step-by-step instruc
tions on how to use it. This widely accepted requirement may need to be
extended to include rarely mentioned training programs that coders typi
cally undergo before qualifying for the task-otherwise, one may not know
what the data mean and how to reproduce them.

•

It must employ communicable criteria for the selection of individual
observers, coders, or analysts from a population of equally capable indi
viduals who are potentially available for training, instruction, and coding
elsewhere.

•

It must ensure that the observers who generate the reliability data work
independent of each other. Only if such independence is assured can covert
consensus be ruled out and the observed agreement be explained in terms of
the given instructions and the phenomena observed or the texts interpreted.

Inasmuch as reliability serves as a condition for research to proceed with the
data in hand, the content analysis literature is full of evidence of researchers'
well-intended but often misguided attempts to manipulate the process of data
generation so as to increase the appearance of high levels of agreement. Most of
these involve violations of one or more of the above conditions, as the following
examples illustrate.
In the belief that consensus is better than individual j udgment, some
researchers have asked observers to discuss what they read or see and reach their
decisions by compromise or majority vote. This practice may indeed moderate
the effects of individual idiosyncrasies and take advantage of the possibility that
two observers can notice more than one, but data generated in this way neither
ensure reproducibility nor reveal its extent. In groups like these, observers are
known to negotiate and to yield to each other in tit-for-tat exchanges, with pres
tigious group members dominating the outcome. Here, observing and coding
come to reflect the social structure of the group, which is nearly impossible to
communicate to other researchers and replicate. Moreover, subjective feelings of
accomplishment notwithstanding, the data that are generated by such consensual
coding afford no reliability test. They are akin to data generated by a single
observer. Reproducibility requires at least two independent observers. To sub
stantiate the contention that coding by groups is superior to coding by separate
individuals, a researcher would have to compare the data generated by at least
two such groups and two individuals, each working independently.
It is not uncommon for researchers to ask observers to work separately, but to
consult each other whenever unanticipated problems arise. Such consultation is a
response to a common problem: The writers of the coding instructions have not
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been able to anticipate all possible ways of expressing relevant matter. Ideally, these
instructions should include every applicable rule on which agreement is being mea
sured. However, the very act of observers' discussing emerging problems creates
interpretations of the existing coding instructions to cope with the newly discovered
problems that are typical of the group and not communicable to others. In addition,
as the instructions become reinterpreted, the process loses some of its stability over
time: Data generated early in the process use instructions that differ from those that
evolve. The higher measure of reliability in the end is partly illusory.
Because content analysts may not be able to anticipate all of the possible com
plications in their texts, it is a common practice to expand the written coding
instructions by adopting new and written rules as the process unfolds. The idea
is that the coding instructions evolve, eventually requiring no new rules. To avoid
being misled by unwritten consensus among coders engaged in the dual task of
interpreting text and expanding the common instructions to do so, content analysts
should put the final instructions to a reliability test, using different coders, and
reexamine the data generated before these final instructions have been reached.
Content analysts are sometimes tempted to assume, and act on the assump
tion, that data making is served best by experts, exceptionally acute observers, or
individuals who have long histories of involvement with the subject of the
research. They should be reminded, however, that the requirement of repro
ducibility means that any individual with specifiable qualifications could perform
the same coding tasks as well and know exactly what is meant by the categories,
scales, and descriptive devices used in the research. If there are no other experts
against whom the performance of the available expert observers can be checked,
the observers' interpretations may be insightful and fascinating, but the analyst
cannot claim that they are reliable. This is the basis of arguments against a con
tent analyst's doing his or her own coding (as a principal investigator may some
times do, for instance) unless the analyst's performance is compared with that of
at least one other coder. To satisfy this requirement, the analyst may be tempted
to find that other coder among friends or close associates with whom the analyst
has worked for a long time. Two such coders are likely to agree-not, however,
because they carefully follow the written instructions, but because they know
each other and the purpose of the research; they are likely to react similarly with
out being able to convey the source of their convenient commonalities to others.
Analysts should choose observers from a specifiable population of potential
observers from which other researchers can select as well.
Sometimes content analysts accept as data only those units of analysis on
which observers achieve perfect agreement. This is a particularly problematic
practice, because it gives researchers the illusion. of perfect reliability without
affording them the possibility of separating agreement due to chance from agree
ment based on the sameness of reading or observation. For binary or dichoto
mous data, agreement by chance is at least 5 0 % . Omitting units on which coders
happen to disagree cannot change the chance nature of those on which they
do agree. There is no escape from true chance events. This is true also when
agreement is well above chance but not perfect. Units that are coded by chance
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populate both agreement and disagreement cells of a coincidence table, and in
the agreement cells there is no way of separating units according to whether
observers agreed by chance or by following the instructions. Most important,
when analysts rely on data that are easily coded, the data become an artifact of
the analytical procedure-they are no longer representative of the phenomena
the researchers hope to analyze.
Content analysts who employ the following two-step procedure can achieve
both data whose reliability is measurable and an improvement in their confidence
in the data beyond the measured reliability. First, they have to employ three or
more observers working independent of one another. This yields reliability data
whose reliability can be measured. Second, they reconcile discrepancies in these
data either by relying on a formal decision rule-maj ority j udgments or average
scores-or by reaching consensus in postcoding deliberations. The data before
such reconciliation are reliability data proper and do yield reportable reliabilities.
Although it is reasonable to assume that postcoding reconciliation improves the
reliability of the data beyond the reliability of data generated by any one individ
ual observer, this is an assumption without measurable evidence. The only pub
lishable reliability is the one measured before the reconciliation of disagreements.
The reliability of the data after this reconciliation effort is merely arguable.

Rel iabi l ity Data
As noted above, the data that enable researchers to assess reliability, called

reliability data, duplicate the very data-making process whose reliability is in
question. Reliability data make no reference to what the data are about. Only the
assignment of units to the terms of a data language matters.
In their most basic or canonical form, reliability data consist of records gen
erated by two or more observers or measuring devices and concern the same set
of phenomena. In content analysis, two data-making processes are distinguish
able: unitizing and coding. In the practice of research, unitizing and coding may
occur together, but the mathematical processes used in evaluating their reliabil
ity are different, and so are their reliability data.
Unitizing is identifying within a medium-within an initially undifferentiated
continuum-contiguous sections containing information relevant to a research
question. These sections become the units of analysis or recording units, and sec
tions between the identified units are left unattended. Examples of unitizing
include clipping relevant articles from a newspaper, earmarking pertinent sec
tions in a video recording for subsequent analysis, isolating conversational moves
within a conversation, and identifying historically significant events in time.
Reliability calculations for unitizing are not as transparent as those for coding
and, unfortunately, are still uncommon. Later in this chapter (in section 1 1 . 6 ) ,
I will state, but not develop, reliability measures for unitizing and refer interested
readers to work published elsewhere (Krippendorff, 1 995a, in press-a ) . The
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reliability data for unitizing may be depicted as a three-dimensional cube of
observers-by-continuum-by-categories of identified units, as in Figure 1 1 .2 .
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Reliability Data for Unitizing

Coding is the transcribing, recording, categorizing, or interpreting of given
units of analysis into the terms of a data language so that they can be compared
and analyzed. A distinction can be drawn between single-valued and multi
valued data. In single-valued data, each unit of analysis receives a unique descrip
tion, one value from each variable. In multi-valued data, multiple descriptions or
interpretations are allowed. As not too many statistics can handle the latter, I
present reliability calculations of single-valued data only in this chapter. The data
structure for coding single-valued data may be visualized as in Figure 1 1 . 3 .
A comment on terminology: I n discussing the generation o f reliability data, I
use the word observers in a general sense. They could be called coders, scorers,
interpreters , unitizers, analysts, or j udges. Outside of content analysis, they might
be referred to as raters, interviewers, or acknowledged experts. Moreover, relia
bility data are not limited to those recorded by individual human beings. Business
accounts, medical records, and court ledgers, for example, can be interpreted
as the work of institutionalized observers. And mechanical measuring instruments
which convert phenomena into numbers-are included here as well.
In the process of unitizing a given continuum, observers characterize units by
their length, duration, or size, and by their location in the continuum, using
appropriate instructions. In coding, recording units are given or predefined, and
the observers' efforts are directed toward their transcription, interpretation, or
coding. In public opinion research, individuals often are the units of analysis; in
educational research, units are often called ( test) items, and elsewhere they may
be known as cases. In content analysis, units may be single words or longer text
segments, photographic images, minutes of video recordings, scenes in fictional
television programs, Web pages, utterances, distinct experiences-anything that
could have distinct meanings to an analyst.
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Re l i abi l i ty Data for Codi ng

In the context of coding, I use values as the generic term for names, categories,
ranks, scores, scale points, measurements, answers to questions, even written text
that describes itself and may be entered in the cells of a spreadsheet and located
in the coordinates of rows and columns of reliability data. Values vary along
dimensions called variables. As discussed in Chapter 8 , a variable has mutually
exclusive values.
Given these preliminaries, how can analysts assess agreement within reliabil
ity data as defined above ?

a-AG R E EM E N T FO R COD I N G
Analysts always aim for the highest reliability achievable, of course. As perfect
reliability may be difficult to achieve, especially when coding tasks are complex
and so require elaborate cognitive processes, analysts need to know by how
much the data deviate from the ideal of perfect reliability and whether this devi
ation is above or below accepted reliability standards. These are the two main
questions that any agreement measure should answer.
Several coefficients for measuring agreement are available, specialized for
particular kinds of data . Popping ( 1 9 8 8 ) identifies 39 for nominal data, and his
list is blatantly incomplete. In section 1 1 . 5 , I will review a few popular ones
regarding how they measure what their proponents claim they measure and
explore their suitability for reliability assessments . Here, I am relying on
Krippendorff's a, not because I invented it, but because it is the most general
agreement measure with appropriate reliability interpretations in content analy
sis, as shall become clear ( see Krippendorff, 1 9 70a, 1 970b, 1 9 78, 1 9 8 0b, 1 9 8 7,
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1 992 ) . a-agreement should not be confused with Cronbach's ( 1 95 1 ) alpha,
which is widely used in biometric and educational research for an entirely dif
ferent purpose and is unsuitable for evaluating reliability in content analysis.
Krippendorff's a allows uniform reliability standards to be applied to a great
diversity of data :
•

It is applicable to any number of values per variable. Its correction for
chance makes a independent of this number.

•

It is applicable to any number of observers, not just the traditional two.

•

It is applicable to small and large sample sizes alike. It corrects itself for
varying amounts of reliability data.

•

It is applicable to several metrics (scales of measurements)-nominal, ordi
nal, interval, ratio, and more.

•

It is applicable to data with missing values in which some observers do not
attend to all recording units.

In its most general form, a is defined by

a

=

1-

Do
De

'

where D o is a measure of the observed disagreement and De is a measure of the
disagreement that can be expected when chance prevails.
This definition reveals two reference points that are essential for any reliabil
ity measure: When agreement is observed to be perfect and disagreement is,
therefore, absent, D o = ° and a 1 , indicating perfect reliability. When agree
ment and disagreement are matters of chance and observed and expected dis
agreements are equal, De = D o , a = 0, indicating the absence of reliability. a could
become negative, in fact, -1 . However, as the aim is the highest reliability possi
ble, negative values are too far removed from where differences in reliability
matter. Negative values result from two kinds of errors: sampling errors and
systematic disagreements. For reliability considerations, a 's limits are
=

l �a�
•

°

{

± sampling error
.
.
- systematIC dIsagreement

Sampling errors happen for a variety of reasons; in this inequality, when sam
ple sizes are too small. They manifest themselves when observations are few,
each having large effects on a. These deviations from the true value of a
occur when it turns out to be impossible for observed disagreements to equal
the expected disagreements, causing a values to dance above and below zero.

•

Systematic disagreements occur when observers agree to disagree

or

pursue opposing interpretations of the instructions given to them. All
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observed disagreements distract from perfect reliability, but systematic
disagreements can cause a values to drop below what would be expected
by chance.
Foreshadowing the development of a, which I undertake in small steps, I
offer a first interpretation of a , one of four I am proposing, in the form of this
equation:
a

=

1-

Do
De

=

1

_

(5�k within all units
'
Average metric (5�k within all data
Average

metric

where D o is the average difference between values within units, regardless of who
assigned them; De is the average difference between all values, regardless of who
assigned them and to which units; and (52 is the squared difference between any
two values c and k, a function of the applicable metric.
Inasmuch as differences within units count toward unreliability (are in error),
and differences within all values include both the j ustified or true differences
between units and the error differences within units, a is the extent to which the

proportion of the differences that are in error deviates from perfect agreement,
a

1 always being its largest value.
Before I get to the details of the agreement coefficient a, I should mention
that I do assume that content analysts will use computer programs to analyze
the reliabilities they need to know. However, to understand how a indicates
agreement, it is important that content analysts be able to construct coincidence
matrices by hand, calculate at least elementary a-measures, and thereby under
stand how observed disagreements affect reliability. In what follows, I introduce
a, beginning with a simple example, and slowly add complications . Readers
may find the next two sections to be a straightforward presentation of basic
ideas, covering the kinds of data that are most common in content analysis. If
these explanations suffice, they may want to skip to the discussion of standards
in section 1 1 .4.4 and, if still curious, the discussion of other coefficients in
section 1 1 .5 .
=

Two Observers, Bi nary Data
The conceivably simplest reliability data are generated by two observers
who assign one of two available values to each of a common set of units of
analysis. For example, suppose a political scientist is interested in references to
the United States in the Chinese press and, unable to read Chinese, hires two
individuals (Jon and Han) who claim to be competent readers of Chinese to
identify the presence or absence of such references. They mark each newspaper
article " 0 " for absent or " 1 " for present. Their results may be tabulated as
follows:
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Article:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Jon's values:

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Han's values:

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

This is called a reliability data matrix. It tells us that Jon and Han agree
regarding 6 out of the 1 0 articles. Although 6 0 % agreement sounds good, this
figure does not tell us anything a bout the condition under which the assignment
of values is the product of chance. In fact, 0 % agreement is about as unlikely to
achieve by chance as is 1 0 0 % . Because 0% has no meaningful reliability inter
pretation, the % -agreement measure has no second reference point and does not
constitute a reliability scale. When agreement deviates from 1 0 0 % , as in this
example, % -agreement is uninterpretable and can say nothing about the extent
to which the data can be relied upon.
To gain a clearer view of these reliability data, one can create a matrix of the
observed coincidences . Such a matrix accounts for all the values that the two
observers used-20 in our example. Here, each unit contains two pairs of values,
a Jon-Han pair and a Han-Jon pair. In the first unit, we find two pairs of values,
1 -0 and 0- 1 . They do not match. In the second unit, the two pairs of values, 1 - 1
and 1 - 1 , match perfectly and are i n fact indistinguishable. Given that there are
10 units with two pairs of values in each, we need to tabulate 20 pairs, which
equals the number of values in the a bove reliability data matrix. Let 0 ck be the
number of observed coincidences of the two values c and k. In our reliability data
matrix we count ten 0-0 pairs, so, 000 = 1 0; four 0 - 1 pairs, 001 = 4; four 1 -0 pairs,
010 = 4; and two 1 - 1 pairs, 0 1 1 = 2. A tabulation of these pairs yields the follow
ing matrix of observed coincidences:
0

Values:
Matrix of observed coincidences

0
1

Number of values:

0 00

0 10

no

1

0

1

°01

no

0 10

4

14

°11

n1

1

4

2

6

14

6

20

n1

n

Coincidence matrices should not be confused with the better-known contin
gency matrices, which are familiar in the tradition of assessing statistical associ
ations or correlations, not agreements. Contingency matrices retain the identities
of the two observers and treat them as independent variables. They tabulate the
number of units being coded, not the number of values that participate in pair
comparisons. There is a simple relationship between coincidence matrices and
contingency matrices, however: Coincidences sum contingencies and their
inverses, thereby omitting the references to the individual observers, considering
them interchangeable. If Xck is the number of times a particular observer uses
c while the other uses k, then the number of coincidences 0ck = xck + xk c•
Accordingly, our 2-by-2-coincidence matrix can be seen as the sum of the
contingencies in the Jon-Han matrix and in its inverse, the Han-Jon matrix:
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Contingency matrix + Inverse contingency matrix

Coincidence matrix
Values:

0

O�
O
4 14

1

4

2

Number of: 1 4

6

6

Han's values

Jon's values
0 1

1

=

20 values

Han's

0
1

ru

0

1

6

3

1

4

8

2 1 0 units

+

J on' s

0
1

1

�
3

8

1

1

2

6

4 1 0 units

Both kinds of matrices show mismatched pairs in their off-diagonal cells.
However, coincidence matrices are symmetrical around the diagonal, whereas
contingency matrices are not. The margins of coincidence matrices enumerate the
values actually used by all observers. The margins of contingency matrices enu
merate the units being recorded by each observer. The two margins of coincidence
matrices are the same. The two margins of contingency matrices typically differ.
Disagreements in the matrix of observed coincidences determine the quantity
of observed disagreement Do' the numerator of ex. We now need to consider what
goes into the denominator of ex, the expected disagreements De' which averages
all differences between values that are pairable within the whole reliability data
matrix, ignoring who assigned them to which units. The disagreements that
determine the quantity of expected disagreement De are found in the matrix of
the expected coincidences, which represents what could happen by chance.
Ideally, and in our example, we would base such expectations on knowledge
of the proportion of references to the United States that actually occur in the
Chinese press. However, we cannot know this proportion without completing
the very analysis whose reliability is in question. Lacking knowledge of this kind,
we estimate the population of references in the Chinese press from what we do
know, the proportion of references that all available observers j ointly identify.
With Jon finding U.S. references in 2 out of 1 0 articles and Han finding them
in 4 out of 1 0 , the two observers have j ointly identified 6 out of 20, or 3 0 % . This
is our population estimate. It also happens to be, as it should, the proportion of
ones in the original reliability data regardless of who contributed them.
Given these proportions, we now calculate how often one can expect Jon and
Han to agree under conditions that they do not read anything at all and draw zeros
and ones randomly out of a hat. Suppose we place 20 balls in that hat, 6 balls
labeled " I " and 14 balls labeled " 0 , " mix them thoroughly, and let two individuals
draw balls out of the hat blindly. To draw two Is in a row, the first individual can
be expected to draw a 1 in 6 out of 20 cases. Having removed a 1 from the hat and
thereby reduced the remaining number of Is and the total by one, the second indi
vidual will draw a 1 in 5 out of 19 balls. To get to expected frequencies, j ust as in
the matrix of observed coincidences, we multiply these two probabilities by the total
number n = 20 and obtain the expected frequencies of 1 - 1 pairs as ( 6/2 0 ) ( 5/1 9 ) . 20
= 1 .5789. By contrast, if the first individual drew a 1 from the hat, the number of
Os stayed the same and the second individual would be expected to draw a 0 in 14
out of 19 cases. This gives us the following matrix of expected coincidences (the
computational formulas are reproduced on the right of these matrices) :
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0

Values:

1

0

Where:

1

Matrix of expected

0 eoo e01 no

0 9 . 6 4.4 14

eoo = no · (no - l )/(n - 1 )

coincidences

1 e lO e l l n l

1 4.4 1 . 6

6

eOl

no n l

14

20

el l

Number of values:

n

6

=

=

e lO

=

no . n/(n - 1 )

n l ( n 1 - l )/(n 1 )
•

-

We now have everything we need to calculate the agreement for binary relia
bility data . What counts as disagreement are the off-diagonal entries of the two
matrices. Because coincidence matrices are symmetrical, 00 1 = 010 = 4 and eOl =
et O = 4 .42 1 1 , we do not need to add the contents of both off-diagonal cells and
can express a for binary data by
binarp = 1-

Do
De

=1-

4
°1
0 = 1- __
eO t
4.42 1 1

=

0 · 095 ·

Bypassing the construction of the matrix of expected coincidences, which is infor
mative but can be cumbersome, a computationally more direct form for this a is
binarv, a = l -

Do
00t
4
= 1 - ( n -1 ) - = 1 - (20 - 1 ) - = 0.095.
De
nO · n l
14.6

By whichever form, in this numerical example, the reliability turns out to be
barely 10% above what can be expected by chance. As the agreement that can
be expected by chance is already ( 9 . 6 + 1 . 6 )/20 = 5 6 % , the 60% agreement that
had been noted before looks far less impressive. Our data suggest that the two
observers' performances are statistically equal to their having actually read ( and
reliably recorded) only about 1 0 % of all newspaper articles, which is 1 article in
our sample of 1 0 , and assigned Os or Is to the remaining 90% by throwing dice.
In light of the first of the three propositions in section 1 1 . 1 , it is important to
realize that we cannot know which the one correctly identified unit is, hence
unreliability limits the chance of valid results.
Upon inspection of the circumstances of this devastating result, our political
scientist may discover that the instructions to the two observers were incompre
hensible or inappropriate to the coding task. Perhaps one or both observers failed
to read the instructions carefully or did not know Chinese well enough to under
take the coding task. Whatever the reason, these data are far from being reliable,
and content analysts would have to reject them without hesitation. Evidently,
measuring 60% agreement means little by itself-a fact that should be a clear
warning against the use of a reliability measure that does not account for chance,
such as % -agreement.
For nominal data, I offer a second interpretation. It follows from the decom
position of the observed coincidences into two parts, a times the coincidences
in a matrix of the ideal or perfect agreements, with all n values in the diagonal,
plus (1 - a) times the coincidences in a matrix of what would be expected by
chance:
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---

000 001

-

-

( 1 -a )

+

=

- - � -- --

With reference to these three coincidence matrices: a is the degree to which agree

ment exceeds expectations. Specifically, a is the proportion of the perfectly match 
ing coincidences that, when added to the complementary proportion of chance
coincidences, accounts for the coincidences that were observed. This algebraic

relationship can be demonstrated by means of the frequencies from our example:

a times

perfectly agreeing coincidences:

.095

f14l
�

rwl
�

9.4.46 4.4 4.6 44
1 1 18 7 !
04
4
�
+

( 1-a) times expected coincidences :

Total

( 1-.095 )

=

1. 3

1 .6

observed coincidences:

=

2

Two Observers, Many Nominal Categories
I state this extension in three easily executable steps, first in general terms and
then with a simple numerical example.

First step. Tabulate the values c and k that m observers, here the m

=

2 observers

A and B, respectively assign to each of r units, generically labeled u. This tabu
lation creates a 2-by-r reliability data matrix:

Units

1

u:

2

r

u

Observer A:
Observer B:

�:

I

The following 2-by- 1 2 reliability data matrix will serve as our example:

Units:
Mary:
Dave:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 1 1 12

a

b

b

b

b

b

c

c

c

c

b

b

b

b

b

c

c

c

c

c

�I
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Second step. Construct the matrix of observed coincidences. With v different values
in the reliability data, this matrix is a v-by-v matrix with z} cells containing all pairs
of values assigned to units, or found in the columns of the reliability data matrix. Each
value used in the reliability data matrix contributes one to the coincidence matrix,
and each unit contributes two, one c-k pair of values and one k-c pair of values:
Values:

1

k

v

Sum the contents of the rows and columns in this matrix to their respective
margins n c and nk and sum these margins to the total n. For this coincidence
matrix to be accurate, its cells should be symmetrical around the diagonal, 0ck = 0kc'
The total n should be 2r, which is the number of values in the reliability data
matrix. The vertical margin should equal the horizontal margin, and each nc
must equal the number of values c found in the reliability data matrix.
In our example, there are v = 3 values: a, b, and c. The observed coincidence
matrix has 3 -by-3 = 9 cells. As each unit is represented by two pairs of values, it
will have to contain a total of n = 24 values. For example, the first unit con
tributes 2 entries in the a-a cell, the second contributes 1 to the a-b cell and 1 to
the b-a cell, the next four units together contribute 8 to the b-b cell, and so on:
a

b

c

a

2

1

0

3

b

1

8

1

10

c

0

1

10

11

3

10

11

24

Third step. Compute the agreement coefficient
nominat a.

a

as follows:

n
c o cc
- 1 _ D O - 1 _ ( n _ 1 ) 2 -_ L
"
2
n
L... c nc
De
24 - (2 + 8 + 1 0 )
= . 734.
= 1 - ( 24 - 1 )
24 2 ( V + 1 0 2 + 1 1 2 )
_

We can also construct the matrix of expected coincidences. It can serve as a con
venient aid to interpreting reliability data, but, as demonstrated above, it is not
necessary for computing a :
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- - -

Values

c:

-- - -

�-- - - ----

1

k

- ----

v

where:

eck

=

n c (nk - 1 )/(n - 1 )

!c

n . n /( n - 1 )

iff

iff

c

=

k

c -::f. k

This matrix has the same margins as the matrix of the observed coincidences.
The reason for treating the expectations in cells of matching values,
ferently from those of mismatching cells,

c

-::f.

c

=

k, dif

k, follows from the discussion in

section 1 1 .3 . 1 . In our example, expectations are computed as follows:

eaa = na(na - 1 )/(n - 1 ) = 3 ( 3 - 1 )/(24 1 ) = 0 . 2609,
eab = n" . n/(n - 1 ) = 3 . 1 0/(24 - 1 ) = 1 . 3 04 3 ,
ebc = nb . n/(n 1 ) = 1 0 . 1 1/(24 - 1 ) = 4 . 7826,

-

-

and so on.
The expected coincidences are tabulated as follows:

a

b

c

.26 1 . 3 0 1 .44

3

b 1 .30 3 . 9 1 4.78

10

c 1 .44 4 . 7 8 4 . 7 8

11

a

3

10

11

24

By comparing the expected with the observed coincidences, one can locate
sources of disagreement in the coincidences that fail to deviate from expectations.
Comparisons of this kind give rise to several algebraic expressions within which
we can recognize a

third interpretation of a-restricted to nominal

data, however:

In the second version of a, Ao is the observed agreement, A, is the expected agree
ment, and A max is the largest possible agreement. Agreements, A, can be propor
tions, percentages, or frequencies. In the third version, agreements A appear
as the sum of the diagonal entries in the observed and expected coincidence
matrices, respectively, where A max = n is the total number of values. In the forth
version we see the same differences but now expressed as the sum of the differ
ences between the observed and expected coincidences in the diagonal cells. Thus
a
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is the proportion of the observed to expected above-chance agreement.
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Entering the numbers from our example into each verSiOn yields the
following-excepting rounding errors:
nominal ex

- 1-

_

=

. 1 667
83% - 37%
(2
. 6268 1 00 % - 37%
_

_

+

8 + 1 0 ) - ( .26 + 3 . 9 1 + 4.78 )
24 - ( .26 + 3 . 9 1 + 4 . 7 8 )

(2 - .26) + ( 8 - 3 .9 1 ) + ( 1 0 - 4 . 7 8 )
(3 - .26 ) + ( 1 0 - 3 . 9 1 ) + ( 1 1 - 4.78 )

=

0.734

As one may recognize, the proportions are the same whether of the difference
between % -agreements (second version) , the difference between the frequencies
in the diagonals of the two coincidence matrices (third version) , or the sum of the
differences between agreements in each of the diagonal cells in the two coinci
dence matrices (fourth version) .

Many Observers,
Many N o m i nal Categories, Missing Val ues
Applying the first step in section 1 1 .3 .2 now to any number m of observers,
we start with an m -by- r reliability data matrix of these observers' values. For
example:
Recording units u:
Observer A:
Observer B:
Observer c:
Observer D:

Number of values mu:

1

2

3

4

W
1m
III

�
�
•
�

•
•
•
•

• �
• �
• �
• �

3

4

4

4

5

4

6

7

8

9

m
�
•
,!;I,

,!;I,
,!;I,
,!;I,
�

IW
III
�

�
�

W

�
�

4

4

4

4

11

12

"0
"0 m
"0 WI

•

10

3

2

1

Here, m = 4 observers categorized r = 1 2 messages, which are the units of
analysis, by their sources, which are represented by icons . Note that 7 out of
the 4-by- 1 2 = 48 cells are empty. These are missing values. Observer C failed
to consider unit 1 . Observer A stopped coding after unit 9, B after unit 1 0 , and
D after unit 1 1 . To account for these irregularities, we add one row to this reli
ability data matrix, which lists the number mu of values assigned to unit u .
Note the lone . in unit 12, m1 2 = 1 . It cannot be compared with anything in
that unit.
Let us now focus on the second step, the construction of the matrix of
observed coincidences. This step generalizes the second step in section 1 1 . 3 .2.
For two observers and 2-by-r reliability data matrices without missing values,
the pairing of values and their tabulation was obvious. We now extend the idea
of counting mismatches to more than two observers, to multiple pair compar
isons among any number mu of values in units or columns. To start, note that
from mu values, we can form mu(mu - 1 ) pairs of values. In unit 1 there are
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m (m - 1 ) = 3 ( 3 - 1 ) 6 matching W-W pairs. In unit 2, containing 3 c>=<J s and
1 j
1 "ir , we can form a total of m 2 (m 2 1 ) = 4(4 - 1 ) = 12 pairs, 3 ( 3 - 1 ) = 6 match
ing [;>]-� pairs, 3 . 1 3 [2,j-'ii' pairs, and 1 . 3 = 3 W-�pairs. One of the
extremes can be seen in unit 6. Here all 4 values are different and so are the
12 pairs of values that can be formed from them. The other extreme can be seen
in unit 1 2 . The lone . does not participate in any pair, which is indicated by
m 2 (m 2 - 1 ) = 1 ( 1 - 1 ) 0 pairs of values. To be pairable, m > 1 .
1
1
u
B y our earlier definition, a matrix o f observed coincidences accounts for the
number of values that are pairable within units of analysis-not for the numbers
of units being coded and not for the number of pairs that can be formed from
these values. In order for each value to contribute exactly one entry to a coinci
dence matrix, each of the m ( m - 1 ) possible pairs of values contained in unit u
u u
must contribute 1/(m - 1 ) to the coincidence matrix. Except for now propor
u
tioning the contribution of each pair of values to the matrix of observed coinci
dences, everything else is exactly as in section 1 1 .3.2.
=

-

=

=

Values:

1

1

k

°11

°lk

v

o [v n [

where:

°ck

c

0c1

Ock

°cv n c = I:k 0ck

v

°vl

°vk
nk

°vv n v
nv n = I:cI:k n ck

n1

=

Lu

Number of c-k pairs in u
m -1
u

Accordingly, the 6 matching W-W pairs in unit 1 contribute 6/( 3 - 1 ) = 3 to
the W-lJJ cell of that matrix. The three kinds of pairs in unit 2 add 6/(4 - 1 )
= 2 to the C8i-1Bl cell, 3/(4 - 1 ) = 1 to the 1Bl-"II cell, and 1 to the .-[;>] cell of
that matrix. The 12 pairs of values in unit 6 add 1/(4 - 1 ) = 1/3 each to 1 of 1 2
cells o f that matrix. The contributions of these three units are seen in the first
three matrices below. The fourth matrix sums the contributions of all
12 units, whereby it is important to realize that the lone "ir in unit 1 2 makes no
contribution to this matrix as it does not have anything with which to compare
that "II .

m

Unit 1

Unit 2

ffi t>=<J . J;! o

W lBl . Q o

113 113 1 /3

3

R

2

•

1

�

Unit 6
W v3i 'ii' � lCJ

1

1/3

1/3 1 13

113 113
113 1/3 1/3

1/3

Sum over all 12 units
W [/J 'II ,g o
7

4/3 113 113

4/3

1 0 413 1 13

1 13 413
113

8

1/3 113

9 = ng
13

1/3
4

5=

,)

C

0

9

13

10

5

=

n2j

1 0 = nw

3

n�

.3 := n L�'
40 = n
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The construction of the rightmost of these four coincidence matrices completes
the second step. For the third step, the computation of the agreement coefficient
a., we follow the definition in section 1 1 .3 .2:

= 1 - ( 40 - 1 )

40 - ( 7 + 1 0 + 8 + 4 + 3 )
= .734
40 2 ( 9 2 + 1 3 2 + 1 0 2 + 5 2 + 3 2 )
_

Data With Different Metri cs
Calculations of such data follow the first and second steps from section 1 1 .3.2
when there are two observers and the first and second steps from section 1 1 .3.3 when
there are more than two observers, but they differ in the third step, the computation
of the agreement coefficient a, which we will now generalize to any metric.
In nominal data, values either match or they do not. This had simplified the cal
culations of a. in the previous situations. We now recognize other and more quanti
tative relationships between values, and they depend on the metric underlying a
variable. As noted in Chapter 8 ( section 8 .4 ) , a metric is defined by the operations
that are applicable to the values of a variable. Although researchers generally can
choose the metrics with which they want to analyze their data, they also need to
acknowledge the nature of their data, whether the operations that define a metric
make sense. For example, one cannot add two names or multiply ranks. The values
of a ratio metric cannot be negative. Thus, in choosing an appropriate metric for a.,
researchers must take into account what a variable represents, which mathematical
operations it can afford. Equally important is that they keep in mind the demands
made by the data analysis methods they anticipate using. An analysis of variance
requires interval data, contingencies are computed from nominal data, and so forth.
The way a. accounts for diverse metrics is by using metric-specific difference
functions oj, to weigh the observed and expected coincidences of c-k pairs of val
ues. To make the role of these differences transparent, we restate the first inter
pretation of a. in section 1 1 . 3 as
a. =

1-

Do

1
D =
e

_

Average
Average

metric O�k within

all units

metric O�k within all data

The last of these four versions of a. depicts coincidences and differences as square
matrices whose entries are multiplied and summed as indicated in the third ver
sion. We now attend to the difference functions for the most common metrics
nominal, ordinal, interval, and ratio metrics-which we will state in two ways,
in mathematical terms, which are general, and in terms of difference matrices,
here exemplified with six typical values.
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Nominal metric. For the nominal data used s o far, reference to a metric was not
needed, as they entail no quantitative differences. Values are merely distinct and
freely permutable. When nominal values are represented numerically-area codes,
banking PINs, the numbers on the jerseys of football players-adding or sub
tracting them from one another makes no sense. Two values are either the same
or different-they match or they do not match. For generality's sake, we define
and tabulate this property as a difference function, albeit of a primitive kind:

nominalO�k =

{

O iff c

=

k

l iff C i:- k

WI

l'8J

W

,!;!,

�

0

w

0

1

1

1

1

1

�

1

0

1

1

1

1

W

1

1

0

1

1

1

);l,

1

1

1

0

1

1

�

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

Naturally, all differences 0c; between matching values are zero, which can be seen
in the diagonal entries of their tabular forms. Off-diagonal differences are metric
specific. It is a property of nominal data that all differences between mismatch
ing values are identical, here 1 .

Ordinal metric. In data, values are ranks. They have the meaning of 1 st, 2nd,
3rd, 4th, and so forth. Ordinal differences are a function of how many ranks
there are between any two ranks. The numerals used to label these ranks merely
indicate their ordering.
We demonstrate the idea of ordinal differences with the example from section
1 1 .3 . 3 whose marginal frequencies nco are now interpreted as of rank c: n lst 9 ,
n 2nd 1 3 , n 3rd 1 0 , n4th 5, n Sth 0, n 6th 3 . W e a d d an unused rank, the 5th
rank, for illustrative purposes.
=

=

=

=

2

orclin.l ock

1 st

- ("2

_

nc

2 nd

+

g<k

L
3 rd

pc

=

nk
ng + 2"

4th

y

5 th

where c

=

<

k

6th

1 1 2 22. 5 2 3 0 2 32. Y 34 2

n lst = 9

1 1 . 5 2 1 9 2 2 1 .5 2 23 2

n 2nd = 1 3

1 st

0

2 nd

121

3 rd

5 06 1 32

0

4th

900 3 6 1

56

5 th

992 462 1 00 6.3

0

6 th 1 , 1 5 6 529 1 3 2

7.5 2 1 0 2 1 1 .5 2
0

16

n 3rd = 1 0

2 .Y

42

n 4th = 5

0

1 .5 2

n Sth = 0

2.3

0

n 6th = 3
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How ordinal differences are defined may be seen on the right of this difference
matrix. The marginal frequencies of the ranks used by all observers are depicted
as bar graphs, and shaded areas illustrate what goes into the differences between
two ranks. That ordinal differences are not affected by the numerical values
assigned to them may be seen in the example of the 5th rank. It is not used and
does not make a difference in how far apart the 4th and 6th ranks are. Only a
rank's ordering matters.
Note that the mathematical expressions state what the difference matrices
exemplify. All difference matrices are symmetrical, 0Ck = eke' and all of their diag
onal entries are zero, 0ee = 0kk = O .

Interval metric. One cannot add and subtract ranks, but the more familiar inter
val scales do afford these mathematical operations. In interval data, it is the simple
algebraic differences that specify how far apart any two values are:

-1 0 1 2 3 4
-1 0 1 2 22 3 2 42 5 2
2
o 1 0 1 2 2 3 2 42
4

1

0

1 2 22 3 2

2 9

4

1

0

1 2 22

3 16 9 4
4 25 1 6 9

1

0

12

4

1

0

1

Imagine drawing lines of equal differences III this matrix. These lines would
parallel the diagonal, and their intervals would rapidly narrow with increasing
distance from that diagonal .
Note that when all ranks are of equal frequency, interval Oeks and ordi nal Ocks are pro
portional, and their agreement coefficients are equal: ordinal<X = intcrval <X'

Ratio metric. In ratio scales, algebraic differences between two values matter
only in relation to how remote they are from zero, which is their reference point.
Guessing the age of an older person within a year of accuracy may be remark
able, whereas guessing the age of a baby within a year is not. Losing a dollar may
not be noticeable to a millionaire, but would mean losing everything for some
body who has only one. Age and income are ratio scales, as are frequencies.
Algebraic differences between small values weigh more than the same differences
between large values. The following difference function reflects these intuitions:

0

ratioO�k

= (c - kkr
C

+

0 0
1 1
2 1
3 1

1

2

3

4

(t) 2 (�) 2 (%) 2 (t) 2
0 (t) 2 (if (f) 2
. 1 1 0 ( 15 ) 2 (I6 ) 2
.25 .04 0 ( t) 2

4 1 . 3 6 . 1 1 .02 0
5

1 .44 . 1 8 . 0 6 . 0 1

5

(f) 2
(�l
( �, ) 2
(il
(}) 2
0
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Whereas in interval metrics the lines of equal differences are parallel to the
diagonal, in ratio metrics they all j oin in the zero-point and extend, fanlike, into
infinity, with ratio differences being the tangent of the angular deviation from the
45-degree diagonal line.
By acknowledging the above metrics, our third computational step generalizes
the way the nominal ex was calculated in sections 1 1 .3 . 2 and 1 1 . 3 . 3 :

De=

;;- ��;.LkeCkmetric<>�k n( n� 1 ) Lc nc Lk nkmetric<>�k'
=

;V�

"

In the form recommended for computatIOnal convemence, we bypass references
to the matrix of expected coincidences by computing these expectations indi
rectly, from the margins of the matrix of observed coincidences. And because
coincidence and difference matrices are symmetrical, we can reduce the number
of algebraic operations by half when summing only one of the two triangles with
off-diagonal coincidences:

To demonstrate this now generalized third step in the calculation of
we continue to make use of the coincidences we already know from
the example in section 1 1 .3 . 3 , for which purpose we recode their values by
W = 1 , W = 2, V = 3, g = 4, and 0 = 5. According to the above, we need
the observed coincidences, their marginal frequencies, and differences for
each coincidence:
ex,

Observed coincidences
1

2

°ck
3

4

Interval differences

1

5

interval<>;k

2

3

4

5

0 1 2 2 2 3 2 42
1 2 0 1 2 22 3 2
22 1 2 0 1 2 22

1

7 4/3 1/3 1/3

9

1

2

4/3 1 0 4/3 1/3

13

2

3

1/3 4/3 8 1/3

10

3

4

1/3 1/3 1/3 4

5

4 32 22 1 2 0 1 2

3

5 42 3 2 22 1 2 0

5

3
9

13

10 5

3 40

4/3 . 1 2 + 1 /3 . 22 + 1/3 . 32 + 4/3 . 1 2 + 1 /3 . 22 + 1/3 . 1 2
1 0 . 22 + 5 . 32 + 3 .42 ) + 1 3 ( 1 0. 12 + 5 .22 + 3 . 32) + 1 0 ( 5 . 1 2 + 3 .22)

--

9 ( 1 3. 12

+

+

--

5.3.12

=

.849
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For interval

a

coefficients, we offer this computational simplification:

Referring to previous findings regarding our example, one may ask why the
just calculated as . 849, is larger than the nominala, earlier calculated to be
. 743 . Although this difference is small and our example has far too few units to
allow us to draw interesting conclusions, if neither were the case, one might
notice that observed mismatches are more frequent near the diagonal than away
from it, which would be typical of interval data, and one may then be tempted
to conclude that coders were using these values as if they had some kind of order
ing, as if the intervals between them mattered.
interval a,

STAT I ST I CAL PROPE RTIES OF

a.

The agreement coefficient a is a statistical measure. Below, I briefly discuss four
conditions and precautions for accepting or rejecting measured reliabilities:
insufficient variation, sampling considerations, statistical significance, and stan
dards for the reliability of data.

I nsufficient Variation
A frequently puzzling condition arises when reliability data show insufficient
variation. Consider this rather extreme example:
Observed
coincidences
0 1

Reliability Data
Units:
Observer A:
Observer B:

I

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

0
0

0
1

0
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
1

I

0 14 1
1

1 0

15 1

Expected
coincidences
0 1

1 5 0 14 1

15

1 0

1

15 1

16

1 1

16

Here, the matrices o f observed and expected coincidences are identical, D o D e
0 and a = 0 by definition. Technically, a would be indeterminate, as 1 - 0/0
can be either 0 or -00 . I use zero not only because extreme negative values have no
meanings here but because such data could not be relied upon, although here for
lack of variation. Time and time again, statistical novices have found this condition
=

=
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difficult to accept. They have argued that there evidently is considerable
agreement on the value " 0 , " in fact in 7 out of 8 units or 8 8 % . How could a
suggest reliability to be absent ? This argument overlooks the requirement that
reliability data must exhibit variation. Perhaps the material coded was mostly of
the same kind, perhaps the observers found their task boring and settled on
scoring habitually-we do not know. However, in the 8th unit, in which one
observer noticed something out of line, in the only unit that seems to be at vari
ance with all the others, the two observers fail to agree, and a = 0, as it should.
When one wants to report on the overwhelming frequency of one value, excep
tions are particularly important.
Now, suppose observer B had assigned a " 0 " to unit 8 as well. Then we would
have even less evidence that the observers did their job. They could have been too
tired to notice unusual variations, or they could have been lazy-assurances to
the contrary aside-and agreed in advance simply to label everything " 0 " with
out reading. In effect, they functioned just as two measuring instruments with
frozen numerals would, j ust as a broken clock does, showing the same time all
the time. Variability is a prerequisite of any measuring instrument's responsive
ness to phenomena external to it.
Suppose further that the two observers agree on a " 1 " for unit 8, then
observer A's change of heart concerning this value would cause a to jump from
° to +1 . This might seem surprising. Although the two 1s are still rare values, by
chance alone, they could show up either in one unit and yield a = 1 . 00, as
suggested, or in two different units and yield a = -. 071 . There is at least some
variation to which a does respond.

Statistical Sign ifi cance
A common mistake that researchers make is to accept or reject data as reliable
when the null hypothesis that agreement occurs by chance can be rejected with sta
tistical confidence. However, the whole reason for measuring the reliability of data
is to ensure that they do not deviate too much from perfect agreement, not that they
deviate from chance. In the definition of a, chance agreement merely serves as one
of two anchors for the agreement scale to be interpretable, the more important
reference point being perfect agreement. As the distribution of a is unknown,
approximating a X2 distribution only in appearance, we have resorted to generating
distributions of a by bootstrapping-that is, by drawing several thousand subsam
pIes from the available reliability data, computing a for each, and thereby generat
ing a probability distribution of hypothetical a values that could occur within the
constraints of the observed coincidences. Figure 1 1 .4 depicts a typical distribution
of bootstrapped a values. It gives us two statistical qualifications of the observed a:
•

a's confidence interval for the chosen level of significance p (two-tailed) :
alargest ;::: aobserved ;::: asmallest
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The probability q of failing to reach the smallest acceptable reliability

•

amin :

The confidence interval spells out the range within which the observed a can
be expected to vary with ( 1 - p ) % certainty. The probability q of failing to reach
the required reliability is the probability of making the wrong decision of accept
ing data as reliable when they could well be below the accepted standard.
For the numerical example in section 1 1 . 3 . 3 , we measured n ominal a
74 3
After drawing 20,000 samples from these data, the 9 9 % confidence interval is
between asmalleS! . 6 1 5 and alargest . 8 60, and the probability of failure to exceed
amin
.667 is q . 1 9 8 .
=

=

=

.

.

=

=

1 . 000

p/2

.950

.,.------,-

.900

largest (X.

observeda =.850

.800

Confidence interval
of observeda at 1 p

. 7 50
. 700
.650
.600
.550
.500
.4S0
.400
.3S0

1111111
1111

•

--l+-____-----t---------------'- sm'lles! a
q of failure of reliability

II

to exceed required a

p/2

.300
.2S0
.200

----''---L._____-'--

. I S0
. 1 00
.050

.000
- .OSO

Figure 1 1 .4

Bootstrapped D i stri bution of a a n d Areas of I nterest

Samp l i ng Considerations
A frequent question concerns how large the sample of units should be for
to be meaningful. There is no simple answer to this question. I consider two distinct
issues of sampling reliability data below and then make a practical recommendation.
To establish the reliability of data, reliability data need to be representative of the pop
ulation of data whose reliability is in question. The size of adequate samples is inversely
related to the proportion of units in different categories. Rare but important categories
a
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must occur in sufficient numbers so as to make the same difference in the
reliability calculations as subsequent analyses. As a rule of thumb, each category
of units should occur often enough to yield at least five agreements by chance (I
will be more specific below, however) . Where the research results are particularly
important or data are not very numerous, content analysts have resorted
to coding all data at least twice. This can be time-consuming and costly, but it
bypasses sampling problems altogether, and the measured a is the a of the
population of data.
To establish the reliability of instru c tio ns-data languages, systems of cate
gories, or the measuring instruments that are to be applicable to all possible
data-the diversity of the reliability data is more important than their represen
tativeness of the data in hand. When the reliability of data is at issue, the unreli
ability of categories that do not occur in the data does not need to enter the
agreement measures, as it will not affect the trustworthiness of the given data.
Moreover, in assessing the reliability of data, there may be good reasons for
disagreements on rare categories to be compensated by agreements on frequently
used ones. In contrast, when the reliability of coding instructions is in question
reliable coding instructions should generate reliable data regardless of which
categories are used and whatever their frequencies may be-reliability data need
to contain all the categories of units or values that the instrument lists as possible.
Ideally, reliability data here contain each category of units that the instrument
distinguishes with equal and sufficiently large frequency. This would justify
the oversampling of rare kinds of units and the undersampling of frequently
occurnng ones.
To obtain required sample sizes for either situation, we rely on Bloch and
Kraemer's ( 1 98 9 , p. 2 76 ) Formula 3 .7, which estimates a's variance for binary
data (2-by-2 matrices ) . The minimum number of units,

Nc = z2

(

( 1 + amiD ) ( 3 - amin )
4 ( 1 - amin ) p c ( 1 - p J

=

.
amm

)

,

turns out to be a function of the smallest estimated proportion Pc of values c in
the population, the smallest acceptable reliability amin below which data would
have to be rej ected as unreliable, and the desired level of statistical significance,
represented by the corresponding z value for one-tailed tests.
For convenience, Table 1 1 .2 lists the sample sizes for the three smallest
acceptable reliabilities amin , four levels of statistical significance, and 1 0 proba
bilities Pc' The latter are expressed here as the probabilities of the number of
equally likely values. For example, suppose the least frequent of all categories
is expected to occur with Pc = 0 . 1 25 . If a is to exceed the smallest acceptable
reliability of, say, am in = .667, to be sure that 9 5 % of all as (at the .05 level of
statistical significance ) satisfy this condition, the table suggests a minimum
reliability sample size of 71 units. If one has no clue of the expected probabili
ties, one may start sampling assuming that all categories are equally likely but
then add units to the sample to compensate for the unequal proportions found
in the data.

or

8 val ues

or

or

2 val ues

3 val ues

or

or

or

or

4 val ues

5 val u es

6 values

7 val ues

or

or

9 val ues

1 0 val ues

=

.333

Pc = . 5 00

Pc

Pc = .250

Pc = . 1 67
Pc = .200

Pc = . 1 25
Pc = . 1 43

Pc = . 1 00
Pc = . 1 1 1

Significance level

53
48
43
39
34
29
25
21
19

. 1 00

86
79
71
63
56
48
41
34
30

.050

Req u i red Sa m p l e Si zes

Smallest acceptable a

Tab l e 1 1 .2

.667

1 72
1 57
1 41
1 26
111
96
81
68
60

.01 0

21 1
1 92
1 73
1 54
1 36
117
99
83
74

.005

90
82
74
66
58
50
43
36
32

. 1 00

1 47
1 34
1 21
1 08
95
82
70
59
52

.050

2 94
2 67
241
21 5
1 89
1 64
1 39
117
1 03

.01 0

.800

3 60
328
295
2 63
232
2 00
1 70
1 43
1 27

.005

1 81
1 65
1 49
1 33
117
1 01
86
73
65

. 1 00

298
271
245
218
1 92
1 67
1 42
1 20
1 06

.050

.900

595
542
489
43 7
3 84
333
2 84
239
212

.01 0

730
665
600
535
471
408
348
2 92
259

.005
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Bloch and Kraemer's Formula 3 . 7 assumes that a is normally distributed,
which is not quite so, as suggested by Figure 1 1 .4. Moreover, the formula for Nc
and Table 1 1 .2 do not take into account the number of observers involved in the
data-making process. To understand how this number affects the confidence
in the required sample sizes, it is important to keep the purpose of reliability
evaluations in mind. Reproducibility amounts to predicting from a measured
agreement among actual observers the agreement that potential observers work
ing elsewhere would achieve as well. The ability to generalize the reliabilities from
a sample to a population of data is only half of the problem-the representative
ness of the observers is the other half. If observers with similar qualifications are
unavailable elsewhere, the measured agreement may not be interpretable as repro
ducibility. An increase in the number m of observers grants added assurances that
the process is replicable elsewhere. Our estimated sample sizes do not address this
experience. However, they err merely by being conservative.

Standard s for Data Rel iabi l ity
The ultimate aim of testing reliability is to ensure that unreliabilities are
negligible so as to j ustify continuing the coding or starting an analysis of the data
toward answering research questions. Below, I answer three commonly asked
questions regarding reasonable standards.

What is an acceptable level of reliability? Facing the real difficulties of obtaining
perfect agreement, can one require that a be at least .95, .90, or . 8 0 ? Unfortunately,
although every content analyst faces this question, there is no set answer. To shed
light on how different levels of reliability can be interpreted, Marten Brouwer, a col
league of mine from the Netherlands, designed an experiment. He gave coders who
spoke only English a set of complicated Dutch words and asked them to describe
u.s. television characters using those words. The Dutch words had no resemblance
to any words in English, and the English speakers could hardly pronounce them, but
the words must have invoked some consistent associations with perceived personal
ity characteristics because the agreement was a = .44. Knowing the observers' unfa
miliarity with these words, nobody in their right mind would draw conclusions from
the records these subjects created to what they had observed or read. The agreement
was well above chance, but on account of entirely unknown associations in the
observers' minds, associations that the researcher and the users of findings based on
them can hardly imagine. This finding gives us another reference point on the scale
of a's values, one that one should not approach. After further explorations of the
relationship between achieved agreement and understanding of the categories
involved, we adopted the following policies:
•
•

Rely only on variables with reliabilities above

a

=

Consider variables with reliabilities between a
drawing tentative conclusions.

=

.667 and

.800.
a

=

. 800 only for
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These standards have been adopted in numerous content analyses in the social
sciences and they might continue to serve as guidelines. Similar guidelines have
been proposed for other coefficients-for example, Fleiss ( 1 9 8 1 ) has proposed
guidelines for Cohen's K (kappa ) . However, relying on a's distribution gives us
criteria that are more justifiable, as a distribution responds to the sample size as
well. In these terms, the recommendations could be rephrased:
•

Do not accept data with reliabilities whose confidence interval reaches
below the smallest acceptable reliability amin, for example, of . 8 00, but no
less than .667 .

•

Ensure that the probability q of the failure to exceed the smallest acceptable
reliability amin is reasonably small, for example, .050, or the tolerable risk
of drawing wrong conclusions.

I recommend such levels with considerable hesitation. The choice of reliabil
ity standards should always be related to the validity requirements imposed on
the research results, specifically to the costs of drawing wrong conclusions. If
the outcome of a content analysis will affect someone's life-such as in court
proceedings-the analyst should not rely on data whose probability of leading to
a wrong decision is less than what is commonly accepted (for example, the prob
ability of being killed in a car accident). The results of most content analyses do
not have drastic consequences, however, and so the researchers can adopt far
lower standards. Even a cutoff point of a = . 8 00-meaning only 8 0 % of the data
are coded or transcribed to a degree better than chance-is a pretty low standard
by comparison to standards used in engineering, architecture, and medical
research.
Whether a content analysis is exploratory or intended to be decisive, no
researcher should ignore reliability, set reliability standards so low that findings
cannot be taken seriously, use deceitful ways of generating reliability data, or
apply deceptive agreement measures to prop up the appearance of reliability. In
content analysis, the famous phrase " beyond reasonable doubt" has an opera
tionalizable meaning.

Given the

a

values of separate variables, how reliable are the data as a whole?

a is defined for separate variables, and most content analyses involve many.
Ideally, the variables of a data language are logically independent, free of con
ceptual redundancies, and observed disagreements affect the research results
equally. Under these conditions, every variable counts and every variable must
also be reliable.
It is a serious mistake to average the reliabilities of the variables of a complex
instrument and take this average as a measure of overall data reliability. Computing
averages assumes that higher values compensate for lower ones. Typical content
analyses include clerical variables, publication, date, length, and mechanically
obtained measures that tend to be perfectly reliable, whereas the variables that
matter are most typically more difficult to code and end up being less reliable.
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Researchers who average such reliabilities will have a n unwarranted sense of
trust that may lead them astray in their conclusions. A condition in which aver
aging may make sense arises when the values of several variables are subse
quently summed or averaged to form a composite index. Averaging their
reliabilities is j ustifiable only if this index is such that scoring on one account is
as good as scoring on another and omissions in one variable compensate for
commissions in another, so that agreements in one variable balance disagree
ments in another. These rather stringent conditions are not easy to meet.
Generally, when variables are equally important to the research effort, any
unreliable variable can become a bottleneck for confidence in the data as a
whole. Thus, for multivariate data, the lowest a among the variables is the joint
reliability of the data as a whole. This might appear a harsh criterion, but it is
entirely consistent with the common practice of dropping unreliable variables
from further analysis. Trading the information that one hoped unreliable vari
ables would provide for the reliability of the data as a whole is the only valid
strategy for improving j oint reliability once data have been gathered.

How does unreliability affect the quality of findings? Part of this question has
already been answered in section 1 1 . 1 : Unreliability limits the chance that results
will be valid. Here we are concerned with where reliability should be measured.
Because data generation-the reading, coding, or transcribing of texts-typically
is the most uncertain part of a study, content analysts routinely assess the relia
bility of their data at the front end of the research effort. Indeed, when the data
can be shown to be reliable, the remainder of the work is generally unproblem
atic. Yet some content analyses are robust in that the unreliabilities that enter the
data-making process are barely noticeable in the results. In others, small differ
ences may tip the scale in important decisions, turning affirmative answers into
negatives. To appreciate this sensitivity, analysts would have to know how
disagreement in the data is transmitted through the analytical process to its out
come. Ideally, this would entail analyzing not just one set of data but as many as
the researchers can obtain by permuting the values among which disagreements
were encountered. This would generate a distribution of possible results. If this
distribution is too wide to allow the analysts to draw conclusions from these
data, the reliability standard for front-end coding would need to be set higher. If
the distribution does not limit the drawing of conclusions, front-end reliability
standards may be relaxed. Analysts can achieve a simple but not quite sufficient
approximation of this distribution by performing separate analyses on each
observer's data and ascertaining how the results would differ. At the very mini
mum, content analysts need to trace observed disagreements through the analy
sis to the results. Generally, data reduction techniques-creating frequency
accounts, for example, or combining several variables into an index-tend to
reduce the effects that front-end disagreements have on the results. If disagree
ments are amplified, customary standards for front-end reliabilities may not
suffice. Although the reliability of data is surely critical to the success of a
content analysis, this is not the only reliability measure that counts.
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OT H E R CO E F F I C I E NTS
A N D CORRESPO N D E N C ES
In a survey of content analyses published in the j ournal Journalism & Mass
Communication Research from 1 9 7 1 through 1 995, Riffe and Freitag ( 1 996;
cited in Riffe, Lacy, & Fico, 1 9 9 8 ) found that only 56% reported assessments of
reliability. In their review of the consumer research literature from 1 9 8 1 through
1 990, Kolbe and Burnett ( 1 99 1 ) noted similar deficiencies: 3 1 % of the published
content analyses showed no concerns for reliabilities; 1 9 % mentioned reliability
without revealing any method of calculation; 3 5 % reported % -agreement,
including Holsti's; 8 % used one of several less well-known measures ( each men
tioned only once or twice in the sample) ; and 7% used Krippendorff's u.
Lombard, Snyder-Duch, and Bracken (2002) found reliability discussed in 69%
of 200 content analyses indexed in Communication Abstracts from 1 994
through 1 9 9 8 . These are discouraging findings. In this section, I review the most
popular agreement indices found in the literature and discuss their shortcomings
and relationships to the u coefficient.
Some content analysts make the common but serious mistake of considering
the performances of individual observers as variables; applying readily available
association, correlation, or consistency measures to them; and interpreting these
as measures of reliability. Correlation coefficients-Pearson's product-moment
rii, for example-measure the extent to which two logically separate interval vari
ables, say X and Y, covary in a linear relationship of the form Y = a + bX. They
indicate the degree to which the values of one variable predict the values of the
other. Agreement coefficients, in contrast, must measure the extent to which Y =
X. High correlation means that data approximate any regression line, whereas
high agreement means that they approximate the 45-degree line. If one observer
is consistently, say, two points behind the other, or they follow a regression line
as suggested by the gray dots in the right of the following two contingency matri
ces, correlation is perfect, but agreement is not. The same holds for cross
tabulations of nominal data. In the contingency matrix on the left, • signifies a
nonzero frequency of co-occurring categories. There is a 1 -to-1 relationship
between the two sets of categories, association is perfect, and the use of
categories by one observer is perfectly predictable from that by the other. But as
categories do not match, there is no agreement whatsoever.
Observer A

Observer A

a
"

b
Observer B:

C

'

d

c

"

•

e

,

,

. X .
,

,

.. .. ..

"

." .
"

d
e

b

'

"

.
,

,

,

Observer B:

Y

"
.

.'
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.
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"
$ ., . v
... •
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Although correlation coefficients have been used as reliability measures, even
recommended (Potter & Levine-Donnerstein, 1 999, p. 277), especially in the
literature on psychological testing ( see the otherwise informative exposition
of reliability and validity issues by Carmines & Zeller, 1 979; and a review by
Salgado & Moscoso, 1 99 6 ) , the above should make clear that in content analy
sis their use is seriously misleading.
Regarding agreement indices, I have already noted criticism of % -agreement
or " crude" agreement, as this measure is sometimes called-in section 1 1 .3 . 1 .
Yet its relatives creep into the literature in different guises. Holsti ( 1 969, p . 1 4 0 ) ,
for example, describes Osgood's ( 1 959, p. 44) reliability index as 2 M/(Nl + N2 ) ,
wherein M i s the number o f units o n whose categorizations two readers agree,
Nl is the number of units identified by one reader, and N2 is that number iden
tified by another. Although Holsti presents pertinent criticism of % -like agree
ment indices, citing Bennett, Alpert, and Goldstein's ( 1 954) arguments and
building up to his recommendation of Scott's ( 1 95 5 ) 1t (pi), it is amazing how
many content analysts still overlook the by now widely published objections to
this uninterpretable agreement measure. For example, Neuendorf (2002) and
Lombard et al. (2002 ) , instead of discouraging % -agreement and its relatives,
discuss it as a (perhaps too) liberal alternative.
Bennett et al. ( 1 954) were probably the first to realize that % -agreement
A o was the more difficult to achieve the more categories were available for
coding. They proposed a coefficient S = (A o - l/K)/( 1 - 11K) that corrects for this
effect, where K is the number of categories available for coding. It is remarkable
that this coefficient has been reinvented at least five times since it was originally
proposed: as Guilford's G ( Holley & Guilford, 1 964), as the RE (random error)
coefficient (Maxwell, 1 970 ) , as Janson and Vegelius's ( 1 979) C, as 1(n ( Brennan
& Prediger, 1 98 1 ) , and, most recently, as intercoder reliability coefficient IT
( Perreault & Leigh, 1 9 8 9 ) . Perreault and Leigh ( 1 9 8 9 ) were at least aware of S.
Proponents of this coefficient cite reasons ranging from fairness to each category
and consistency with the research traditions of their disciplines to the absence of
hard knowledge about the true distribution of categories in the population from
which reliability data were sampled. In treating all categories as equally likely, S
inflates agreement when used unevenly, especially when some are not used at all.
The latter enables researchers to manipulate reliability in their favor by adding
unused or rarely used categories to the set. Perreault and Leigh ( 1 9 8 9 ) argue that
chance-corrected agreement coefficients, such as 1(, are too conservative, whereas
S ( or their IT )' they say, is not. For arguments against this assessment, see
Krippendorff ( in press-b) .
In response to S's shortcomings, Scott ( 1 95 5 ) proposed his reliability index 1t
(pi), which is of the aforementioned form nominalu = (A o - Ae)/(Ama x - A.) :

where A o is the proportion of units with matching categories ( % -agreement) , Pe

=

Lk p� is the proportion of pairs of values that are expected to match by chance,
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and P k is the proportion of values k in the reliability data jointly identified by two
observers.
In effect, P k estimates the proportion of values k in the population of units that
the observers are facing. Pe treats observers as interchangeable and considers
their collective judgment as the best estimates of the population proportions,
assuming (as is customary) that differences among observers wash out in their
average. Thus Pe becomes the agreement that can be expected to occur in the
population when chance prevails.
Subsequently, Cohen ( 1 960) introduced an unfortunate modification of
Scott's It into the literature, trying to bring agreement measurement closer to
conventional contingency approaches, as he said, and calling it K (kappa) . This
coefficient is popular in biomedical and educational research, where most of its
proponents work, but inappropriate in assessing reliability in content analysis, as
we shall see. Cohen merely replaced Scott's expected agreement Pe with a pro
portion that conforms to the tradition of association statistics, which I call Pc' K
is defined by
K

=

A O - P_
__

C

1 - P/

where Ao is the proportion of units with matching categories ( % -agreement) ( as
in Scott's It), Pc = Lk PAk P Bk ( unlike the Pe in It), PA k is the proportion of the
value k used by observer A, and P B k is the proportion of value k used by the other
observer, B. Here, Pc is the agreement that can be expected when the two
observers' proclivity to use their categories differently is assumed and taken for
granted.
A numerical example may demonstrate how It and K differ in their results.
Consider two contingency tables containing the frequencies of units recorded by
two observers:
•

Categories:

Observer A
c
b
a

Categories:

12

9

9

30

a

Observer B b

9

14

9

32

c

9

9

20 38

30

32

3 8 1 00

a

Ao

=

It

=

K

=

.460
.186
. 1 86

Observer A
c
a
b

12

18

18

48

Observer B b

0

14

18

32

c

0

0

20

20

12

32

Ao

=

It

=

K

=

56 1 00

.460
. 1 86
.25 8

Both tables show reliability data to have the same % -agreement Ao' 46 out of
1 00, as can be seen in their identical diagonal entries. But they differ in how dis
agreements are distributed, which is also manifest in the two observers' marginal
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frequencies. In the left-hand table, observers agree o n these frequencies and
Scott's It and Cohen's K are the same, as they should be. But when they disagree
on these frequencies, as is apparent in the table on the right, K exceeds It,
suggesting that there is more agreement. Evidently, this is far from so. There are
still only 46 units in the diagonal cells. How can K be so mistaken ? Note that the
54 mismatches, initially populating both off-diagonal triangles, have now
become unevenly distributed, occupying only one. What has increased thereby is
not agreement but the predictability of the categories used by one coder from the
categories used by the other. Unlike K, It is not affected by where the mismatch
ing values occur. In content analysis, it indeed should not matter who con
tributed which disagreements and, when data are nominal, which categories are
confused. Moreover, predictability has nothing to do with reliability. Thus, when
mismatches in a contingency table are unequally distributed, K adds a measure of
the uneven distribution of mismatching categories to the coefficient, It does not.
K overestimates reliability and cannot serve as a reliability index in content analy
sis and similar coding tasks.
It should be pointed out that Cohen ( 1 96 0 ) , in his original proposal of K,
falsely criticized It for ignoring " one source of disagreement between a pair
of j udges [due to] their proclivity to distribute their j udgments differently over
the categories " (p. 4 1 ) . His proposal to modify It achieved j ust the opposite.
K counts disagreements among observer preferences for available categories as
agreements, not as disagreements, as Cohen claimed it would. This is a maj or
conceptual flaw. Brennan and Prediger ( 1 9 8 1 ) describe this property of K by
pointing out that " two judges who independently, and without prior knowl
edge, produce similar marginal distributions must obtain a much higher agree
ment rate to obtain a given value of kappa, than two j udges who produce
radically different marginals. " The first two j udges " are in a sense penalized"
for agreeing on marginal freq uencies (p. 692 ) . Many proponents of K repro
duce Cohen's false claim without verification. Zwick ( 1 9 8 8 ) , citing others,
mentions this flaw as well and suggests testing for marginal homogeneity
before computing K, b ut this merely patches up K'S obvious inadequacies .
The structural differences between the most popular agreement coefficients
( Kolbe & Burnett, 1 9 9 1 ; Lombard et aI., 2002; Neuendorf, 2002 ) can be seen
most clearly when reduced to their simplest binary or dichotomous forms. We
will state these in terms of a 2-by-2 contingency matrix, containing proportions
a, b, c, and d of the n = 2r values contributed by the two observers.

0

Observer A's Values:
Observer B's Values:

1

b PB
1 c
d qB
PA qA 1

0

a

Population Estimates

from n

17

q

==

==

==

the number of values used
j ointly by both observers
+
(PA PB )/2
(qA + qB )/2 1 17

2r

==

==

-
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Agreement

=

1 -

s

Scott ( 1 95 5 )

1t

Krippendorff ( 1 9 70a)

a

Cohen ( 1 96 0 )

K

=

=

=

=

/

Expected Disagreement

(b

+

c) /

1 -

(b

+

c ) / 2·1;2·1;2,

1 -

(b

+

c ) / 2p q,

1 -

n-l
(b
n

+

c) / 2p q,

% -agreement
Bennett et al. ( 1 95 4 )

Observed

1 -

( l -fi) are population
where 1;2 is the logical probability of 0 or 1 ; fi and q
estimates; n 2r the total number of values used jointly by both observers; and
(n - 1 )/n corrects a for small sample sizes.
=

=

=

Evidently, all of these measures contain the proportion of mismatches (b + c ) .
The measure of % -agreement A o stops there, making no allowances for expected
disagreements and saying nothing about the categories that are available for
coding and about the population of data being categorized.
S acknowledges expectations but states them relative to the number of cate
gories in the coding instrument. In its binary form, with the two categories being
equally likely, the expected disagreement is 2 . 1;2 . Vz = 1;2, or 5 0 % . S is sensitive
to the number of categories available but says nothing about the population of
data whose reliability is at stake.
In both 1t and a, the expected disagreement in the two cells b and c is 2p q,
which is obtained from the population estimates p for Os and its complement q
for is. 1t and a are alike except for the factor (n - l )/n, which corrects a for small
sample sizes. With rising sample sizes, 1t and the nominal a become asymptoti
cally indistinguishable.
Cohen's K, by contrast, reveals itself as a hybrid coefficient (Krippendorff,
1 97 8 ) . Its observed disagreement (b + c), conforms to all the other agreement
coefficients, but its expected disagreement, PA qB + P B qA ' resembles that of corre
lation and association measures. In fact, it calculates expected disagreements in
the off-diagonal cells just as the familiar X2 statistic does. Yet in assessments of
agreements, association and predictability are not at issue, as already suggested.
Evidently, K is concerned with the two individual observers, not with the popu
lation of data they are observing, which ultimately is the focus of reliability
concerns.
To relate the structure of these agreement coefficients to our conception of
reliability, I want to be clear: Reliability concerns arise when the trustworthiness
of data is unknown and there are doubts about how reliably the phenomena of
interest have been observed and are described by these data. It is the population
of phenomena that is of ultimate interest to researchers and that interchangeable
observers face in the form of samples and record, hopefully without disagreement.
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Having n o privileged access t o the whole population o f phenomena, researchers
must estimate its composition from whatever they can reasonably trust. It is a
fundamental assumption of reliability concerns that the perceptions of many are
trusted more than the perception of any one. Consequently, we must estimate the
distribution of categories in the population of phenomena from the j udgments of
as many observers as possible ( at least two) , making the common assumption
that observer differences wash out in their average . Evidently, by estimating the
proportions of categories in a population of phenomena, 1t and a refer to this
population and build the above reliability conception into their definitions;
K does not.
This brings us to the fourth interpretation. According to the above, a's relia
bility scale is anchored at two hypothetical points: the condition of all observers
applying the same conceptualizations to the same set of phenomena, one at a time
and without disagreement, yielding-sampling considerations aside- individually
identical and collectively accurate accounts of the distribution of phenomena in the
population; and the condition of observers applying the same conceptualizations to
the same set of phenomena, but without coordination as to what they are record
ing, yielding individually randomized but still collectively accurate accounts of this
distribution. The latter is the best estimate of the categories in the population of
phenomena. On this scale, a is the degree to which independent observers, using
the categories of a population of phenomena, respond identically to each individ
ual phenomenon. Thus a can be interpreted as measuring the reliability of data
relative to an estimated population of the very phenomena that these data are to
represent. K does not estimate such a population and cannot speak about the relia
bility of data in their capacity to represent the phenomena of interest.
Probably because the aforementioned Cronbach's ( 1 95 1 ) alpha has also been
called a measure of reliability, it has found its way into the content analysis
literature as well. However, this coefficient was never intended to assess coding
efforts and in fact it cannot. In its binary form, it is Kuder and Richardson's
( 1 93 7, p. 1 5 8 ) KR-20 and measures what in our context could be called the con
sistency of individual coders' judgments. It takes the variances of individual
observers (I.P iqi ) as the variance of the "true" scores and expresses this as a pro
portion of the total variances (O'�) , which is the sum of the true score and the
measurement error ( C armines & Zeller, 1 979 ) . In its familiar terms, and in the
a bove terms, it is defined as follows:
Cronbach's alpha

=

_
-- ( ".pq)
m

m-1

L.
_. , , _,
1- _
0'2
T

It belongs to the family of correlation coefficients and must not be construed as
an agreement measure. Their popularity and use in other empirical domains
notwithstanding, % -agreement, Cohen's K, and Cronbach's alpha are simply not
appropriate for assessing the reliability of coding.
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With the exception of Krippendorff's a, the above-listed coefficients were all
conceived for nominal data generated by just two observers. a is appropriate to
all common metrics, not j ust the nominal metric, and applicable to any number
of observers, not j ust two. Moreover, a copes with missing data and is corrected
for small sample sizes. As sample sizes become large, the nominal a approaches
Scott's 1t, as noted above. The ordinal a then becomes identical to Spearman's
rank correlation coefficient p ( rho) without ties in ranks, and the interval a turns
out to equal Pearson et al.'s ( 1 90 1 ) intraclass correlation coefficient Rl' which is
the correlation coefficient ril applied to coincidence rather than contingency
matrices (Krippendorff, 1 970a ) . These correspondences attest to a's generality,
demonstrate its connections to well-established statistics, and enable researchers
to apply uniform reliability standards to a variety of data.
There have been other proposals to extend agreement coefficients to several
observers ( Fleiss, 1 9 7 1 ; Krippendorff, 1 970b, 1 9 7 1 ) . Because these issues can
become very complex, most researchers consider special cases. Landis and Koch
( 1 977) have considered K-type agreements in terms of majority opinion. Hubert
( 1 9 77) has taken the approach of accepting only perfect consensus. Craig ( 1 9 8 1 )
has proposed a modification o f Scott's 1t to account for maj orities among
observer j udgments. My extension of a to many observers was initially guided by
Spiegelman, Terwilliger, and Fearing's ( 1 953b) effort to rank patterns of dis
agreement in nominal data by subjective j udgments. The pairwise sum of differ
ences L,11<\7 in D o and in D e approximates their subjective ranks nearly perfectly,
which gave me the confidence to apply this function to any number of observers.
a demands neither majority j udgments nor consensus and privileges no particu
lar number of observers. For multiple observers, the interval a is compatible with
variance analysis (Krippendorff, 1 970b ) . Its handling of multiple observers is con
sistent with Siegel and Castellan's ( 1 9 8 8 , p. 2 8 6 ) recent extension of Scott's 1t to
many observers (although reluctantly named K there, causing much confusion) .
The ability t o cope with missing data is a natural by-product of a's extension to
many interchangeable observers (Krippendorff, 1 992 ) .
I n the first edition o f Content Analysis, I sketched several diagnostic devices
devices for computing the reliability of individual units, for identifying unreliable
observers within a group of observers, for determining the metric in use by
observers, for tracing the flow of disagreement through coding decision hierar
chies-and ways to trade information for increased reliability, for example, by
lumping unreliable categories or using variables conditionally (Krippendorff,
1 9 8 0b, pp. 1 4 8-1 5 4 ) . Recent advances include the ability to evaluate the relia
bility of multiple interpretations (the above is limited to assigning at most one
value to units of analysis; see section 1 1 .2 . 3 ) , the use of standards to determine
accuracy, and the bootstrapping of a's distribution. A presentation of these
analytical capabilities must await another publication. A recent breakthrough
was a's extension to calculating the reliability of unitizing (Krippendorff,
1 995a). As this is a frequent problem, including in computer-aided qualitative
text analysis, I outline its steps in the following section, being aware that devel
oping it further would go beyond the needs of most readers.
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a- AGREEMENT FOR UNITIZ ING
In most content analyses, units are not given or natural. They must be identified
within an otherwise undifferentiated continuum, for example, of linearly ordered
text, time records, tape recordings, or flows-within any continuous and quan
tifiable dimension. I have already mentioned the example of clipping newspaper
articles, to which can be added highlighting and coding text segment�tas in qual
itative text analysis software) pertaining to a research question, identifying
episodes of a certain kind in video recordings of social interactions, and generat
ing data by having subjects push buttons to mark periods of interest, disinterest,
or emotional arousal while watching TV shows. Analysis of the reliability of uni
tizing has been largely ignored, mostly because the development of adequate
reliability measures has lagged far behind the development of coding methods.
Guetzkow ( 1 9 5 6) was the first to address the reliability of unitizing. Unfor
tunately, his coefficient measures the extent to which two observers agree on the
number of identified units, not on the actual units counted, leaving totally open
the question of what, if anything, the observers had in fact agreed on. Osgood's
( 1 959, p. 44 ) and Holsti's ( 1 969, p. 140) % -like indices have the same problem
but moreover fail to consider chance. a u (Krippendorff, 1 995a) overcomes these
deficiencies while taking its place in the family of a coefficients, sharing its essen
tial properties. Below, I sketch the basic idea and offer a simple computational
example (I do not expect that readers will perform calculations on larger data
sets by hand) .

Units o f length. Unitizing starts with a n initially undifferentiated continuum,
about which we need to know only its beginning, B, and length, L. The unit for
measuring these lengths is the smallest distinguishable length, duration, or
number-for example, the characters in text, the frames of a video, the smallest
measurable length on a ruler, or the smallest time interval one can distinguish.
Lengths are expressed in full integers, not in decimal points, and not in units of
varying size (such as fractions of inches for small lengths and feet or miles for
larger ones ) .
Reliability data. Unitizing means partitioning a given continuum into sections.
Reliability data for unitizing (see Figure 1 1 .2 ) require that at least two observers
or methods unitize the same continuum. These sections are numbered consecu
tively for each individual observer or unitizer. Each section is characterized by
the following:
•

Its consecutive number g or h, separately for each observer

•

The observer i or j who identified it

•

The category c or k to which units are assigned
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•
•
•

Its beginning b, subscripted by <cig>, <cjh>, <kig>, <kjh>, and so on,
locating it on the continuum
Its length £., also subscripted by <cig>, <cjh>, <kig>, <kjh>, and so on,
expressing its extent
A binary value w, also subscripted by <cig>, <cjh>, <kig>, <kjh>, and so on,
indicating whether it is an identified unit or an empty stretch between two
units:

w ·
CIK

=

(

0 iff section <cig> is not a unit

I

1 iff section <cig> is a unit

<cig>
<cig>

These terms enable us to specify each observer's unitization of the same contin
uum as diagrammed in Figure 1 1 .5 .
o

rB
CategofY c ; Observer i:
}

Catego y c '· Observerj:

Continuum
L
f( =

I

h=

I

bci2

L

I
Category k; Observer i:
Category k; Observerj:

2

I
I

fCi2 �
2

bcj4

4

3

3

4

5

5

-! fcj4 �

6

7

I
o

Figure 11.5

U nitizing Terms

Difference function 8�jgjh' For reliability to be perfect, units must be of the same
category and occupy the same stretch of the continuum. Deviations from this
ideal give rise to differences. The difference 8�igih between any two sections <cig>
and <cjh> of the same category c and identified by two observers, i and j, is a
function of their failure to overlap perfectly. In the above terms, this function is

wcig

=

iff wcig

=

iff
o

1, W(jh
0,

WClh

=

=

0

a nd (;h - £'cig ;:: bcig - bCfh ;::

1 and

O.

(;h - lcig :S; bcig - b C;h :s; O .

Otherwise.
The first condition pertains to pairs of overlapping units. Here 82 is the sum of the
squares of the two nonoverlapping lengths. The second condition applies when
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observer i's unit g is fully contained in observer j's gap h . The third condition is the
converse of the second and applies when observer i's gap g fully contains observer j's
unit h. The fourth condition applies when two sections of the continuum overlap
perfectly, are both gaps (not units) , or have nothing in common in the continuum. To
see how this function behaves in response to different degrees of overlap between two
observers' unitizations, consider the examples in Figure 1 1 .6.
Units of Length:

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

"

I

I

I

I

2 2+62 = 40

-

2 2+62 = 40

-

1 2 +5 2 = 26

-

42 = 1 6
1 2+3 2 = 1 0
2 2 +22 =

8

1 2+ 1 2 =

2
o

Figu re 1 1 .6

Exa m p l es of D i fferences for U n i ti z i ng

Observed disagreement D oc . The observed disagreement D oc for unitizing a con
tinuum and assigning its units to category c is obtained-much as the observed
disagreement D o of the (X-measures for coding is obtained-through comparison
of each observer's sections with all other observers' sections on the continuum.
Summing the observed differences and dividing the sum by its maximum yields
the measure of the observed disagreement D oc :

where m is the number of observers that unitize the continuum, m(m - 1 ) is the
number of pairs of observers whose units are being compared, L is the length of
the continuum, and 8�igjh is the difference between two sections <cig> and <cjh> .
Incidentally, 8�i ih = 8�ihig . Note that the four sums pair all observers, i and j, with
g
each other but not with themselves and run through all pairs of sections of any
one category c.

Expected disagreement D ec . The expected disagreement measures the differences
between mL(mL - 1 ) virtual comparisons of all possible unitizations, combining

the actually identified units and gaps between them in all possible ways, and
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applying the above disagreement measure D oc to each pair. Actually making these
comparisons would be a transcomputational task, hence the need for a simpler
formula for D ec ' With Nc = L:1 Lg wcig the total number of units of category c
identified by all m observers, the expected disagreement for units in category c is
=

Its proof is lengthy; I provide it elsewhere (see Krippendorff, 1 99 5 a ) . Note that,
just as the expected disagreement for coding makes no reference to observers and
recording units, the expected disagreement for unitizing makes no reference to
the original location of the sections on the continuum or to who identified them.
Let me merely point out the principal components of the above equation. The
first double summation in its numerator goes through all observers' segments,
with wcig separating these into units proper and the omitted gaps between two
units. The first expression in the square brackets accounts for the differences
between one unit and all other units overlapping with that unit in all possible
ways. The double summation in the square brackets checks whether the one unit
would fit into any of the gaps between units and adds the differences due to each.
In the denominator, mL is the number of possible locations for a unit to occur in
the continuum, and mL(mL 1 ) is the number of pair comparisons of such units
that the disagreement measure calculates virtually. The second expression in the
denominator discounts the results of comparing sections with themselves.
-

au-agreement for all categories. Similar to coding,
au

_
-

1_

L c D oc .
" c D ec
�

For a computational example, we assign numerical values to the beginnings and
lengths of the units in Figure 1 1 .5
Continuum

Sections
ci1
ci2
ci3
ci4
ciS
cj1
cj2

B

L

1 50

300

150
225
295
3 70
400
1 50
220

75
70
75
30
50
70
80

b

l

w

0
1
0
1
0
0
1
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cj3
cj4
cj5
cj6
cj7
kil
ki2
ki3
ki4
ki5
kjl
kj2
kj3
kj4
kj5

300
355
3 75
400
420
150
1 80
240
300
350
150
180
240
300
350

55
20
25
20
30
30
60
60
50
1 00
30
60
60
50
1 00

0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0

The nonzero differences between the two observers' sections in category c are

8�i2j2 = (225

-

220) 2 + (225 + 70 - 220 - 8 0 ) 2 = 5 2 + 5 2

=

50 = 8�j2i2 '

8�i4j4 = ( 3 70 - 3 5 5) 2 + ( 3 70 + 3 0 - 3 5 5 - 20)2 = 1 5 2 + 25 2 = 850 = 8�j4i4
8�i5j6 = 202 = 400 = 8�j6i5

Evidently, the first pair of units in category c, showing observer i as merely a bit
more conservative than j is, contributes very little by comparison to the remain
ing three units, which appear more scattered on the continuum. In category k all
differences are zero:
1:2
82k i2j2 -0- u k i4j4 '
With these differences in hand, the observed disagreement
becomes:

III

category c

In category k, the observed disagreement Dok = . 0000, of course .
Calculating the expected disagreement with the above formula requires a few
more steps. In category c, with a total of Nc = 2 + 3 = 5 identified units, the
expected disagreement is o btained as follows:
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[�
5

1

(2 . 70 '

_

3 - 70 ' + 70) + 70 '

(

75 - 3 0
+75 - 3 0
+50 - 3
+70 - 3 0
+55 - 3 0
+30 - 3 0

+
+
+
+
+
+

1
1
1
1
1
1

75
+75
+50
+70
+55
+25
+30

-

20
20
20
20
20
20
20

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

75
+75
+50
+70
+55
+25

-

20
20
20
20
20
20

+
+
+
+
+
+

1
1
1
1
1
1

5-1 .
-- (2 303 - 3 . 302 + 3 0 ) + 3 02
3

+

+ [

5

� 1 (2 . 8 03 - 3 . 8 02 + 8 0 )

5

D ec

� 1 (2 . 203

_

)]

]

2
300

+

75 - 70 + 1
+75 - 70 + 1
+70 - 70 + 1

3 . 202 + 20) + 202

=

=

2·300(2·3 00-1 )-

70 ( 70
+3 0 ( 3 0
+8 0 ( 8 0
+20(20
+20(20

-

.0532.

1)
1)
1)
1)
1)

And in category k, with a total of N
2 + 2 4 identified units, the expected
k
disagreement turns out to be D e
.0490.
k
Finally, the <X u-agreement for unitizing with the two categories is
=

=

=

<X u

=

1-

D oc + D o
k
D ec + D e
k

=

1

_

which concludes this illustration.

. 0 1 44
.0532

+

+

.0000
.0490

=

.8591,

C HA PT E R

12

Com puter Ai ds
This chapter describes how computers can support content analysis
research. Computers have been hailed as reliable, fast, and increas
ingly inexpensive tools for processing large volumes of textual data,
and a great deal of progress is being made in the development of com
puter software that can assist what content analysts need to do. This
chapter reviews some of the procedures and approaches that are avail
able today and likely to stay. Although the use of computers allows
content analysts to circumvent the tedium involved in manual data
handling and virtually eliminates the problem of unreliable coding,
computer applications are approaching other kinds of limits, and
these are discussed here as well.

WH AT COM P U T E RS DO
Content analysis, done entirely " by hand, " is often time-consuming, and unrelia
bility is a persistent problem. Before the advent of digital computers, texts were
exclusively written, typed, printed, and read. The widespread use of computers
has revolutionized the manipulation of texts in ways that are attractive to content
analysts. The following characteristics of computers deserve special attention here:
•

Computers are sequential machines.

•

Computers can process large volumes of numerical and textual data with
astonishing speed.

•

Computers apply logical or algebraic operations to the internal representa
tions of data, entered as inputs, and produce new representations, outputs,
some of which are available for human inspection-for example, on a com
puter screen or in print.
r
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•

•

Computers must be programmed. Software packages, mostly developed
and sold separately from computer hardware, tend to provide bundles of
computer programs whose details escape the comprehension of ordinary
computer users. However, such software allows users to make choices con
cerning what a computer is to do with the data in hand, using a mouse to
point and click on menu options or keying in character strings, for example.
At any one point in time, the computer program in use is a theory of what
that computer does .
Computers' operations are always deterministic and hence perfectly reli
able. Within a computer, ambiguities and uncertainties do not exist.

Several compelling analogies can be made between the way computers work
and what content analysts do. The sequential input of discrete characters into
a computer resembles the lines of text that readers follow with their eyes.
Computers perform logical operations much as rational human beings are
thought to do in order to comprehend, draw conclusions, make decisions, and
argue. The programs within a computer resemble the instructions ( unitization
schemes, sampling plans, recording instructions, analytical procedures-see
Figure 4.2) that content analysts give to their assistants or hired coders with the
expectation that they will be followed completely and reliably-that is, " mind
lessly. " In descriptions of how data enter a computer, the metaphor of " reading"
is common, and terms like coding, data processing, symbol manipulation, and
computation have migrated back to the domain of human intelligence. It is widely
believed that if an adequate theory of how readers interpret text existed and could
be formulated in a suitable computer language, computers could be made to read
text just as intelligent readers would, only faster and more reliably. Although there
are good reasons why adequate computational theories of literacy are unavailable
to date, many developments of computer content analyses are fueled by the hope
that such theories are possible and in sight. But there are less ambitious aims.

H OW COM P U T E RS CA N
A I D CO N T E N T ANALYSES
The most important reason for using computers in content analysis is their
ability to process large volumes of data at high speed. A pioneering example of
research demonstrating this capacity is DeWeese's ( 1 977) online analysis of
newsprint. DeWeese developed a device that converted typesetting instructions for
newsprint (which, at the time of his research, came in the form of a paper tape
that created the templates for rotary printing presses) into a computer
readable form, which enabled him to analyze the text of a newspaper virtually
while it was being printed. Today, only a little more than 25 years after DeWeese's
innovation j ournalists and printing presses communicate with one another elec
tronically, as do individuals in virtually all spheres of text production and
communication, making text naturally available to computer analysis.
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Another example of the ability of computers to process large amounts of data
quickly is found in the creation of concordances for literary works. Before the
advent of computers, the task of creating a list of all significant words in the
works of a productive writer and keeping track of their locations in a body of
writing could easily occupy the lifetime of a literary scholar plus numerous assis
tants. Now, for any computer-readable text, the creation of an alphabetical list of
key words is a matter of hours at most. Every day, more and more books, j our
nals, and research reports are available in electronic form, and more and more
people are able to access ever-growing electronic full-text databases. In addition,
extraordinary progress has been made in the reliability of optical scanning for
converting written and printed materials into electronic form. In many practical
situations, analysts can expect to make sense of the large volumes of text available
everywhere, including online, by using fast and powerful computers.
A second reason computers are useful in content analysis is their ability
to process textual material reliably. This is a blessing with a hitch, however.
Mechanical computation virtually eliminates errors and nourishes the dreams
of some content analysts to bypass human coders altogether. However, it is easy
to overlook the fact that computers recognize only character strings. Literate
humans are astonishingly proficient at intuiting the etymology of words or the
syntactical rules that explain complex expressions, and they have little difficulty
verbalizing the point that the author of a text seems to be making or knowing
how other members of their community would read given texts. All texts are cre
ated to be read by someone. Humans cannot help but read meanings into texts,
and they do not always do so reliably. The reliability that computer analysis
offers, in contrast, lies in the processes of character string manipulation, which
may be far removed from what humans do when reading.
Unlike humans, computers are deterministic machines. They cannot not
process text reliably. Computers have no sense of what they do, who their users
are, or what the character strings they are processing may mean to human read
ers, nor are they sensitive to the shifting cultural contexts relative to which we
read and understand text. Computers do not even know the difference between
randomly generated character strings and words or symbols that have meaning
to humans unless someone tells them how they differ-for example, by entering
a dictionary of legitimate words. Therefore, it is seriously misleading to charac
terize computers as being able to read texts or data. When we say that comput
ers " read, " we are simply using a metaphor drawn from what we humans think
we do with texts. Ordinarily, the use of this metaphor may not matter much,
but content analysts who are contemplating the use of computer aids in their
research would be wise to consider the above and not let themselves be misled
into believing that a computer could read text the way they do. Programming a
machine to mimic how humans so effortlessly understand, interpret, and
rearticulate text turns out to be an extraordinarily difficult, if not impossible,
undertaking.
What, then, are the specific demands of computer-aided content analysis ?
Recall that we have defined content analysis in terms of the drawing of inferences
from available text-abductive inferences, to be specific. A computer-aided
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content analysis should do the same. Content analysis results, it is important to
recognize, are texts as well ( see Chapter 1 4 ) , texts that answer analysts' research
questions about particular unobserved phenomena. Thus, in addition to being
understandable to the analysts, their scientific �eers, and the beneficiaries of the
research results, the path that a content analysis takes must be related to how the
analyzed body of text is, was, or will be used in the context relative to which that
text is analyzed. Therefore, in the process of any content analysis, conducted
with or without the aid of computers, relevant readings or uses of the original
texts should be preserved.
To satisfy this criterion, a computer analysis of text should in effect represent,
model, or embody at least some of the processes of a text's contextualization ( see
Figure 9 . 1 ) . In the extreme, this condition would be satisfied when a computer
responds to a body of text in the same way a selected community of readers
would. But, as noted above, it is extremely difficult to program a computer to do
what ordinary readers of text do naturally.
It follows that the use of computers in content analysis invokes a shift in
methodological emphasis, from solving the human problem of achieving reliable
coding for large volumes of text at a reasonable rate to solving the computational
problem of preserving relevant readings of the texts. In traditional content analy
sis, semantically valid reading is intuitively satisfied. Coders do not easily violate
their tacit understanding. The use of computers in content analysis is limited by
the difficulty of achieving semantic validity ( see Chapter 1 3 , section 1 3 .2 . 2 ) .
There are two reasonable compromises that content analysts can make when
using computers without jeopardizing the preservation of the relevant readings
or meanings of the original texts:
•

•

Analysts may use computer applications that do preserve relevant readings,
albeit in highly specialized contexts. Even traditional content analysts typ
ically ask highly specific research questions-for example, in the context of
a particular psychological theory, election campaign, or crime investiga
tion. There is a place for the development of computer applications for con
tent analyses in well-structured contexts and for simple variables. Diction
(Hart, 1 9 8 5 ) , for example, is a content analysis software that is designed to
infer something like the rhetorical tone of political speeches . For political
rhetoricians who know the original texts, the results that Diction produces
make sense, hence Diction satisfies the criterion. But this software would
not be useful to analysts investigating charges of plagiarism, attempting to
infer biases in reporting, or seeking to provide information about the psy
chological states of the sources of the analyzed texts. It is not designed to
be general, but it is a plausible tool for political rhetoricians who are ask
ing the very questions it can answer .
Analysts may use computational tools that preserve relevant readings, but
only for small intermediate steps. Content analysis involves many analyti
cal procedures (see Figure 4.2); some are clerical and relatively easy to
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accomplish, and others call for human intelligence that is difficult to specify
in advance. The use of computers is most appropriate for recurrent and
repetitive tasks that can be conceptualized without uncertainty. Searching,
coding, sorting, listing, and counting are obvious candidates. Their steps
are small, and their operation is transparent. Content analysts have no dif
ficulty comprehending what they do and employing them where needed
without surrendering their judgment to their results. A search engine that
can make a body of potentially relevant texts available for human analysts
to do the rest is one such tool. When an analytical task is divided into what
humans do best and what computers do best, computers do not perform
the analysis but aid it; thus I refer to this approach as computer-aided text
analysis, or CATA for short.
To j ustify the use of CATA software, content analysts must assure themselves,
as well as the community of their peers, that the way a software package processes
the data is compatible with what is known about the context of the texts, how
texts are read, what they mean, and what role they play. For example, if the mean
ings of interest are tied to sentence constructions, a computer program that cuts a
large body of text into words and accounts for that body of text in terms of word
frequencies will not retain the sentential meanings ( Krippendorff, 1 969a ) . If the
research question concerns political categories, an analysis of texts in psychologi
cal terms is irrelevant. If textual meanings are changing over time, by context, or
for different readers, an analysis that treats all textual units alike will be mislead
ing. If a diagnosis is wanted, a clustering program is irrelevant. In Chapter 1 3 , I
address these issues in terms of validity, semantic validity being most important to
this discussion. There is no universal computer content analyzer.
Potentia l CATA users must be careful not to fall prey to fancy labels and
abstract concepts claiming to describe what sophisticated software can do.
Vendors of CATA software tend to market their products in terms of metaphors
that suggest much but mean less in practice . For example, the claim that a soft
ware package can " extract content, " with no explication of how it does what,
leaves naive users thinking that it can do something they cannot. Similarly,
without a specified context, the promise to perform a " concept analysi s " is as
empty as the assurance that the software does a content analysis ( see Chapter 2,
especially on the use of the content metaphor) . Concepts are always someone's
concepts and may have interesting implications, but only if embodied some
where. Claims of " theme identification, " " auto-categorization, " " information
mining, " " knowledge discovery, " and " relational text analysis" may leave the
novice user of CATA software in awe but say little about what features of text
the software responds to or preserves. Beginners may find themselves wonder
ing what their computational results could possibly mean and, being human,
undoubtedly find explanations. Responsible software developers provide
explicit information about what their software does and/or enable researchers
to trace samples of text through the analytical process to see for themselves
what happens to them .
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Because the CATA software market is evolving rapidly, I cannot possibly
provide a comprehensive survey of the content analysis aids currently available,
although I cannot help but mention some of the most widely used packages. For
reviews of CATA software, see Tesch ( 1990), Weitzman and Miles ( 1 995 ) , Popping
( 1 997, 2000 ) , Alexa ( 1 997), and Alexa and Ziil l ( 1 999). In addition, the University
of Alabama's Content Analysis Resources Web site (http://www.car.ua.edu) pro
vides frequently updated links to literature, software, and people connected with
content analysis. The Text Analysis Info Web site (http://textanalysis.info ) , main
tained by one software developer, is another resource.
Although up-to-date information about available CATA software is more
likely found on the Internet than in a book, researchers must bear in mind that
the Web does not always include fair overviews of various software packages or
methodological criteria for selection. In the remainder of this chapter, my focus
is on helping potential CATA users to ask appropriate questions about various
kinds of software, so that they do not invest their time in mastering one software
only to find out that it cannot provide them with the answers they seek. I distin
guish and discuss the following computer aids:
•

Accounts of character strings: These partition a given body of text into con
venient textual units (i.e., character strings) and list, sort, count, and cross
tabulate them as needed. The readings that these accounts preserve reside
in the readings of these units.

•

Text searches: These identify units of text ( documents, for example, but
also shorter expressions) according to whether they contain character
strings with desired textual attributes. Their meanings are encoded in an
analyst's query.

•

Computational content analyses: These transform a body of text into rep
resentations that bring it closer to answering a researcher's question. Such
analyses embody some theory of meaning or can be said to model how the
given body of text is used in the context of the intended content analysis.

•

Interactive-hermeneutic approaches: These enable a single analyst to man
age text segments of different sizes systematically and to develop coding
categories while reading.

I conclude this chapter with a discussion of the frontiers of CATA software in
which I offer some suggestions to users concerning what they should look for and
to developers concerning what would be desirable to work toward.

ACCO U NTS O F C H A RACTE R STR I N G S
As noted above, this kind o f software partitions a typically large body of text into
mutually exclusive parts and gives the user various accounts of these partitions,
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usually in the form of lists of types and/or counts of tokens. These accounts are
straightforward and simple because they use syntactical criteria, not meanings.
Most word processing programs make available to their users information
about the numbers of characters, words, paragraphs, and pages in any given file.
In fact, they enumerate certain designated characters: alphabetical, numerical,
and typographical ones, including wingdings, spaces, punctuation marks, para
graph signs, line divisions, page divisions, and so on. Because these characters are
purely typographical or syntactical, the frequencies computed from them cannot
reveal anything about the role of a file, how it could be read, or what it is about.
Most people would not call such an accounting a content analysis, but this is
where accounts of character strings begin.
Accounts of otherwise meaningful character strings, such as lists of words,
phrases, or sentences, do not require any theory of meaning-with reference to
the source, the reader, or the analyst. The identification of such character strings
is a mechanical task, and a list of them typically violates the reasons a text was
written. For example, if one chops a large body of text into mutually exclusive
text segments-say, into words-the segments' positions within the text ( at the
beginning, in the middle, or toward the end) are lost, their grammatical functions
are no longer recognizable ( is bear a verb or a noun ? ) , the relations between seg
ments are gone (is health affirmed or denied; as in not healthy? ) , personal pro
nouns become empty (who is she ? ) , and dialogical distinctions, such as between
questions and answers, are irrecoverably obliterated. For computers, character
strings are either the same or different, nothing else. Computers treat grammati
cal variations of a word (e.g., bear, bore, borne, and born) or stylistic variations
that express the same idea (e.g., empty, unfilled, vacant, and void) as different
character strings.
How can such accounts aid content analysis ? The answer is surprisingly
simple: They can do so only when they preserve the analyst's ability to read and
make sense of the character strings that are tabulated and counted. However,
reading a list of words of which a text is composed is obviously not the same
as reading a coherent narrative. The difference between the two unequivocally
demonstrates what an account of character strings omits. A primary motivation
for accounting for the parts instead of the whole is expediency. Frequencies sim
plify a text. Whether such accounts are justified depends on the questions the
analyst needs to answer. Listing and counting have no virtue in the abstract.
In the preparation of accounts of character strings, even the establishment of
the syntactical categories of what is to be distinguished and counted is not entirely
unproblematic. Take the simple idea of a word, for example. In computer
accounts, a word tends to be defined as a character string bracketed by blanks,
punctuation marks, or paragraph signs. This definition relies on known typo
graphical conventions, not meanings. Anyone who has seen computer
generated frequency lists of words so defined can attest that such lists tend to
include rather odd entries that intelligent readers would never make. Numbers,
typographical characters, and misspellings are on equal footing with legitimate
words. Plural and singular forms and other kinds of grammatical variations of one
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word appear as distinct words. Hyphenated words such as co-occurrence,
compound terms such as high school or North Pole, abbreviations such as
St. Paul and Ph.D., and numerical expressions such as $2,578.3 0 would all be cut
into nearly meaningless pieces, as would colloquial expressions such as run of the
m ill
which has nothing to do with running or with mills. Nevertheless, such
word lists can offer content analysts a sense of the vocabulary they are facing.
Most CATA software packages provide accounts of words. Among the better
known systems capable of handling very large data sets are VBPro, a simple free
ware program; WordStat; ZyINDEX, now part of ZyLAB; dtSearch, used largely
in the legal profession; and Concordance, widely used in literary research. For
the above-mentioned reasons, the lists of word frequencies produced by any one
such software are rarely exactly the same. For example, the General Inquirer
( Stone, Dunphy, Smith, & Ogilvie, 1 96 6 ) , the pioneer content analysis software
(which is now freely available as well ), counts idioms and labels such as United
States as single words and counts hyphenated words that are not in its dictio
nary, such as response-seeking, as two words. CATA software users need to
understand how the software they are using distinguishes words or other
character strings before they can make use of their results.
Among the most useful kinds of word lists an analyst can expect CATA
software to provide are the following:
-

•

Standard ( left-to-right) alphabetical ordering

•

Reverse (right-to-Ieft) alphabetical ordering

•

Ordering in ascending or descending frequencies

Standard alphabetical word lists have the advantage of being easily comparable
with other alphabetical lists, including dictionary entries. Lists in reverse alpha
betical order (that is, in which the first word ends with an a and the last word
ends with a z) enable analysts to examine redundant endings, plurals, tenses, and
suffixes, which aids in the construction of dictionaries and search terms with
wildcards, both to be discussed below. Lists of words in ascending or descend
ing order of frequencies typically conform to Zipf's ( 1 93 5 ) law: Word frequen
cies decline exponentially with increasing word length. That is, the most frequent
words are short words, typically function words, such as articles, prepositions,
logical connectors, and pronouns. The least frequent words, unique in the
extreme, are long and statistically unrepresentative words. Misspellings, being
infrequent, do not conform to this law. Words that distinguish most clearly
between different texts tend to be located somewhere between these extremes
( Rij sbergen, 1 979, fig. 2 . 1 ) . Word lists ordered by frequencies can help identify
these. Some CATA software allows users to set limits, so that the only words
listed are those within frequencies that are likely to matter most.
Users of word processing software are familiar with spell-checkers. These
devices compare all character strings with words on a list of proper words and
highlight strings that do not match, such as nonwords, words with typographical
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errors, foreign names, and rare words. Spell-checkers incorporate the most
rudimentary form of word meaning: membership in a particular language.
Some CATA software packages employ word lists that are analogous to spell
checkers-not to identify and enable users to correct errors but to act as "filters "
on relevant character strings, usually words. Such filters may take one of the
following forms:
•

A list of " go-words, " or keywords to be included in the account (All words
not on this list are ignored. )

•

A list of " stop-words, " or keywords to be excluded from the account (All
words not on this list are counted. )

•

A list of character strings ( of alphabetical and other characters) to be
regarded as single words or phrases, such as compound words, abbrevia
tions, and colloquial expressions (A special case of this is the treatment of
negations. A list can be provided of negative forms of adjectives or expres
sions-for example, not good, no problem, or rarely a ccurate-that do not
separate the negator from the negated [Peladeau, 2003] . )

•

A list o f prefixes, suffixes, and grammatical markers to b e removed from
character strings, appearing in the account without the omitted parts

All of these devices are intended to eliminate irrelevant words and phrases or
irrelevant variations of keywords from the accounts. The first three devices are
self-explanatory. The fourth facilitates a process called stemming-the removal
of grammatical endings to get to the " stem" or core of a word. For example,
stemming reduces talking, talked, talker, talks, and talkative to talk ( something
that could also be accomplished through queries using wildcards; see section
1 2 .4 ) . Stemming can create many oddities that analysts need to examine care
fully. For example, when the grammatical endings ed and ing are removed from
all words, the words red and ring both become r, which makes them indistin
guishable. And removing er from porter makes it impossible for one to know if
the remaining word refers to the job of guarding a door, a harbor for shipping,
or a kind of wine. (A process similar to stemming but more powerful is lemma
tization, which I discuss in section 1 2 .5 . 1 as a dictionary application.)
Aside from comparing the word frequencies of different bodies of text, con
tent analysts may find it useful to compare distributional indices computed on
such frequencies. Clement So ( 1 99 5 ) applied entropy measures, also called mea
sures of text temperature ( Krippendorff, 1 9 86, pp. 1 5-2 0 ) , to assess the diversity
of vocabularies and to compare the coverage in different media regarding differ
ent issues and in different geographic regions ( see So in Lee, Chan, Pan, & So,
2002 ) . Several CATA software packages and even some word processors feature
versions of Flesch's ( 1 974 ) measure of readability. These programs assign read
ability scores to texts based on the frequencies of certain categories of words,
certain forms of punctuation, sentence lengths, and so on-all of which are dis
tributional characteristics of frequency accounts of character strings.
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Whereas lists o f words and frequencies take words out o f their original
linguistic environments and thereby prevent content analysts from recognizing
differences in use, so-called KWIC (keyword in context) lists provide inventories
of the linguistic environments of selected words. A KWIC list enables content
analysts to examine different uses of the same word. Users may want to restrict
such lists to keywords, the go-words on a list, because a complete KWIC listing
of all words explodes a text in size. KWIC lists can facilitate analysts' develop
ment of categories, whether for subsequent manual coding or for the construc
tion of computer dictionaries. They can also aid analysts in formulating rules for
distinguishing among unanticipated kinds of meanings. In Figure 1 2. 1 , which
reproduces a fraction of a KWIC list for the keyword play, several different
meanings of the keyword are apparent:
To play something ( an instrument)
To play with something (a ball )
To play with someone (with a friend or by oneself)
To play versus to be serious
A play (as in a theatrical performance )
Before he analyzed campaign speeches made during the 1 9 8 0 U.S. election,
Weber ( 1 9 84, p. 1 3 1 ) examined a KWIC list of these speeches using the keyword
rights. This enabled him to observe that when Republicans used the word, it was
in the context of discussing law-abiding citizens, state and local authorities, par
ents, and would-be Soviet immigrants. In the context of women, most occur
rences of the word rights in Republican speeches came within claims that the
Equal Rights Amendment was not needed. In contrast, when Democrats used the
word, it tended to be in contexts concerning the rights of working women,
minority women, striking workers, pregnant women, industrial laborers, farm
laborers, the disabled, the victims of civil rights violations, and black South
Africans. A KWIC list can bring the diversity of word senses, especially of
homonyms, to the analyst's attention and suggest further analytical steps.
As Figure 1 2 . 1 shows, KWIC lists also provide references to the locations
of words within a body of text. Such references are essential for another well
known type of textual account, the concordance. As noted above, concordances
link important words in a body of texts ( for example, the complete works of a
given author) to their locations in the works. Not all CATA systems provide
KWIC lists that are as easily readable as the fragment shown in Figure 12. 1 . The
software packages Concordance and WordStat are notable exceptions. In these
programs, the user can select a word from an alphabetical list of words together
with their frequencies and see displayed all of the contexts and references to the
word's occurrence. Others show one linguistic context at a time, like the "find"
command in word processing systems.
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SOU RCE: D u n phy ( 1 966, p . 1 5 9).

A somewhat forgotten but still useful account of character strings in text is the
construction of a map of a text or body of texts. In such a map, relevant textual
units-keywords, sentences, or paragraphs-are represented by outstanding
characters and irrelevant units by visually less prominent ones. Such a map
conveys a sense of where relevant textual matter is located in the texts being
examined, how that matter is distributed, and which categories of words cluster,
and thus directs analysts' attention to sections worthy of further examination.
Sedelow ( 1 967) pioneered the use of such maps. Figure 12.2 shows the geo
graphic distribution of eight categories ( three binary components ) of informers
for a huge lexical research project; this map was created using software called
CodeMap (Montgomery, 1 9 89; Pederson, McDaniel, Adams, & Liao, 1 9 8 9 ) .
Although this map was created for a study that was not strictly a content analy
sis, it gives an idea of how a large textual database can be visualized in relevant
categories. On his TextArc Web site (http://textarc.org ) , W. Bradley Paley pro
vides an interesting demonstration of how to map a text visually; he describes his
software as " a funny combination of an index, concordance, and summary; it
uses the viewer's eye to help uncover meaning. " Unfortunately, this experiment
hides the sophistication of Paley's mapping technique behind an unfolding artistically
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Figure 1 2 .2

A n Eight-Catego ry Map of a Lexical Item

S O U R C E : Montgomery ( 1 989).
N OT E : O n LAGS, see Pederson et al. (1 989).

motivated image. By visually mapping texts into simple categories, content
analysts can get a good first view of what they are facing and then decide on the
course of their analysis.
A useful kind of account that comes to content analysis from literary scholar
ship is the table of co-occurrences (usually of keywords) . Such a table enables the
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analyst to compute associations but also serves as an entry to contingency analysis.
Word co-occurrences are always counted within a larger stretch of text, which the
user needs to define. Some applications register only immediate neighbors, whereas
others allow the user to define a window of a certain width within which the co
occurrence of two or more words is recorded. Early implementations of such
accounts defined a window of a fixed number of characters (Iker, 1 975 ) . As tables
of word co-occurrences can become unmanageably large, it is essential that
accounts be restricted to keywords on a go-word list. Current CATA software
enables other definitions of windows, such as numbers of words, sentences, or
paragraphs (see Woelfel, 1 993, 1 997) . Proximity connectors, discussed below, fur
ther liberalize how the windows for identifying word co-occurrences are defined.
Finally, Boolean accounts sort the textual units of a given body of text into
categories that are defined by user-supplied Boolean expressions. A Boolean
expression specifies one category of textual units by the character strings that it
must or must not contain. The textual units categorized thereby should be large
enough to contain the character strings that identify them to be of a certain
kind-whole documents, for example, but also individual paragraphs, even
sentences. All textual units should be in the analyst's possession, or at least
electronically accessible to be tabulated and/or counted.
One of the earliest content analyses to use Boolean accounts is attributed to
Sebeok and Zeps ( 1 95 8 ) , who searched for patterns in a collection of Cheremis
folktales. By contemporary standards this collection was small; today, the avail
ability of CATA software has expanded Boolean accounts to much larger sam
ples of text. One way in which analysts can account for larger collections of
text is by applying Boolean operators not to the texts themselves but to indices
of the texts. Scholars have been devising indices for large textual databases since
the late 1 960s, when Janda ( 1 969) gained quick access to relevant political
documents by sorting through indices of these documents stored on microfilm.
Janda's system also allowed researchers to add indices as they examined the doc
uments, thus expanding the scope of the accounts in the process of the analysis.
Up until recently, computational accounts of visual representations were virtu
ally unthinkable without manual indexing. In their research on facial expres
sions, Ekman, Friesen, and Taussig ( 1 96 9 ) coded frames of film manually and
tested their hypotheses on these codes. Today, advances in image processing and
voice recognition have changed such research somewhat. One recently developed
software system, Virage, is designed to automatically identify visual images and
speech (see the company's Web site at http://www.virage.com ) . It searches audio
visual records, including records from television, for occurrences of logos,
images, or sounds supplied by the user, even faces and verbal expressions, and
creates accounts of where these occur within the records.
The simplest example of a Boolean account is a sorting of available texts accord
ing to whether they do or do not contain a chosen word or phrase. For example, a
search for the words alcohol and drugs (which may appear singly, jointly, or not
at all) in a collection of paragraphs defines two variables-mentioning alcohol or
not and mentioning drugs or not-and in effect creates a cross-tabulation of these
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paragraphs. A Boolean account, once obtained, might be made more detailed; in
this example, finer distinctions might be introduced among paragraphs mentioning
the word drugs (e.g., illegal drugs, prescription drugs, over-the-counter drugs) , thus
expanding the variable drugs. One might also enlarge the cross-tabulation by
adding other Boolean variables; in this example, such variables might include ref
erences to users, places, or treatments, which are logically independent from drugs
and alcohol but most likely empirically related.
The Boolean operators are AND, the set theoretical intersection; OR, the set the
oretical union; and NOT, the set theoretical complement. Boolean expressions can
refer to many kinds of character strings, for example, those containing the word
drugs AND alcohol. In so-called Venn diagrams, sets (of textual units with specific
attributes ) are depicted by their boundaries-by circles, for example. The effects
of applying these operators to two textual attributes A and B are displayed in
Figure 1 2 . 3 . Not depicted in this figure is the use of parentheses, which enables
the analyst to specify the order in which these operators are to be applied and thus
gives rise to complex expressions. For example, one may verify in Figure 1 2 . 3 that
(NOT A ) AND B "* NOT(A AND B ), which is the complement of A AND B. In the latter
expression, NOT is applied to both A AND B; in the former, it is applied only to A,
not to B. One may also verify that NOT(A AND B ) (NOT A ) OR NOT B.
=

O R NOT B

A

NOT A

Figure 1 2 .3

Effects of the Appl icati o n of Boo l ea n Operators

To obtain relevant Boolean counts, an analyst may want to take the follow
ing steps:
•

Define the units of text to be individually examined, tabulated, and counted
(as noted, these might be documents, paragraphs, even sentence s ) .

•

Specify relevant textual attributes, the character strings that a unit of text
must contain or should not contain in order to be of the desired kind.

•

Create a Boolean expression with as many textual attributes as needed, using
the above Boolean operators and parentheses, and apply it to all units of text.

•

Examine whether the units that the Boolean expression identifies as being of
the specified kind include all and only the units of the desired kind. The result
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may not be satisfactory at first, yiolating intUItlOn ( see the discussion of
semantic validity in Chapter 1 3 , section 1 3 .2.2), or may be too voluminous
to handle. This calls for modifications of the Boolean expression until the
identified textual units are of the desired kind, or at least approximately so.
As discussed in Chapter 8 , the definition of a variable requires that its values
be mutually exclusive relative to each other and that the whole set of values be
exhaustive of all units of analysis. The distinction between A and NOT A is by def
inition a variable, albeit with j ust two categories . In Figure 12.3, this is depicted
in the two Venn diagrams on the left-hand side. The number of mutually exclu
sive categories that Boolean expressions can distinguish grows exponentially with
the number of textual attributes available. Boolean expressions defined on N tex
tual attributes can distinguish up to 2N mutually exclusive categories. For two
attributes A and B, Figure 1 2 . 3 depicts these in the four Venn diagrams under the
Boolean AND operator. The four Venn diagrams shown under the OR operator, by
comparison, show categories that are not mutually exclusive. Following are four
Boolean variables defined on one through four attributes ( defined without the use
of parentheses and the OR operator for transparency) :
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

N= 1

A
NOT A

N=2

A � B
A AND NOT B
NOT A AND B
NOT A AND NOT B

N=3

N=4

A � B � C
A AND B AND NOT C
A AND NOT B AND C
NOT A AND B AND C
A AND NOT B AND NOT C
NOT A AND B AND NOT C
NOT A AND NOT B AND C
NOT A AND NOT B AND NOT C
A AND NOT B AND NOT C AND D

A AND B AND C AND D
A AND B AND C AND NOT D
A AND B AND NOT C AND D
A AND NOT B AND C AND D
NOT A AND B AND C AND D
A AND B AND NOT C AND NOT D
A AND NOT B AND C AND NOT D
NOT A AND B AND C AND NOT D
NOT A AND NOT B AND NOT C AND NOT D

16

In these Boolean variables, each expression describes one category, the finest
distinctions possible with the given number of textual attributes. Joining any of
these expressions by OR, in effect lumping together the contents of the corre
sponding categories, creates other variables with fewer categories. One interest
ing variable can be created as follows: Take the presence of one attribute as the
variable's first category, then, much as in stepwise regression analyses, consider
what a second attribute adds to it, what a third attribute adds to both, and so
on, until the leftover category, the absence of all attributes, is reached:

A
B AND NOT A
C AND NOT (A OR B )
D AND NOT ( A OR B OR C)
E AND NOT (A OR B OR C OR D )
NOT

(A

OR

B

OR

C OR

.

•

•

OR

Z)
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Many analytically appealing variables can be created through the algebraic
combination of the Boolean expressions for mutually exclusive categories.
As long as they describe overlapping sets of textual units-not necessarily the
exact same set-two or more Boolean variables yield Boolean cross-tabulations
whose entries are the intersections of all categories in these variables. A two-way
tabulation of one variable, say Z, with categories {za' Zb' zJ, and a second vari
able, say V, with values (v I ' v2 , v3, v4, vs}, would yield a table with the following
cell contents:
1

2

a

Za AND V I

Z AND V2
"

C

Z

Z

b

Zb AND V I
,

Z

ANI) V I
AND [11

Zb AND V2
,

Z

AND [12

AND V2

3

Za AND V3

Zb AND V 3
Z

,

Z

ANI) V 3

AND V j

4

Za AND V4

Zh AND V4
Z

,

Z

AND V4

AND V4

5

Z AND V i
"

Zh AND Vs
Z

,

Z

AND V s

AND Vs

Za Al\D

Zb AND

Zc AND

Z

AND

V
V

V
V

Like Boolean variables, Boolean cross-tabulations may list actual words or
phrases-the units of text identified by the Boolean expressions-in a spread
sheet, for example. As in the steps suggested above, one may examine these in
order to introduce finer distinctions, evaluate the semantic validity of the cells of
the table, or interpret the relationships among the Boolean variables that emerge
in the reading of the tabulated text. After counting the cell contents, one may also
test the statistical significance of the relationships. In effect, a cross-tabulation
such as this exemplifies the testing of hypotheses within a body of text as shown
in Figure 4 . 7 and discussed in Chapter 4 ( section 4 . 3 . 2 ) . For other Boolean analy
ses, less related to content analysis, see Romme ( 1 99 5 ) .
Because these accounts are not concerned with meanings, computer aids,
where available, can provide them with considerable efficiency. However, just as
word frequencies mean little unless one is able to read the enumerated words, the
results of Boolean analyses can easily escape comprehension unless one has a
clear grasp of the Boolean expressions or, better still, can read what ends up in
the rows, columns, and cells.

T EXT SEARC H ES
Text searches involve the scanning of typically large textual databases, indexed
for access by analysts, but not in their possession. Text searches are conducted
to find, count, and/or retrieve texts that can be expected to contain informa
tion relevant to the analysts' research questions. I prefer the term text search
to the older expression information retrieval because it describes more accu
rately what a computer does and separates from the search the concern for the
semantic validity of its results. Character strings can become information
only when read by someone and in the context of experiences with the use of
similar text.
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Text searches increase in importance with the size of the searchable universe
of text and the scarcity of relevant text contained therein. Unlike complete
accounts of the textual units that constitute a body of available text ( discussed in
the previous section ) , text searches operate in a largely unknown textual uni
verse, most of which is of no interest to the analysts and will remain unknown
to them. Analysts have no expectation that text searches will achieve complete
accounts; rather, text searches have narrower aims that are guided by specific
questions called queries.
Text searches are accomplished through the use of mechanisms called search
engines. Users formulate their queries according to a search engine's require
ments, and these queries serve to instruct the search engine to scan a textual uni
verse for particular character strings, or textual attributes. Search engines
incorporate three kinds of software: one for indexing character strings in the uni
verses they search, one for identifying the indices that match user-specified
queries, and one for identifying, retrieving, and displaying the units of text that
contain these matches. Text searches can provide analysts with four levels of
results:
•

Counts of how often relevant textual attributes occur in the scanned tex
tual universe (For example, in August 2003, an Internet search for " text
analysis software" using the Google search engine yielded 3 ,239,000 hits
far too many to allow an individual to read through all of them. )

•

References to the locations of textual units containing the desired textual
attributes ( Library catalogs, for example, provide book numbers and loca
tions; Internet searches provide links to Web sites. )

•

Abstracts, excerpts, o r contexts in which the textual attributes occur

•

Readable, downloadable, or printable texts for analysis by other means

Most Internet users are familiar with the concept of search engines, and many
use search engines often to search online for material of interest to them. When
a given query is entered into different Internet search engines, however, the
results are rarely the same, in part because search engines differ in the sophisti
cation of the queries they can handle, in part because search engines' indexing
cannot keep up with the rate at which Web sites change and move, and in part
because different search engines may search different universes ( about which the
user usually has no clue ) . Currently, Internet search engines are said to search
(and thus retrieve from) only about 3 0 % of what exists on the Internet.
Statistically oriented social scientists may find that figure discouraging, but far
more problematic is the uneven quality of the retrieved texts. Anyone can put
anything on the Web, and it is often difficult to distinguish assertions made by
experts from assertions made by lunatics. Moreover, the frequency counts pro
duced by Internet search engines may not mean very much when URL owners
can pay to have their Web sites appear on users' screens more readily, when the
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same documents are listed multiple times when they are accessible through
different links, and so on. In spite of these drawbacks, the Internet represents an
important inventory of texts that Internet users can access and may act on. Also,
the use of the Internet cannot be studied without the Internet's texts.
Whereas Internet search engines are designed to pursue single questions and to
yield (ideally) one but mostly (less ideally) several answers for users to choose from,
content analysts pursue questions that can rarely be answered by a Web page or a
document with a particular textual attribute. Although content analyses of Web
sites are becoming increasingly common (e.g., Bauer & Scharl, 2000; Evans, 2002),
most content analysts are interested in examining large bodies of text in order to
discern patterns, distributions, trends, and answers to social or political questions.
Moreover, content analysts are committed to demonstrating the reliability of their
procedures and to addressing the validity of their results. Thus, both may use text
searches, but they pursue different paths to answering questions.
A growing number of textual databases are available for content analysts to
explore, including the following:
•

LexisNexis is by far the most popular online searchable full-text archive of
important newspapers and magazines, financial records, interview ques
tions and results of opinion polls, legislative materials, and court decisions.
I discuss this resource more fully below.

•

The U.S. National Archives and Records Administration makes billions of
documents (including motion pictures, sound and video recordings, and
photographs) available from the three branches of the federal government,
some online. The administration's Web site also provides links to presiden
tial libraries.

•

The Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC ) , established in
1 966, is a national information system for education-related literature. It is
supported by the U.S. Department of Education.

•

The Oxford Text Archive is dedicated to the preservation of high-quality
educational texts for research and teaching, largely in the humanities. It
provides 2,500 resources in more than 25 languages.

•

Corpus Linguistics, an online source with links to other depositories,
collects literary corpora, transcripts, and samples of ordinary spoken
language, including various dialects and from various eras.

•

Project Gutenberg makes its large collection of books in electronic form
freely available. To date, the collection includes more than 6,000 important
works, ranging from light literature ( Sherlock Holmes) to serious works
(the Bible and classics), including reference works. The organization invites
authors to share their books.

•

The American Reference Library, a CD-ROM published by Western
Standard Publishing Company, contains more than 5 5 ,000 documents.
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Kenneth Janda calls this resource "the most important single source of
political texts across u.s. history" ( see janda's personal Web site at
http://www .janda. org) .
•

PoliTxts is a digital archive of political texts. It includes the inaugural
addresses of all U.S. presidents, all of the presidents' State of the Union
Addresses, transcripts of television debates between presidential candidates,
U.S. political party platforms since 1 840, and key historical documents.

As of this writing, Google searches for " electronic text archives" and " digital
libraries" found thousands of text collections, national as well as university
based archives, with varying levels of accessibility. Skalski (2002 ) describes 2 1
" Message Archives, " not necessarily electronic o r online, including the
Annenberg Television Script Archive and the UCLA Film and Television Archive.
For content analysts, LexisNexis is probably the most important source of tex
tual data. Most universities, professional libraries, and institutions of law pay
subscription fees for access to the archive, which includes the full texts of docu
ments, not just headlines, abstracts, keywords, and indices. Users interact with
LexisNexis via Internet connections, entering their queries and receiving infor
mation on the numbers of matches and lists of sources. They then have the
option of viewing, printing, and/or saving full documents or relevant parts of
documents. The LexisNexis database includes hundreds of sources of U.S. and
international news and business information, plus state, federal, and interna
tional legal materials, statutes, codes, and patents. The news sources archived
include newspapers, magazines, transcripts, and the full output of news wire ser
vices such as Reuters. The database also includes bibliographic data compiled
from directories as well as election-related files. Information on public opinion
polls is available that goes beyond the poll results, including the full text of ques
tions and responses and the names of the polling agencies that conducted the
research. Among the document sources included are U.S. congressional publica
tions, U.S. Supreme Court reports, and the Federal Register, as well as
some European Community publications. The full texts of numerous scholarly
journals-scientific, medical, and educational-are available. Notwithstanding
some limitations (Neuendorf, 2002, pp. 220-22 1 ) , it is easy for a user to search
LexisNexis for something that the New York Times printed in a particular period,
to track the transmissions of the news wire services concerning a particular event
(say, for a week from the day it occurred), to compare what various U.S. senators
have said concerning a particular piece of legislation as printed in the
Congressional Record, to locate legal precedents for a particular case, or to find out
in what publications a particular cultural event has been reviewed or discussed.
Full-text online archives are especially attractive when they-as LexisNexis
does--collect trustworthy (peer reviewed, authoritative, and authenticated) pub
lications, systematically and over long periods in time, and when they maintain
high indexing standards. The semantic validity of the search results of an archive
depends on the quality of the archive's collections and systems of access.
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Text searches are semantically valid ( see Chapter 1 3 , section 1 3 .2.2) when
they identify, count, and/or retrieve all and only relevant textual units or docu
ments. Relevance is an attribute assigned by readers of a text after they have
examined it from the perspective of a research question. Relevance embraces
readers' trust in what they have read. "All and only" here means that the search
should identify neither more nor fewer texts than are relevant. Semantic validity
is reduced by two kinds of errors: errors of omission (the failure to retrieve rele
vant texts) and errors of commission (the retrieval of irrelevant texts ) .
I n content analysis, researchers generally conduct text searches for three
succeSSive purposes:
•

•

•

To identify a population of relevant texts within a universe of possible texts
( documents, press releases, posts to newsgroups, books, Web pages, films)
whose size is essentially unknown in advance of the search (Usually, the
number of textual units that contain the textual attributes equals the size of
that population. In Chapter 6 , I referred to this use of a text search as
relevance sampling; see section 6.2.7.)
To sample from the identified population, selecting a number of texts that
can be studied with the means available and that fairly represent the phe
nomena of interest (This calls for the use of any of the sampling techniques
identified in Chapter 6 . )
T o distinguish further, categorize, and cross-tabulate textual attributes
within the retrieved texts ( This amounts to using text searches as Boolean
accounts of character strings. )

T o these three uses o f text searches, content analysts would be wise t o add
other analytical steps. An analysis that is limited to the identification of charac
ter strings is often unsatisfactory. The assessment of the semantic validity of text
searches already requires that humans j udge the relevance of the retrieved texts,
and it is usually beneficial for analysts to employ human coders to continue
processing the retrieved texts-provided the task is manageable. For example, in
a study of negativity in political campaigns in national election years, Kenski
( 1 999) searched for the phrases " negative campaign " and " negative ads " in news
papers and in the questions asked in national opinion polls during the past five
U.S. presidential election years. She found frequencies that started low in 1 980,
peaked in 1 9 8 8 , and then dipped in 1 996 to about half that peak. These frequen
cies characterized the population of texts, and Kenski obtained them without
much effort, but, as she discovered, it was far from clear what these phrases actu
ally meant. She therefore delved into polling results to gain greater clarity.
The second use of text searches noted above may bring forth variables that go
beyond the search criterion. For example, an analyst may be able to judge the rele
vance of a text from the linguistic environment of the words matching the analyst's
query. The message type, author, publication date, header, keywords, and length of
the textual units with the desired textual attributes may enable the researcher to
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refine the query and get new ideas as to which variables are associated with the
textual attributes. A Boolean account of this information might yield new variables,
indicate trends, or reveal correlations or other systemic conceptions.
Formulating a semantically valid query is not always a simple matter. Take,
for example, an Internet search for texts on the Gettysburg Address. If the user's
query consists of the words Gettysburg and Address, entered separately, without
quotation marks, an ordinary search engine will look for textual units that con
tain the two words, whether together or separately. In a New York Times article
criticizing the treatment of history on the Internet, Robert Darnton ( 1 99 9 )
reported getting 1 0 3 ,467,2 3 8 matches for the two words Gettysburg and
Address, including a Gettysburg realtor's mailing address, personal Web pages
that mentioned Gettysburg as well as addresses, and the policy of a fast-food
restaurant that stated: "At Getty's Burgers, we promise . . . . When a member of
our staff addresses a customer. . . . " A search with a query that used quotation
marks around the full string of characters, " Gettysburg Address, " would have
led to a different result. Most Internet search engines accept queries consisting of
strings of words rather than individual words. This example illustrates errors of
commission and how to reduce such errors . Apparently, errors of this kind are
unanticipated. Reading does not work the way search engines do, and the results
of text searches tend to surprise even experienced analysts. The relationship
between a query and what makes a text relevant is rarely obvious.
When a concept can be represented by a single word or expression, the
formulation of queries is straightforward. Bishop ( 1 99 8 ) , for instance, wanted to
know when and where the concept of " road rage " emerged and how the mean
ing of the term has evolved. In this case, the compound term and the concept of
interest define each other. Because this is a term of recent coinage ( 1 9 8 8 , as she
found out ) , Bishop was able to obtain all relevant documents-probably without
appreciable errors of omission-by searching the LexisNexis textual database.
On the other extreme, Bermej o ( 1 997) studied self-reference in the press-that
is, occasions of a newspaper's reporting on its own practices, ethical issues, the
politics and economics of newspaper publishing, and any other form of self
reflection. As this was a theoretical concept without any established set of words
denoting self-reflexive practices, Bermej o found that the formulation of a suitable
query proved extraordinarily difficult. He ended up using a Boolean expression
consisting of more than 40 nested search words that identified not only relevant
articles but also irrelevant texts such as obituaries of j ournalists, corrections of
printing errors, reports on ownership changes of other newspapers, and refer
ences to sources that happened to be other newspapers. Because he used the text
search only to identify a sample, he had no problems removing these errors of
commission when coding the texts.
Formulating a query is like trying to " cover" the set of relevant texts, in Figure
12.4 represented by a triangle, with a Boolean expression of search words, rep
resented by ovals in the figure. One of the generalizations immediately apparent
in this figure and Figure 1 2 . 3 is that OR operators widen a search, whereas AND
NOT operators limit it. In attempting to formulate suitable queries, analysts are
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Relevant Documents
Covered by oR-Related Words
Less .�"lD NOT-Related Words

Approximation of a Query to a Set of Relevant Documents

Figure 12.4

often led into a delicate dance, adding and subtracting textual attributes in an
effort to approximate desired texts when they do not really know the relation
ships between textual attributes in the texts and the number of texts containing
each. It helps if analysts have a good deal of intuition about language use, but
query formulation rarely succeeds without practical explorations.
Researchers may want to develop their search queries by trying them out on
small samples of texts they know well enough to learn from emerging errors of
omission and commission. Here are a few practical suggestions for analysts to
keep in mind when formulating queries:
•

•

•

•

•

Words that are widely used (in a Venn diagram depicted as large circles)
tend not to distinguish texts as well as do rarely used words ( depicted as
small circles in that diagram) .
Words with correlated meanings, which are likely t o co-occur i n the same
texts (for example, logical opposites such as liberals and conservatives), are
redundant search terms: They lengthen queries without making much
difference in the results. (In a Venn diagram, the areas of correlated words
would mostly overlap. )
Synonyms (i.e., different words with the same meaning) have to b e entered
into queries one by one, as search engines cannot know their common mean
ing. The same applies to irregular verb forms and other mere grammatical
variations, all of which need to be included as if grammar does not matter.
Words for a general idea will not identify texts containing specific incidences
of that idea. For example, the word pets in a query will not retrieve texts
mentioning dogs or cats. Researchers interested in a general concept must
include in their query all words and phrases signifying its specific instances.
Homonyms (i.e., words that are spelled alike but have multiple meanings)
in queries cause errors of commission. For example, a query using the word
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play would yield many irrelevant texts, because play has many different
meanings (as illustrated in Figure 1 2 . 1 ) . Researchers aware of homonyms
in their text searches should include words in the vicinity of the homonyms
that distinguish among their meanings.
'-• AND

operators narrow a search and tend to reduce errors of commission
while increasing errors of omission. OR operators expand a search and tend
to increase errors of commission while reducing errors of omission. ( One
may verify this by examining Figure 1 2 . 3 . )

Furthermore, researchers may find i t helpful t o consult one o r more o f the fol
lowing kinds of sources as they formulate text search queries : lists of the vocabu
laries of the concepts in which they are interested, dictionaries of synonyms,
thesauri, books of phrases and expressions, concept dictionaries such as the one
developed by Laffal ( 1 993 ) , or, perhaps most important, lexical databases such
as WordNet (Fellbaum, 1 9 9 8 ; Miller et aI., 1 993 ) . WordNet is an online lexical
database maintained by Princeton University's Cognitive Science Laboratory
(http://www.cogsci.princeton.edu); it contains more than 50,000 words and
40,000 phrases collected into more than 70,000 sense meanings. WordNet stores
nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, compound expressions, collocations, colloqui
alisms, and forms of speech in the form of synonym sets ( about five words or
phrases per set) connected by semantic relationships, such as superlsubordination,
lexical entailments, part of, made of, and contexts of use. (For an excellent online
visualization of the relationships between words in WordNet, see the Plumb
Design Visual Thesaurus at http://www . visualthesaurus.comlonline/index.html. )
Text searches are not limited to traditional Boolean queries. Even some
Internet search engines offer users the opportunity to formulate queries in
advanced search languages. For content analysis, two expansions in search
options have proven particularly important: the ability to search with a battery
of queries simultaneously ( see the discussion of Boolean variables above) and the
ability to define search units within text by means of so-called proximity opera
tors. Proximity operators allow analysts to search for noncontiguous character
string (word) co-occurrences within stretches of text that are significantly smaller
than whole documents, paragraphs, sentences, or a specified number of words.
The following summarizes the rules of the language that LexisNexis users
employ in formulating their queries. This language, which features proximity
operators, including Boolean operators as their special cases, is an example of
one of the many kinds of specialized languages that different text search engines
afford.
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•

Phrases are searched as character strings, just as are words.

•

Proximity connectors enable defining the size of recording units surrounding a
word, searching for co-occurrences of words or phrases and noncontiguous
expressions for a single concept, and can limit the meanings of homonyms:
pre/#

Searches for words that occur within # words of each other in
the specified order

English preiS second language
w/#

Searches for words that occur within # words of each other in any
order

Colorado river wll 0 water rights

•

wlp

Searches for words within the same paragraph

w/s

Searches for words within the same sentence

w/seg

Searches for words within the same segment of the article

Boolean operators, now largely embraced by above proximity connectors:
AND
OR

As in A OR B,

NOT
•

As in A AND B,

As in NOT A,

retrieves articles containing both words
retrieves articles containing either or both words
retrieves articles that do not contain that word

Nesting of multiple operators, altering the sequence of applying operators from
the normal left-to-right to one in which operations within parentheses are
applied before those outside it

(city wl3 center)
•

OR

(south wlS Broad Street)

Truncation
!
*

Searches all variations of a root. Transport! finds transportation,

transporting, . . .
Searches without consideration of a character. wom " n finds woman
and women.

•

Plurals and possessives that are formed by adding s or es or by changing y
to ies are automatically included in the search.

•

Date qualifications:
and date>1I93
and date<1 995
and date=3/3/96
and date>8-2 1 -93 and date<3-3-96

•

Segments. Documents are divided into segments and searches can be limited to
the sections needed, for example, headline, lead (the first 50 words of a docu
ment), publication, person, subject, type ( of material contained in an article, e.g.,
analysis, letter), geographic (location), language, length (of the article) .
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Search engines that identify textual attributes through exact matching of queries
and character strings cannot identify expressions with typographical errors or mis
spellings, and this can cause omissions of potentially relevant texts. Search engine
designers have begun to address this problem by-offering fuzzy search options that
can take a variety of similarities into account, such as the following:
•

Typographical similarities: words in which characters have been omitted,
duplicated, or transposed, or words resulting from other typical typing
errors

•

Phonetic similarities: words that are pronounced similarly but written
differently (e.g., Smith and Smyth )

•

Stemming similarities: words that have the same root meanings but differ
in grammatical endings, suffixes, and prefixes

•

Thesaurus similarities: words that are related in meanings, synonyms, asso
ciates, and members of word families (e.g., go used as a search word
retrieves going, goes, gone, and went; or the search word incendiary brings
up arsonist, inflammatory, combustible, and bomb) ( See also the discussion
of lemmatization in section 1 2 . 5 . 1 . )

I n addition to fuzzy search options, many search engines apply term weighting
that is, they assign differing weights to the terms retrieved according to the terms'
degree of relevance to the search query. Such devices are intended to make text
searches more efficient, but researchers should be aware that reducing errors of
omission often results in increases in errors of commission. As noted above, the
formulation of semantically valid text search queries is a dance between con
flicting requirements.

COM P U TAT I O N A L CO N T E N T A N A LYS ES
Unlike accounts of character strings and text searches, which employ entirely
syntactical operations, computational content analyses process text according to
theories of meaning that are presumed to operate within the context of the ana
lyzed text. Theories of this kind are usually rather rudimentary, as the discussion
below will show, but their roots in the chosen context of available text carry their
justification.
Before I present a review of some of these computational aids, I must point
out that there are vast differences among them in the demands they make on the
forms of data they can handle. In fact, many computational content analysis pro
grams attain their high level of sophistication by demanding that users perform
often elaborate preediting of raw text. The following are some of the most com
mon tasks content analysts may have to accomplish to make ordinary texts
available for computer processing:
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Clerical text cleaning
•

Correcting misspellings (When reading, we routinely overlook orthograph
ical errors, especially our own. A computer may not know how to handle
these. As noted above, a fuzzy search, when available, is one computational
solution to this problem. )

•

Replacing foreign characters with characters that a given CATA system rec
ognizes, for example, with ASCII characters ( Relatively recent systems may
not be so limited. )

•

Introducing special markers to indicate syntactical distinctions (for
instance, by adding double periods after sentences, carriage controls after
paragraphs, or certain markers to distinguish headlines, abstracts, or leads
from the remainder of a document)

Adding information the computer does not have
•

Replacing pronouns with proper names and indirect references with direct
ones; adding speakers' names in transcripts at turns of talk

•

Marking the syntactical functions of words (for example, marking bear as
a verb or as a noun)

•

Introducing analytical distinctions ( for example, distinguishing among
speakers, actors, actions, and targets or among explanations, j ustifications,
and excuses for actions)

•

Distinguishing the meanings of homonyms (for instance, Buffalo the city,
buffalo the wild oxen, buffalo the sucker, buffalo the verb, buffalo the word)

Adapting the text to the theory underlying the computational content analysis
•

Dropping vocabulary that does not matter for answering the research ques
tions (for example, creating lists of stop-words and go-words )

•

Decomposing (kernelizing) longer sentences into smaller units of text, such
as propositions or clauses, which often means rewriting a whole text into a
computable format to circumvent the need to compute complex grammati
cal constructions

•

" Unwrapping" the needed text through manual editing or programming
(Naturally occurring text is usually packaged and so is preceded by infor
mation on sources, channels, and dates as well as by headlines, abstracts,
keywords, and so on, and succeeded by appendices, references, signatures,
and more. Somewhere in between is the body of text that matters. )

Packaging the text
•

Many computational content analysis programs require segmenting a
text into computationally convenient records: lines of a certain number of
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characters in length, paragraphs of a certain length, documents not exceeding
a limit in size (Diction, for example, limits document length to 500 words) ,
o r batches that users must assemble t o b e handled one b y one. The
different ways in which such programs define records- have important
implications for the kinds of questions they can answer.
Clearly, heavy preediting requirements can easily cancel out the advantages
that CATA promises. To help alleviate this problem, several computational con
tent analysis programs include computer-aided text entry features. For example,
a software called CETA ( Computer-aided Evaluative Text Analysis; Cuilenburg,
Kleinnijenhuis, & De Ridder, 1 9 8 8 ; Kleinnij enhuis, De Ridder, & Rietberg,
1 997), which performs a version of contingency analysis ( see Chapter 1 0 , section
1 0 . 6 ) , provides online support for human coders. This support takes the form of
coder prompts during three preparatory stages of the analysis: while they are
parsing texts, defining scoring options, and assigning numerical values to textual
units. Cuilenburg ( 1 99 1 ) has reported that in one month, 50 coders were able to
code more than 400,000 textual units culled from 5,400 newspaper articles for
use in CETA. In some software packages, such as Heise's ( 1 99 5 ) Event Structure
Analysis (ESA) and Schrodt, Davis, and Weddle's ( 1 994) Kansas Events Data
System (KEDS), by far the most elaborate features are dedicated to the prepara
tion of text for analysis.
Having established these preliminaries, I review below four kinds of computa
tional aids, which I categorize according to the theories of meaning they embody:
coding/dictionary approaches, statistical association approaches, semantic net
work approaches, and memetic approaches.

Cod i ng/Dictionary App roaches
The simplest theory of meaning, and the one that dominates coding/dictionary
approaches, derives from taxonomy, the idea that texts can be represented on
different levels of abstraction, that there are core meanings and insignificant vari
ations of these cores, or that important meanings are thinly distributed in a body
of text and need to be identified and extracted.
Early on, Sedelow ( 1 967) provided a convincing demonstration that analysts
need to compare texts not in terms of the character strings they contain but in
terms of their categories of meanings. She analyzed two separate English trans
lations of a Russian book, Sokolovsky's Military Strategy, and found that they
differed in nearly 3 ,000 words: 1 ,5 9 9 words appeared only in the Rand transla
tions, and 1 , 3 3 1 words appeared only in the translation published by Praeger.
Given that these were both respectable translations, one could hardly conclude
that they differed in content. The remarkable differences in vocabulary that
Sedelow found demonstrate that text comparisons based on character strings can
be rather shallow. O bviously, language provides for considerable stylistic varia
tion and for many alternative forms of expressions. This observation led Sedelow
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to propose applying ordinary dictionary and thesaurus entries to the given texts
and obtaining frequencies, not of actual character strings, but of word families
that would account for texts on the basis of common meanings. This is the basic
idea behind almost all coding/dictionary approaches.
One application of this idea involves the replacement of the words contained
in texts with the entries in the dictionaries of a language, so-called lemmas .
Lemmatization is "generally defined as the transformation o f a l l inflected word
forms contained in a text to their dictionary look-up form" ( Boot, 1 9 80, p. 1 75 ) .
I t replaces, among others, the plurals and alternative spellings o f nouns with their
singular forms and the grammatical variations of verbs with their infinitive forms
( for example, is, was, will be, am, are, were, being, and been are replaced by be) .
Evidently, lemmatization i s more powerful than stemming. I t embodies a theory
of the very meaning found in the construction of ordinary dictionaries and
reflects readers' use of such dictionaries. Although it operationally resembles a
computer dictionary, lemmatization, where available, is often applied before
other CATA dictionaries are applied.
Lemmatization and coding do not always require sophisticated CATA dictio
naries . For example, Kim and Gamson ( 1 99 9 ) used a word processing program
( Microsoft Word) to scan a body of text for particular character sequences. They
read each sequence they found in the linguistic context in which it occurred,
replaced words with similar meanings with a word that stood for their class, and
counted the replacements. Through this admittedly tedious procedure, Kim and
Gamson eliminated stylistic and semantic variations that they j udged to be unim
portant for their research, using themselves as the embodiments of a theory of
how given words and phrases are read and categorized. Underlying their proce
dure is the idea that texts are representative of other things and can themselves
be represented in simpler and more general terms, terms that eliminate the idio
syncrasies of individual readers and favor instead what the majority of readers
would take away from reading them-filtered, of course, through the analysts'
research questions .
Manual coding or recording of textual units into abstract categories that
embrace a diversity of more specific instances of text ( see Chapter 7) is not that
different from what a computer thesaurus and dictionary are designed to do, rep
resenting large bodies of text in fewer and simpler terms-except that the latter
applies to character strings without anyone reading them. If done well, the con
struction of computer thesauri and dictionaries serves as a theory of how read
ers rearticulate given texts in simpler terms and categorize them according to the
needs of their research.
CATA dictionaries list character strings as words in categories of what they
have in common, much as thesauri group words with shared meanings on
different levels of abstraction. Applied to a text, a CATA dictionary either tags
original words with the names of categories or replaces words that have similar
meanings with more general words that stand for what they share ( doing auto
matically what Kim and Gamson did manually in the study mentioned above ) .
The General Inquirer ( Stone et al., 1 966), which was the first fully operational
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computer content analysis program to use a dictionary, assigns tags to words
according to a theory of meaning that reflects a research question or the vocab
ulary of an academic discipline. For example, Stone et al.'s psychosociological
dictionary tags I, me, my, mine, and myself as self, and we, us, our, ours, and
ourselves as selves. Analysts can obtain frequencies of tags on two levels of gen
eralization-for example, anxiety, guilt, and depression are counted as distress,
and distress, anger, pleasure, and affection are counted as emotion. Analysts can
also examine the words in a text that are assigned to a given tag to get a sense of
how well the tag represents the class of character strings that are tagged alike. In
addition, analysts can inspect a list of " leftover" words that occur in the text but
not in the dictionary, modify and extend the dictionary by creating new entries,
and apply various statistics on the tags as well as on the tagged words. WordStat,
a very versatile content analysis software package developed by Peladeau ( 1 99 6 ) ,
conceptualizes go-word lists and stop-word lists as dictionaries, with the former
replacing listed words by their categories. This creates a text with fewer types but
the same number of tokens, which an analyst can then examine using a variety
of statistical tools provided by WordStat's parent program, SimStat. In the
General Inquirer, one word may be tagged in various ways. In WordStat, ana
lysts have the option of using mutually exclusive or overlapping categories. The
General Inquirer uses stemming and incorporates a variety of disambiguation
rules for homonyms. WordStat provides a spell-checker and an English the
saurus. Many CATA programs use dictionaries in various capacities.
One important difference among the various CATA software packages that
take a coding/dictionary approach is whether or how easily users can tailor the
dictionaries according to their own theories and context-specific research ques
tions. The General Inquirer dictionary is customizable, as are the dictionaries
in TextPack, TextQuest, VBPro, WordStat, and many others. In contrast,
Minnesota Contextual Content Analysis (MCCA; McTavish, Litkowski, &
Schrader, 1 997; McTavish & Pirro, 1 99 0 ) , Diction ( Hart, 1 9 8 5 ) , the Regressive
Imagery Dictionary ( RID; Martindale, 1 99 0 ) , and Linguistic Inquiry and Word
Count ( LIWC; Pennebaker, Francis, & Booth, 200 1 ) are all somewhat limited in
this regard; each of these packages embodies one theory of meaning or a medley
of several.
MCCA assigns about 1 1 ,000 words to 1 1 6 predefined categories that reflect
the developers' conception of a narrative. MCCA acknowledges that word mean
ings differ with their linguistic environments and defines four such environments
(traditional, practical, emotional, and analytic) , suggesting that these are suffi
cient to disambiguate most homonyms concerning social behavior. MCCA pro
duces the frequencies with which these categories are used in a text, enables the
comparison of two texts based on these frequencies, and assesses the over- or
underrepresentation of these categories relative to a statistical norm that has
emerged over years of research with this system, much as the Diction software
does.
Diction attempts to infer what its developer, Hart ( 1 9 8 5 ) , calls " the tone
of a verbal message. " It is designed to search texts of 500 or fewer words in
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length-a barely adequate document size for political speeches (although
analysts can process several SOO-word batches)-for words that its dictionary
maps into five rhetorical qualities:

Certainty: Language indicating resoluteness, inflexibility, completeness, and a
tendency to speak ex cathedra

Activity: Language featuring movement, change, the implementation of ideas,
and the avoidance of inertia

Optimism: Language endorsing or highlighting the positive entailments of
some person, group, concept, or event

Realism: Language describing tangible, immediate, recognizable matters that
affect people's everyday lives

Commonality: Language highlighting the agreed-upon values of a group and
rejecting idiosyncratic modes of engagement
The frequencies in these categories lend themselves to comparisons of different
texts and to the comparison of one text with a statistical norm obtained from a
sample of some 20,000 public documents. Diction enables users to specify up to 1 0
additional categories, but Hart's conception o f " tone" i s the key t o what i t does.
RID is composed of about 3,200 words and word roots assigned to 29 cate
gories of primary cognitive processes, 7 categories of secondary cognitive
processes, and 7 categories of emotions. The dictionary focuses, as the name
Regressive Imagery Dictionary implies, on such mental processes as the following:
Drive ( oral, anal, sex)
Icarian imagery ( ascend, descend, fire, water)
Regressive cognition (consciousness alter, timelessness)
Emotion (anxiety, sadness, anger, positive emotion)
Sensation words (touch, vision, cold, hard)
Martindale ( 1 99 0 ) developed RID to test his psychoevolutionary theory of art
history, and researchers interested in psychotherapy and in tracing cognitive
development have since found it useful. RID can be inserted in WordStat and
TextQuest.
LIWC's dictionary can be used in WordStat as well. LIWC is designed to pro
vide researchers with an efficient and effective method for inferring the various
emotional, cognitive, structural, and process components present in individuals'
verbal and written speech samples. It analyzes written text on a word-by-word
basis, calculates the percentages of words in a text that match each of up to 82
language dimensions, and generates output that can be analyzed by various sta
tistical programs. The program's basic dictionary is composed of 2,290 words
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and word stems, and each is included in one or more word categories. For
example, cried is part of four word categories: sadness, negative emotion, over
all affect, and past-tense verb. With each occurrence of cried in text, each of these
registers is increased.
There are many more CATA dictionaries in existence, although some are not
widely accessible. For example, dictionaries exist for coding social (or functional)
versus antisocial (or dysfunctional) behaviors (Potter & Vaughan, 1 997), speak
ers' psychological states ( anxiety, hostility, cognitive impairment, and so on;
Gottschalk, 1 995; Gottschalk & Bechtel, 1 9 82), Lasswell's value categories
(Namenwirth & Weber, 1 9 8 7), and Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum's ( 1 957)
semantic differential scales (Holsti, Brody, & North, 1 965 ) . For older special
purpose dictionaries, see Stone et al. ( 1 966, pp. 1 69-20 6 ) and Gerbner, Holsti,
Krippendorff, Paisley, and Stone ( 1 96 9 ) .
The General Inquirer was conceived t o accept any kind o f dictionary, but the
evolution of its Harvard Psychosociological Dictionary provides an important
lesson for users of coding/dictionary software. The General Inquirer dictionary
took off from Bales's ( 1 95 0 ) interaction process analysis but then incorporated
more and more systems of categories-Lasswell's values and O sgood's semantic
differential, for example. This is possible because it allows one word to have
more than one tag. (WordStat, as already mentioned, provides this facility as an
option. ) In 1965, it had 3,500 entries and 83 tags (Kelly & Stone, 1 975, p. 47).
Ziill , Weber, and Mohler ( 1 9 8 9 ) expanded version IV of this dictionary, and its
Dartmouth adaptation now contains 8,500 entries ( Rosenberg, Schnurr, &
Oxman, 1990 ) . These developments demonstrate a general trend for dictionaries
to become bigger and more diversified, but also less changeable. Most content
analyses would benefit from the construction of special-purpose dictionaries, but
developing a dictionary from scratch can be a formidable task. It is not surpris
ing, therefore, that content analysts usually try to build on available dictionaries
before they attempt to develop their own. Researchers using the General Inquirer
tend to add to its dictionary-if at all-rather than write their own.
How do analysts go about constructing new dictionaries ? One early source of
information on this subject is Stone et al.'s ( 1 966, pp. 1 34-1 6 8 ) description of
their work on the General Inquirer dictionary. Probably the best recent account
is offered by Bengston and Xu ( 1 995 ) , who undertook a content analysis to
examine changing values in the United States concerning national forests. To
develop their dictionary, Bengston and Xu took the following steps:
1 . They prepared a list of objects of value ( both positive and negative) related
to forests. Their choices of objects were of course informed by the kinds of
inferences that interested them in this study.
2. They examined different size units of text regarding which would contain the
needed descriptions of the objects on their list and decided on the basic unit of
text that would contain the objects' valuation. They decided that a unit of text
would have to contain the phrase national forest plus 50 words on either side.
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3 . They developed a list of words and expressions that could serve as indica
tors for text sources-writers, interviewees, 6r readers-to hold four basic
kinds of values of interest to the researchers (these values had emerged
from the first step) . This amounted to four sets of words and expressions,
one for each value.
4. They asked subject matter specialists to review these sets of value words
and expressions (which formed the beginning of a value dictionary) and
offer suggestions concerning refinement of the sets and additional words
that might be included.
5. They examined the semantic validity (see Chapter 1 3 , section 1 3 .2.2) of the
emerging dictionary entries with the help of KWIC lists applied to samples
of text. In the course of this examination, they developed disambiguation
rules and queries and then refined and tested these rules to see whether they
correctly identified and distinguished among the four values. They then
deleted any words and expressions that could not be disambiguated. (A
disambiguation rule distinguishes among multiple readings. For instance,
they found that economic words, by themselves, have no obvious value,
but in the vicinity of words such as devastating, ravaged, and misuse they
are clearly negative. A disambiguation rule combines two kinds of charac
ter strings to indicate a category, here of value . )
6. They sampled texts from three sources-the media, forestry professionals,
and environmentalists, each over time-and applied the dictionary to them
comparatively. The different sources had different relationships to forests
and different ways of expressing values. The researchers continued this
testing until at least 8 0 % were correctly identified (on the semantic valid
ity of text searches, see Chapter 1 3 , section 1 3 .2.2).
7. They conducted a final validity check on a representative random sample
of data from these three sources.
These steps are easily replicable, and many content analysts create their own spe
cialized dictionaries in similar ways. Others, however, rely on ward databases
such as the above-mentioned WardNet (Fellbaum, 1 9 9 8 ; Miller et aI., 1 9 9 3 ) , on
conceptual dictionaries such as Laffal's ( 1 99 3 ) , on already available dictionaries
or thesauri, on clustering techniques that reveal word co-occurrences, or on
theories of the context in question.
To validate the semantics of a dictionary, analysts need to compare the
dictionary's performance with categorizations obtained by other means
minimally, this means that the categorizations make sense to the researchers (face
validity; see Chapter 1 3 , section 1 3 . 1 ) , but it would be better still if they can
stand up against the judgments of human coders or the actual users of the texts,
much as in the testing of a theory. The semantic validation of a dictionary ought
to be a prerequisite of its use. Such an effort requires that the dictionary be open
for detailed examination and that it can be applied to small texts that humans
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can read, tag, or categorize for comparison. The General Inquirer, for instance,
aids in such examinations by offering lists of character · strings that were
stemmed, words with common tags, words not tagged, and more (Stone et aI.,
1 9 6 6 ) . WordStat produces lists of words not in the dictionary and lists of words
to which the dictionary was applied. Software packages with fixed and hidden
dictionaries do not offer the possibility of semantic validation.
A researcher may also determine a dictionary's functional validity ( see
Chapter 1 3 , section 1 3 .2.4) by measuring the success of the system that relies on
it. Pennebaker et aI.'s (200 1 ) LIWC dictionary is a good example: It provides suf
ficient numbers of psychologically informed categories for analysts to define their
own analytical constructs on top of the categories' frequencies of use. These ana
lytical constructs resemble regression equations, which are selectively applied to
the up to 85 dimensions that the LIWC dictionary produces and yield evidence
for the presence of particular concepts. For example, Pennebaker et ai. report
that LIWC can identify an author's gender based on her or his word choices-a
finding that is easy enough to validate against external evidence (predictive valid
ity; see Chapter 1 3 , section 1 3 .2.6)-and various emotional states (Pennebaker,
1 997). These researchers have developed equations for cognitive complexity,
aging, depression or suicidality, lying, gender, and "talking presidential . " In a
demonstration of their system, Pennebaker and Stone (200 1 ) applied a battery of
similarly derived measures ( cognitive complexity, talks like a woman, depression
or suicidality, talks like an old person, talks like a liar, and talks presidential) to
early contenders in the 2000 U.S. presidential election campaign; they found con
siderable face validity, although admittedly in retrospect.

Statistical Association Approaches
An unrealized dream of artificial intelligence researchers in the 1 960s was the
ability to generate abstracts of written documents automatically. Statistical abstract
ing assumed that the important words in a text are identifiable by their relative fre
quency; that their meanings are a function of their proximity to each other, which
calls for the observance of co-occurrences; and that sentences that contain statistically
prominent co-occurrences can then serve as representations of a text as a whole.
These efforts did not quite succeed, owing to the aforementioned difficulties involved
in formulating a computational theory of how the members of a literate community
summarize the community's texts. The dream did not die, however. It stimulated the
development of computational content analysis programs that do not require prior
categorization of textual units or predefined dictionaries and that minimize human
coding efforts. These statistical association approaches, as they are called, have
become popular with the use of the mining metaphor, promising to "extract" con
cepts or "discover" relevant information from voluminous textual databases.
The theory of meaning underlying these ideas has two roots. One goes back
to association psychology. In content analysis, it entered with Baldwin's ( 1 942)
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personal structure analysis, which Osgood ( 1 95 9 ) generalized into his contingency
analysis ( see Chapter 1 0 ) . These early analyses started with the tabulation of co
occurrences of manually coded concepts into square matrices of word pairs to
compare them against the baseline of statistical expectations. The theory assumes
that associations of concepts in someone's mind manifest themselves in co
occurring words. Osgood ( 1 95 9 , pp. 5 6-7 8 ) generated validating evidence for
this contention in the form of experiments with human subjects and demon
strated the use of the theory by analyzing a section of Goebbels's diary.
The other root suggests that meanings do not reside in words but rather in
how words relate to their linguistic environments-that is, how words relate to
other words. Accordingly, two words have the same meaning if they can occur
in the same linguistic environment, if one can replace the other without violating
the sense of the whole. For example, the words apple and orange are inter
changeable in many sentences having to do with shapes, eating, and growing on
trees. Their difference in meaning becomes evident in sentences in which they are
no longer interchangeable-for example, in sentences concerning where they are
respectively grown. If such a theory could account for how we read, it would
make references to human coders and extralinguistic phenomena such as the
social/institutional/political roles of texts unnecessary.
Implementing such notions, Iker ( 1 974, 1 975 ) and his associates (Iker &
Harway, 1 96 9 ) pioneered a program called WORDS, initially to identify patterns
in psychotherapeutic interview transcripts. WORDS included many now-familiar
features: the stemming of words to their roots, a dictionary of the most obvious
synonyms, and a stop-word list that discarded function words and ruled out very
frequent and very rare words for not contributing to the statistical significance
of associations. Within analyst-specified textual units of various sizes
certain numbers of words, paragraphs, pages, uninterrupted stretches of talk,
answers to interview questions-WORDS computed a contingency matrix of up
to 2 1 5 word types. It then factor analyzed the intercorrelations in this matrix and
rotated them against a varimax criterion to obtain simple structures. These struc
tures were considered to be the themes underlying the analyzed text. Current
software packages such as CatPac, TextAnalyst, TextSmart, and Semio create
similar contingency matrices to draw statistical conclusions.
Woelfel's ( 1 99 3 , 1 99 7; Woelfel & Fink, 1 9 8 0 ) CatPac follows the initial steps
of WORDS, but deviates from pursuing a co-occurrence statistic by adopting a
neuronal network learning model. This model begins with the assumption that
all the words that have been selected as keywords are linked with equal strength.
As CatPac scans the text and encounters co-occurrences within specified units
of text-a window of a certain width, the number of words, for example-it
strengthens the links corresponding to the observed co-occurrences at the
expense of the links corresponding to words that do not co-occur. If more than
two keywords co-occur, CatPac strengthens all the binary links that j oin them.
(This approach is based on the theory that when people repeatedly think certain
thoughts, read particular texts, or enact specific sequences of behavior, the neu
ronal connections in their brains that represent those thoughts or actions are
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strengthened, and thereafter they can recall, conceptualize, and enact those
thoughts and actions more readily than they can recall and enact thoughts and
actions experienced rarely or a long time previously. ) The analysis generates clus
ters of words that Woelfel describes as manifestations of more or less distinct
ideas. An important attribute of these clusters is that they are nonhierarchical.
Unlike in hierarchical clustering, nonhierarchical clustering allows a word
to belong to more than one class. So, in a content analysis of communication
research literature, communication might well end up with mass in one cluster
and with theory and research in a djfferent cluster-as mass communication is a
concept different from communication theory and communication research
( Barnett & Doerfel, 1 99 7 ) .
Tijssen and Van Raan ( 1 994 ) provide a good review of the CatPac procedure
and work done by researchers using this program. For example, in a recent study
of student essays, CatPac yielded 55 sets of frequently used words that could be
grouped into five categories (McKnight & Walberg, 1 994 ) . The results identified
not only such obvious concepts as " street-crime," " gang-violence, " and " school
problem, " but also stereotypical associations such as " young-bad-Black" and con
ceptual correlates such as " money-city. " Such results may be interpreted as some
kind of common cognition, a generalization of a source characteristic, abducted
by a theory of meaning-in CatPac's case, a theory of neuronal networks.
TextAnalyst, another software package that takes a neuronal network
approach to text analysis, has been described as a business tool that can auto
matically abstract, index, store, and retrieve the volumes of documents that many
businesses have to deal with. Sullivan (200 1 ) describes this approach by using the
aforementioned mining metaphors ( see also the Megaputer Intelligence Web site,
at http://www.megaputer.com ) .
The idea o f neuronal learning nets i s part of a more general effort on the part
of researchers in artificial intelligence to develop algorithms that can simulate
naturally occurring behavior, so that computers can learn to perform certain
operations without being told how to do them-in the case of content analysis,
the goal would be for computers to read text. One algorithm, called a support
vector machine, can be trained on, say, 3 0 categories in 1 00,000 documents and
then produce easily comprehensible rules for identifying these categories in other
documents. Related algorithms go by the name of latent semantic analysis or
latent semantic indexing (LSI ) . Another model is hyperdimensional analogue to
language (HAL ) . For the latest elaborations of these ideas, interested readers
should seek out sources on the Internet.
Danowski's ( 1 982, 1 9 9 3 ) program Wordlink uses word co-occurrences in still
another way-it extracts all pairs of words within a window of specified width,
except for those on a stop-word list, and records their distances from each other.
With the help of NEGOPY ( Richards & Rice, 1 9 8 1 ), a software package designed
for analyzing communication nets (among up to 6,000 nodes for the mainframe
version and up to 3,000 for the PC version) , Danowski used Wordlink t o con
struct a very large word-distance matrix. He illustrates the information that this
matrix can provide with data consisting of the answers car dealership sales and
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service personnel gave when asked, "When you think of 'customer satisfaction,'
what comes to mind ? " Danowski applied a " traveling salesman" algorithm to this
huge distance matrix. This algorithm is designed to find the shortest path between
any two nodes, passing through a number of intermediate nodes. For the most fre
quent words, the algorithm identified the following string: " Consumer satisfac
tion: good service on the new car done right the time first. " Reversing the order
of j ust the last two words in this string yields a grammatically correct sentence
that probably expresses the gist of the beliefs shared by D anowski's respondents.
In another study, he assigned values to different words and computed advertising
slogans that might be worth disseminating.
Statistical association approaches differ in whether and how far analysts can
supervise them to answer specific research questions. The issue of whether a neu
ronal network approach is superior to traditional clustering algorithms-which
WordStat and several other CATA software packages enable-is undecided,
and perhaps it is not too important for users, given that both rely on the same
theories of meaning. The aim to substitute a general algorithm for human
coding/reading has the effect of making statistical association approaches inde
pendent of particular contexts of analysis, and this raises conflicts for content
analysts who are attempting to answer context-specific research questions.

Semantic N etwork Approaches
A network consists of several nodes linked by binary relations. It can be
graphed from a collection of <noderconnection(nodek> triplets. A network is
called semantic when its nodes represent concepts or clauses and when these are
linked to each other by more than one kind of binary relation. In the theory of
meaning that underlies a semantic network approach, the meanings of nodes are
a function of how they are connected with each other. The aim of semantic net
work approaches to content analysis is to find answers to questions that are not
literally contained in a body of text but are implied by it. Hays's ( 1 960, 1 969)
early content analyses of political documents are examples of such approaches, as
are the current efforts of artificial intelligence researchers to design expert systems.
To be clear, the types of networks discussed above, in section 12.5.2, are not
semantic by our definition because all of their links are of the same kind: co-occur
rences or proximities within a textual unit. Networks are found everywhere: causal
networks in physics, road networks on drivers' maps, citation networks in literary
scholarship, networks of interactions in organisms. Communication networks, for
example, can be both associative and semantic. When researchers count how often
people talk with each other, communication networks are formally indistinguish
able from transportation networks, cash-flow networks, or association networks.
But when such networks include information about what is being said, or the kinds
of social relationships within which individuals communicate with each other, their
links mean different things and they therefore become semantic networks.
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The idea of semantic networks probably originated in cultural-anthropological
efforts to represent cognitive structures or mental models as relational graphs
(D'Andrade, 1 9 9 1 , 1 995; Quillian, 1 96 8 ; Wallace, 1 96 1 ) . It has been facilitated
by the psycho-logical theorizing of Abelson and Rosenberg ( 1 95 8 ) , by Schank
and Abelson's ( 1 977) inquiries into actionable knowledge structures, by causal
inference modeling (Blalock, 1 964; Simon, 1 95 7), by graph theory (Harary,
Norman, & Cartwright, 1 965; Maruyama, 1 963 ) , by evaluative assertion analy
sis ( Osgood, Saporta, & Nunnally, 1 95 6 ) , b y studies o f communication
networks ( Rice & Richards, 1 9 8 5 ; Richards & Rice, 1 9 8 1 ) and social networks
(Wellman & Berkowitz, 1 9 8 8 ) , and by theories of communication networks
( Rogers & Kincaid, 1 9 8 1 ) . Possibly the first mention of a computer analysis of
texts using what we now call a semantic network is found in the work of Allen
( 1 96 3 ) , a lawyer and logician who proposed a system for studying the networks
of propositions that constitute legal agreements, such as an arms limitation
agreement, for loopholes that their signatories could utilize.
In artificial intelligence research, semantic networks are considered one
approach to knowledge representation and natural language processing.
Lindsay's ( 1 963 ) demonstration of a system that " understands " natural language
is an outstanding early example. His system features a relational memory, which
creates what we now refer to as a semantic network. It keeps track of Basic
English sentences ( using 8 5 0 English words and a simplified grammar; Ogden,
1 93 7 ) that mention kinship relations of the form " a is the R of b. " As such
sentences enter the system, it constructs a kinship network that the analyst can
eventually question about kinship relationships not mentioned in the texts but
implied by them. This is what makes semantic network approaches attractive to
content analysts: the promise of finding answers that are not literally contained
in a body of texts-in its readable character strings, in the abstractions that com
puter dictionaries can provide, or in the co-occurrences of words-by inferring
what is semantically entailed by the given texts. Network conceptions of cogni
tion and textual meanings are not entirely unproblematic, however ( for a
critique, see Johnson-Laird, Herrmann, & Chaffin, 1 9 8 4 ) .
A s already stated, semantic networks are constructed from collections of bire
lational statements, two-valued predicates, or propositions containing two nodes
with a particular link specified between them. The proposition "The candidate
failed to clarify his position " links "the candidate " to his "position" by his " fail
ure to clarify" it. The proposition " The U.S. women's soccer team won the 1 999
World Cup " links " the U.S. women's soccer team" to the " 1 99 9 World Cup " by
the team's having "won" it. And the proposition " Mary helps John" links
"Mary" and "John" by her act of " helping. " The first three components of
Lasswell's ( 1 960) famous formula "who says what to whom with which effect"
define a connection in a semantic network of people or institutions sending and
receiving particular messages, sharing " what" is being said. The <actor-action
target> triplets that some researchers employ to record interactions among indi
vidual actors and nations (Heise, 1 99 5 ) constitute semantic networks, as people
interact with each other in innumerable but conceptually distinguished ways.
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In computing the implications of texts that constitute semantic networks,
analysts need to acknowledge the relational properties of the connections
between concepts. For example, " being married " is bidirectional and confined to
two nodes. Being " the mother of" is unidirectional, and although it is confined
to two nodes as well, it is recursively extendable (there are mothers of mothers,
and so on) . Subordination is unidirectional, transitive, and not confined to a pair
of nodes: If C is subordinate to B, and B is subordinate to A, then C is subordi
nate to A. Reflexive connections turn back to the very nodes from which they
originate. Moreover, there are key concepts that, if removed, would separate a
network into smaller subnetworks, whereas others could drop out without mak
ing any appreciable difference. In content analysis, semantic networks are of par
ticular interest because they preserve relationships between textual units, even
when they occur in different parts of a text and thus form an interconnected web
rather than separate categories of textual units.
An excellent but rather specialized example of a semantic network approach
with online support for preediting is Heise's ( 1 995 ) Event Structure Analysis,
mentioned above. It facilitates the analysis of texts that describe a web of events
involving actors, targets, outcomes, benefits, and the like. ESA is an online com
putational system that j oins sociological conceptions of actions with narrative
analyses and mathematical graph theory (Abell, 1 9 8 7, 1 993; Corsaro & Heise,
1 990; Doreian, 1 993; Durig, 1 995 ) . The process of using ESA essentially consists
of two steps. In the first, the user identifies and orders the events being described
within the text. To this end, the program guides the user with pertinent instruc
tions. It produces a diagram that depicts how some events are necessary for other
events to happen and how abstract events are represented in concrete happenings,
and it facilitates decisions concerning whether the network is sufficient for analy
sis. In the second step, the user codes information on events into an " event
frame. " This frame has eight components: the agent, the action, the object ( or tar
get of the action), the instrument, the alignment (of the instrument) , the setting ( of
other people, objects, and instruments in which the event takes place) , the prod
uct, and the beneficiary. During this process, ESA makes the coding instructions
for this dimensionalization of the events available to the user. After thus building
the network of social events, the analyst can see how people, things, and actions
are linked to what happened and can ask several analytical questions, even in
quantitative terms, that would have been difficult to answer from the original text.
CETA, also mentioned above as a computer program that provides computa
tional support for preediting of text, feeds into Kleinnijenhuis et al.'s ( 1 997)
extension of Osgood et al.'s ( 1 95 6 ) evaluative assertion analysis . It distinguishes
not two but five two-place predicate types:
•

Predicates that evaluate something, implying an ideal or value ( Osgood's
common meaning term)

•

Predicates that claim something to be real or true in the author's world

•

Predicates that describe an actor's actions and targets
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•

Predicates that claim a causal relationship between two variables, including
" if-then" forms

•

Predicates that aver an affective relationship between two actors or
between one actor and an object
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These predicate types are displayed in Table 1 2 . 1 . To distinguish several worlds
(i.e., networks), Kleinnijenhuis et ai. also attribute nuclear sentences to their
authors, to speakers, to publications, and to sources quoted by authors. The pos
itive and negative values of the ideal and the associative or dissociative proper
ties of the link between any two concepts (e.g., " stimulates " is +, "inhibits " is -;
" has " is +, "has not" is -) are expressed numerically between +1 and -1 . Unlike
other authors concerned with preediting efforts, Kleinnijenhuis et ai. do attend
to the reliability problems that such parsing necessarily poses.
Table 1 2 . 1

Pred i cate Types fo r K l e i n n ij e n h u i s e t a l .'s Semantic N etwo rk A n a l y s i s

( I F) i

Pred icate

(TH EN) j

5:

object

(d i s)assoc i ated(+/-)

ideal (+/-)

A:

5:

Ns or S's rea l ity

pred icate(+/-)

object

Action

A:

5:

actor

acts on(+/-)

obj ect

Causal

A:

5:

object/va r i a b l e

cau ses( +)/p revents(-)

obj ect/var i a b l e

Affective

A:

5:

actor

(dis)affected(+/-)

actor/object

Predicate Type

Author

Quoted Sou rce

Evaluative

A:

Real ity

SOU RC E : K l ei n n ij en h u i s et a l . ( 1 997).

In Kleinnij enhuis et aI.'s analysis of these triplets, the qualitative differences
among predicates are dropped in favor of the magnitude of their expressed asso
ciation or dissociation, and a mathematical calculus is employed that aggregates
these to form a compound network of concepts ( Cuilenburg, Kleinnijenhuis, &
De Ridder, 1 9 8 6, 1 9 8 8 ; Kleinnijenhuis et aI., 1 997). The rules of inference pro
vided by this calculus are based on a theory of affective meaning according to
which the values of ideals flow through a network along associative links and
reverse their valuation as they travel along dissociative links.
In a 1 990 paper, Kleinnij enhuis analyzes the world of Israeli prime minister
Shamir, compares Arafat and Goebbels, and discusses Israel's relations with
Western governments as presented in the Dutch press. In a 1 997 paper,
Kleinnij enhuis et ai. demonstrate semantic network analysis with data from
public and parliamentary debates on economic issues in two leading Dutch news
papers during two periods of time, 1 9 6 8-1 976 and 1 978-1 9 84. They consider
eight political actors (e.g., government, parties, and unions ) and 29 economic
variables (e.g., unemployment and interest rate ) as well as " ideal" and " reality. "
Naturally, the directions of influence among several variables and the evaluation
of several concepts changed during these periods, but Kleinnijenhuis et ai. found
that all changes moved away from the Keynesian policies of the first period to a
neoorthodox view of the role of government in the Dutch economy during the
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second period. The way in which these authors derived inferences by tracing the
flow of influence and affect through a semantic network amounts to a shift from
the traditionally explicit coding of concepts to latent phenomena to a " system
atic reading between the lines. "
A third example of a semantic network approach i s found i n Carley's ( 1 997)
attempt to formalize social experts' knowledge. This research led Carley to the
construction of semantic networks, which she calls " socio-conceptual " networks
( mentioned in Chapter 1 0 ) . The software she developed, MECA, aids coders in
identifying any pair of concepts that occur in the same sentence, clause, or para
graph as subject or obj ect, respectively, and the relationship pertaining between
the two concepts. Carley distinguishes three levels of strength in the relationships
between nodes, including the degree of agreement or consensus encountered
among the contributors of the texts ( hence the reference to a society in her name
for these kinds of networks ) . Her definitions of the three levels are as follows:

Definitives are statements where one concept defines the other, such that in
the society in question, if the first concept is used, the second is always
implied.
Logicals are statements where the concepts are logically connected, such that
in the society in question, if the first and second concept are used the speaker
intends a specific relation among them.

Simple connectives are statements, such that in the society in question, if the
two concepts are used and the speaker has not specified an alternative relation,
then the socially accepted relation between them is assumed. (p. 87)
Unlike the researchers whose work provides the previous examples of seman
tic network approaches, Carley does not trace implications through her net
works; rather, she attempts to characterize the meanings of each node ( see Figure
1 0.7) by using five numerical indices of the role the focal concept plays within a
network:

Imageability is the total number of nodes connected to the focal concept by
arrows emanating from it.
Evokability is the total number of nodes connected to the focal concept by
arrows reaching it.

Density is the sum of imageability and evokability.
Conductivity is the number of two-step paths through the focal concept, which
amounts to the product of imageability and evokability.

Intensity is the fraction of all nuclear statements that contain the focal
concept.
The three dimensions of density, conductivity, and intensity give rise to a
taxonomy of concepts that reflects the concepts' positions within the network.
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For example, ordinary concepts are low on all dimensions. Most concepts can
be expected to be ordinary, and analysts use such concepts to define outstand
ing types. Symbols, for example, are high on all three dimensions. They repre
sent highly embedded and multiply defined concepts on which there is often
high consensus. Stereotypes are defined as concepts that are high in intensity
and density but low in conductivity. Stereotypes are highly structured but
change slowly due to their low level of conductivity. In addition to ordinary
concepts, symbols, and stereotypes, Carley ( 1 997, pp. 8 7-8 9 ) differentiates the
network properties of prototypes, buzzwords, facto ids, placeholders, and
emblems.
In a study of MIT students' talk about tutors, Carley found that most concepts
turned out to be factoids, which is not surprising, given that such talk often turns
to decisions. The next-largest numbers of concepts were ordinary (e.g., " finish
ing thesis, " "humorous comment" ) and stereotypes (e.g., " nerd, " " hacker " ) . As
these two concepts seem mutually distinct and opposite in evaluation, these
labels would matter a great deal to tutors. Figure 1 2 . 5 illustrates the network
position of the concept " hacker" in Carley's semantic network of tutor talk. I
present only one such node here as an example of the analytical possibilities that
semantic networks can provide for improving researchers' understanding of the
relations among concepts.
Computationally, the less diverse the properties of the relationships
among nodes, the easier semantic network analysis is to handle. This is why
Kleinnijenhuis et al. ( 1 99 7 ) restrict their list of predicates to five kinds, which is
only slightly more than the two kinds of assertions of varying associative/
dissociative strengths used in Osgood et al.'s ( 1 95 6 ) evaluative assertion analy
sis. This is also why Carley ( 1 99 7 ) , who does not look for such simplifications,
asks simpler questions to begin with, questions that can be answered through the
comparison of only a few nodes at a time.
In an attempt to avoid the need for excessive preediting, Barnett and Doerfel
( 1 997) have pursued still another interesting computational simplification. To
infer scholarly groupings within the International Communication Association
( ICA) from the titles of papers presented at the ICA's annual conferences from
1 992 through 1 996, they combined two research traditions: ( a ) bibliometric
analyses of citations ( Rice, 1 990; Rice, Borman, & Reeves, 1 9 8 8 ; So, 1 9 8 8 ) ,
which rely o n the acknowledged use of one publication for ideas discussed in
another; and ( b ) work in organizations conducted by Monge and Eisenberg
( 1 9 8 7) , who recommend measuring organizational networks through content
analyses of members' key vocabulary, slogans, and stories. Assuming that intel
lectual groups sustain themselves through talk among peers, develop consensus
on key concepts, and submit their papers to divisions they perceive to be sympa
thetic to their approaches, Barnett and Doerfel defined the connection between
any two papers by the vocabulary the titles shared. Their triplets, <author(
vocabulary in paper; and paperk-authork>, made coding unnecessary and led to a
semantic network of these different kinds of connections. Their preferred type of
analysis is clustering, and the groupings that emerged showed interesting corre
lations with the ICA divisions.
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Memetic Approaches
The CATA approaches discussed so far in this chapter all start from syn
chronic (i.e., atemporal) descriptions of texts and tend to provide inferences from
single bodies of texts about common readings, shared categories, prevailing asso
ciation structures, and semantic implications. They generally do not respond to
interactions among texts over time. Yet we know that all texts are rooted in pre
vious texts. Reading takes place in the present, b ut always against the backdrop
of previous readings, including nonverbal responses of other readers, and with
an eye toward future texts. Words not only have etymologies but their meanings
change as they move through different texts, enter and leave conversations, and
become reproduced, rearticulated, and used in novel texts.
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Social realities, one can argue, manifest themselves within vast networks of
rearticulations of texts that moreover organize themselves in the process of con
tinuing rearticulations. The theory of meaning underlying memetic approaches
attempts to relate currently available texts to the histories of their interpretations.
This theory is enacted or embodied by other readers, other writers, and the media
of communication disseminating the texts.
The word meme was coined by Dawkins ( 1 976, 1 9 8 2 ) , a geneticist. Seeking
to extend the theory of biological evolution to cultural phenomena, Dawkins
conceived of the meme as a textual analogue to the biological gene. His starting
point was that messages enter a brain as ideas and interact therein with other
ideas, and the result of that interaction determines what the brain does. Because
ideas are observable only in their consequences, if memes are to persist, they
must be able to program a brain for their own replication. Memes that thus suc
ceed can be passed on and enter other brains. Just as biological organisms can be
thought of as a means for DNA replication, so the brains of a population of
people can be viewed as temporary hosts where memes replicate themselves.
Memes that do not reproduce eventually die out. A meme's replicability is
enhanced when the meme manages either to prevent competing memes from
entering its host, a brain, or to attract cooperative memes that increase the j oint
probability of one another's being replicated. For memes, brains are a scarce
resource. The social networks that emerge as a consequence of memes' entering
and programming the brains of members of a given population constitute addi
tional ways for memes to create support for their own replication.
Dawkins's memetics surely is a mechanistic theory, but it has fueled the devel
opment of CATA methodology. Indeed, content analysts might do well to
acknowledge meanings in the interactions between different texts. The idea of
plagiarism ( as discussed in Chapter 1 0, section 1 0 . 5 ) is based on comparisons of
two authors' texts, written at different points in time, in the context of a shared
literature. History consists of a network of texts that are read in the present but
focus on an unobservable past, with historians mediating the interactions among
these texts. Even such a common idea as public opinion is constructed on multi
ple text comparisons over time, as seen in the practices of those who measure it.
Although pollsters may conceptualize the public as an obj ect to be measured, this
is far from reality. Public opinion is an institutional construction based on at
least three kinds of texts: pollsters' questions, multiple interviewees' answers, and
the published results of this construct as accepted by readers. The first two texts
grow out of conversations between interviewers and respondents who happen to
be asked their opinions about issues of interest to pollsters, not what they are
concerned with in their lives. Conclusions derived from the comparison of these
two texts say as much about the pollsters' interests as about the respondents'
answers, and it is far from clear what either has to do with what people talk
about in public. Significantly, the questions asked and the responses received are
derived to a large extent from agendas set in the mass media, which also publish
the results of opinion polls, all with the aim of establishing what is publicly
acceptable, politically feasible, or true. Thus public opinion is embedded in texts
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that are both cause and consequence of an institutionalized network of textual
rearticulations.
The naive view of public opinion held by many pollsters is not the only
example of researchers' failure to recognize their discipline's memetic nature.
Content analysts who believe they are able to analyze contents without contexts
have fallen into the same trap. This is why I have argued against the conception
of analyzing the content of texts and have advised analysts against reporting find
ings concerning "it" without making reference to readers, users, or the institutions
that reproduce the texts being analyzed and without acknowledging the textual
origins of the analytical constructs being used, albeit implicitly (see Chapter 2 ) .
The study o f the dynamics of very large bodies of text was envisioned by
Tenney ( 1 9 12 ) , piloted by Lasswell ( 1 94 1 ) , and theorized by Rapoport ( 1 969)
and has been exemplified by Gerbner ( 1 969, 1985) and his colleagues ( Gerbner,
Gross, Morgan, & Signorielli, 1 994). However, all of these scholars lacked the
requisite computational capabilities to process the interactions between large vol
umes of text and ended up making simple counts of frequencies or volumes.
Confined to manual coding, Tenney could study only a few New York daily
newspapers, Lasswell could study the elite newspapers of only a few countries,
and Gerbner based his longitudinal studies on one week of television per year.
These researchers also lacked adequate models or analytical constructs. Tenney
relied on the metaphor of weather dynamics, Lasswell and Gerbner used symbol
systems, and Rapoport applied systems theory. Below, I discuss two computa
tional content analyses of a memetic nature, one informed by ecology and the
other by epidemiology, much as memetics is indebted to genetics.
The first example is Best's ( 1 997) study of newsgroups in the popular Usenet
( or NetNews ) discussion system on the Internet. Within Usenet, discussion
groups evolve and continue along diverse lines of subj ect matter, ranging from
science to politics, to literature, and to various hobbies. Participants in a news
group read each other's contributions (called posts), comment on them selec
tively, and bring new ideas into the discussion. Naturally, contributors have
limited amounts of time available to spend on the Internet, and this has the effect
of limiting the participation of most to one or a few newsgroups. Posts consist of
the texts that individual participants contribute in response to other posts, thus
defining a forward-moving network of linked texts, an ecology of evolving tex
tual species. In this textual ecology, newsgroups function like islands on which
certain memes reproduce themselves and evolve more readily than on other
islands. Usenet has grown considerably since the late 1 9 70s and early 1 9 8 0s.
Currently, newsgroups create about 1 00,000 new posts each day, making Usenet
an excellent data source for the study of cultural microevolution.
Best's pilot study, which relied on 1 ,793 posts made over a 1 0 -day period, is
part of a larger effort ( Best, 1 9 9 8 ) . The key to Best's approach is the marriage of
two kinds of software, one designed to simulate artificial life ( Alife) and one
designed for information retrieval ( LSI; Deerwester, Dumais, Furnas, Landauer,
& Harshman, 1 990; Dumais, 1 992, 1 993; Foltz, 1 990; Furnas et aL, 1 9 8 8 ) .
LSI represents units o f text (in Best's study, the posts) a s vectors, which are a
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function of the frequencies of word co-occurrences within them. With a
principal components analysis of these vectors, Best identifies frequently recur
ring vector subspaces, which represent word clusters that replicate together. For
example, in a collection of posts from a military discussion group, harbor, Japan,
and pearl turn out to replicate themselves in unison and can therefore be consid
ered a meme. Best operationally defines a me me as the largest reliably replicat
ing unit within a text corpus and considers it as a suitable cultural replicator
(Pocklington & Best, 1 997) . Accordingly, a post is a collection of more or less
successfully replicating memes. Best also addresses the issue of mutation, or the
possibility that memes, especially larger ones, do not reproduce identically. One
source of mutation is memes' traveling outside the electronic system as well,
through their users' brains and real-life conversations, after which they may reen
ter the system in rearticulated forms. What actually happens to these memes
outside the system is of course not accessible to this analysis. Best considers
mutations of this kind by observing memotypes, which are paraphrasings,
rephrasings, or different versions of the same story.
Alife calls for the identification of " quasi-species " (Eigen, McCaskill, &
Schuster, 1 9 8 8 ) , which in Best's study are defined as collections of posts with
threads to common ancestors that evolve while sharing a variety of memotypes.
For example, Japan and Pearl Harbor are always embedded in stories that are
related in some ways and can be said to be of a certain kind. Best then examines
the pairwise interactions between these quasi-species as cross-correlations over
time, much as such interactions are studied in ecology.
In ecology, one population can have either a positive effect (+) on another by
increasing the other in numbers (i.e., increasing members' chances of replication
and survival) or a negative effect (-) by decreasing the other's numbers. Best has
tested four kinds of interactions-mutual (+, +), competitive (-, -), neutral (0, 0 ) ,
and predator/prey (+, -) ( see also Boulding, 1 9 78 )-and has found strong nega
tive cross-time correlations that account for the interactions among quasi-species
in Use net. At first glance, Best thought these interactions to be of the preda
tor/prey variety-that is, increases in one are obtained at the expense of the
other, subject to the constraint that when the prey disappears, the predator will
as well. However, the negative correlations could also be explained by competi
tion for a limited resource-in this case, the attention of human participants.
Competition was especially evident for quasi-species residing in relatively narrow
ecological niches. The memetic hypothesis that memes compete for the scarce
resource of participants' minds in order to replicate themselves seems to explain
the speciation dynamics in Internet newsgroups.
The second example of the use of a memetic approach is the system that Fan
( 1 98 8 ; Fan & Cook, 1 99 7 ) developed for predicting public opinions and behav
iors from mass-media data. Fan, a biologist by training, was not the first to see
a parallel between the spread of diseases and the adoption of ideas and prac
tices-the information diffusion literature had long thrived on this analogy ( for
one early example, see Rogers & Shoemaker, 1 9 7 1 ; for one more recent, see
Valente, 1 99 3 ) . To capture the dynamics of public opinion, Fan developed an
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analytical construct in the form of a complex recursive function and applied it to
the day-by-day mass-media production of messages (containing memes ) .
Fan's assumptions include the following: At any one point i n time, public
opinion equals the distribution of ideas in a population-the memes that a survey
could elicit. Much as a contagious disease is conceptualized in epidemiology, a
meme enters someone's brain and either takes hold of it or does not. Memes that
have entered a brain as ideas can be replicated and passed on. Fan deviates
slightly from the epidemiological model by considering people not as mere pas
sive receivers of " infectious " memes, but as holding one of two opposing ideas
and as being able to change their ideas in either direction. The rate at which ideas
change from one to another depends on memes' communicability.
To compute the rate of the adoption of ideas within a population of people,
Fan relies on a fairly general mass-action law. If everyone reproduces memes at
an equal rate, then the rate of their adoption is the product of two proportions:
the proportion of people who hold the ideas in question and the proportion of
people who do not. Mathematically, when these proportions are zero or one-in
other words, when everyone is of the same mind-the adoption rate is zero.
According to this law, the largest adoption rate can be expected when a popula
tion is evenly divided on an issue. However, when the two competing memes are
equal in number, their persuasive forces cancel each other. It is only when they
are unequal that opinions will shift.
Ordinarily, the distribution of memes circulating within a population reflects
the distribution of public opinions. This correlation is significantly altered, how
ever, when mass communication enters the picture, when the rate at which
memes are reproduced or published is no longer equal for all but biased by the
mass media, the great multiplier. This describes a memetic model of a dynami
cally shifting system of public opinion as it is recursively perturbed by the selec
tive reproduction of memes by the mass media.
Mathematically, measuring public opinion at any one time and then adding
the effects of mass-media coverage turns out to be equivalent to measuring a
longer history of the daily mass-media coverage and acknowledging that media
coverage loses its impact on public opinion over time. Fan assumes that the per
suasiveness of media coverage has a half-life of one day. This mathematical
equivalence enables Fan to bypass public opinion measurement (of ideas) alto
gether and take the history of mass-media coverage ( meme dissemination) as data
for predicting public opinion. One of Fan's motivations for making this choice is
that conducting public opinion polls is costly and time-consuming, wherea s the
history of media coverage is easily available, and such an analysis can offer
instant predictions.
This analysis starts with the identification of the pros and cons of a selected
issue in the media coverage of the day. For simple issues, Fan generates such data
with the aid of a computer; for more intricate ones, he employs human coders.
With an initial estimate of the public opinion that the media coverage is likely to
meet, which may be quite arbitrary, plus the textual data of the day, the system
computes a first round of predicted opinions. These plus the following day's
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mass-media coverage of the issue yield a second round of predictions, and so
forth. As the history of mass-media coverage unfolds, the predictions that emerge
become increasingly independent from the initial public opinion estimate and
increasingly correlated with the actual public opinion, measured independently.
The recursive function of public opinion's dependence on mass communication,
the analytical construct, develops over time, continuously adj usting itself to the
emerging history of the coverage of an issue. It can learn from "mistakes " when
the results of available opinion surveys occasionally enter the computations.
The recursive analytical construct, which is part of what Fan calls an " ideo
dynamic model, " has been vindicated by numerous rather successful predictions
in several areas of public opinion ( see Fan, 1 977) .

I N T E RACTI V E- H E RM E N E U T I C
EX P LO RAT I O N S
The computer aids reviewed above support content analyses o f typically large
volumes of textual matter and tend to support various stages of the analytical
process-identifying relevant texts, for example, or coding. Many require users to
do preparatory work: preediting texts, formulating search terms, constructing or
validating dictionaries and category systems, selecting among analysis options, and
defining various statistical parameters. But once a procedure is set, usually after the
analyst has developed it on a small sample, it is uniformly applied to all available
texts. In this section, I review computer aids to another kind of content analysis,
one whose tradition originated in ethnographic, cultural-anthropological, and
interpretive scholarship, often labeled qualitative research. I have mentioned this
research tradition briefly in Chapter 1 ( section 1 .7) and Chapter 4 (section 4 . 1 .2 ) .
I call computer aids i n this research tradition interactive-hermeneutic-inter
active because the categories of analysis and the choices of analytical constructs
are not fixed, and content analysis categories become apparent to the analysts in
the process of reading if not actively interrogating their texts; and hermeneutic
because the process of analysis is directed by the analysts' growing understand
ing of the body of texts. This process enables content analysts to correct appar
ent errors in interpretation and allows for course corrections in midstream
whenever interesting analytical avenues appear. In a hermeneutic circle, text is
interpreted relative to an imagined context, and these interpretations in turn
reconstruct that context for further examination of the same or subsequently
available text. This iteration continues ( see Figure 4 . 3 ) until some satisfactory
understanding is achieved. Understanding is the point at which the reading of
texts resonates with the analyst's background. Understanding is always a tem
porary state, and the analytical results of this approach to content analysis are
always thought to be incomplete.
Computer aids expand the interactive-hermeneutic research tradition in at
least three ways:
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• They offer their users text manipulation routines for handling, organizing,

filing, and keeping track of texts that are more numerous than unaided ana
lysts can handle.
• They introduce some systematIClty into users' reading, for example, by

encouraging analysts to go through all available texts, by allowing analysts
to highlight relevant sections, and by making analysts aware of the coding
choices they made previously.
• They record and make accessible for inspection some of the analytical dis

tinctions within texts that analysts introduce during analyses, presenting
these distinctions in several informative ways.
Below, I review the most typical functions that computer aids in this research
tradition selectively support. No two systems enable the same functions, and no
one system is best. The developers of qualitative text analysis software often
compete with one another by inventing new features or making the features
offered by other developers more user-friendly or efficient. As the software
packages available change rather rapidly, this list is intended mainly to give
potential users some idea about what features in a system they may want to look

for as well as what features might render a system cumbersome for their
purposes.

Text entering.

Computer aids vary in the kinds of text formats they can accept,

with most accepting text files with ASCII/ANSI characters. Some systems require
their users to preedit text-for example, into lines (as in WinMAX Pro and
AQUAD ) or into paragraphs not exceeding a certain length (NUD * IST and
NVivo recognize paragraphs by carriage returns ) . Others restrict the lengths of
texts to a certain number of words, which may constrain an analysis. In addition,
some systems store text files externally (e.g., HyperRESEARCH ) , whereas others
process them after conversion into internal representations (e.g., AQUAD,
ATLAS.ti, and NVivo) . The a bility to index raw text, a feature of most informa
tion retrieval software-ZylNDEX and dtSearch, for example-speeds up text
searches but prevents text alterations; programs with this feature do not allow
users to edit, correct typos, spell out abbreviations, eliminate headers, or create
memos as they go on, all of which may be useful to analysts who are reading
texts in depth. ATLAS.ti offers users the option of editing original text while the
program is operating in read-only mode. Systems that operate on internal repre
sentations may have to reimport edited texts, which means users lose any work
already done on those texts.

Display.

All computer aids allow users to scroll through original texts on their

computer screens, which enables selective and nonsequential reading of any por
tion of the texts. Some allow users to add permanent highlighting to relevant sec
tions, whereas others facilitate the cutting and pasting of textual units into
special files. Analysts often find frequency tabulations, KWIC listings, and
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concordances ( see section 12.2) useful to have, and some systems provide these.
Software packages vary in text window sizes and in the ways they allow users to
manipulate texts. There are also considerable differences among programs in
how they display the connections between original textual matter and the terms
in which it is analyzed and in how they keep track of the structure of assigned
categories or codes.

Manual coding. Virtually all interactive-hermeneutic computer aids allow users
to assign sections of text to categories or codes manually. Categories or codes are
not predefined, so users can invent them on the fly. Some systems impose restric
tions on the kinds of textual units that can be categorized or coded. WinMAX
Pro and AQUAD, for example, ask users to code lines of text one by one. In more
recently developed systems, such as ATLAS.ti and NVivo, users can highlight any
section of text and assign it to one or more categories. The coding of noncon
tiguous units of text poses problems for most systems.

Automatic coding. Older systems require users to read through whole texts to
identify all relevant units on the screen and attach appropriate codes. Some
newer systems, such as ATLAS.ti and NVivo, also support an automatic coding
option. After users have created categories for particular character strings, they
may either use the coded character strings as queries for coding all textual units
with identical textual attributes or define coding categories in terms of queries
that will find relevant units without the users' doing any further reading.
NUD " IST and NVivo feature automatic categorization, which works similar to
a dictionary. As automatic coding can fail the semantic validity criterion, ana
lysts should look for automatic coding options that are supplemented by features
that allow users to examine the actual text segments that end up in one category
and to undo inappropriate assignments.

Hierarchicallnonhierarchical categorizing. When content analysts assign codes to
any relevant section of text without restrictions, nonhierarchical representations
of the original text may result. This aids the retrieval and examination of textual
units with the same attributes but makes classical Cartesian analyses-cross
tabulations of textual attributes, for example-difficult if not meaningless.
Analysts can prevent this difficulty by using units that are mutually exclusive and
by assigning each unit to one code for each variable of classification. Most inter
active-hermeneutic software packages do not accept this restriction, and thus
limit the analytical possibilities of the emerging categorizations. NVivo, among
others, allows users to categorize codes, assigning second-level codes to them
(rather than to the original text), which gives the impression of a hierarchical cat
egory scheme. This hierarchy is not of mutually exclusive categories unless users
restrict themselves to applying mutually exclusive categories. Nonhierarchical
categories give rise to interesting measures of the strength of the categories' rela
tionships-for example, in terms of the amount of text they jointly represent.
ATLAS.ti provides users with easily intelligible diagrams of these relationships.
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Systems also differ greatly in the ways they allow users to keep track of the codes
used in analyses.

Memoing, commenting, and linking. An attractive feature of many computer
aids used in interactive-hermeneutic explorations of texts is the ability for users
to associate notes, memos, or other information with any segment of original
text. Users can thus augment texts with accounts that are not explicit in the
texts but are known to the analysts; these might include recollections that add
to anthropological field notes, definitions of terms, names of speakers, infor
mation about nonverbal features available from video recordings or images, or
the names of persons referred to by pronouns. ATLAS.ti, NUD * IST, NVivo,
and WordStat include such options. Some systems allow users to add hyperlinks
between files, which can accomplish similar text enrichments . It is important
that any comments that users enter to become part of the text being analyzed
can be easily distinguished from comments the users intend to remain private
reminders of their thoughts while they were reading the text, and several text
entry systems make this possible, including ESA, KEDS, CETA, and Carley's
MECA.

Interoperability. Portability of CATA output across systems from different devel
opers is rare. TextSmart and Verbastat are both SPSS products and so, naturally,
they are compatible. LIWC output feeds into SPSS as well, and the LIWC dictio
nary can be used in WordStat and TextQuest. Files created using CATA software
for interactive-hermeneutic explorations are rarely shareable, even among
coworkers on the same project. The coding that emerges in interaction between
one analyst and given texts stays essentially within the system, reflecting the con
ceptual repertoire of that one analyst. Alexa and Ziill ( 1 99 9 ) conclude their
recent survey of CATA software-including interactive-hermeneutic computer
aids-by saying, " There is no sufficient support for either exploiting already
existing data, validating the analysis performed by other researchers or perform
ing secondary analysis using the same text material but with a different text
analysis package or with other software " (p. 144).
Despite the extremely valuable procedural and visual features the software
packages described in this section offer for conceptualizing and analyzing
medium-size texts, these systems also have two drawbacks that software makers
tend to downplay or ignore. The first is that researchers using such software are
unable to share among themselves the coding/conceptual schemes that emerge
during their interactive explorations of text, or to apply those schemes to other
texts or different situations. This inability effectively prevents researchers from
testing the reliability of categorizations, which is an important precursor to
assuring the validity of research findings ( see Chapter 1 1 , section 1 1 . 1 ) . This is
not a limitation of computing; rather, it reflects the premise of a research tradi
tion that takes an individual analyst's understanding as the criterion for accept
ing analytical results, an understanding that is generalized to that analyst's
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scholarly community without evidence. Software packages that do not support
the sharing of the systems of categories developed within them, coding schemes,
and other intermediate results for reproduction elsewhere can easily become
uncontestable tools for privileged experts.
To qualify the above worry, I must note that reliability checks for interactive
hermeneutic explorations of texts are not inconceivable. A research project could
well instruct several analysts to apply a given set of codes to the same text.
Reliability calculations for multiple interpretations of overlapping sections of
text are available ( see Chapter 1 1 , section 1 1 .6 )-provided one could compare
these analysts' codings. Hermetically closed computer systems preclude this
possibility, however.
The second drawback of these computer aids is a product of the theories of
meaning that are built into them. Coding textual units into categories, even if
intended as a convenient tool for handling large texts and for talking about
them in fewer categories, amounts to abstracting or redescribing a text in sim
pler, more relevant, and perhaps more general terms. This advantage is gained
at the cost of buying into the classical representational theory of meaning.
There are obviously other ways of reading texts and other ways of supporting
the analysis of texts, some of which are reviewed above, such as computing
association structures, developing semantic networks, and answering research
questions by following the entailments of texts . One might add to these the
rather different aims of critical scholarship, such as suggesting alternative read
ings or conceiving of less oppressive ways of interpretation (Krippendorff,
1 99 5 b ) . All computer aids carry the danger of blinding their users to alterna
tive theories of meaning and epistemologies. To encourage analysts to retain
their awareness of these alternatives, we conceptualize content analysis relative
to a chosen context-any social reality, conceptual framework, or period in
time worthy of analysts' explication. Such a conceptualization should apply to
CATA software as well.

F RO N T I E RS
Technological breakthroughs are hard to predict, but it is not too difficult to
outline some exciting possibilities for the extension of computer-aided content
analysis. Below, I briefly discuss five particular areas that are in need of further
attention.

I ntel l igent B rowsers
Although there have been remarkable advances in the scope of text search
engines, users of existing browsers overwhelmingly experience the shallowness of
their results. This is true whether users are surfing the Web, consulting full-text
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databases online, or using search routines within current CATA software. The
Internet is full of expectations that more powerful browsers will soon be avail
able, and CATA software developers tend to claim that they offer all kinds of
features: " concept searches, " "content extractors, " "meaning finders, " " theory
developers, " and many more . Unfortunately, the operationalizations of these
concepts, connoting essentially human abilities, often fall far short of what
software descriptions promise.
If browsers are to find scarce information in large textual universes and con
tent analysts are to answer intelligent questions from available texts, the aims of
both are quite compatible, if not identical. In fact, content analysis could dissolve
itself into intelligent browsers if browsers could learn to model their searches
by what content analysts actually do with texts: search for or sample " truly"
relevant texts, interpret these by means of one or more theories of the chosen
contexts of these texts, and provide textual evidence for answers to the research
questions that motivate the search. Such intelligent browsers may never substi
tute experts' readings of texts or replace well-trained content analysis designers,
but they certainly could be modeled after the research strategies of content analy
sis and could apply these to large textual universes whose volumes generally
exceed human comprehension.

Common Platforms
On the fertile ground of naturally occurring texts, the species of CATA soft
ware, including weeds, grow wild. Most systems work essentially on their own,
competing for potential users' time and willingness to learn them. This competi
tion is fueled by software companies' often-exaggerated claims that their prod
ucts will relieve users of difficult cognitive tasks. Although all CATA software
packages do process texts-a few can also handle images and sound-no widely
accepted text file standards exist, and there are few ways to feed the results pro
duced by one program into another. The software-specific preparation of raw
text that most systems require is costly and discourages the use of alternative
approaches. There are no interface standards that would allow software from
different developers to work together. There is not even any common vocabulary
for comparing various content analysis tools.
There have been a few notable, albeit small, steps toward the development
of common platforms. TextSmart is distributed by SPSS and so is integrated in
this statistical package. LIWC feeds into SPSS, and its dictionary also works in
WordStat and TextQuest, as already mentioned. But these are very limited
" collaborations . " A common platform to run various CATA procedures in
parallel ( comparatively) and in sequence (cooperatively ) would enable devel
opers to concentrate on refining a few good tools that can compete for users'
attention along the dimensions of mutual compatibility, computational effi
ciency, analytical power, and user-friendliness. It would give users a box
of freely combinable analytical tools with which to design all kinds of text
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analyses, and it would accelerate analysts' ability to utilize available texts in
ways currently unimagined.

Computational Theories of Meani n g
Far too often, content analyses are conceptualized-naively, one might add
in terms of traditional behavioral science methods for analyzing nontextual
data: as a measuring tool for generating data amenable to inferential statistics,
hypothesis testing, and modeling of causes and effects. Although the content
analysis literature recognizes that analyzing meaningful text differs quite radi
cally from analyzing observational data, computational aids, which are so much
simpler when formulated as context-insensitive procedures, tend to follow in the
footsteps of behaviorist assumptions. This limits CATA to very superficial mean
ings. CATA is in dire need of computational theories of meaning that extend
theorizing about the individual cognitive ability of a typical reader to whole com
munities' diverse uses of texts, embracing the public processes that make partic
ular text attributes significant as well as the social processes in which institutions
reside. Computational linguistics, with its current concern for parsing sentences
and disambiguating words and phrases, has made only marginal contributions to
computational theories of meaning, largely because it theorizes what is general
to language, not what is specific to particular nonlinguistic contexts. Content
analysis, in contrast, needs to answer specific questions that have not previously
been answered about extratextual phenomena of analysts' concerns.
Abstractions from what a text means generally may well be a start, but they are
not a useful end. Computer dictionaries often end up claiming unwarranted gen
eralizations tied to single words, one word at a time .
Content analysis advances with the availability of rather detailed theories that,
to fuel CATA development, can be converted into analytical constructs and tai
lored to fit specific analytical contexts. These theories may learn from ideas
developed in computer science or from efforts to shed light on psychological,
sociological, or political problems. They do not need to be-and in fact are better
when they are not-grand theories, as they have to cope with language use " on
the ground, " with processes of microevolution, as Best has suggested. The theo
ries that are currently inscribed in CATA-categorizing text, identifying patterns
of co-occurrences, tracing the entailments of semantic networks, and automati
cally extracting memes from textual interactions-barely describe the contours
of what needs to be developed.

Uti l ization of I nte rtextual ities
Many content analysts are content to summarize finely unitized text and
measure the textual attributes that permeate these texts (Krippendorff, 1 96 9a ) .
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Reducing a text to a large set of independently analyzed textual units robs it
of its narrative qualities, of what makes it coherent, informative, compelling,
and predictive. Coherence refers to how well parts of text-not j ust words or
phrases-hang together or support each other in telling a larger story. For
instance, most narratives start by laying a foundation, then develop a point, and
end with a conclusion or coda. Their beginnings are necessarily different from
their ends. Histories find coherence in the chronological order of their narrative
structure, which in turn constructs the histories we know. Political texts might
have to be analyzed as parallel constructions that acknowledge each other
where their media meet. Conversations are c onstituted in p articipants'
responses to previous responses. Scholarly discourse hangs together as a net
work of acknowledgments and citations of prior scholarly work . The abun
dantly obvious point of these examples is that texts are more than collections of
words, phrases, paragraphs, and documents. An important CATA frontier is the
development of ways to account for relationships between larger textual units
so that they are treated as dependent on each other, not as unordered entities
permeating a text.
Small steps in this direction can be observed in existing systems for analyzing
question-answer pairs from interview data. TextSmart and Verbastat specialize in
this probably simplest coherence. They analyze questions and answers as two dis
tinct but structurally related bodies of text, which they link largely by cross-tabu
lations. Code-A-Text is purportedly designed to analyze dialogue, acknowledging
the interactive qualities of texts. A few years back, a system called the Coordinator
came into vogue (Winograd & Flores, 1 986, pp. 1 5 7-1 62) . It did not analyze but
used speech act theory to connect electronic communications to the networks of
commitments that underlie social organizations. Garfield ( 1 979 ) pioneered citation
indexing, a system that traces chains of bibliographic citations, thus facilitating the
exploration of connected bodies of scholarly discourse. Forensic agencies need to
connect crime reports, media coverage of crime, telephone conversations, and other
elements to the specific actions of individuals. Good scholarly work entails con
necting literature from diverse sources, experiments, interviews, statistics, and the
ory. All of these are texts whose value lies in their connections, in their responding
to each other, in their parallelisms. CATA software would advance greatly if it
could explicate some of these intertextual coherences and use them to draw pow
erful inferences from multiple kinds of texts.

N atu ral I nterfaces
Users can expect advances
three areas:
•

ill

the user-friendliness of CATA software

ill

Ease of operating the software, in navigating an analysis through analytical
options
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•
•
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Ease of handling text in various forms, including preediting
Ease of tracing text through its transformations to the answers to given
research questions

CATA software packages are increasingly employing Windows-like formats.
Using a mouse to point to, click on, and move text has become as conventional
as making selections on menu-driven interfaces. Even so, there are still vast dif
ferences in user-friendliness among different text analysis programs. I will not
discuss them here except to say that learning any system always amounts to a big
investment of time, and users should be sure that the systems they choose are
worth their efforts to learn how to use them.
Windows-like software is built on a metaphor of texts as movable obj ects, not
as matter that needs to be read, rearticulated, compared, questioned, triangu
lated, and interpreted. Software that aids interactive-hermeneutic explorations is
currently leading the search for new interface metaphors, although it has not
grown much beyond supporting one or more readable windows (e.g., pages of
text), fast text retrieval, highlighting, and coding facilities. Finding and imple
menting more natural interface metaphors for users to understand and handle
large bodies of text constitutes a major challenge, especially when one acknowl
edges, as software developers should, that most texts arise out of and reenter
conversations, that literacy is a social and responsive phenomenon, not reducible
to individual reading, and that even text analysis takes place in the context of col
laborators and stakeholders who may need to say something about how texts are
interpreted. The absence of natural interface metaphors for what content ana
lysts need to do is a major impediment to CATA use.
Users' understanding of what CATA software does is the most important yet
least enabled aspect of true user-friendliness. I have already noted the tendency
of CATA software developers to use fancy labels for describing the capabilities
of their programs. Instead of using marketable labels that shortcut understand
ing, developers should provide, and users should demand, transparency of
the analytical processes that the software follows. As I have already suggested,
CATA software can be comprehended as a network of text transformations that
maintains the readability of the original text relative to a chosen context. It
would therefore be reasonable to expect that users be enabled to examine criti
cally whether the theories of reading underlying these transformations make
sense, modify them so that they do, and j udge at least their face validity. Word
frequencies are obvious-analysts can understand them as long as they can read
the tabulated words. However, as soon as stemming and lemmatization take
place, it is important that analysts have access to the words that end up in one
or the other category, to KWIC lists of words that can provide a sense of what
particular categories mean in a given body of text or different texts. Many of the
companies that sell CATA software packages promise results without saying
what produces those results. Without transparency, software users are asked to
operate by faith. Perhaps developers might model user-friendly examinations of
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what their CATA software does on the debugging aids provided to computer
programmers, which enable the tracing of computations through all their
steps to find errors; such an aid could allow a user to trace an analysis back to
the original text. Transparency of CATA software not only supports user under
standing of what a program does with a given text, it is also a requirement for
establishing semantic validity.

C H A PT E R

13

Va l i d ity
Validation provides compelling reasons for taking the results of
scientific research seriously. It can serve as the ground for developing
theories and the basis of successful interventions. This chapter devel
ops a typology of validation efforts that content analysts may utilize
in j ustifying their research. It also shows ways in which analysts can
quantitatively assess at least some of these efforts.

VA L I D I TY D E F I N E D
Validity is that quality of research results that leads us to accept them as true, as
speaking about the real world of people, phenomena, events, experiences, and
actions. A measuring instrument is considered valid if it measures what its user
claims it measures. A content analysis is valid if the inferences drawn from the
available texts withstand the test of independently available evidence, of new
observations, of competing theories or interpretations, or of being able to inform
successful actions.
Riffe, Lacy, and Fico ( 1 99 8 ) suggest, "The essence o f the validity problem in
content analysis as well as in other research . . . is that research should speak as
truthfully as possible to as many as possible " (p. 1 5 0 ) . The meaning of truthful
is the central focus of this chapter. The idea that research should speak "to as
many people as possible " leads to useful distinctions among face validity, social
validity, and empirical validity.
Face validity is " obvious" or " common truth. " We appeal to face validity
when we accept research findings because they "make sense "-that is, they are
plausible and believable " on their face "-usually without having to give or
expecting to hear detailed reasons . It makes sense, indeed, to measure public
attention to an issue by the relative frequency with which the issue is mentioned
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in mass media. It makes sense to measure the quality of political deliberations by
the number of alternative reasons brought into a discussion. After subsequent
empirical scrutiny, face validity may prove untenable, but it appears j ust right at
the time the research is accepted. Face validity does not equal expectations. For
example, it did not occur to anyone in the 1 970s that members of minority
groups were targets of j okes in U.S. television fiction more often than were mem
bers of the majority until content analysts thought to pursue this topic and found
that correlation. Findings like these make sense in retrospect. Although face
validity has its roots in common sense, in widely shared consensus, it is funda
mentally an individual's j udgment with the assumption that everyone else would
agree with it.
The reason content analysts rely on face validity perhaps more than do
researchers who use other methods of inquiry is that content analysis is funda
mentally concerned with readings of texts, with what symbols mean, and with
how images are seen, all of which are largely rooted in common sense, in the
shared culture in which such interpretations are made, which is difficult to mea
sure but often highly reliable at a particular time. This is not to say that the
reliance on face validity is absent in other research endeavors. In fact, even the
most rigorous researchers would not use methods or publish findings that violate
their common sense. Face validity is the gatekeeper for all other kinds of valid
ity. It is difficult to explain how face validity works, yet it is omnipresent.
Social validity is that quality of research findings that leads us to accept them
on account of their contribution to the public discussion of important social con
cerns, such as violence on television, antisocial messages in rap music, racism in
sermons, hate talk on radio talk shows, and lack of civility in political campaign
advertisements. Research examining such public issues is socially validated by
proponents and antagonists who worry about these issues and are eager to trans
late research findings into actions. In Riffe et al.'s ( 1 99 8 ) terms, social validity is
"the degree to which the content analysis categories created by the researchers
have relevance and meaning beyond an academic audience " (p. 1 3 7 ) . Unlike face
validity, the social validity of content analysis studies is often debated, negoti
ated, and a matter of public concern. A content analysis that is socially valid can
attract public attention, propose practical solutions, and generate funding.
Publicly acknowledged authorities on the subject of research are key to the social
validity of the findings. Arguing from the privileged position of scientists, con
tent analysts may well inadvertently become such authorities, especially when
they explain their findings in seemingly irrefutable quantitative terms at con
gressional hearings, for example, or to advocacy groups working in support of
particular public agendas. The line between accepting research because of the
reputation of the researcher and accepting it because of the evidence it brought
forth is often blurred. Even empirically oriented test psychologists have started
to take social issues increasingly seriously. A significant part of the latest edition
of the Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing established by
the American Educational Research Association, the American Psychological
Association, and the National Council on Measurement in Education ( 1 999) is
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concerned with fairness, with the responsibilities of the researcher for the test
taker, and with testing and public policy. In these standards, social validity
concerns appear as concerns about the possible social or psychological conse
quences of testing. Although most researchers enjoy this kind of validity, it is dis
tinct from empirical validity, which is the focus of the remainder of this chapter.
Empirical validity is the degree to which available evidence and established
theory support various stages of a research process, the degree to which specific
inferences withstand the challenges of additional data, of the findings of other
research efforts, of evidence encountered in the domain of the researcher's
research question, or of criticism based on observations, experiments, or mea
surements as opposed to logic or process. Campbell ( 1 957) calls the latter " inter
nal validity . " Empirical validity cannot deny intuition ( face validity ) , nor can it
divorce itself entirely from social, political, and cultural factors ( social validity)
after all, scientific research is reviewed by the researchers' peers, who may have
their own theoretical agendas and are hardly immune to social and political con
cerns. However, in the following I separate empirical validity from the face and
social validities and consider it to be established largely within the scientific com
munity and to be based on rational arguments that bring empirical evidence to
bear on the research results, the research process, and the conditions under which
data were acquired.
In discussing empirical validity, several content analysis textbooks follow
the American Psychological Association's Technical Recommendations for
Psychological Tests and Diagnostic Techniques ( 1 954), a landmark publication
that defined the kinds of validity concerns that psychologists face when they are
developing tests of individual characteristics or abilities. In addition to face valid
ity, the chief types of validities distinguished in the 1 954 Recommendations were
content validity, construct validity, criterion-related validity, and predictive
validity. These Recommendations focused narrowly on evidence, and so did not
mention social validity, which concerns questions regarding the larger context of
psychological testing.
Content validity is the extent to which a psychological test captures all the
features that define the concept that the test claims to measure. For example,
measurement of an applicant's aptitude for a job would require a complete
inventory of job requirements, not j ust IQ tests or motivational measures.
Construct validity acknowledges that many concepts in the social sciences
such as self-esteem, alienation, and ethnic prejudice-are abstract and cannot be
observed directly. To validate a measure of self-esteem, for example, one would
first have to spell out the observable behaviors and verbal responses that the
self-esteem concept entails, then measure and correlate these with the proposed
measure, and finally examine whether or not each correlation supports what a
theory of self-esteem predicts.
Criterion-related validity, sometimes called instrumental validity, is the degree
to which a measure correlates with or estimates something external to it; for
example, IQ may be shown to correlate with grade point average. Customarily,
criterion-related validity is divided into two kinds, concurrent and predictive.
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Concurrent validity is demonstrated by correlations that concur with the test in
question, and predictive validity concerns variables that estimate features that
may become available sometime in the future.
These classical distinctions have undergone various transformations. The
above-mentioned Recommendations gave way to the first version of the
Standards for Educational and Psych ological Testing in 1 9 8 5 , and these were
followed by the 1 999 Standards, which no longer support distinctions between
validity types, referring instead to types of "validity evidence " (see American
Educational Research Association et aI., 1 999, p. 1 1 ). They also recognize that
theoretical constructs underlie all measurements, and this recognition led to a
classification of validating evidence based on test content, response process,
internal structure, relations to other variables, and, as mentioned above, the con
sequences of testing (pp. 1 1-1 7 ) . The debate about these conceptions of validity
is ongoing, but it is important to recognize that the above focuses narrowly on
only one theory of scientific inquiry, measurement theory, and is informed
mainly by one disciplinary orientation, the psychological testing of individuals.
Measurements are only part of what content analyses can provide, and inferences
about psychological characteristics of individuals or populations of individuals
are rare in content analysis, although not excluded.
To understand the conceptions of validity that are useful in the conduct of
content analysis, one must keep in mind that all empirical validation efforts enlist
evidence and established theories to ensure that research results are taken seri
ously. When the goal is merely the construction of theory, a research proj ect may
matter only to a small scientific community. But when research is intended to
have policy implications-when findings are to aid business decisions, provide
evidence in court, categorize people, or affect the lives of individual human
beings in other ways-wrong conclusions may have costly consequences.
Validation reduces the risk of making decisions based on misleading research
findings. Content analysts and psychologists concerned with testing have to cope
with different risks.
Content analysts face at least three kinds of obstacles when they try to apply
traditional methods of validation: substantive, conceptual, and methodological.
We return to our conceptual framework of content analysis (as depicted in
Figure 2 . 1 ) to understand all three.
Substantively, probably most important to content analysts is the acknowl
edgment that texts are used because of their meanings to people other than the
analysts, starting with producing, reading, and interpreting text and proceeding
to constructing, maintaining, or undoing social realities. The object of content
analysis is far more complicated than analyzing how individuals respond to test
questions with preformulated answers. Highlighting some of these differences,
Potter and Levine-Donnerstein ( 1 999) have introduced useful distinctions among
three kinds of content analyses, liberally rephrased as content analyses that aim
to describe manifest content, content analyses that provide inferences about
latent patterns, and content analyses that provide interpretations (or " make pro
j ections, " as they say; p. 261 ) . The first kind conforms to a measurement
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conception of content analysis and is unproblematic as far as the application of
the a bove kinds of validity is concerned, although it conflicts with the conclu
sions from Chapter 2. The second refers to a context-of experts, as Potter and
Levine-Donnerstein suggest, and established theory in relation to which validity
needs to be established. Figure 2 . 1 depicts j ust this, the scientific community or
any chosen stakeholder group providing this context. The third kind of content
analysis these scholars describe allows more freedom of imagination on the part
of content analysts but is constrained by cognitive schemata and inferential rules
that are embodied in a designated population of text users whose conceptions are
both the focus of analysis and the source of validity. This ethnographic and inter
pretivist-sounding conception does not differ from that outlined in Chapter 2 as
a definition of content analysis of the second kind, except for the authors' allow
ing research results to be more freewheeling. In this kind of content analysis,
Potter and Levine-Donnerstein affirm, validity standards cannot be divorced
from chosen contexts, but they limit analysis to the conceptions of individuals for
whom the analyzed texts have the meanings they have. Sensitivity to a context
distinguishes content analysis from other methods of inquiry and provides the
criteria for acceptance of its results.
The conceptual obstacle to the validation of content analyses derives from an
inadequate definition of content as inherent in text ( see Chapter 2 ) and the atten
dant commitment merely to describe it. To be sure, all descriptions are abstract
and as such arbitrary, and conceiving content as inherent to texts has enabled
content analysts to apply any category schemes they please, provided the schemes
are reliable. Content analysts with such a conception of content in mind confuse
their descriptions of content with how others may read or use the same texts,
seemingly needing no further validation. For example, suppose a content analy
sis of mass-media entertainment concludes that there has been a shift in the
United States from material to spiritual values. There is no way to validate this
finding unless the analysts are willing to take responsibility for their definitions
and make clear where this claimed shift should be o bservable as well ( other than
in the analyzed media) , in whose lives this shift is expected to make a difference,
or which variables are expected to correlate with this abstraction in order for it
to be considered as describing something real. As mentioned in Chapter 2, one
reason for the popularity of the conceptions of content as inherent to text and of
content analysis as merely descriptive of this content is the virtual impossibility
of empirically (in)validating such findings . In the absence of specificity about
what could validate or invalidate the findings of a content analysis, appeals to
face and social validity, which researchers can more easily control through their
own rhetoric, public testimony, and publication, seem to be the only recourse.
The methodological obstacle to validation is more difficult to overcome.
Consider the following trilemma: ( a ) If content analysts happen to have no inde
pendent evidence about what they are inferring, then validity or invalidity
cannot be established, at least not until pertinent data show up. Content analy
sis shares this epistemological constraint with all predictive efforts. ( b ) If these
analysts had evidence about the context of their texts-that is, about phenomena
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related to the analyzed texts-but used it in the development of their analytical
constructs, then this evidence would no longer be independent of the research
results and hence cannot be used to validate the findings. And finally, ( c ) if these
analysts had concurrent evidence that could validate their inferences but kept it
away from their analysis, there would be no point in their conducting the con
tent analysis. It would at best add one incident to vindicate the analysis. Content
analysts can resolve this trilemma, at least in part, by relying on various forms of
imperfect and indirect validating evidence about the phenomena of interest. I
address how this could happen in the following section .

A TYPO LOGY F O R VA L I DAT I N G EVI D E N C E
A fundamental difference between psychological testing and content analysis is
that the latter is concerned with bodies of text that are meaningful in relation to
a chosen context ( see Chapter 2), whereas the former does not acknowledge that
relationship and the inferential step it entails. It follows that content analysts
must empirically demonstrate the context sensitivity of their research. In addi
tion, it is important to bear in mind that content analysis data, texts, and find
ings, although unquestionably mediated by human individuals as language-using
beings, readers/writers, conceptualizers, and actors, are not necessarily about
individuals. This means that psychological measurement theoretical conceptions
of validity have to be expanded by model theoretical conceptions, as graphically
outlined in Figure 9. 1 . This epistemological shift calls for validating evidence
that differs, albeit in only some categories, from the evidence defined by the
above-mentioned Standards, whose conceptions content analysis can adopt
only in parts. To start, three kinds of validating evidence may enter a content
analysis:
•

•

•

Evidence that j ustifies the treatment of text, what it is, what it means, and
how it represents what ( This is loosely related to what the Standards refer
to as " evidence based on test content" ; American Educational Research
Association et aI., 1 999, p. 1 1 . )
Evidence that j ustifies the abductive inferences that a content analysis is
making (Here, analysts are concerned with the validity of the analytical
constructs on which they rely. This is loosely related to what the Standards
call " evidence based on [the] internal structure " of a test; p. 1 3 . )
Evidence that j ustifies the results, whether a content analysis contributes
answers to the research questions of other researchers or is borne out in
fact (This is loosely related to the older " criterion-related validity, " which
the Standards discuss in terms of " evidence based on relations to other
variables. " )

These and the following distinctions are depicted in Figure 1 3 . 1 .
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A Typology o f Validation Efforts i n Content Analysis

Evidence that justifies the treatment of texts concerns largely the sampling and
recording phases of a content analysis. Such evidence may be divided into two
kinds:
•

•
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Evidence on sampling validity concerns the degree to which a sample of
texts accurately represents the population of phenomena in whose place it
is analyzed. Ideally, content analysts actively sample a population, using
sampling plans that ensure representativeness. But in many practical situa
tions, texts become available by their sources' choice and contain inten
tional biases in representing the phenomena of their interest. Content
analysts may not be able to control such biases but want to know whether
and how much such samples can be trusted .
Evidence on semantic validity ascertains the extent to which the categories
of an analysis of texts correspond to the meanings these texts have within
the chosen context. The anthropological preference for emic or indigenous
rather than etic or imposed categories of analysis and ethnographers'
efforts to verify their interpretations with their informers demonstrate con
cern for semantic validity, here with reference to the lives of populations of
interviewees. In content analysis, other contexts are considered as well, but
contexts they must be. Other kinds of research efforts (psychological test
ing for one, but also survey research) tend to avoid semantic validity by
controlling the range of permissible answers to questions and not really
exploring what these questions could mean to their subjects . Semantic
validity is allied largely with content analysis.
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Evidence that justifies the abductive inferences of a content analysis sheds light
on how well the analytical construct in use actually does model what it claims to
model. Again, two kinds of such evidence may be distinguished:
•

Evidence on structural validity demonstrates the structural correspondence
between available data or established theory and the modeled relationships
or the rules of inference that a content analysis is using.

•

Evidence on functional validity demonstrates a functional correspondence
between what a content analysis does and what successful analyses have
done, including how the chosen context is known to behave. If these behav
iors covary repeatedly and over a variety of situations, one can suspect that
they share an underlying construct.

This distinction between structural validity and functional validity is motivated
by Feigl's ( 1 95 2 ) distinction between
two types of justification . . . validation and vindication. In this context, val
idation is a mode of justification according to which the acceptability of a
particular analytical procedure is established by showing it to be derivable
from general principles, . . . theories ( or data) that are accepted quite inde
pendently of the procedure to be j ustified. On the other hand, vindication
may render an analytical method acceptable on the grounds that it leads to
accurate predictions (to a degree better than chance) regardless of the details
of that method. The rules of induction and deduction are essential to (con
struct) validation while the relation between means and particular ends pro
vide the basis for (construct) vindication. (Krippendorff, 1 969b, p. 1 2 )
I n the 1 9 8 0 edition o f Content Analysis, I called these two kinds o f validity
construct validation and construct vindication (Krippendorff, 1 9 8 0b ) . However,
because construct validity has a slightly different definition in the psychological
test literature, my use of this label caused some confusion, hence the current
change in terms. Incidentally, Selltiz, Jahoda, Deutsch, and Cook ( 1 964) call vin
dication pragmatic validity, as "the researcher then does not need to know why
the test performance is an efficient indication of the characteristics in which he is
interested" (p. 1 5 7 ) .
Finally, one could b e concerned with the validity o f the results o f a content
analysis, criterion-based validity or instrumental validity, and consider two ways
of supporting the results:
•

Evidence on correlative validity ascertains the degree to which the findings
obtained by one method correlate with findings obtained by other variables
that are considered more valid than the method in question. To be corre
lated, all variables must be presently and simultaneously available. The
result, therefore, is also called concurrent validity. Correlative validity
requires a demonstration of both convergent validity, or high correlation
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with measures of the contextual characteristics it claims to indicate, and

discriminant validity, or low correlation with measures of contextual char
acteristics it intends to exclude.
•

Evidence for predictive validity establishes the degree to which the answers
of a content analysis accurately anticipate events, identify properties, or
describe states of affairs, knowledge of which is absent or did not enter that
analysis. Analogous to selecting among the possible answers to a research
question, predictions spell out what can be anticipated and what is ruled
out. Predictions may concern phenomena that precede, are concurrent to,
or follow the texts used in making them.

Sampl i n g Val id ity
Sampling validity becomes an issue whenever a sample of texts differs from
the population of phenomena of interest, not j ust in size, which often is conve
nient, but also in composition, which can bias the content analysis of the sam
pled texts. As already stated, sampling validity is the degree to which a
population is accurately represented in the sample. To begin with, two situations
need to be distinguished:
( 1 ) The sample consists of a subset of members of the population of interest.
( 2 ) The sample consists of representations of phenomena that lie outside the
sample and the population from which the sample is drawn.
Evidence in the first situation-drawing a sample from the very population of
interest-is well understood by means of statistical sampling theory, as discussed
in Chapter 6. Whether one is interested in a sample's medial, proportional, vari
ational, or distributional accuracy, statistical theory provides measures of the
sampling error. This error is a measure of a sample's invalidity. For purposes of
this discussion:
Sampling Validity ( 1 )

=

1 - sampling error

=

n
J
IN n -

1- �

-

N
1

'

where (j is the standard deviation of the population, which is a measure of its diver
sity of categories; n is the size of the population; and N is the size of the sample.
In traditional sampling theory, sampling errors are a function of three factors.
First and most important is the sample size, N. The larger the sample, the smaller
the sampling error and the larger the sampling validity ( 1 ) . Second is the diver
sity of categories within the population, represented by the standard
deviation (j. Given two samples of equal size, the sample drawn from a more
diverse population has larger sampling errors and is less likely to be valid than a
sample drawn from a less diverse population. Third is the proportion of the
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population sampled. As samples become more inclusive, ( n - N) � 0, the
sampling error shrinks and sampling validity ( 1 ) grows.
Evidence in the second situation--drawing samples of representations in view
of what they represent-is not easy to obtain, yet it is a frequent concern for con
tent analysts. To be clear, as I noted in Chapter 2, content analysts do not study
texts, images, or distributional characteristics for their own sake or to generalize
to other texts, images, or distributional characteristics; rather, they use texts as a
means to get to what the texts' users have in mind, what the texts are about,
what they mean or do and to whom. There rarely exists a one-to-one correspon
dence between meanings, references, uses, or contents and units of texts.
Sampling theory offers no simple test to establish whether a sample of textual
units fairly represents the phenomena that a content analyst intends to access
through these texts. Additionally, the texts that reach the content analyst usually
are presampled by others-by organizations following institutionalized rules; by
individuals with particular intentions, who highlight some kinds of information
and downplay others; or by media of communication that have their own built
in technological or economical filters. Communication researchers have long
studied how reality is constructed, represented, and misrepresented in the mass
media, but they have rarely used these findings in validation efforts . Concepts
such as gatekeeping in news flows, ideologicaVraciaVgender biases in writing, the
positive spin that affected parties put on politically embarrassing stories, and the
attention paid by institutions of journalism to particular stories (i.e., to whom
journalistic institutions grant a voice and, by implication, what or whom they
ignore) are well established and often quantified.
If the phenomena of interest need to be accurately represented in the texts that
researchers are analyzing, then sampling must undo the biases that result from
the selective ways texts are made available. Validating evidence for sampling
validity (2) can be of two kinds:
•
•

Knowledge of the population of phenomena with which one of its samples
is to be compared
Knowledge of the self-sampling practices of the source of the available texts

To measure the degree to which a population of phenomena is fairly repre
sented in a sample of textual units, a simple percentage measure that derives from
the well-known coefficient of contingency C is useful. In its incarnation as a
validity measure, 1 - C2 , it concerns proportions only and has two versions that
correspond to the above two kinds of validating evidence:
Sampling Validity ( 2 )

=

1 - C2

1
=

------

1+

L

1

( Pi - PY

t

Pi

where Pi is the proportion that is observed to represent phenomena of category i
in the sample and P i is the proportion representing phenomena of category i in
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the population from which the sample is drawn. When known or ascertainable,
the proportions Pi serve as validating evidence in the first version of the formula
for sampling validity ( 2 ) . When the biases hi of representing categories i are
known, algebraically equivalent to ( 1 - pJPJ, hi serves as validating evidence in
the second version of the formula for sampling validity ( 2 ) . Studies of biases,
assessing or estimating b" are more common, easier to conduct, and designed dif
ferently than those assessing the proportions Pi' hence the two versions.
The first version of the above-stated sampling validity ( 2 ) is a function of the
observed proportion Pi in the sample and the proportion Pi in the population,
which is the validating evidence and must be obtained independent of the sam
ple. When Pi = Pi for all categories i, sampling validity is unity. It declines with
increasing differences between the two proportions.
The second version of sampling validity ( 2 ) is a function of the observed pro
portion Pi in the sample and the self-sampling bias hi ( = 1 - p/Pi), which is the
extent to which the source of the sampled text over- or underrepresents cate
gories i. Here, the bias hi serves as validating evidence, which must be obtained
independent of the sample as well. If this bias hi 0 for all categories i, then sam
pling can proceed as usual. If this bias deviates from zero in either direction, then
sampling validity ( 2 ) is reduced. If the source biases hi are known, one can
approximate a valid sample either by using the technique of varying probability
sampling ( Chapter 6, section 6.2.4 ) , which compensates for the known biases, or
by transforming the proportions Pi in a biased sample by P; ( 1 - b)Pi, which
corrects for the biases in representing the phenomena in question.
=

=

Semantic Val i d ity
Semantic validity is the degree to which the analytical categories of texts cor
respond to the meanings these texts have for particular readers or the roles they
play within a chosen context. Virtually all content analyses respond to texts
according to their meanings: denotations, connotations, insinuations, implica
tions, associations, metaphors, frames, uses, symbolic qualities, and so on. Users
of the texts could serve as sources of validating evidence for the categories that a
content analysis employs. In older definitions of content analysis, accurate
descriptions of these meanings were the only aim mentioned, whether they
referred to classifications of sign-vehicles (Janis, 1 943/1 965 ) , descriptions of the
"manifest content of communication" ( Berelson, 1 952, p. 1 6; Berelson &
Lazarsfeld, 1 94 8 , p. 6 ) , coding ( Cartwright, 1 95 3 , p. 424 ) , or " putting a variety
of word patterns into [the categories] of a classification scheme " (Miller, 1 9 5 1 ,
p. 9 6 ) . Although i t i s widely recognized that accurate descriptions o f these mean
ings are the key to the success of content analyses, despite their ultimately infer
ential aims, what counts as accurate and particularly whose meanings are taken
to be valid depend on the chosen context of an analysis.
In Chapter 2, I noted that even analysts involved in purely descriptive efforts
must acknowledge a context that they or others could consult to validate those
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efforts. If content analysts claimed to describe meanings without reference to any
context of specific uses and users-authors, readers, newspaper editors, profes
sional experts, professionals with specialized perspectives, social institutions,
standard thesauri or dictionaries, even analysts' own discourse communities
there would be no way to know what could validate or invalidate these descrip
tions, and analysts would be left to appeal to face validity or to play on their
scientific ( social or political) authority. Although semantic validity is an issue
that most content analysts take seriously, it is rarely formally tested.
It is easy for researchers to take an obj ectivist stance and consider meanings
as universal and as defined in general dictionaries, or to take an ethnographic
stance and delegate decisions on meanings to the authors of given texts.
However, both of these extremes deny the fact that all descriptions simplify or
a bstract, usually in the interest of the describer's questions. Categories are always
more general than the objects they categorize. In fact, content analysts rarely take
the unique meanings of the analyzed texts as the basis for their inferences;
instead, they operate on a level of abstraction above that of ordinary talk.
Concepts such as speech acts, monologue, self-esteem, ethnic prej udices, sexual
harassment, and libel, as well as such distinctions as between pro- and antisocial
behavior, are all fairly abstract and not necessarily shared with the sources of
texts being analyzed. Distinctions among the functions of political campaign dis
course in terms of acclaiming, attacking, and defending (Benoit, Blaney, & Pier,
1 99 8 ) are analytically useful but may not help political candidates to organize
their campaigns. It is the use of a bstract categories that makes semantic valida
tion the content analytic analogue to content validation of psychological tests.
For example, the content validity of a test designed to determine the aptitude of
a job candidate for a particular kind of employment is the extent to which the
test includes all demands of that j ob, not j ust a few outstanding qualifications.
Analogously, the semantic validity of the categories " acclaiming, " " attacking, "
and " defending" should be the extent to which these categories embrace all func
tions of political campaign discourse and clearly distinguish among the three
categories.
The preparations for an analysis of values in political documents may serve as
an example of an iterative use of semantic validity criteria. In this study, we
started with a collection of what a panel of political scientists could easily iden
tify as "value-laden statements " of the kinds we would find in the documents to
be examined for the values their authors expressed. To reproduce these experts'
distinctions, we formulated explicit recording instructions. The coders varied
greatly in their ability to make the same distinctions, and a computer program
we had hoped to employ turned out to be virtually useless. The whole history of
this effort is too long to relate, but we began by developing a list of political val
ues the documents contained-democracy, freedom, progress, and the like-and
allowed others to be added. This turned out to be far from satisfactory. A large
number of value-laden statements contained none of the values on our list. We
then looked into various modes of reasoning that led us to implicit goals, prefer
ences for processes, criteria for decision making, and so on, added them to our
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emerging instructions, and reapplied them to our collection. Slowly, we narrowed
the gap between the distinctions that our instructions suggested between
value-laden and value-neutral statements and those that our panel of experts
made (Krippendorff, 1 970c ) . One might question our use of experts as providing
the evidence for our semantic validation efforts. We could have used another
population for reference, but because we were working under typical time
constraints and our analysis was to make a contribution to the political science
literature, the theoretical motivations seemed to justify the choice of this context,
and we were satisfied that the instrument reasonably approximated the con
sensus reached by those we trusted to know what they were talking about.
Semantic validity arguments come in numerous guises. To validate the dictio
nary entries of the General Inquirer, a computer program for tagging texts and
then analyzing the tags, Dunphy used a KWIC ( keyword in context) list to
explore the various meanings of tagged words. For example, the keyword play
( see Figure 12. 1 ) showed numerous senses that were not initially anticipated and
that would have been confused by computer programs that tagged only single
words (Dunphy, 1 966, p. 1 5 9 ) . To address such semantic problems, Stone,
Dunphy, Smith, and Ogilvie ( 1 96 6 ) developed so-called disambiguation proce
dures that looked into the linguistic environments of homonyms for clues to how
their meanings could be identified more correctly. These rules improved the
Inquirer's ability to distinguish between textual units according to how they
would be read by ordinary English readers. In effect, these researchers' efforts
were aimed at improving the semantic validity of the computer tagging of text.
Consider the distinction between self and other references made by a dictio
nary approach to computer text analysis ( see Chapter 1 2 , section 1 2 . 5 . 1 ) .
Suppose the words self, 1, my, myself, me, mine, we, our, ourselves, and us are
tagged self, and the words other, you, your, yourself, he, his, him, himself, she,
hers, her, herself, them, and themselves are tagged other. Suppose sentences are
the units of analysis. These two tags would identify two subsets of sentences
within the set of all sentences in the sample. One could obtain evidence for the
semantic validity of these dictionary entries by asking competent readers, work
ing independently, to classify the sampled sentences into those that speak about
the " self" of the authors and those that speak a bout what these authors consider
" others . " Figure 1 3 .2 depicts two sets of tagged sentences surrounded by dashed
lines and the sets that would serve as validating evidence within solid lines. The
degree to which these two kinds of sets overlap is a qualitative indication of the
semantic validity of the two tags that this dictionary is using. In computer
generated categorizations of text, the semantic validity is rarely as good as the
figure suggests, but we are interested here only in what is meant by semantic
validity: the complete overlap between a classification of uncertain validity with
one we have reasons to trust.
A more traditional way for scholars to challenge the semantic validity of a
content analysis is by creating counterexamples. This strategy is well established
in linguistics, where as soon as one linguist makes a claim that a proposed gram
mar accounts for all grammatically correct sentences, another comes up with
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examples of sentences that this grammar will misidentify. Closer to content
analysis, in the critique of his own contingency analysis, Osgood ( 1 959,
pp. 73-77) employs this strategy to discount exaggerated claims of what his
analysis does. According to Osgood's contingency analysis, the following state
ment would be counted as an incident of association between love and mother:
1.

I love my mother.

But so would these statements:
2.

I loved m y mother more than anyone else.

3.

Mother loved me.

4.

I don't love my mother.

5.

Have I always loved m y mother ?-Hell no !

6.

M y beloved father hated mother.

Because love and mother co-occur in all six statements, contingency analysis
would group them into the same equivalence class of love-mother co-occurrences.
However, relative to statement 1, statement 2 shows contingency analysis to be
insensitive to verbal qualifications of an expressed association-" more than
anyone else " is not a frequency. Statement 3 shows this analysis to be unable to
distinguish between active and passive constructions-that is, the target of love.
Statement 4 shows it to be insensitive to negation, statement 5 shows it to be
insensitive to irony, and statement 6 shows it to be insensitive to grammatical
constructions. Osgood did not use these observations to argue against his
method, of course; rather, he used them to clarify what it registers: statistical, not
logical, associations among pairs of concepts, presumably in someone's mind.
Here, even denying a relationship between two concepts would be considered
evidence that they have something to do with each other.
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A content analysis in a legal context may serve as a final example. In a libel
case recorded at a Texas court as Wood, et al. v. Andrews, et at. ( Dallas County,
Cause No. 94-8 8 8 8-C, 1 997), the plaintiffs, 20 psychiatrists who worked for a
mental health institution, hired a content analyst to establish obj ectively the
libelous and defamatory nature of publicity they had received in the press. That
publicity was attributed largely to one of the defendants, a lawyer who repre
sented a number of former patients of the hospital where the plaintiffs worked
( one of whom was a codefendant) who were suing that institution for patient
abuse, malpractice, illegal profiteering, and insurance fraud. This content analyst
retrieved all 52 newspaper articles published between 1 993 and 1 99 6 that con
tained references to that mental institution; 36 of these articles mentioned the
lawyer defendant and 1 6 did not. She examined the 36 articles that mentioned
the defendant and used for comparison the articles that did not. She then unitized
all of the articles into 9 70 assertions, assigning each to one of 1 6 categories that
emerged from her reading of the articles, focusing on kinds of bad publicity. She
then drew her conclusions from a statistic of these categorizations.
In response, the defendant hired an expert to examine the content analyst's
research and findings. The expert raised the issue of the semantic validity of the
categories the analyst had used to make her point. Although she had conducted
her analysis carefully, with categories traceable to the original assertions or their
rephrases, her conclusions were irrelevant because her categories ignored the
context that mattered in the case: the terms of the law, the legal definition of
libel. Texas law defines libel in fairly specific terms. To be considered libelous,
an assertion has to meet the following criteria:
1.

ll.

Made with the intent to harm a person publicly or financially or in disregard of inj urious consequences to another person
Knowingly untrue

iii. Read and understood as stating facts
iv. Causing its readers to alter their speaking in ways that blacken a person's
public image, impeaches that person's honesty, integrity, virtue, or reputa
tion, and
v. Actually incurring financial inj ury to that person or expose that person to
debilitating hatred, contempt, and ridicule.
In other words, assertions in the category of libel have to be (i) made with the
intent to harm, (ii) known to be untrue, and (iii) read as stating facts. Evidence
on criteria iv and v would presumably require observations or testimony. The
content analyst's categories traced bad publicity about the plaintiffs to the defen
dant but failed to provide answers in the legally required categories. For exam
ple, accusations of insurance fraud, if true, are not libelous, regardless of how
often they are mentioned. And assertions critical of the plaintiffs may not have
been made with the intent to harm. In this context, a semantically valid content
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analysis would have to let the articles answer the questions in categories to which
applicable law could apply-not how an average reader might interpret the
newspaper articles. One could conclude that this analyst's categories had no
semantic validity in the prescribed context.
Semantic validity acknowledges that recording units, when placed in one
category, may differ in all kinds of ways, but not regarding the meanings that are
relevant to the analysis, and units that turn up in different categories must differ
in relevant meanings. The emphasis on relevant meanings is important, as text
interpretations can be endless, whereas content analysts are concerned only with
specific research questions. In the above examples, deviations from this ideal sig
naled that the procedures of an analysis needed to be altered, that the categories
needed to be redefined, or that the findings should be discounted.
I will now state a simple measure of the semantic validity of categorizations
and then show how it can also be applied in evaluations of the semantic validity
of text searches. To begin, it is important to recognize that assigning the units of
a sample to any one of several mutually exclusive categories amounts to parti
tioning that sample into mutually exclusive sets of units. The semantic validity of
one method is established through the comparison of its partition with the par
tition obtained by another method that serves as validating evidence. Ideally,
these partitions are identical, but in practice they rarely are. A minimal measure
of the semantic validity of categorizations can be defined in these terms: Let
j denote one of a set of categories of analysis, 1 , 2, 3, . . . ;
n be the size of the sample of textual units being categorized in two ways;
A I ' Az, A3,
Ai' . . . be mutually exclusive sets of units distinguished by
the method in question;
•

•

•

E1 ' E 2 , E3,
Ei, . . be the validating evidence, the mutually exclusive sets
of units distinguished by another method that is considered valid;
•

•

•

.

n be the intersection of two sets, denoting the units common to both (AND
in Boolean terms) ; and
# be an operator that enumerates (provides a count of) the members of a set.

In these terms, when the two partitions are identical, all Ai and E; contain the same
units, Ai E; Ai nEj for all categories j, then the measure should become unity,
indicating that semantic validity is perfect. Deviations from this ideal should pro
duce values less than unity. A measure that satisfies these requirements is
=

=

Semantic Validity

=

L#(AjnEj)/n.

One can apply more sophisticated statistics, Cohen's ( 1 96 0 ) , for example, or
a coefficient that would extend the measure to different metrics or allow
overlapping sets, as in Figure 1 3 .2 . However, we are interested here only in the
simplest approach to semantic validity.
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Regarding the evaluation of the semantic validity of text searches, recall from
Chapter 1 2 that searching a textual database for relevant units of text starts with
the formulation of a suitable query. Formulating such a query involves consider
able linguistic insight, largely because the population of texts within which a
query searches for matching character strings is different from the population of
meanings that are represented in the searched texts. A semantically valid query
will identify all and only those units of text, or documents, that are relevant. A
query may fail to identify documents that are relevant to a research question or
may fail to exclude documents that are irrelevant to that question. Relevance, it
should be kept in mind, is an attribution made by content analysts based on their
understanding of the purpose of a research project. Search results, in contrast,
stem from the matching of character strings with a given query.
In the technical literature on information retrieval, which concerns largely
whether particular queries fail to retrieve documents that do contain the desired
character strings or retrieve documents without matches, scholars have reported
on the use of two measures for assessing the quality of search engines: precision
and recall. Precision is the degree to which a search engine lists documents that
match a query. Recall is the degree to which a search engine returns all the
matching documents of a collection (Rij sbergen, 1 9 79 ) .
Technical failures can affect the semantic validity o f text searches, but here we
are concerned with comparing the results of an electronic text search (retrieved
or not retrieved units of text) with the validating evidence obtained by human
j udgment ( relevant or irrelevant units of text). In effect, these define two biparti
tions of the textual universe, which can be represented numerically in the form
of a fourfold table of frequencies:
Units of Text

Relevant

Irrelevant

b
Commissions

a+b

Retrieved

a
Correct
inclulsions
c
Omissions

d
Correct
exclusions

c+d

Not Retrieved

a+c

b+d

n

In this table, n is the size of the textual universe searched. Applying the above
stated semantic validity measure to this far simpler situation yields
Semantic Validity

=

(a + d)/n.

Two errors distract from the semantic validity of text searches. The first is the
Error of Commission b/(a + b) [or 1-Precision],
=
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which is the proportion of the number b of irrelevant units of text that were
mistakenly retrieved to the total number (a + b) of retrieved units. In a search of
articles containing self-references in the press, Bermejo ( 1 997) found this error to
be 1 6 % , which is remarkably good. The other error is the
Error of Omission

=

c/(a

+

c) [or I-Recall] ,

which is the proportion of the number c of relevant units that the search failed
to identify to the total number (a + c) of relevant units in a textual universe. In a
pilot study that involved retrieving articles on domestic violence from three news
papers, Wray and Hornik ( 1 9 9 8 ) found errors of commission of 1 0 % , 1 9 % , and
29% and errors of omission of 1 2 % , 2 0 % , and 25 % , although they cast their
finding in terms of precision and recall. How the two measures reduce the seman
tic validity of text searches can be seen in this equation:
Semantic Validity

=

1-(a
-(a

+

+

b)ln Error of Commission
c)ln Error of Omission.

In typical text searches, these two errors are rarely of equal significance, how
ever. When a search result contains the answer to a question directly-that is,
without further analysis-both errors weigh equally and the single measure
of semantic validity is appropriate. But when a search aims at identifying docu
ments for further examination, errors of commission merely create more work
for coders, who usually do not have any problem eliminating irrelevant docu
ments after reading, whereas errors of omission deprive content analysts of rele
vant data that could lead to different conclusions-hence the need to account for
these errors separately.
An epistemological problem in assessing the semantic validity of text searches
is that cells c and d are typically unknown. In fact, one cannot measure errors of
omission unless one finds a way to examine or at least to estimate the number of
unretrieved documents and the proportion of correct exclusions. For limited tex
tual databases, the size n of the available textual universe may well be known, at
least by approximation. Unfortunately, the size n of very large databases may be
too large to yield meaningful calculations. However, such limitations do not
apply to the more common semantic validations of content analysis categories
for which samples tend to be finite and manageable in size.

Structu ral Val i d ity
Structural validity is at issue when content analysts argue over whether the
analytical constructs they have adopted accurately represent the known uses of
available texts, the stable meanings, language habits, signifying practices, and
behaviors in the chosen context. Thus structural validity assesses the backing
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( see Chapter 2, section 2.4) of an analyst's abductive inferences primarily from
categorized text and secondarily in processes of categorizations, provided the
latter involves coders that serve as a backing for inferences or interpretations
implicit in the coding/recording process. This evidence may consist of unques
tionable incidences of the stable relationships between potentially available texts
and the targets of content analysis and valid theories about them. When a con
tent analysis is designed de novo, and thus has no history of successes or failures,
structural validation is the only way to lend credibility to its inferences.
The work of historians is most clearly of this kind. Although it is said that his
tory never repeats itself, it may well repeat certain patterns that can be accounted
for through generalizations, especially about human/social nature. For historians
to rely on such patterns, they must be conceived as relatively permanent within a
particular historical context. Dibble ( 1 96 3 ) , who analyzed arguments by histori
ans in support of and against inferences about the factual nature of events drawn
from historical documents, distinguished four kinds of evidence or generalizations
for the structural validity of historical accounts. One kind of evidence concerns
the roles and practices of the social institutions that create the records to be vali
dated, using their own codes of conduct and preserving certain documents and not
others. These are sociological generalizations about what Dibble calls " social
bookkeeping" practices. A second kind concerns the characteristics of witnesses
who describe what they experienced or report on what they heard. These are psy
chological generalizations about the working of memory, the influence of inter
ests, and the influence of emotional or ideological involvement with the events in
question. A third kind of evidence concerns how the structure of narratives relates
to the narrated events. These are linguistic or literary generalizations about how
texts are organized and what they mean to readers at that time. Finally, there are
physical generalizations of how documents tend to travel, who accesses or repro
duces them, how they reach their destinations, how they are filtered or filed, and
how they fade or drop out of circulation. Dibble suggests that historians use such
generalizations to validate or invalidate their inferences. They exemplify what
content analysts do as well, perhaps a bit more systematically.
The inferences that Leites, Bernaut, and Garthoff ( 1 95 1 ) made from speeches
delivered on the occasion of Stalin's birthday, discussed in Chapter 9, serve as
another particularly transparent example of structural validation in an essentially
unique situation. Once the researchers' analytical construct was in place, the
inferences from available speeches followed. The validity of their construct was
established by experienced Sovietologists who argued by references to general
izations a bout how political discourse functioned in the Soviet Union, especially
how politburo members close to Stalin would have to avoid showing interper
sonal closeness. With the structural validity of their construct demonstrated, the
results of its applicati on were accepted on this ground-and later proved to be
correct.
Osgood, Saporta, and Nunnally ( 1 95 6 ) fashioned their evaluative assertion
analysis according to then-prevailing theories of affective cognition, cognitive
dissonance theory in particular, which had been substantiated in numerous
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controlled experiments with subjects. This was the only validating evidence used
in this case, and through it the researchers sought to establish that the computa
tions built into their analytical procedure structurally corresponded to what was
known about individual cognition. Evaluative assertion analysis has been
extended-for example, by Cuilenburg, Kleinnij enhuis, and De Ridder ( 1 9 8 6 )
and Kleinnijenhuis, De Ridder, and Rietberg ( 1 997)-based o n the structural
validity provided earlier and only occasionally reexamined.

Fu nctional Val id ity
Functional validity is the degree to which analytical constructs are vindicated
in use rather than in structure. A content analysis is vindicated by reference to its
history of use, particularly by its absence of significant failures. Usefulness and
success may mean many things, of course, and these concepts make sense only in
the presence of alternative methods competing with each other in the same
empirica l contexts. To vindicate a content analysis, one must demonstrate that
its analytical constructs, which account for the analyst's proceeding from avail
able texts to the answers to given research questions, are useful over time and in
many empirical situations. Whereas evidence for structural validity is based on a
correspondence between what one knows about a context and how that knowl
edge is built into the analytical procedure, functional validity is grounded in
whether or not or how well it works.
Functional validity has long been recognized, although it has been known by
different names. Janis ( 1 94 3/1 965 ) suggested that because meanings unobserv
ably mediate between texts ( or "signs," as he preferred to call them) and observ
able behaviors, one can establish the validity of semantically oriented content
analyses only indirectly, by " inferring validity from [their] productivity" (p. 6 5 ) .
H e noted, " A content analysis procedure is productive insofar a s the results it
yields are found to correlate with other variables" (p. 70 ) . In effect, Janis argued
that because there is no validating evidence for how audience members under
stand given messages, accounting for references, attributions, assertions, and
speculating about probable effects are justifiable only when the " categories . . .
occur as variables in many true empirical propositions " (p. 65 ) . He essentially
bypassed answering the question of how or why an analysis produces the
results it does as long as they connect with other phenomena that are considered
interesting.
An example might be the use of neuronal network theory in the computation
of word co-occurrences by the software system CatPac (Woelfel, 1 993, 1 997).
The designers of this system incorporated several ideas into its operation: that
concepts are represented by single words, that the textual proximity of pairs of
words and the frequency of their co-occurrences affect the way they are
stored/recalled in an author's or reader's brain, that the strength of their pairwise
relationships is dynamically adjusted with use, that recent co-occurrences over
shadow earlier ones, and so on. These propositions, individually convincing,
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could be regarded as validating the procedure structurally, and its proponents
claim as much when they call CatPac a system that performs a " semantic net
work" analysis. However, the computations that yield results are so complex,
and so little is known about how the human brain develops concepts, that the
connection between how people conceptualize and how the computational pro
cedure gets to its results remains obscure.
However, CatPac has been used extensively and applied to a variety of data
by researchers interested in mass communication, marketing, politics, biblio
graphic citations, and many more areas. Improvements have been introduced
over time. Occasional lacks of face validity caused the developers to make a vari
ety of adjustments, such as excluding function words and stemming, lemmatiz
ing the vocabulary to reduce grammatical variations considered meaningless in
the context of the system's use. CatPac applications naturally migrated into areas
that seemed most promising, particularly where the results correlated with other
phenomena of interest or aided practical decisions. It found niches in which it
proved itself of practical value, useful, and successful. Does CatPac really com
pute semantic networks ? Not the way linguists and researchers in the artificial
intelligence community conceptualize them. Does it replicate what neurons do in
the brain ? Surely not structurally. However, the very fact that it finds users and
uses in competition with other computational techniques can be regarded as vin
dicating evidence, demonstrating its functional validity.

Correlative Val id ity
It is an epistemological fact ( but a fact not always recognized in the literature
of psychological testing) that correlations between test results and other variables
relate measures of phenomena to each other, not phenomena. Correlations can
not bridge the epistemological gap between measures and the phenomena they
claim to measure. Correlations do not predict, either-as I shall demonstrate
below. They merely weigh the extent to which one measure can substitute for
another. If the measures in a battery of measures are correlated with each other,
those that correlate perfectly are substitutable without question, and those that
correlate less than perfectly are substitutable to the degree of their correlation.
The basic idea of correlational validity is that validity travels along high correla
tions. Validity always comes from somewhere-one or more trusted variables
whose validity is established prior to or outside of efforts to establish correla
tional validity. If the results of a content analysis of crime reports in newspapers
and the results of public opinion polls about perceived crime correlate higher
with each other than either of the two variables with official crime statistics, as
found by Zucker ( 1 97 8 ) , then content analysis and public opinion polling might
well be substitutable for each other, but neither can replace crime statistics. If
none of these variables can be trusted to begin with, validity cannot be an issue.
Figure 1 3 . 3 depicts the general idea of correlational validity schematically.
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Corre l ative Va l i dati o n

Campbell and Fiske ( 1 95 9 ) develop the idea of validation by correlation
statistics into a full-fledged methodology. Taking Popper's idea of falsification to
heart, they argue that correlative validity of a new method requires not only high
correlation with established measures of the trait it intends to measure but also
low or zero correlation with established measures of traits it intends to distin
guish. They call the former convergent validity and the latter discriminant valid
ity. It follows that a research result can fail to be correlatively valid in two ways:
by low correlations with measures that are known to measure the phenomena of
interest and by high correlations with measures that are known to measure dis
tinctly different phenomena or phenomena independent of the one intended to be
measured.
To show that a measure possesses both convergent and discriminant validity,
one must compute a battery of correlation coefficients between measures of a
number of traits, each obtained by several independent methods. These are tab
ulated in what Campbell and Fiske call a multitrait-multimethod matrix (see also
Alwin, 1 974 ) . A detailed discussion of this method is beyond the scope of this
chapter, but Table 1 3 . 1 provides an example of such a matrix (for more on this
method, see Krippendorff, 1 9 8 0 b ) . It compares three computer implementations
of Osgood's main semantic differential scales of affective meaning, evaluative
(E), potency (P), and activity (A) (see Chapter 7, section 7.4.4 ) , by three
researchers, Holsti (H), Osgood (0), and Saris ( S ) (see Saris-Gallhofer &
Morton, 1 9 78 ) .
In this table, all correlations with themselves are listed o n the main diagonal.
These are unities, of course, and uninformative as such. Convergent validity
would be demonstrated by high correlations, ideally unities, in the diagonals of
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Table 1 3 . 1

M u l titra i t-Mu lti method Matri x for Th ree Content A n a l yses

Method 1

HE

1 .00

(Holsti)

HP

.04

1 .00

HA

-.08

.53

E = Evaluative
P = Potency
A = Activity

1 .00

Method 2

OE

(Osgood)

OP

.39*

1 .00

OA

.32*

.37*

1 .00

OE

OP

OA

Method 3

SE

(Saris)

SP

1 .00

SA
HE

HP

Method 1

HA
(Holsti)

Method 2

(Osgood)

SE

SP

Method 3

SA
(Saris)

the three heteromethod blocks. In these submatrices, they are all significant, as
indicated by asterisks, but they differ regarding the affects being compared. The
measures of the evaluative dimension correlate highest with each other, followed
by the measures of potency; the measures of the activity dimension are lowest in
all three instances. This is consistent with the findings of other research, suggest
ing that judgments of good and bad-heroes and villains, successes and failures,
beauty and ugliness-yield better scales, turn out to account for more variance in
semantic differential studies than the other two, and are also more reliable in con
tent analyses generally. Discriminant validity is indicated when the off-diagonal
correlations in the heteromethod blocks are lower than the correlations in their
diagonals, ideally zero. Here they are lower, but still far from the ideal. In fact,
the surprisingly significant correlations between OA and HP, OA and SP, and OP
and SE suggest that the three dimensions of affective meanings are not clearly dif
ferentiated across these methods. However, the culprit in this lack of discrimina
tion is found in the three monomethod triangles. Within Osgood's method, all
three dimensions correlate significantly-that is, it does not discriminate too well
among the three kinds of meanings. In Holsti's method, it is the correlation
between the activity and potency dimensions that signals a lack of discrimination,
whereas in Saris's method, off-diagonal correlations are near the ideal of zero,
independent of each other, and show high discriminant validity.
This discussion is not intended to generalize about the three methods. They
may differ for a variety of reasons ( see Saris-Gallhofer & Morton, 1 9 78 ) . My
only aim here is to show how convergent and discriminant validity can play out
in correlative validations.
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Another example is the validation of an index of argument quality by
Cappella, Price, and Nir (2002 ) . These researchers developed their index in the
course of a study of online deliberations during the U.S. presidential elections in
the year 2000. It counts the number of arguments that participants in this study
could give in support of their own positions and, what is perhaps more interest
ing, the number of arguments that these participants could imagine others would
have against their positions. Cappella et aI. wisely refrain from claiming to mea
sure opinion quality, as a single dimension would probably fail a semantic valid
ity test. The name they give their measure reflects more closely what it actually
measures, " argument repertoire. " To test its convergent validity, they show that
it correlates highly with numerous variables that could be construed as assessing
aspects of a common construct, including political knowledge, political interest,
flexibility ( subjects' willingness to participate in various discussion groups) , and
mass-media exposure. They note that
those with the capacity to write out reasons for their opinions and to identify
relevant reasons for opposed opinions also express interest in politics, are
more accurate in their factual political knowledge, and use the print and
broadcast media as sources of their political news. Even their personal
communication is more political and diverse. Coupled with . . . data . . .
indicating higher argument repertoire for those with more education and
more commitment to their ideology and party, [we] have good evidence of
convergent validity. (pp. 83-84 ) .
Cappella e t al. do not show discriminant validity, however, and it is therefore not
so clear what their measure distinguishes. It may well embrace general commu
nication and social skills as well as intelligence, which would be far beyond the
intention to define a measure that adds to the vocabulary of public opinion
researchers.

Pred ictive Val id ity
Predictions extend available knowledge to as yet unobserved domains. The
predicted phenomena may have existed somewhere in the past (e.g., historical
events, characteristics of late authors, antecedent conditions of received commu
nications), may be concurrent with the texts being analyzed (e.g., attitudes, psy
chopathologies, individual aptitudes, the extent to which someone is plagued by
problems, the makeup of cultural climates), or may occur in near or distant
futures (e.g., the consequences of persuasive messages, the success of future
employees, the continuations of trends ) . I am suggesting two defining criteria for
predictive validity. The first emphasizes the nature of evidence as in the
Standards (American Educational Research Association et aI., 1 9 9 9 ) : For corre
lational validity, validating evidence must be concurrent, whereas for predictive
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validity it need not be and in fact typically is not. The second defining criterion
requires predictions to be specific, to select a set of observations that is smaller
than the set of all conceivable ones-j ust as any answer to a research question
must exclude some of the logically possible answers. Eventually, predictions
are validated when the validating evidence stays within the set of predicted
observations.
To draw a clear line between correlational and predictive validity, I return to
Cappella et al.'s (2002) argument repertoire measure. These researchers found
high correlations of argument repertoire not only with variables that belong to
the same construct (as noted above ) , but also with variables that they conceptu
alized as caused by what argument repertoire measures: participation. They
observed two kinds of participation: willingness to attend group deliberations
about political topics and willingness to get involved in substantive exchanges
while attending (p. 8 9 ) . Both correlated highly with argument repertoire. Because
all data of this study were concurrent and these variables correlated, the validity
thereby established is correlational, even if one could argue, and hence concep
tualize, that participation is an effect and not a cause.
However, conceptions of causality aside, once researchers state findings so as
to be selective among conceivable alternatives and open to the consideration of
evidence concerning these alternatives, predictive validation can take place. In
fact, when Cappella et al. report that those with greater argument repertoires are
more willing to participate in political deliberations, they make rather specific
predictions that could be checked against future data. Establishing the validity of
their predictions would require agreement with subsequent observations-not
correlations, but observations concerning whether and how often people with
high argument repertoires do indeed participate in one or both ways.
A classic example of predictive validation is George's ( 1 959a) attempt to eval
uate the Federal Communications Commission's predictions made from German
domestic propaganda during World War II. All of the FCC analysts' inferences
were available in the form of reports they had written. After the war, George was
able to match the inferences, one by one, with documents that had then become
available. He j udged each of the inferences for which validating evidence was
available as correct, nearly so, or wrong. He demonstrated that the FCC analysts'
predictions were accurate to a degree better than chance. George's research
(which was not as simple as this brief description makes it seem ) suggests how
analysts can bring subsequent evidence to bear on predictions.
To recap: Predictions cannot be validated by correlation. A watch that runs
slow correlates highly with standard time but is incorrect nevertheless. Unless
one knows the bias of the watch, one cannot tell the correct time with it. The
infamous body counts disseminated by the u.s. government through the mass
media during the Vietnam War may have correlated highly with military activ
ity, but after a while nobody could trust the exaggerated numbers. To predict the
author of an unsigned document, it is not enough to show that signed documents
show a correlation between word choices and the identities of authors; the
unsigned document must be traced to one author, ideally excluding all others.
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Predictions of past, present, or future happenings from texts must also avow
exclusions, happenings that are not expected. If a content analysis said yes to all
possible answers to a research question, it would be as worthless as if it said no
to all of them. The more selective a content analysis is, the more information it
provides. Subsequent observations validate predictions when they occur within
the set of observations that had been predicted, not outside that set (always or at
least to a degree better than chance) .
To quantify predictive validity, the measures that are appropriate are the same
as those used to assess semantic validity. Both concern valid representations-in
the case of semantic validity, of the meanings, referents, or uses of texts; and in
the case of predictive validity, of whether the answers to research questions are
borne out in fact. The appropriate measure of predictive validity is not correla
tion but agreement.
Figure 1 3 .4, which is an overlay of Figure 2 . 1 , locates the validation efforts
discussed in this chapter within the components of content analysis (as discussed
in Chapter 4) .
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A Practica l Guide
This final chapter discusses three starting points for content analyses.
For each, it recommends procedural steps, raises issues that might
come up during the research, notes the junctures at which content
analysts need to make decisions, and suggests what they need to take
into consideration in making those decisions. It gives an overview of
the entire content analysis process, from reconceptualizing the prob
lem that content analysts are called on to solve to reporting their
results, providing ample references to related material in the forego
ing chapters .

I

n the preceding chapters, I have introduced the concepts involved i n content
analysis one by one and have suggested solutions to conceptual and method
ological problems that content analysts need to address. In this chapter, I reartic
ulate these concepts with practice in mind, so that readers who have particular
research problems that content analysis might solve will get an idea of what they
can or need to do and why.
Like most social research, content analysis involves four kinds of activities:
•

Designing an analysis

•

Writing a research proposal

•

Applying the research design

•

Narrating the results

These activities are neither mutually exclusive nor entirely sequential. Surely, all
inquiries start with some conceptualization of the research process, but as
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content analysis requires a great deal of preparatory effort, the design phase may
well become part of a research proposal. Researchers who have their own
resources, including students working on their theses, may not need to write for
mal research proposals, but they are nevertheless well-advised to have such pro
posals in mind. Often, the relationship between the design of a content analysis
and the application of that design is circular. A seemingly perfect design may
reveal flaws in its application that bring the researcher back to the drawing board
to sample more data, reconceptualize the data language, improve the coding
instructions, and even radically change the approach taken initially. This is the
hermeneutic circle in scientific inquiry.

D ES I G N I N G AN ANALYS I S
A design proposes something that would not come into being without guided
efforts-here, a procedure for moving from potentially available observations,
texts, sounds, and images to the narrated answers to a research question ( see
Figure 4 .2 ) . A research design consists of the detailed specifications that guide the
handling of data and make the research reproducible and critically examinable at
a later point in time . Aside from getting involved in available text, the develop
ment of a research design is the most intellectually challenging part of a content
analysis . In the course of designing a study, analysts clarify their research inter
ests, learn to respect their own readings as different from those of others, explore
the questions they would like to see answered, delve into available literature for
insights about the contexts of their analysis, and play with analytical possibili
ties-until step-by-step specifications emerge that promise to bring the analysis
to a worthwhile conclusion ( see Chapter 4) .
Researchers may enter content analysis from different starting points. The
possible starting points may not be equally desirable, but circumstances for
research rarely are. Below, I discuss content analyses in terms of three points
of entry:
content analyses are motivated by the availability of texts rich
enough to stimulate the analysts' interests in them. As the research ques
tions emerge, as analysts are becoming involved with such texts, text-driven
analyses are also called " fishing expeditions . "

• Text-driven

content analyses are motivated b y epistemic questions
about currently inaccessible phenomena, events, or processes that the ana
lysts believe texts are able to answer. Analysts start from research questions
and proceed to find analytical paths from the choice of suitable texts to
their answers.

• Problem-driven

content analyses are motivated by the analysts' desire to apply
known analytical procedures to areas previously explored by other means.

• Method-driven

A P RACTI CA L G U I D E

Text- Driven Analyses
A text-driven analysis starts with a body of text, as noted above: an interesting
set of personal letters, a collection of taped interviews, the diary of a famous
person, a compilation of comic books, transcripts of naturally occurring conver
sations, conference proceedings (a collection of presented papers) , a significant
period of publications (newspapers, professional j ournals, movies), election
campaign speeches, news accounts of a particular crime, notes made during
anthropological fieldwork, a collection of family photographs, advertisements
in magazines published in different countries, reports to the shareholders of a
corporation, library listings of a particular institution, articles mentioning a
particular drug, telephone books, and so on.
Without an explicit research question in mind, researchers typically start by
familiarizing themselves with the chosen body of texts. They may begin with
" housekeeping" chores-cataloging the texts, unitizing the body of text into
"packages" that can be handled more or less independent of each other. When
the researchers have a sense of how many texts there are, they may explore
apparent intertextualities: quotes, references, overlaps, rearticulations, elabora
tions, sequential orderings. They may also note how the texts reproduce, respond
to, or elaborate on each other. Intertextualities form dependency networks
among texts, which in turn suggest possible paths for reading the given body
of texts-for example, along lines of narrative coherences, genres, or temporal
sequences, or according to how various sources respond to each other.
Constructions of intertextualities amount to ways of reading, but-to be clear
these always are an analyst's readings.
Next comes a reading of texts for the purpose of summarizing what these texts
collectively mean to the analyst, what they denote, connote, or suggest, or how
they are or could be used as a whole. If the body of texts is so large that a single
individual cannot keep track of all the needed details while reading, content
analysts may take advantage of a variety of computer aids, such as QSR's NVivo
and N6, or examine word frequencies and KWIC lists with software such
as Concordance, VBPro, WordStat, or TextQuest. Even the search functions of
ordinary word processing programs, such as WordPerfect and Word, may be
used for simple content analyses. ATLAS.ti is especially well suited to the
creation of networks of texts. The advantage of such analytical aids lies in the
assurances they can provide that text explorations are systematic, effectively
countering the natural tendency of humans to read and recall selectively. This
approach is called interpretive or qualitative, as opposed to quantitative
( see Chapter 4, section 4 . 1 .2 ) , and interactive-hermeneutic with reference to
computer aids ( see Chapter 1 2, section 1 2 . 6 ) .
Even when aided by qualitative text analysis software, it is important to note,
such text explorations are essentially limited to a single analyst'S conceptions and
ability to read. Such software is convenient, but it does not make the process
more objective.
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When the volume of texts exceeds individual abilities as well, when teamwork
becomes essential, the problems of coordinating the work of several analysts
begin to dominate the research effort. It then becomes important that the ana
lysts working on a project agree on the terms of the analysis; in addition, as
differences in their individual readings will inevitably surface, the analysts need
to render these readings in comparable categories. This will bring the analysis in
line with the procedures described in Chapter 4-whether the analysis is called
qualitative or quantitative. I continue this thread below, in section 1 4. 1 .2 .
Problems of coordination among content analysts o n a large project also chal
lenge the analysts to overcome the temptation to take their own readings as the
only ones that count, which often coincides with the belief that content is contained
in text, an inherent quality of text, and that everyone ought to know what it is (see
Chapter 2). Obviously, texts can be read variously and mean different things to dif
ferent people. Recognizing this leads analysts to listen, while reading texts, to the
voices of other readers-the texts' writers, audiences, and users-to understand
what the texts mean to them, how language is implicated in their interpretation,
the roles the texts do or could play in the lives of their users, and whose voice is
represented, who listens, who responds, and who is silenced in these texts. Unless
they consider alternative readings, content analysts are limited to analyzing their
own understanding and nothing outside it. By reading with alternative voices in
mind ( see Krippendorff, in press-c), analysts begin to expand their horizons, to get
a feeling for the context they need to construct to make room for diverse people
associated with the texts and for the institutions that govern the texts' antecedent
conditions, concurrent interpretations, and practical consequences. As this context
becomes conceptually clear, so do the questions that analysts feel they could
answer. Figure 4.3, which depicts this text-driven entry to content analysis, sug
gests that such questions arise not only from the virtual voices of other readers or
users, but also from what the authors of pertinent literature on the context say.
Qualitative content analysts typically stop at their own interpretations of
texts, however, and the recommendation I have j ust made is intended to under
mine the very notion that texts can drive an analysis. Contrary to what lawyers
are fond of saying, documents never speak for themselves-interpretations are
always made by intelligent readers. And texts inevitably have several meanings.
Although the seeming objectivity of computer searches tends to hide this fact, the
queries that inform such searches are always form ulated by the very analysts who
also interpret the search results. When analysts acknowledge their own concep
tual contributions and, by implication, the possibility of diverse readings, espe
cially when they have to train coders to comply with written recording/coding
instructions, their analyses can no longer be conceived as text driven. This brings
us to the next, perhaps more preferable, way of entering a content analysis.

Problem- Driven Analyses
A problem-driven analysis derives from epi stemic questions, from a desire
to know something currently inaccessible and the belief that a systematic reading
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o f potentially available texts could provide answers. Content analysts who start
at this point tend to be involved in real-world problems: psychoanalysts seeking
to diagnose the pathology of a patient; lawyers trying to generate evidence that
will support or refute an accusation of plagiarism; historians hoping to clarify
how a historical event unfolded; literary or forensic scholars aspiring to know
who wrote an unsigned work; educators attempting to predict the readability of
textbooks; mass-media researchers intending to substantiate claims of undesir
able effects on civic society of TV election coverage; propaganda analysts look
ing for military intelligence hidden in enemy domestic broadcasts; rhetoricians
desiring to measure how much civic knowledge candidates for political office
bring to a debate. All of these are epistemic problems, problems of not knowing
something deemed significant. Content analysts must convert such problems into
research questions, which they then attempt to answer through a purposive
examination of texts. In Chapter 3, I discuss the different kinds of inferences that
analysts may draw from texts; here, the focus is on the steps that analysts may
want to take to get to those inferences:
•

Formulating research questions

•

Ascertaining stable correlations

•

Locating relevant texts

•

Defining units of analysis

•

Sampling the texts

•

Developing categories and recording instructions

•

Selecting an analytical procedure

•

Adopting standards

•

Allocating resources

1 4. 1 .2. 1

Formulating Research Questions

Formulating research questions is by far the most important conceptual task
that analysts face, for it is the key to a successful research design. As noted in
Chapter 2, the research questions posed in content analysis have the following
characteristics:
•

They concern currently unobserved phenomena in the problematized con
text of available texts.

•

They entail several possible answers.

•

They provide for at least two ways of selecting from among these
answers-if not in practice, then at least in principle.
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The first of these defining features rearticulates the aim of content analysis: to
make abductive inferences from texts to phenomena outside those texts. In
Chapter 2 ( section 2.4), I discuss how abduction is distinguished from induction
(moving from particulars to generalizations) and deduction (moving from gener
alizations to particulars) as a form of reasoning that moves from particular texts,
through context-sensitive explanations of these texts, to particular answers to
research questions (i.e., from particulars to particulars) . Such answers need to
solve a problem in the widest possible sense, from solving an important mystery
to informing a decision to act.
The second characteristic above demands of a research question that it entail
several conceivable answers-neither an open field in which anything can hap
pen nor a single answer that the analyst intends to prove.
The third feature suggests that it would not be sufficient simply to answer a
research question, even for good reasons. The researcher should think of at least
one other way to answer that question, independent of what a content analysis of
the sampled texts will show, which could validate the answer, at least in princi
ple: additional observations, correlations with measures already known to be
valid, even observations of improved success in acting on the information the con
tent analysis provided (see Chapter 1 3 ) . A content analysis should be validatable
in principle, and this entails an alternative method or independent evidence.
Novices in content analysis need to understand that not all questions qualify
as research questions. For example, a question concerning whether a computer
program is suitable for analyzing a body of text is a question about the proper
ties of the software relative to available texts-it does not address anything in the
context of the analyzed texts. The question of whether one can measure a desired
quality of texts does not qualify either, because it concerns an analyst's ability
and is answerable by that analyst's doing it. It has nothing to do with the chosen
context of analysis. Nor are questions concerning how often an author uses a cer
tain expression appropriate research questions. Counting is an operation per
formed on a body of text. Its result says nothing other than that someone has
counted something. This argument applies to all computational abstractions:
typeltoken ratios, vocabulary sizes, and various correlations within a text.
Unfortunately, the history of content analysis is full of examples of researchers
who have merely declared counts to be indices of phenomena, usually of social
or political significance, without spelling out how their claims could be validated.
For example, a count of the number of violent acts on television means nothing
unless one has at least a hunch that high numbers of such acts are bad for some
thing one wants to preserve. More pernicious are pseudoquestions that exclude
alternative answers. In the 1 930s, many journalists quantified categories of con
tent as a way of " objectifying" preconceived public concerns. Content analysts
must not confuse proving one's point in a public debate with pursuing a research
question that has several answers.
In effect, the third definitional feature of research questions calls for their
answers to be validatable in principle ( see Chapters 2 and 1 3 )-in principle
because many content analytic situations preclude validation in practice. For
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example, history always happened i n the past. I t n o longer i s observable,
although it arguably was at one time. The traces of historical events that do
survive are nothing more than indirect indicators of the events themselves . Texts
are no exception. Inferences about historical events are best correlated with other
traces left behind. To find relevant traces, assess their trustworthiness, and relate
them to appropriate dimensions of a content analysis, analysts require consider
able insight into the context of the analysis. Psychotherapeutic diagnosis provides
a different example. No therapist can enter a patient's mind, so the first defini
tional feature of research questions is satisfied. The American Psychiatric
Association's Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (2000) lists
all legitimate mental disorders for therapists to choose from. One may disagree
with this list, but it does satisfy the second feature. The diagnosis, an informed
selection among known mental disorders, might be confirmed by other thera
pists, validated by independent tests, or vindicated by a successful treatment.
Similarly, the answer to the question of whether an author committed plagiarism
or not may not be known for sure without witnesses or admission by the accused.
The latter could validate or invalidate the conclusion derived from a systematic
comparison of two texts. Some of the more traditional questions that content
analysts have answered concerned what different audiences could learn from
exposure to particular mass-media messages and the political leanings of news
paper editors. To validate inferences from these kinds of media messages, con
tent analysts have compared their results with survey results, with information
from interviews with experts, and with focus group data-all sources of valida
tion on which social scientists rely heavily. Content analysts should be specific
about what could validate or invalidate their results, even if no (in)validation
effort is ever undertaken, because in doing so they tie content analysis to a mul
tiply confirmable reality.
Well-formulated research questions not only guide a research design, they also
constitute one-third of a content analyst's world construction, the framework
within which the analysis is to be undertaken. Research questions concern the
uncertain or variable part of that world ( see Figure 2 . 1 ) . The analysts' next two
steps involve the stable parts of their world.

1 4. 1 .2.2 Ascertaining Stable
Correlations (With the Research Questions)

Content analysis answers research questions by analyzing texts, which are
understood quite generally to include images, sound, Web sites, symbolic events,
even numerical data, provided they mean something in the chosen context. The
abductive inferences that content analysis entails presuppose some knowledge on
the analysts' part of how the research questions relate to available texts. This
knowledge need not be, and typically is not, exclusively linguistic or semantic.
Content analysts are rarely interested in what is said literally, by dictionary
definition or according to a standard reader, if such a person exists. Content
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analysts are as interested in what is not said as they are in what is said-that is,
they are interested in what texts reveal about phenomena not spoken of, such as
ideological commitments or ethnic prej udices that are manifest in influences,
consequences, and uses that may well go unrecognized by individual readers.
Inferences of the latter kinds tend to rely on statistical knowledge and call for the
use of complex analytical instruments. In Chapter 2, I describe these connections
as stable correlations, stable or enduring because only if they can be assumed to
remain invariant, at least during the analysis, can they justify the inferences that
a content analysis is asked to make. Questions whose answers are not correlated
with anything observable, readable, or accomplishable with texts cannot be
answered.
Traditionally, content analysts have focused on linguistic references, expres
sions of attitudes, and evaluations. These assume a one-to-one correlation
between textual units and the phenomena referred to, expressed, articulated, or,
in a naive sense, " contained" in them. More recently, content analysts have relied
on texts as statistical correlates of the phenomena of interest, using the wear and
tear shown by library books to assess the popularity of certain topics,
for example, or relying on the correlation between expressed public concerns and
voting. Typically, such correlates stem from other methods of inquiry-such as
public opinion research, media effects studies, perception experiments, and the
ories of cultural cognition-that often are concerned with frequencies, contin
gencies, and variances. Texts may be seen also as by-products of the phenomena
of interest, such as when researchers use mass-media coverage to infer how the
mass-media industry is organized; as causes, such as when researchers attempt to
infer audience perceptions or media-induced anxieties; as consequences, such as
when researchers analyze medical records to determine the population charac
teristics of patients; or as instrumental, such as when researchers take texts as
evidence of manipulation efforts by the texts' producers, as in political or public
health campaigns. Webb, Campbell, Schwartz, and Sechrest ( 1 9 6 6 ) add to this
list of possible connections physical traces that the phenomena of interest leave
behind and actuarial records that institutions maintain for reasons other than
analysts' interest in them. Dibble ( 1 963 ) recognized the latter as well, and George
( 1 959a) has reported the use of complex sociopolitical networks of stable corre
lations to answer research questions (see Chapter 9 and Figure 9.2 ) . Artificial
intelligence models account for still other stabilities in the world of content ana
lysts, enabling them to obtain answers from sparse textual evidence.
The analysts' task at this step of a research project is to ascertain a reliable
network of these correlations, correlations that researchers can rely on to be sta
ble and general (invariant over time and in various situations ) , certain (able to
determine or be determined ), and selective (able to narrow the set of possible
answers to a research question) . Content analysts may utilize all kinds of sources
for this knowledge. Past empirical research about text-context relationships is
one such source. In Chapter 4 (section 4.2), I suggest several designs for the gen
eration of empirical knowledge in preparation for a content analysis. Available
theories and models of how the phenomena of interest are communicated within
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a social system can also serve a s sources of needed evidence. Chapter 9 gives
examples of analytical constructs that are as simple as the aforementioned one
to-one correlations and as complex as a model of how a government controls
public opinion through its publications. Causality is not the only path, as sug
gested by the above list of correlations, nor do correlations need to be direct.
Content analysts often lament the absence of general theories and the naive sim
plicity of theories that claim universality. Indeed, literature on the contexts of
particular texts, another important source of knowledge of prevailing stabilities,
often includes situation-specific descriptions, temporally limited "mini-theories,"
and highly qualified propositions, all of which could well support a content ana
lyst's efforts. These if-then propositions may be derived from normal readings,
known stereotypical reactions, widely used folk sayings, metaphors, colloqui
alisms, and so on. The hope is that such a network of propositions contains a
path that connects available texts to the needed answers. A well-substantiated
path is all that content analysts need to create.
In assuming such a stable network of correlations, analysts may need to keep
track of the conditions under which these stabilities are warranted and when they
become unreliable. For example, correlations that have been found to hold for
undergraduate subjects may not be generalizable to other populations, or at least
not without qualifications. In crisis situations, organizational rules may break
down or be replaced by others. The meanings of verbal expressions may change
over time and/or become variable from one social situation to another, or from
one culture to another. Some content analysts are tempted to assume linguistic
universality or to assume that correlations once found do not change under con
ditions other than those studied ( see Figure 2. 1 ) , but assuming such correlations
to be stable when they are not can seriously mislead content analysts.
O bviously, knowledge of the needed correlations is informed by how a con
text is defined. Political scientists look for correlations that differ from those that
psychiatrists are able to consider. Sociologists and communication researchers
approach content analyses with different constraints in mind, and the worlds
that they respectively construct for given texts may well be incommensurate with
one another.
A network of stable correlations constitutes the second third of the content
analyst's world construction ( see Figure 4 . 2 ) . Its purpose is to channel, almost in
an information theoretical sense, the diversity encountered in texts to the possi
ble answers to a research question. The analysts' next step is one that is often
mentioned as the starting point for content analysis: locating relevant texts.

1 4. 1 .2.3

Locating Relevant Texts

In content analysis, texts inform analysts' questions and so must be sampled
from populations of texts that can be informative in this sense. A text is relevant
if there is evidence for or an assumption of stable correlations between that text
and answers to the research question. By backtracking along the path of the
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intended inferences, moving from the phenomena of interest along the stable
correlations to potentially available texts, content analysts can j ustify the rele
vance of a population of texts to given research questions.
As noted above, traditionally content analysts have made their analytical
efforts easy by assuming one-to-one relationships between textual units and the
phenomena of interest, what they are assumed to refer to, express, or " contain. "
With this assumption, selecting ( including reading and counting) texts virtually
substitutes for selecting (including observing and enumerating) the phenomena
addressed by the research questions. This hides the usually complex roles that
texts play in social situations. For example, to infer variations in achievement
motives over various periods of a culture, McClelland ( 1 95 8 ) searched for mes
sages in which achievements were created, negotiated, or celebrated. This led him
not only to popular literature, biographies, and expressions in art, but also to
images on Greek vases and postage stamps. Content analysts have a long history
of analyzing the newspapers read by political elites in various countries to infer
the politics of the citizens of those countries. This choice is grounded in the
assumption that political agendas are set and public debates are spearheaded by
certain leading newspapers, so-called prestige papers, rather than by local ones,
which are more likely to reproduce what the prestige papers print and are, hence,
less informative. To reveal an author's suspected racial or ethnic prejudices, con
tent analysts may have to sample from the writings of that author not intended
for publication, such as personal diaries or texts written specifically for the
author's racial or ethnic in-group. When a source of texts has a stake in the out
come of the analysis, the content analysts need to consider what that source
knows about how it might be analyzed and/or read and focus instead on textual
characteristics that the source does not easily control or cannot control. This
rules out instrumental aspects of communication.
Although the logic of such choices is pretty clear, it is not easy to be more spe
cific about how content analysts go about deciding on the informativeness of the
texts they propose to analyze. Reading a small sample is good start. Examining
headlines or abstracts for clues to the relevance of texts is a common practice.
Pursuing citation networks to the key publications is a strategy familiar to many
scholars. Alleged expertise could also lead analysts to suitable populations, pro
vided such attributions can be trusted. The reputation of a publication is another
criterion for locating relevant texts. Often, however, content analysts have to be
satisfied with what is made available to them. Propaganda analysts during
wartime and analysts working for institutes that monitor international agree
ments have to start with what they can intercept. Scholarship on literary figures
is limited to what is written by and about them and their times . Conversation
analysts can record only with permission, which excludes many privileged con
versations ( and can introduce unwanted biases) .
The Internet a s well a s large, full-text electronic databases and digital libraries
have vastly expanded the availability of content analyzable texts. Browsers, text
search engines, and computer-aided text analysis tools ( see Chapter 12, section
12.4) can locate relevant texts in stages. Starting perhaps with vague hunches
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about what i s relevant, text analysts may begin a search with queries that cast a
deliberately wide net over all conceivable texts just to get a sense of how much
is there. Making good use of abduction, analysts typically develop increasingly
detailed explanations of the body of texts they have so far scanned, become
clearer about how available text may be correlated with the research question,
and iteratively narrow the search. During such explorations, content analysts
develop conceptions of the available texts and how to analyze them while simul
taneously reducing the sample of texts to a manageable size. Search engines typ
ically are severely limited in what they can identify ( see Chapter 1 2 , section
1 2 . 4 ) . There almost always remains a considerable gap between what they
retrieve and what is relevant (see the discussion of semantic validity in Chapter
1 3 , section 1 3 .2 . 2 ) . Nevertheless, techniques for sampling from electronic data
bases, Web pages, and on-line exchanges are improving, promising content
analysts an increasingly rich source of textual data.
Given well-formulated research questions, and having a good sense of the
network of correlations operating in the chosen context, available texts fix the
otherwise wide-open variations that content analysis has to address. The ana
lysts' decision on the population of texts to be analyzed completes the construc
tion of the world in which the content analysis can proceed ( see Chapter 2 ) . We
now turn to the components of content analysis ( see Figure 4.2).

1 4. 1 .2.4 Defining Units o f Analysis

One way to make a content analysis of a large volume of text manageable is
to break it into smaller units and deal with each separately. In Chapter 5, three
units of analysis are distinguished according to the functions they serve within
the analytical process: sampling units are mutually exclusive units of text that are
selectively included in an analysis ( see Chapter 6 ) ; recording units are also mutu
ally exclusive, either equal to or contained in the sampling units, but separately
described, coded, or recorded in the terms of a data language; and context units
set limits on the amount of text to be consulted in determining what a recording
unit means (see Chapter 7 ) . Chapter 5 also mentions units of enumeration,
which usually coincide with recording units, sometimes in the form of numerical
measurements: column inches, type sizes, ratios of different kinds of words,
and scales.
In text searches by computer, units can be defined by proximity operators ( see
Chapter 12, section 1 2 .4 ) : a delineated stretch of text, a document, an article, or
a paragraph that contains a match with the query. Search results may serve as
sampling units or as recording units. It is conceivable that text searches will
provide the answers to analysts' research questions, but this would be rare.
The definitions of units of analysis have important implications. When the units
are mutually exclusive, counting them leads to comparable frequencies; when they
overlap, it does not. Separating units also severs all relations among them, omitting
information that resides between neighboring words or phrases. For example,
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taking single words as units disregards their roles in sentences, so that their
syntactical meanings are lost; units of sentences omit the roles that sentences play
in paragraphs, thought sequences, the points made in longer arguments, and so on.
Thus unitizing a text is justifiable only if the relationships between units do not
inform the research question. The above-mentioned context units are intended to
preserve at least some of the information that surrounds the recording units.
Generally, if units are too small (such as words or short expressions), semantic
validity may suffer and the content analysis tends to become shallow. If units are
too large (e.g., whole documents, Web pages, books, TV shows) , the content analy
sis becomes unreliable (see Chapter 1 1 , section 1 1 . 1 ) .

1 4. 1 .2.5 Sampling the Texts

If the population of relevant texts is too large, content analysts may select repre
sentative samples of these texts. A heuristic approach to sampling is to start with any
arguably unbiased sample of text, analyze it for how well it answers the research
questions, and, if it fails to meet acceptable standards, continue to sample until the
questions are either answered with reasonable certainty or proceeding becomes
hopeless. The latter may signal the need for a redesign of the content analysis.
Chapter 6 suggests suitable sampling strategies. However, because texts are about
phenomena outside or surrounding the texts, sampling in content analysis differs
from sampling in other contexts-for example, sampling of individuals for public
opinion surveys. In content analysis, researchers need to sample texts with two
populations in mind: the "population" phenomena that correlate and hence lead to
answers to a research question and the population of texts that represents these
phenomena. In sampling the texts for a content analysis, researchers must give these
phenomena a fair chance of contributing to the answer to the research question.
Chapter 6 also addresses the problem of texts that come into analysts' hands
for reasons unrelated to the research questions ( see the discussion of text-driven
analyses above, in section 1 4. 1 . 1 ) . If texts are made available rather than pur
posefully sampled, their representativeness cannot be assured. They may be
biased on account of their sources' selectivity. For example, historical documents
survive for a variety of reasons that are usually unrelated to why they are of
interest, politicians have good reason to hide embarrassing information from
public view, and television news is not about what happens in the world but
rather represents what the mass-media institutions deem newsworthy and can fit
into available programming space. When the population of available texts is
small, content analysts may not have the luxury of sampling and so face the
problem of rectifying the sampling biases inherent in these texts.

1 4. 1 .2. 6 Developing Categories and Recording Instructions

As I have noted above, when the volume of text exceeds a single researcher's
analytical capabilities and analysts must therefore work in teams, or, even more
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important, when their results are to satisfy scientific standards and need to be
replicable elsewhere, the analysts involved need to work not only together but
also alike, or else their results will not be comparable. The coordination this
requires is accomplished through the formulation of clear instructions for coders
( see Chapter 7) to describe the same textual units in the same analytical terms, a
data language (see Chapter 8 ) . To ensure replicability, such instructions may
include the following:
•

A list of the qualifications that coders ( observers, interpreters, j udges) need
for the task

•

Descriptions of training procedures and instructional materials used to
calibrate coders' conceptions

•

Operational definitions of the recording and context units, and rules on
how to distinguish them

•

Operational definitions of the syntax (form) and semantics (meanings ) of
the data language ( the categories or analytical terms) that coders are to
apply in describing, translating, or categorizing each textual unit ( Ideally,
these definitions inform the cognitive operations that coders employ in
reading and recording the texts. )

•

Copies of the form( s ) to be used in creating records and entering data
for processing: spreadsheets, examples of completed questionnaires, and
tabulations

Typically, before these instructions are applied by several coders and to a large
body of text, the analysts need to pretest them on a small sample of texts and
then modify and retest them until they satisfy reasonable reliability standards ( see
Chapter 1 1 ) .
There are several well-known strategies for developing suitable categories and
recording instructions. Unfortunately, many content analysts use categories that
are uniquely tailored to available texts, in effect starting each content analysis
from scratch, almost in the spirit of text-driven approaches. Although this strat
egy eases the coding task and increases reliability, it creates content analyses
whose results are not comparable with each other, and therefore rarely advance
theory. Although ingenuity is always welcome, content analysts who rely on con
ceptualizations that have proven successful elsewhere have a better chance of
drawing on and contributing to existing knowledge.
A second strategy that many analysts use is to rely on the recording instruc
tions of published content analyses with similar aims. I have mentioned various
systems of categories in this volume (see Chapters 7 and 8 ) , and readers can find
other examples in the works of authors such as Berelson ( 1 952), Holsti ( 1 96 9 ) ,
Weber ( 1 990), Gottschalk ( 1 995 ) , Roberts ( 1 997), Riffe, Lacy, and Fico ( 1 9 9 8 ) ,
and Neuendorf (2002 ) . I n addition, there are the categories built into computer
programs, especially dictionary approaches ( see Chapter 1 2 , section 1 2 . 5 . 1 ) .
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Some content analyses rely on only a few variables, whereas others define very
many. Some require only a page of instructions; the instructions for others fill
whole books (e.g., Dollard & Auld, 1 959; Smith, 1 992b) . There is no need to
invent a new scheme if existing ones have proven to be productive.
A third strategy is to draw from available literature on or theories of the con
text of the analysis. If the descriptive accounts or theories about this context can
be operationalized into categories for coding texts, then analysts can gain imme
diate access to what the literature suggests the stable correlations are. This is the
path that Osgood, Saporta, and Nunnally ( 1 956) took repeatedly, for example,
in developing evaluative assertion analysis. This analysis operationalized theories
of cognitive balance, which led to such theoretical concepts as " attitude obj ects, "
" connectors, " and "common meaning terms. " Where theories are unavailable,
content analysis categories may be found in official classifications or taxonomies.
If analysts need to describe occupational categories, it would make sense for
them to consult official Federal Trade Commission listings or sociological
studies of occupational status and prestige. For psychoanalytic research, the
American Psychiatric Association's Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders (2000) is indispensable. As these categories are widely used, content
analyses that use them can tap into empirical findings that are cast in these terms.
Along the same lines, if a content analysis is to provide variables for testing par
ticular hypotheses about participation in political deliberation, then the analysts
might take their categories from previous research in this area, as Cappella, Price,
and Nir (2002) did, relying for their argument repertoire index on Kuhn's ( 1 9 9 1 )
work on practical reasoning in everyday life. By deriving categories from estab
lished theories of the contexts of their analyses, researchers can avoid simplistic
formulations and tap into a wealth of available conceptualizations.
In addition to being reliable, the categories of a data language should be
tested, where possible, for their semantic validity. This is especially important for
computer dictionaries, which, while always perfectly reliable, may tag or trans
form text in incomprehensible ways. In Chapter 12 (section 1 2 . 5 . 1 ), I describe
an approach to the development of categories suitable for computer processing
that may serve as a model for utilizing computer aids of the coding/dictionary
variety.

1 4. 1 .2. 7 Selecting an Analytical Procedure

The best analytical procedures parallel what is going on in the context of the
available texts . Figure 9 . 1 depicts the inferential component of content analysis
as a procedural model of the presumed stable text-context correlations.
Evaluative assertion analysis (see Chapter 9, section 9 . 2 . 3 ) , for example, models
the transfer of attitudes from common meaning terms to obj ects and from one
attitude object to another. It operationalizes a set of psychological propositions,
amounting to a rather particular analytical construct. This analysis is appropri
ate only where attitudes are the target of research questions and the context
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conforms to how the process i s theorized. Semantic network analysis ( see
Chapter 12, section 1 2 .5 . 3 ) has a very different structure. It is an outgrowth of
computational theories of cognition and is appropriate where these theories are
proven valid.
The catalog of well-formulated analytical procedures from which analysts can
choose is not very large. In making an informed choice from among several
canned computer programs, assembling an analytical procedure from available
components, or constructing one from scratch, content analysts are advised to do
three things: ( a ) be clear about the network of stable correlations in their own
world construction (analytical context), and ( b ) find out how texts are treated,
processed, or transformed in the analytical procedures available, in order to (c)
select the procedure whose operations provide the best model of the network of
stable correlations and are therefore most likely to yield valid answers to the
research questions.
Selecting among analytical procedures is not easy. Analysts should be aware
that promoters of text analysis software tend to overstate their claims about
what their software can do-promising that it can extract concepts from text
when all it does is calculate statistically interesting word co-occurrences. For
example, on closer examination, claims that a software package mines content,
models text, or develops and tests theories automatically often boil down to dis
appointingly simple procedures that are far removed from what the impressive
names suggest. Similarly, theorists often generalize the analytical powers of their
own proj ects beyond available evidence. And, what is even more disheartening,
most canned computer programs seal the assumptions built into them against
outside inspection. These are some of the difficulties that analysts face in trying
to make informed choices.

14. 1 .2.8 Adopting

Standards

Given that the answers to content analysis research questions are inferences
from texts about not-yet-observed phenomena, these answers are always of
hypothetical validity. Standards serve to limit the uncertainty associated with
such answers. This uncertainty is a function of three elements:
•

The nature of the context of the texts being analyzed

•

The extent of the analysts' knowledge of the text-context correlations

•

The care with which the analysis is conducted

The nature of the context is not really under the analysts' control. Some con
texts are highly structured, whereas others are chaotic or probabilistic. In some,
the connections between texts and the answers to research questions are linear
and direct; in others, those connections are statistical and vague, if not deliberately
ambiguous. This limits the certainty of the inferences that analysts can make.
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Knowledge of these correlations is another matter. No content analysis can be
j ustified without some knowledge of this kind. But complete ignorance rarely
exists. Content analysts are competent readers, at least in their own language and
expertise, and do not let pass what seems incomprehensible to them. Beyond the
ever-present face and social validity, content analysts may test for sampling,
semantic, structural, and functional validity (see Chapter 1 3 ) and argue for the
validity of their findings from the strengths of these tests, weaving information
from appropriate literature and their own practical experiences into their
rhetoric. In arguing for the validity of content analysis results, both proponents
and critics rely on scientific standards of plausible reasoning. Such standards,
although permeating discussions of scientific accomplishments, may not be quan
tifiable, attesting to the rhetorical nature of scientific research.
The third source of uncertainty, carelessness in conducting an analysis, shows
up in at least two ways: as unreliability at the front end of an analysis, where it
is measured with the help of suitable reliability coefficients (see Chapter 1 1 ), and
in the way an analysis is designed to proceed to its result, also called internal
validity ( see Chapter 1 2 ) . The recording/coding phase of content analysis is
especially vulnerable to disagreements among coders, which show up in reliabil
ity tests.
But how high should standards be set ? Obviously, when the results of a con
tent analysis affect the life or death of a defendant in a court of law, when major
business decisions are based on them, for example, or when whole populations
during wartime are affected , standards need to be significantly higher than for
scholarly work where the most that is at stake is the content analyst's reputa
tion ( see Chapter 1 1 ) . The attainment of higher standards, although always
desirable, tends to be more costly. It may require more careful preparatory
investigations ( see Chapter 4, section 4 . 2 ) , a larger body of data (see Chapter
6 ) , more sophisticated techniques of analysis, and so on. Content analysts
may not wish to undertake projects whose standards are beyond their reach,
both in terms of the needed resources and in terms of their responsibilities for
analytical failures.
Standards for sampling, semantic, structural, and functional validity should be
related to the level of validity demanded of the results. To decide on such stan
dards, researchers may want to work backward from how certain, general, or
selective the results need to be to how often-unavoidable imperfections can affect
them.
The relationship between reliability-a function of the agreement between
two or more analytical processes, coders, or devices (see Chapter 1 1 )-and valid
ity (see Chapter 1 3 ) is quite transparent. High reliability is a prerequisite of high
validity but cannot guarantee it. Even perfect reliability, as achieved by any com
puter, cannot guarantee validity. In Chapter 1 1 ( see section 1 1 .4.4), I present
standards that are applicable for Krippendorff's reliability coefficient alpha.
The evaluation of the design of a content analysis , internal validity, is more
qualitative in nature.
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14. 1.2. 9 Allocating Resources

Content analysts have much to organize: analytical procedures, personnel,
and scarce resources. Some activities may be reserved for the principal investiga
tor, whereas others may be delegated to assistants, requiring training and instruc
tions, or to professional research companies. Some must be executed in
sequence-for example, the sampling of texts will have to take place before their
coding, and coding must be done before analysis-and others may be done in
parallel. Some take up short moments of time (e.g., running a computer pro
gram); others may be tedious (e.g., the reading and manual coding of text, most
preparatory work, and the cleaning of dirty data) . Limited resources-whether
in qualified personnel, analytical devices, or funds--can impose organizational
constraints on a project as well. Unless a content analysis is small and exploratory,
analysts have to develop ways to organize their work.
There are numerous tools available to help analysts organize the processes of
research. Most of these tools analyze the interconnected activities in a research
project as a network. In such a network, arrows represent activities that one
person or group can perform. By associating times and costs with each arrow,
researchers can calculate needed resources, see potential bottlenecks, assign
people to parallel or sequential activities, and estimate minimum and maximum
.
amounts of time to completion.
Among the planning tools that content analysts may find useful are flowcharts
such as those used in computer programming, the Program Evaluation and
Review Technique (PERT ) , the Critical Path Method ( CPM), and Gnatt charts
(interested readers can find information on all of these on the Internet) . These
methods enable researchers to find the least expensive or the fastest paths to
achieving research results and match available skills and resources with possible
ways of organizing the analytical work.

Method- D riven Analyses
Method-driven analyses are suspect when they are motivated by what
Abraham Kaplan ( 1 964, p. 2 8 ) calls the " Law of the Instrument" : When a child
discovers how to use a hammer, everything seems to be in need of hammering.
Analogously, when researchers get hooked on one analytical technique, when
they become experts in its use, they may well end up applying that technique to
everything in sight-and not without pleasure. Technologies have this attraction,
and content analysts, especially those employing computer-aided text analysis
software, are not immune. Typically, mastering any reasonably complex analyt
ical technique requires analysts to invest so much of their time that they find it
increasingly difficult to shift gears, even to see alternatives outside their exper
tise. Instead of starting from real-life problems, content analysts can be tempted
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by this technological expertise to look for areas of research where their preferred
methods are arguably applicable. This raises the possibility that the insights
gained from method-driven analyses are more reflective of what particular meth
ods can produce than of how the objects of inquiry operate.
On the positive side, when researchers conduct method-driven content analy
sis, especially with validity concerns in mind, they simultaneously expand their
method's areas of application while encountering its limitations. For example,
the use of CatPac, a software package that fuses two ideas-the self-organization
of neuronal networks and the movement of diverse social objects within abstract
spaces (Woelfel & Fink, 1 9 8 0 )-migrated from tracking advertising and public
relations campaigns to optimizing mass-media messages to analyzing communi
cation, bibliographic, and vocabulary networks in social settings ( Barnett &
Doerfel, 1 99 7 ) . CatPac is now known largely as a clustering program for quali
tative data, for texts in particular. In the path it took to arrive at this point, the
software encountered failures and critics but also demonstrated successes and
gained proponents. It found its niche.
Method-driven content analyses face fewer design issues than do problem
driven analyses, largely because once a method is chosen, analytical options are
limited. For example, in CatPac, recording units are unalterably defined as char
acter strings, usually single words. Instead of ascertaining their meanings, CatPac
applies an algorithm directly to these words. It clusters words using information
about their co-occurrences within specified stretches of text. The clusters resulting
from such an analysis are interpreted as representing conceptions in the minds of
speakers, in the culture of an organization, or in the public at large. Proponents
of CatPac consider this automatic mapping to be the software's most important
virtue, whereas critics miss the use of human intelligence. Once a method is cho
sen, the research questions that can be answered are usually fixed. In CatPac, they
concern the clustering of textual units, interpreted as concepts, as moving over
time, and thought to be manifest in the sources of the analyzed texts.
In the design of method-driven content analyses, usually only five preparatory
steps remain for analysts to accomplish:
•

Locating and sampling relevant texts

•

Ascertaining stable correlations

•

Preparing texts in method-specific and context-sensitive ways

•

Adopting standards

•

Allocating resources

Locating and sampling relevant texts in method-driven analyses is less an issue
of finding texts that correlate with the answers to a research question than one
of locating texts that are easily processed by the chosen method.
Regarding the second step above, method-driven content analysts are less
inclined to explore correlations in a context for the directions an analysis could
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be taking than they are to ascertain whether the correlations surrounding the
texts are compatible with the assumptions built into the chosen method. To con
tinue the example above, CatPac assumes one-to-one relationships between single
words or phrases and concepts in the minds of speakers. CatPac users are advised
to examine literature or other sources of knowledge to determine whether its
assumptions are warranted, whether the social phenomena of interest warrant
this one-to-one relationship, and, more important, whether co-occurrences in
texts are valid determinants of their meanings.
The preparation of texts in method-driven analyses resembles the previously
described development of recording instruments, but not necessarily for use by
coders. In CatPac, for example, analysts prepare a text by removing words
deemed irrelevant, largely function words, and eliminating mere grammatical
variations through stemming or lemmatization. Other text analysis software
packages distinguish between go-words and stop-words, apply dictionaries that
assign tags to words or phrases by which they are subsequently recognized, or
parse sentences into components ( see Chapter 1 2 ) . Less automated analytical
techniques, such as contingency analysis, require extensive manual editing of
text. Justifications for these text transformations rely heavily on the analysts'
judgments of what is relevant and what is not. Semantic validity is one applica
ble standard, reliability for manual editing is another, and computability by the
method is a final and, in this approach, often primary criterion.
The adoption of standards in method-driven analyses essentially follows the
arguments presented above, although some may not apply. For example, in com
puter analyses, reliability is not an issue. However, because computers are unable
to comprehend texts the way humans do, semantic, structural, and functional
validities are all the more important.
Finally, researchers must allocate their resources whether they are conducting
problem- or method-driven analyses.
Method-driven content analysts tend to justify their methods by vindication
( see Chapter 1 3 ) . A method of analysis is vindicated when it consistently pro
duces interpretable results. When a method crosses the limits of its usefulness, it
produces obscure and uninterpretable results. CatPac has had such experiences.
Unfortunately, many researchers are hesitant to report their failures, even though
content analysts can learn more about the limits of some methods from failures
than they can from successes.

W R I T I N G A R E S EA RC H P RO POSAL
A research proposal puts forth the plan of a content analysis for consideration
by a sponsor, dissertation committee, or teacher-someone who is able to grant
permission, provide resources, or command time for the researchers to engage in
the proposed inquiry. As such, a proposal has both a rhetorical function and a
contractual function.
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Rhetorical F u n ction
The rhetorical function of the research proposal is to convince the sponsor( s )
o f two things:
•

That the proposed research is worthwhile or beneficial

•

That the researchers are capable of delivering what they propose

In academic research, scholars tend to accomplish the first of these by citing
relevant literature to demonstrate a gap in knowledge or in method that the
proposed research can be expected to narrow. Ideally, this gap is of social sig
nificance, widespread, and instrumental to other advances, not j ust of personal
interest to the researchers. However, all funding agencies have their own mis
sions, which are manifest in their histories of funding certain research projects
and not others, j ust as scholars in positions to approve research proposals have
their theoretical concerns and epistemological commitments. For a proposal to
succeed, it needs to address these. In applied research, clients tend to seek infor
mation with practical implications. To be successful, proposals should demon
strate that the benefits of the research outweigh its costs.
O ften, researchers face competing expectations when they set out to write a
research proposal; such expectations may take the form of conflicting criteria
from different departments of a funding agency, differing perspectives on the part
of various members of a dissertation committee, or hidden agendas being pur
sued by decision makers . In such a case, the researchers' best strategy is to write
a proposal that enrolls all decision makers into the project, giving each a reason
to support it. In dissertation research, this sometimes means that a student needs
to write one chapter for each committee member. A commercial research pro
posal may want to show how each stakeholder in the proposed research could
benefit from its results, or at least not be disadvantaged by them, and perhaps
even how all stakeholders could be brought together on account of the research.
Past accomplishments are clearly the best recommendations of researchers'
abilities. Sponsors examine proposals for researchers' academic degrees and lists
of their publications as well as reviews of the analysts' previous research, espe
cially those written by reputable critics, and letters of support from respected
authorities. Researchers without relevant previous research to show may com
pensate for this deficiency by providing compelling literature reviews in which
they demonstrate familiarity with both the issues involved and how other
researchers have solved or failed to solve similar research problems.
The research proposal does not merely discuss issues, however. It also needs
to spell out the steps that the researchers intend to take and explain why. Indeed,
probably the most convincing demonstration of the researchers' ability is a
detailed research plan that evaluators can critically examine for its likely success.
The proposal should also report on any preparatory work the researchers have
completed that points to the challenging problems of the proposed research. In
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content analysis, this often means that the researchers should present evidence of
the reliability of the proposed recording instructions and the capability of the
analytical or computational techniques they intend to use, as well as explain how
the texts to be sampled are relevant to the research question.

Contractual Function
A research proposal, once approved, entails the expectation that the sponsor or
funding agency will provide what it has agreed to make available-financial
resources, organizational help, or legal support-and that the researchers will
deliver what they have proposed. The approval of a proposal creates contractual
obligations whether the proposed research is intended to qualify an individual for
an academic degree, to contribute theoretical insights, or to provide intelligence.
One of the characteristics of scientific research is that its results cannot be
guaranteed before the research is completed. Just as researchers who propose to
test a hypothesis must consider evidence in favor of that hypothesis and against
it, so must content analysts who propose to answer a certain research question
keep its possible answers open for the analysis to decide among them. Nature
does what it does, and texts do not always yield what sponsors like to see and
analysts hope to show.
In fact, lack of "cooperation " of texts often stimulates new insights and opens
unanticipated turns, which brings us to the second peculiarity of scientific
research: serendipity. A research proposal must outline at least one path to
answering the research questions but at the same time preserve the analysts' abil
ity to deviate from that path when unanticipated shortcuts become apparent,
when new methods turn up, or when unforeseen findings surface-provided the
research obj ective stays within expectations and scientific standards are not
compromised.
The inability to guarantee particular results and serendipity in the conduct of
research can be anathema to funding agencies that have vested interests in pre
ferred outcomes. Proposal writers may need to address this peculiarity of
research and convince the sponsors that all legitimate research questions have
alternative answers, or formulate their research questions so that the sponsors
see virtue in every possible answer.

Outl ine for a Research Proposal
A typical proposal for a content analysis includes all of the following parts:
•

A statement of the general epistemic or methodological issue that the
proposed analysis will address: what that issue is and why and to whom it
is significant
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•

A review of available literature on the context in which this issue resides,
showing the kinds of questions that have been asked and answered, the
kinds of research methods previously applied, and what has worked and
what has not, including the analysts' own research or experiences, if
relevant

•

A formulation of the specific research questions to be answered by the pro
posed research, which should be embedded in an account of the framework
adopted, and the world of the analysis that makes sense of these questions
and points to a body of text by which the analysts expect to answer these
questions ( see Chapter 2 )

•

A description of the procedure to b e followed, including accounts o f any
preparatory research already undertaken or to be carried out, the hypothe
ses to be tested ( see Chapter 4, section 4.2) as well as how and why they
are to be tested, the proposed analytical steps (Figure 4.2), and the stan
dards adopted for each. This description should cover the following:
The units of analysis ( see Chapter 5) proposed, defined, and distinguished,
and what they respectively contain and omit from the body of text
The sampling strategies ( see Chapter 6) to be used, where the population of
relevant texts is located, how easily available it is, criteria for adequate
sample sizes, methods for correcting self-sampling biases, and the sampling
validity to be achieved ( see Chapter 1 3 , section 1 3 .2 . 1 )
The recordinglcoding categories and data language (see Chapters 7 and 8 )
t o b e used, whether in the form o f available computer dictionaries o r search
queries (see Chapter 1 2 ) or to be derived from theories, literature, or the
texts themselves ( see Chapter 4, section 4. 1 .2, and Chapter 1 2 , section 1 2 . 6
for the latter) ; what these categories preserve o r omit; semantic validity to
be achieved (see Chapter 1 3 , section 1 3 .2.2); the reliability to be guaran
teed ( see Chapter 1 1 ) ; and the results of any pretests of the recording
instructions
The computational ( statistical or algebraic) techniques for reducing or sum
marizing the body of recorded text and the j ustifications for these tech
niques relative to what is known about the context of the texts
The inferential procedures that the analysts will ultimately use to answer
research questions from texts ( see Chapter 9 ) : the analytical constructs
that underlie these and any evidence for their structural and functional
validity ( see Chapter 1 3 , sections 1 3 .2 . 3 and 1 3 .2 . 4 ) , available
computer programs to be used, and evidence of their previously estab
lished correlative or predictive validities, if any ( see sections 1 3 .2.5
and 1 3 .2 . 6 )
How and t o whom the research results are t o b e made available: the
narrative forms in which the answers to the research questions will be
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presented, using numerical arrays, graphic illustrations, or data files, for
example, planned publications and presentations to conferences, or reports
to sponsors; the kinds of conclusions drawn from the results, whether they
are expected to advance theoretical knowledge, make recommendations for
actions, or settle an issue; and a critical assessment of the uncertainties that
are likely to remain associated with the larger issues that the results are to
address
•

An account of the specific time periods and resources needed to complete
the proposed analysis (the costs of personnel, equipment, and outside ser
vices) presented in the form of a timeline of the phases of research showing
the milestones to be achieved and the resources needed at each phase

•

A list of references to cited literature that conforms to whatever style
manual the sponsor of the proposal accepts and includes entries only for
available publications

•

Appendixes containing material pertinent to the proposal but not central to
the potential sponsor's understanding of what is being proposed, such as
examples of the kinds of texts to be analyzed, lists of texts to be sampled,
the proposed categories of the analysis, its data language andlor recording
instructions if already available, preliminary reliabilities achieved so far,
specifications of the software to be utilized, preliminary analytical results,
and testimony by experts supporting the proposed research

APPLY I N G T H E RESEARCH D ES I G N
Ideally, the work involved in carrying out a well-designed content analysis
becomes routine. With all intellectual and methodological problems solved dur
ing the design phase, the analysis could be turned over to a research organiza
tion. In practice, however, problems are bound to emerge: Needed texts may turn
out to be unavailable, scarcely relevant, or biased by the incorrigible self-sam
pling practices of their sources, and software may turn out not to work as
expected. However, the most frequent disruptions stem from the inability to meet
accepted standards of reliability ( see Chapter 1 1 ) and validity (see Chapter 1 3 ) .
As solutions to such emerging problems cannot be specified in advance, short of
discontinuing a content analysis altogether, researchers may have to go back and
modify the defective parts of a research design (see Figure 4 . 2 ) , keeping the over
all research obj ective in mind. It is not unusual for a content analysis to need sev
eral iterations of locating unreliabilities, correcting their causes, and repeating
these steps until applicable standards are satisfied. This is especially true in the
development of coding/recording instructions. In addition to unreliabilities, new
empirical findings and literature about the context of the analyzed texts can
prompt reconstructions of the world the analysis was presupposing.
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NARRAT I N G T H E RES U LTS
Research proposals are written to convince sponsors, but research reports typi
cally are addressed to other readers. Also, research reports usually go far beyond
the mere statement of findings of fact. Such reports account for how analysts
have accomplished what they set out to do; describe to which literature, j udg
ments, or decisions the research results contribute; and raise questions for further
exploration. In highly institutionalized settings-such as laboratories or public
opinion polling organizations-where research questions are codified,
researchers are well-known, and analytical procedures are well established,
research reports may be limited to information about where the analyses devi
ated from the typical. Generally, a research report should offer details sufficient
to convince at least three kinds of addressees of the importance of the results:
•

The sponsor, agency, or client who approved and/or supported the research

•

The content analysts' peers in the scientific community

•

The public at large

These addressees may have conflicting agendas, which may have to be attended
to separately.
Sponsors are interested, first, in whether the analysts fulfilled their contractual
obligations. A research report needs to demonstrate that they have, and, where
applicable, should also justify where and why the analysts deviated from the pro
posal. Second, funding agencies are keenly aware of the publicity they gain from
having supported worthwhile research and often look for the social validity or
political significance of the results. Political or commercial clients might be more
interested in the benefits they can reap from the research, whereas academics
may look for the knowledge advanced by the results . A research report may need
to address these concerns. Third is the issue of empirical validity; Can the ana
lysts' claimed results be trusted? Nonscientific users may be inclined to accept
content analysis results on account of the analysts' scientific credentials or the
reputations of the institutions where the analysts work. Users in the legal and
scientific communities, in contrast, may approach a research report more criti
cally, looking for and needing to find relevant details and evidence in support of
findings.
For members of the scientific community, the ability to reproduce research
results elsewhere is the most widely used standard. As the burden of proof is laid
on the researchers, the research report must provide convincing evidence that the
results can be reproduced. Measures of the reliability of the potentially unreliable
components of an analysis-recording/coding, for example-can provide the
needed assurances. Many scholarly journals require evidence for the reliability
and statistical adequacy of research findings. But reliabilities merely put an upper
limit on the validity of research results, as discussed above.
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Because the answers that content analyses give are obtained through abductive
inferences, analysts need to establish the validity of their inferences by making
compelling arguments, which includes retracing the analytical steps they have
taken and j ustifying each step in terms of whether it models or represents what
is known about the context of the texts. Analysts can use sampling, semantic,
structural, and functional validities ( see Chapter 1 3 ) to support such arguments,
especially when their results seem counterintuitive. However, content analysts
should expect that even plausible research results may be received with a healthy
dose of suspicion. The face validity they perceive may not be clear to all those
who are touched by the research findings, and the analysts may need to go the
extra mile to provide conclusive arguments for their inferences, even if the valid
ity of their findings may seem obvious within their community of peers.
When research results are published, they enter the conversations of diverse
readers. To convince these readers, analysts may want to create compelling nar
ratives that explain what the research accomplished and the impacts the findings
will have on the readers' lives, using concepts, comparisons, or metaphors that
are meaningful in the readers' own worlds and not misleading.

Outl ine for a Research Report
Generally, a research report should contain the following parts ( many of
which are also found in the research proposal; see section 1 4.2. 3, above ) :
o f the research for decision makers who have little
time to concern themselves with details (This part of the report often
decides how readers regard the remainder. )

• A summary o r abstract

•

A table of contents

•

A statement of the epistemic or methodological issues that informed the
analysis

• A review of the literature

on the context in which these issues reside

for the content analysis, including
the research questions addressed (with an explanation of the sponsor's or
analysts' interest in these questions) , the texts analyzed to answer the ques
tions, and the context chosen to j ustify the analysis ( see Chapter 2 )

• An account of the framework adopted

actually followed, including the prepara
tory research undertaken (see Chapter 4), any complications encountered in
the process, and how emerging problems were solved, with specific informa
tion in the following areas to enable critical evaluation of the process:

• A description of the research design

The body of texts sampled: what it consists of, what motivated the analysts
to choose it, by which strategy it was selected ( see Chapter 6 ) , and how the
analysts dealt with biases ( see Chapter 1 3, section 1 3 .2. 1 )
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The data language used ( see Chapter 8 ) : the system of descriptive categories
and measurements the analysts employed to bridge the gap between raw
texts and the computational techniques applied
The units of analysis ( see Chapter 5 ) : their operational definitions, how
they were used in the process, and what they preserved and ignored from
the texts
The recordinglcoding process: whether built into computer dictionaries or
search queries ( see Chapter 1 2 ) or enacted by human coders ( see Chapter
7), the reliability (see Chapter 1 1 ) and, where evaluated, the semantic valid
ity ( see Chapter 1 3 , section 1 3 .2.2) of each variable
The computational ( statistical or algebraic) techniques employed to sum
marize, simplify, or reduce the volume of records obtained from the body
of texts
The inferential techniques (computer programs [see Chapter 1 2] or other
analytical procedures [see Chapter 9] ) utilized to answer the research ques
tions and, where available, evidence of structural validity ( see Chapter 1 3 ,
section 1 3 .2 . 3 ) o r functional validity (section 1 3 .2.4)
The research results (the answers to the research questions) : in the form of
data files, summaries, propositions of a factual nature, recommendations
for actions, or judgments (suitably qualified by estimates of their validity),
all crafted in a compelling narrative that the anticipated readers of the
report can easily understand
A self-critical appraisal: of the analysis (Did it really yield something new ? ) ,
o f the time and resources spent (Was it worth the effort? ) , of the methods
used in relation to other methods (Could there have been more appropriate
techniques ? ) , of the computational procedures used (Did they accomplish
what was expected of them ? ) , and of the meta-accomplishments of the
analysis (Did it raise new questions for further explorations ? )
•

Additional matter
A list of references to cited literature

Appendixes containing materials that enable interested readers to read
beyond the report, such as the recording instructions, computer dictionar
ies used, reliabilities obtained, and tables of numerical findings, even data
that could be used by other researchers ( Scientific research is open, and
data may need to be made available for reanalysis elsewhere. )
Acknowledgments of contributors to the research effort (All research projects
proceed in networks of interpersonal relations. Because assistants, coders,
consultants, advisers, librarians, and teachers do not expect to be acknow
ledged in official research reports, it is a gesture of generosity when
researchers name those who have been involved. )
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